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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Smithsonian Institditon,

Bureau of American Ethnology,

Washington, D.C., September 28, 1962.

Sir: I have the honor to transmit the accompanying manuscripts,

entitled "The Paul Brave site (32SI4), Oahe Reservoir area, North

Dakota," by W. Raymond Wood and Alan R. Woolworth; "The

Demery site (39C01), Oahe Reservoir area. South Dakota," by Alan

R. Woolworth and W. Raymond Wood ; "Archeological investigations

at the Hosterman site (SQPOT), Oahe Reservoir area. Potter

County, South Dakota, 1956," by Carl F. Miller; "Archeological in-

vestigations at the Hickey Brothers site (39LM4) , Big Bend Reservoir,

Lyman County, South Dakota," by Warren W. Caldwell, Lee G.

Madison, and Bernard Golden; "The Good Soldier site (39LM238),

Big Bend Reservoir, Lyman County, South Dakota," by Robert W.
Neuman ; "Archeological investigations in the Toronto Reservoir area,

Kansas," by James H. Howard, and to reconunend that they be pub-

lished as a bulletin of the Bureau of American Ethnology,

Very respectfully yours,

Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr.,

Director.

Dr. Leonard Carmichael,

Secretary, Smithsonian Institution.



EXPLANATION OF THE INTER-AGENCY
ARCHEOLOGICAL SALVAGE PROGRAM

The Inter-Agency Archeological Salvage Program is a cooperative

plan of the Smithsonian Institution ; the National Park Service and

the Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior; and the

Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army. It was formulated,

through a series of interbureau agreements, for the purpose of recov-

ering archeological and paleontological remains that would other-

wise be lost as a result of the numerous projects for flood control,

irrigation, hydroelectric power, and navigation improvements in the

river basins of the United States. Various State and local agencies

have assisted in the work. To carry out its part of the joint under-

taking, the Smithsonian Institution organized the River Basin Sur-

veys as a unit of the Bureau of American Ethnology. The National

Park Service has served as liaison between the various agencies and

has provided the Smithsonian Institution with all of the necessary

information pertaining to the location of proposed dams and other

construction and their priorities. It has also had responsibility for

budgeting costs of the program, funds for which are provided in the

annual appropriations of the Department of the Interior. The opera-

tions of the River Basin Surveys, Smithsonian Institution, have been

supported by funds transferred to it from the National Park Service.

Through agreements with the National Park Service, money has also

been made available to State and local agencies to supplement their

own resources and aid them in their contributions to the program.

The Rii)er Basin Surveys Papers^ of which this is the ninth

huUetin^ are issued under the scientifw editorship of Frank
H. H. Roherts^ Jr.^ director of the Bureau of American

Ethnology,
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PREFACE

In 1947 an archeological field party, sponsored by the University of

North DaI?:ota and the State Historical Society of North Dakota,

carried out excavations in the upper limits of the Oahe Reservoir, in

North Dakota. Test excavations were made at the Paul Brave site

(32SI4), also known as the Fort Yates site. The elevation of this

prehistoric village is between 1,600 and 1,610 feet. The site will be

flooded by the Oahe Reservoir when backwater reaches the maximum
pool level of 1,620 feet. The work in 1947 was directed by Dr. Gor-

don W. Hewes, then with the University of North Dakota. The

limited excavations in 1947 indicated the desirability of further and

more intensive work at the site, and in 1955 the State Plistorical Society

of North Dakota sponsored a second party for full-scale excavation.

Funds were made available for tliis archeological salvage work

through a cooperative agreement with the National Park Service.

Between July 6, 1955, and August 30, 1955, excavation was carried

out under our supervision when we were both staff archeologists with

the State Historical Society. The assistance of Oriol Pi-Sunyer, then

a graduate student at Harvard, is gratefully acknowledged. The
genial and competent crew members contributed further to the sum-

mer's accomplishments. These were Stephen W. Robinson and Robert

P. Barr, of Grand Forks, N. Dak., and Russell B. Lawrence and Robert

F. Gipp. of Fort Yates, N. Dak.

The overburden at the site necessitated the use of a bulldozer, which

was rented from the Standing Rock Tribal Council, and operated

by Jack McLaughlin of Shields, N. Dak. The use of this machine

implemented the removal of the nearly 3 feet of sterile overburden

from the house floors. The River Basin Surveys, Smithsonian Insti-

tution, provided the field party with cameras and other equipment

necessary to document features fomid in tlie excavations. We took

aerial photographs on a flight early in September 1955.

We wish to thank Robert L. Stephenson, Charles H. McNutt, and

Warren Caldwell for constructive criticism of this report. Joseph

P. E. Morrison identified the shell material from the site. Russell

Reid, superintendent of the State Historical Society of Nortli Dakota,

assisted in the identification of the baked clay animal figurines from the

site and aided the investigators in many other ways. Photographic

plates were prepared with the assistance of Bernard Weinreich, Bis-

xin
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marck photographer. The maps and line drawmgs were prepared by

Wood.
Permission to excavate on the Standing Rock Indian Reservation

was generously granted by the Standing Rock Tribal Council. Mem-
bers of the Paul Brave estate gave their permission to excavate site

32SI4:. Superintendent J. W. Wellington extended every effort to

make the summer comfortable and successful, and Tribal Chairman
David Black Hoop aided the excavators in many ways. This assist-

ance made the summer of 1965 a profitable and enjoyable one, and it

is gratefully acknowledged.

The field notes, maps, and artifacts from the site were returned for

study and preservation to the State Historical Society Museum in Bis-

marck, and they are on file in that institution. Some of the field rec-

ords and collections made in 1947 are also in the collections at that

museum, and the rest are at the University of North Dakota, in

Grand Forks. All of the 1947 material at the Museum was reanalyzed
and is incorporated in the present study.

W. Raymond Wood
Alan R. Woolworth



THE PAUL BRAVE SITE (32SI4), OAHE
RESERVOIR AREA, NORTH DAKOTA^

By W. Eatmond Wood and Alan R. Woolworth

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to present a detailed descriptive state-

ment of the archeology of one of the early village sites in the northern

part of the Middle Missouri area. The Middle Missouri area consists

of the Missouri River Valley and the lower reaches of its tributaries

between Bismarck, N. Dak., and southeastern South Dakota (see

Lehmer, 1954, p. 140). The Paul Brave site is significant because it

was occupied at the time when the first village or town dwellers were

establishing themselves in the northern part of this area. The deri-

vation of these early village people and the subsequent settlement

patterns of the Northern Plains are topics of interest to the anthro-

pologists and historians of the region.

Since 1906, when George F. Will and Herbert J. Spinden reported

work at the Double Ditch (Bourgois) Mandan site, north of the city

of Bismarck, N. Dak., archeological interest in the northern Middle

Missouri area has increased. Some of the stages in the history of the

area have been blocked in roughly, particularly by George F. Will

and Thad. C. Hecker (1944). Details, however, are scant, and the

present study provides a base from which a more adequate definition

of the early village people may be made. The lack of any real fund

of comparative data precludes any sweeping conclusions, although

a few tentative generalizations are justified on the basis of excavations

at the Paul Brave site.

Preliminary statements of the archeology of Paul Brave have ap-

peared in several publications. The first reference to the site is in

Will and Hecker (ibid., p. 89), where it is described as an unnamed

"Archaic Mandan" site on tribal land north of the Paul Brave estate.

Test excavations in 1947 resulted in tw^o brief articles by the exca-

vator, Gordon W. Hewes. The first of these (1949 a) describes the

excavations in summary form, discusses some of the significant finds

and tentatively places the site in time. A second article (1949 b) is

^ Submitted September 1959 ; some revision April 1961.
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a preliminary classification of the pottery from the excavations, with

notes on extra-site distributions. In addition, there are references

to Paul Brave in the report on the Thomas Riggs site, 39HU1 (Hurt,

1953). In Hurt's report Paul Brave is referred to as the "Fort

Yates site." In the present study, site 32SI4 is designated as the

Paul Brave site to avoid duplication in terms, since the term "Fort

Yates" has been used in other contexts.

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE SITE

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Paul Brave site is located in the N1/2N1/2NE14 of sec. 8, T. 129

N., R. 79 W., Sioux County, N. Dak. It is on the west bank of the

Missouri River 6 miles downstream from the town of Fort Yates, and

about 6 miles upstream from the North and South Dakota boundary.

The site is on a rolling terrace that overlooks the Missouri River flood

plain, this terrace averaging 20 feet above the flood plain. To the

south, the land rises in a series of low hills that abut against the

Missouri River bluffs, about one-half of a mile distant (map 1 ; also

pi. 1, a) . Fire Heart Butte, a high, flat-topped butte, is about 4 miles

to the southeast.

At the time the site was investigated in 1955, it was found that at

least 14 oval house depressions were distributed over an area of about

4 acres. These depressions were as much as 65 feet long and were 2

to 3 feet deep. They were filled with a lush vegetation that contrasted

with the short, dry grass on higher points in the village area. The
site is said to have been cultivated (Will and Hecker, 1944, p. 89),

but activity does not seem to have obscured the surface indications of

the larger subsurface features. The village may have been larger

originally, because Will and Hecker (1944, p. 89) also noted house

floors exposed in the terrace edge facing the river. This terrace was
checked in 1955. A number of artifacts were recovered from the sur-

face, but there was no indication of house floors. There is no evidence

that the site was fortified, but it is partially isolated from the re-

mainder of the terrace by a narrow swale south of the village (map 2

;

also pi. 1, a).

EXCAVATION METHODS

Preliminary testing determined that the houses were built in shal-

low pits. Three houses were chosen for excavation after the depth
of the house floors and the house walls had been determined. These
houses were evenly distributed over the site, and none of them had
been tested previously. The entire site was mantled by a deposit of

light-buff aeolian soil. This mantle was as much as 4 feet deep over

some of the houses, but high points within the village were buried
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Map 1.—Paul Brave site and environs.

only about a foot. A bulldozer was used to strip this overburden

from the three houses down to house fill, which was excavated by

conventional hand methods. House fill was a dark, mottled, and re-

latively soft mixed earth that contrasted with the lightly colored

sandy native soil. The depth of the bulldozer cut was regulated to

approximate the depth of the former village occupational level.

Three other bulldozer cuts were made in the eastern part of the site

to expose cache pits and other features, and to check for deeper occu-

pational levels. No evidence was observed that indicated any occupa-

tion prior to that represented by the houses. House floors were care-

fully exposed, and all postholes, fireplaces, pits, and other features

were cored. The structures were mapped radially by use of a plane

table, oi^en-sight alidade, and steel chain after excavation. Photo-

graphs were taken of the excavated houses, features, significant finds,

and progress of the work. Several aerial photographs were taken to

661-932—64 2
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show the work accomplished and the general environmental setting

of the village after the regular field season had ended.

The work done at Paul Brave in 1955 included the testing of seven

areas. These tests, or excavation units, are herein termed X units,

and are designated as XI through X7. The excavations of Gordon

W. Hewes in 1947 are hatched on the site map (map 2). Eighty-

eight features, designated FIO to F97, were recorded (table 1).

FEATURES

EXCAVATION UNIT 1 (HOUSB 1)

This long-rectangular house was in the western part of the site

(map 3). It had a maximum length of 45.5 feet, and was 32.5 feet

wide at the end near the entrance and 31 feet wide at the end opposite

the entrance. The long axis was oriented northeast and southwest,

with the entrance in the southwest end of the house facing away from

the river. The floor was 3.6 feet below the present ground level.

The house was originally built in a pit 2 feet deep. The house walls

and floor were of unfaced native soil.

The entrance was marked by three postholes on either side of a

small bench that projected into the house floor. This bench was

composed of undisturbed native soil. The entrance postholes were

1.0 to 2.3 feet deep. Three other postholes southwest of the house but

in line with the entrance suggest that this passage was originally 14

feet long.

Three large postholes were in the midline of the floor. One of

these, in the end opposite the entrance, was 3.1 feet deep. It was lined

with stones, and the hole inclined toward the entrance at a 13-degree

angle. Another post near the rear wall was 1.6 feet deep and also

inclined toward the entrance. Midway between the end post and
the entrance was a post 3.0 feet deep. Another post, not located along

the midline of the floor, leaned toward the end post. It may have
served as a brace.

There were 20 postholes along each of the long walls of the house,

from 0.9 to 2.1 feet deep, averaging 1.5 feet deep. There were no
posts in the house ends. On either side of the midline of the floor,

there was an intermediate row of posts. In each row were five posts,

spaced 8 to 10 feet apart (posts I to X, map 3).

The fireplace, F19, was centered on the midline of the house, off-

set toward the entrance. It was circular and basin shaped, and
contained ash, mixed earth, and a burned floor. Another basin-

shaped pit, F81, may also have been a fireplace, owing to the fact

that its floor was burned, but there was little depth to the burning.

Perhaps it was used sparingly or for only a brief time as a fireplace.
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A number of large stones were along the edge of this pit. At the

rear of the house was an area of burned earth (F94:), which appeared

to be a surface hearth. A small, basin-shaped fireplace (FTl) con-

tained white ash, and the underlying soil was burned.

Fourteen bell-shaped pits of various sizes were in the house floor.

They tended to be in a line with the intermediate rows of posts. These

pits were small, averaging less than 2 feet in depth. Six basin-

shaped pits contained mixed earth and refuse. One of these (F82),

may have been dug after the house was abandoned, since the wall

postholes observed in the pit floor were not visible within the pit fill.

A layer of charcoal blanketed the floor of the house, and many of

the postholes contained the charred remains of posts. Apparently

the house was destroyed by fire.

EXCAVATION UNIT 2 (HOUSE 2)

This long-rectangular house was in the north-central part of the

site (map 4; pi. 1, h). It had a maximum length of 37.5 feet, was
24.0 feet wide near the entrance, and 26.0 feet wide at the rear. The
long axis of the house was nearly north and south, with the entrance

in the south end facing away from the river. The house floor lay 2.8

feet below the surface, and the house was built in a pit 1.4 feet deep.

The house floor and walls were of unfaced native soil.

The entrance was marked by four postholes, two on each side of a

small bench of native soil that projected into the house floor. These

postholes were 1.1 to 2.4 feet deep. An entrance was indicated by 11

postholes that outlined a passage 18 feet long and 4 to 5 feet wide.

The postholes began at a point about 10 feet from the house wall.

Despite a careful search, no postholes could be located between the

house wall and that point. A hole 1 foot in diameter and 0.8 of a

foot deep was in the midline of the entrance, but it probably was
not a part of that feature.

Two large postholes were in the midline of the house. The post-

hole in the rear wall was 0.9 foot in diameter and 2.1 feet deep and
was filled with white ash. Midway between the end posthole and
the entrance was a posthole 0.9 foot in diameter and 3.2 feet deep

containing the remains of a cedar post that was braced with stones.

The long walls of the house were lined with 12 postholes each and,

although auxiliary posts occurred, the two rows were mirror images

of each other in spacing and placement. These postholes were 0.8

to 2.4 feet deep, averaging 1.5 feet. All house posts observed were
cedar, and all were vertical. There were no postholes along the

end walls.
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The fireplace (F26) was offset toward the entrance, and was cen-

tered on the midline of the house. It was filled with compact white

ash and mixed earth and was lined with burned earth. East of the

entrance, in a shallow recess in the house wall, a large unmodified stone

slab was on the house floor. The material is a conglomerate, and

similar stone occurs along the river bluffs south of the site. Five

bell-shaped pits and several basin-shaped pits filled with mixed

earth and refuse were in the house floor. An irregularly shaped pit

(F67) was near the rear wall of the house. A thin layer of charcoal

and burned earth marked the floor level, and the tops of most of the

posts were charred, a condition indicating that the house was leveled by

fire.

EXCAVATION UNIT 3 (HOUSE 3 )

This long-rectangular house was in the eastern part of the site

(map 5). It was 46.0 feet long, 32.5 feet wide at the end near the

entrance, and ^9.0 feet wide at the back end. The long axis of the

house was oriented north and south, and the entrance was in the

south end, facing away from the river. The house floor was 2.8 feet

below the present surface. The structure was originally built in a

pit more than 1 foot deep. The floor and walls were of unfaced native

soil.

The entrance was marked by four postholes, two on each side of a

small bench of native soil that projected into the house. These post-

holes were 0.9 to 1.3 feet deep. Two postholes south of the house but

in line with the entrance suggest that the passage was 15 feet long

and 4 to 5 feet wide.

There were two large postholes along the midline of the house. A
posthole 3.0 feet deep and 1.6 feet wide in the rear wall contained a

vertical cedar post 0.9 foot in diameter that was braced with stones.

In the house center, midway between the entrance and the end posthole,

was a posthole 0.9 foot wide and 1.9 feet deep. Secondary supports

were provided by two rows of postholes located between the house

midline and the walls. They consisted of two rows of five posts each,

spaced from 8 to 10 feet apart (posts I to X, map 5). Several of

them were lined with stones. There were no postholes along the end

walls.

The fireplace was centered on the midline of the house, offset toward
the entrance. It contained compact white ash, mixed earth, and was
lined with burned earth. Three miniature pottery vessels were found

embedded in the ash. Two of these vessels are illustrated (pi. 6,

f-g). An oval, basin-shaped pit (F53) and a small rectangular pit

(F63) had lightly fired floors and may also have served as fireplaces.

Three smaller fireplaces (F64, F65, and F66) contained ash, and

were lined with burned earth.
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A unique feature near the rear wall of the house was a long straight

trench with rounded ends and a shallow U-shaped cross section. Its

long axis was perpendicular to the long axis of the structure. The
feature (F70) contained a few bone fragments and two stones (pi. 2, a)

.

There were a few bison skull fragments near the rear wall in the

house, but there was no other evidence of a household shrine.

Eight bell-shaped floor pits were along the house walls. Basin-

shaped pits, present in the other dwellings, were lacking in this

structure. Five charred timbers on the house floor, at right angles

to the house walls, were probably fallen wall posts (pi. 2, &). They
were cedar timbers ranging in length up to 4.8 feet. The inner ends

of the timbers were about 5 feet from the line of wall posts, suggesting

that the wall was at least 5 feet high. The timbers averaged about

0.3 foot in diameter, although they may originally have been larger.

The evidence indicates that this house, as well as the other two ex-

cavated houses, was destroyed by fire.

EXCAVATION UNIT 4

Unit 4 was in the northeastern part of the site, east of House 2. It

was a trench oriented north and south, 130 feet long and 14 feet wide,

attaining a maximum depth of 5 feet. Near the south end of the unit

was a house depression (F12) the floor of which was 4.2 feet below

the present surface. Three pits were exposed near the south end of

the house. F32 was profiled; this bell-shaped pit could not be

associated with the house. F31 was a small bell-shaped pit in the floor

of the house, and F30 was a pit of indeterminate form on the south

edge of the house.

ExcAVATioisr Tnsnr 5

Unit 5 was east of House 2 and northwest of House 3. It was a

trench oriented north and south, 85 feet long and 14 feet wide, with a

maximum depth of 5 feet. A bell-shaped pit (F15) was in the south

end of the unit.

EXCAVATION UNIT 6

Unit 6 was east of House 2 and northwest of House 3. It was a

trench oriented north and south, 75 feet long and 14 feet wide, attain-

ing a maximum depth of 5 feet. A bell-shaped pit (F46) was in the

north end of the unit.

EXCAVATION UNIT 7

Unit 7 was a test pit approximately in the center of the village area,

5.6 feet north and south and 17 feet east and west. It is an extension

of a test pit excavated by Hewes in 1947. The 1947 excavation was a

5-foot square. In 1955 this unit was extended to the west and revealed
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a house wall. The wall was of imfaced native soil, sloping up from

the floor at an angle of 20 degrees to the former village level. The

house pit was 1.8 feet deep, and at the wall the overburden was 2 feet

deep. Four postholes along the wall contained the remains of cedar

posts or soft mixed earth. The holes varied in diameter from 0.5 to

0.8 foot, and were 1.3 to 2.4 feet deep. No other features of interest

were noted on the trench floor.

EXCAVATION UNIT 8 (HOUSE 4)

Unit 8 revealed the floor of a long-rectangular house. The structure

was excavated in 1947, and the following description was paraphrased

from Hewes' original report (1949 a, pp. 22-23)

.

The largest and deepest house depression at the site was cross-

trenched, and the greater part of the floor was ultimately cleared.

The floor lay at a depth of about 4 feet below the present surface. The
upper foot of the overburden was sterile, including only recent de-

posits of humus, but the remaining fill included sherds, bone and flint

tools, and animal bone. The structure was approximately rectangular,

65 feet long and 35 feet wide, with four rows of postholes. (The floor

plan of the house is apparently similar to that of House 1 and House

3.) Three fireplaces, devoid of refuse, were on the floor. The only

other significant features were three large piles of bison bone, chiefly

cranial parts and horn cores, intermingled with rough stone. Near the

floor center, about 50 inches below the surface of the house depression,

were two large broken pottery vessels resting mouth down on the floor.

These two vessels were illustrated in Hewes' original report (1949 b,

pi. 5, lower right, t-u) . The house fill above the floor contained such

refuse as bone, sherds, and tools, but the floor was free of such detritus.

Hewes was inclined to interpret this feature as a ceremonial structure,

rather than a household dwelling unit. In size, at least, the house

stands apart from the smaller structures excavated in 1955, and Hewes'

interpretation is convincing.

HUMAN BURIALS

There is a low rise of ground south of the site, and this rise is inter-

cepted along its north edge by a road (map 2) . In 1956, George Haiser

reported to the excavators that, prior to World War II, several human
burials were gouged from the south bank of the road by road-cutting

operations. It is possible that this rise of ground may have served as

a cemetery for the village, since there were no human remains in the

site. The burial positions and the disposition of the remains from the

road cut are not known.

Other evidence of activity in the low rises south of the site was

encountered. Survey parties in 1955 found circular shell disk beads
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on a hill about 1,000 yards south of the site. These objects might be

grave offerings brought to the surface by animal activity, and they

are similar to beads from the excavated houses and features. Unfor-

tunately the brief field season did not permit further exploration of

the area south of the site.

Table 1.

—

Description of features

XNo.
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tion of Paul Brave pottery. The classification below uses the con-

cepts of types and wares defined by Lehmer (1954, p. 41), which

are in current use in the Middle Missouri area. Wares are defined

as groups of types which share a majority of basic characteristics in-

cluding paste, vessel shape, surface finish, and rim form. Types in-

cluded within a ware are groups of vessels or rim sherds decorated

or modified in a consistent manner.

The paste, surface finish, and form of the pottery from Paul Brave

are described below to apply to all ceramics from the site.

Paste :

Method of manufacture: Probably lump modeled with paddle and anvil.

Temper: The material is uniformly decomposed or calcined granite. The
amount and size of tempering varies with the size of the vessel. In the

smaller vessels and in miniatures, temper is small and sparse, while in

larger vessels it is coarser and more abundant. Particles of quartz, mica,

and feldspar are visible in sherd cross sections ; particles are 0.5 to 3.0 mm.
in diameter.

Texture: The surfaces are medium fine to coarse, with the quality of the

paste decreasing as vessel size increases. The majority of sherds are

rough on the exterior because of irregular smoothing, and many are

crackled on the interior. The core is compact to contorted, with evenly

distributed temper.

Hardness: 3.0 to 3.5, the majority 3.0 (calcite).

Color: Buflf, through light and dark grays to black, with the majority a dark

gray.

Source clay: A plastic clay, light gray in color, was used to make the

pottery. It is free of sand but contains silt.

Surface finish : Vessel interiors and the upper parts of the vessel exteriors are

usually horizontally smoothed. Shoulders were malleated vertically with a

grooved paddle, but more frequently the resulting grooves were smoothed over.

Rim sherds may be vertically stamped, but ordinarily are smoothed. Only

three rims are horizontally stamped. The bases of the vessels are impressed

in a random fashion. Some vessels are lightly polished, and their surfaces

reflect some light (pi. 6, e, 7i)

.

Form:
lAp: Rounded, pointed, or flat, depending upon the presence and type of deco-

ration.

Rim: Two rim forms occur. The Riggs Ware includes those types with ver-

tical, straight to outflaring rims. The Fort Yates Ware includes those

types with S-shaped rims.

Neck: Ordinarily constricted, except on vessels with straight, vertical rims.

Shoulder: Rounded and steeply sloping.

Body: All vessels appear to be globular, with round bases and wide mouths.

In the restorable vessels, vessel height is about equal to maximum di-

ameter.

Appendages: Loop handles predominate, with strap handles present but

rare. Handles are welded to the lip and riveted to the shoulder. Ver-

tical, triangular tabs are common on the lip. Usually these elements have

a central incision.
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Wares and component types :

Riggs Ware:
Component types

:

Riggs Plain Rim
Riggs Cross-Hatched Rim
Riggs Incised Rim
Riggs Pinched Rim

Fort Yates Ware:
CJomponent types

:

Fort Yates Cord Impressed Rim
Fort Yates Cross-Hatched Rim

Unclassified:

Example A
Example B
Example C
Example D

RIGGS WARE

Riggs Plain Rim
(PL 3, 6, d-h; pi. 6,e)

Sample: 619 rim sherds, representing about 381 vessels, and one restored ves-

sel.

Decobation :

Lip: On 237 sherds there are oblique or vertical tool impressions on the lip

or on the outer edge of the lip. Circular and oval punctates and tool-

impressed crosshatched lines, as well as fingernail impressions, occur on

some lips (pi. 3, e-g). Three rims bear oblique cord-impressed lines,

and seven rims have closely spaced castellations (pi. 3, d). The remain-

ing rims have plain lips (pi. 3, fc)

.

Rim: Plain, with some horizontal smoothing over grooved paddle impres-

sions. A few rims have horizontal paddle impressions unmodified by
smoothing. A single decorated rim is included in this type (fig. 1, c).

Shoulder: Sherds of 13 vessels are incised with various designs, most of

which are rectilinear. Four design motifs are present

:

(1) Incised chevrons of three or four lines alternate with a triangular

"bear foot" element (fig. 1, a-h). The restored vessel bears this

design, executed by a stab-and-drag technique (pi. 6, e).

(2) Incised "drooping corn stalks" or oblique incisions are superim-

posed over horizontally incised lines (fig. 1, f-g).

(3) Panels of opposed diagonals occur (fig. 2, &-c).

(4) Sherds from two vessels have incised, concentric circles on the upper

shoulder (fig. 2, <?).

Fobm:
lAp: Round, pointed, or flat, depending upon the presence and type of deco-

ration. Thickness, 4 to 10 mm., averaging 6 mm.
Rim: Straight and vertical to somewhat outflared. Heights are 10 to 70

mm., averaging about 35 mm. ; thickness, 5 to 12 mm., averaging 7 mm.
Size: The projected orifices of 12 rim sherds indicate diameters between
120 and 346 mm.

:

308

320

334

346

120
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Figure 2.—Pottery design elements.

(pi. 6, e). When filled to the neck it contains about three-quarters of a

pint of water. It has the following dimensions

:

Mm.
Height (excluding appendages) 75

Maximum diameter (at shoulder) 103

Orifice diameter (inner lip) 85

Lip thickness 7

Rim height 8

Thickness of base 2
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Miscellaneous : One straight rim sherd with a plain, flat lip has a cylindrical

hole 15 mm. from the lip (pi. 3, &). The hole was punched from the ex-

terior while the clay was still moist, and the raised edges on the interior

smoothed down. The edges of the hole are not worn.

Pkevious illustrations and descriptions : Sherds of this type are described by
Hewes as "Type 9" and as "Type 11" from Paul Brave, and illustrated by
several sherds (1949 b, pp. 64:-67; pi. 5, lower right, t-u; pi. 6, left, i; pi. 6,

right, m, o, r) . The present type includes those sherds described by Hewes as

"Fort Yates Plain."

Biggs Cross-Hatched Rim
(PL 4, 0-&, /)

Sample : 54 rim sherds, representing 43 vessels.

Decoration :

Lip: Oblique tool impressions occur on six sherds, and crosshatched tool

impressions appear on two sherds. Rims from one vessel are indented

along the lip with oval punctates ; the remaining lips are plain.

Rim: The rim is filled with crosshatched lines between the lip and the

neck. On 11 sherds there is a horizontally incised line encircling the rim
below the lip.

Shoulder'. The four decorated shoulders have horizontally incised lines.

Two of them have a "drooping corn stalk" and one of them has an in-

cised triangle over the horizontal lines (pi. 4, /)

.

Form:
Lip : Predominantly flat, with some round lips. Thickness, 7 to 9 mm.
Rim : Straight to somewhat outflared. Height is between 30 and 43 mm.

:

thickness, 6 to 8 mm.
Neck : The rim joins the shoulder in a smooth curve.

Shoulder : Rounded and steeply sloping.

Size : The orifices of two vessels, projected from large rim sherds, were 130
and 190 mm. in diameter.

Appendages: Small triangular tabs are on the lips of four sherds. The
crest of each tab is incised. Sherds of one vessel with an incised tab has, in

addition, two plain vertical tabs.

Previous illustrations and descriptions : Sherds of this type are included in

the pottery described by Hewes as "Type 9, Fort Yates Fine Incised," and one

sherd is illustrated (1949 b, pp. 64-65, pi. 6, right, n).

Comments : The type originally defined by Hewes as "Fort Yates Fine Incised"

includes rims that were straight and flaring as well as S-shaped rims. The
straight or flaring rims bearing crosshatched designs are herein described

as "Riggs Cross-Hatched Rim," and the S-shaped rims with the same decora-

tion are herein classed as "Fort Yates Cross-Hatched Rim."

Riggs Incised Rim

(PI. 3. c)

Sample : 6 rim sherds, representing 6 vessels.

Decoration :

Lip: One sherd is obliquely tool impressed. The remaining lips are plain.

Rim: Four to seven horizontally incised lines occur, with oblique lines inter-

rupting the horizontals (pi. 3, c)

.

661-932—64 3
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Form :

Lip : Round to somewhat flat. Thickness, 4 to 6 mm.
Rim: Straight to somewhat outflared. Height, 28 to 32 mm.; thickness,

6 to 8 mm.
Riggs Piiiched Rim

(PI. 3, i)

Sample : 26 rim sherds, representing 22 vessels.

Decoration : Vessels are plain except for the finger pinching.

Form :

Lip: May be round, flat, or pointed. The lips are wavy, a condition induced

by pressing the moist clay with the thumb and forefinger offset, one inside

and one outside the vessel. The resulting undulation of the lip, when ob-

served from above, is Similar to that of Stanley Wavy Rim (Lehmer, 1954 :

43^4; pi. 12).

Rim: Straight to somewhat outflared. Height, 12 to 52 mm.; thickness,

5 to 7 mm.
Neck: Some constriction on outflaring rims.

Appendages: One loop handle, originating in the mid-rim, is attached to the

upper shoulder. The handle projects straight out from the rim, and

defines a right angle before it joins the shoulder.

Previous illustrations and descriptions : A sherd of this type is illustrated in

Will and Hecker (1944, pi. 13, the left sherd in the fifth row from the top)

as "Archaic Mandan."

FORT YATES WARE

Fort Yates Cord Impressed Rim

(Pis. 3, a; 5, c-j)

Sample : 136 rim sherds, representing 106 vessels.

Decoration :

Lip: None.

Rim: Three to six evenly spaced, horizontally applied cord-impressed lines

encircle the vessel rims. The diameter of the cord used varies from 2 to 3

mm., with the majority 2 mm. in diameter. Sixty-six sherds have triangu-

lar elements. On 7 sherds, the apex of the triangle is angular; on 25

sherds the apex is rounded, forming a curvilinear design. The triangles

are formed by either two or three lines. A sherd from one vessel (pi. 5, h)

has six horizontal lines of cord-wrapped stick impressions, and two oblique

lines. One sherd has a red stain, probably ocher, on both the interior and
exterior (pi. 5, e).

Form:
Lip: Predominantly flat, but may be round. Thickness, 6 to 8 mm.
Rim: Outflaring, with a recurving lip, resulting in an S-shaped rim. Height,

26 to 42 mm. ; thickness, 7 to 12 mm.
NecJc: Constricted, with the rim joining the shoulder in a smooth curve.

Shoulder: Rounded and steeply sloping.

Size: The orifices of three vessels, projected from large rim sherds, were

130, 176, and 260 mm. in diameter.

Appendages: A small, triangular tab is present on one rim (pi. 5, /). A
single sherd appears to be part of a small strap handle with two vertical

cord-impressed lines (pi. 3, a).
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Previous illustrations and descriptions : Sherds of this type were originally

defined by Hewes as "Type 10, Fort Yates Cord Impressed," and two sherds

are illustrated (1949 b, pp. 65-66, pi. 5, lower right, v, pi. 6, right, q).

Comments : The present type description largely duplicates the original type

description by Hewes. Pottery of this type is similar to the type "Aldren

Cord Impressed" at the Thomas Riggs site ( Kleinsasser, 1953, p. 27; fig.

29, IS, 6). The sherds designated as "Fort Yates Cord Impressed" from

the Thomas Riggs site (Kleinsasser, 1953, p. 27; fig. 29, P/16, 4-5), however,

do not fit the type description of Hewes and should be renamed (Wheeler,

1954, p. 8; 1955, p. 398).

Fort Yates Cross-Hatched Rim

(Pis. 4, c-e; 6, h)

Sample: 30 rim sherds, representing 15 vessels, and one restored vessel.

Decoration :

Lip: None.

Rim: Between the lip and the neck the rims are incised with crosshatched

lines. A horizontal incised line encircles the rim below the lip on sherds

from several vessels (pi. 4, e). On six rims there are punctates spaced

10 mm. apart on the rim below the crosshatched lines.

Shoulder: The shoulders of two sherds are horizontally incised.

Form :

Lip: Predominantly flat, with some round; thickness, 6 to 8 mm.
Rim: Outflaring, with a recurving lip, resulting in an S-shai)ed rim. Height,

21 to 41 mm. ; thickness, 6 to 10 mm.
Neck: Constricted, with the rim joining the shoulder in a smooth curve.

Shoulder: Rounded and steeply sloping on large sherds. Some smaller

sherds suggest a shoulder more nearly flat.

Size: A partially restored vessel, 90 mm. high, has a maximum diameter

of about 130 mm. When filled to the neck it contains 1 pint of water

(pi. 6, h). The orifice of one vessel, projected from a large rim, was

168 mm. in diameter.

Appendages: Scars on two rims indicate the presence of tabs on the lip.

One sherd retains a tab with an apical incision.

Previous illustrations and description: Several sherds of this type are in-

cluded in the pottery described by Hewes as "Type 9, Fort Yates Fine Incised,"

and one sherd is illustrated (1949 b. pp. 64-65, pi. 6, left, fc).

Comments: See the statements under the type "Riggs Cross-Hatched Rim"

above.

UNCLASSIFIED WARES

Example A
(PL 5, a)

Sample : 16 rim sherds, representing 12 vessels.

Decoration :

Lip: Oblique tool impressions occur on two rims.

Rim: One of the rims with a decorated lip is crosshatched. Another rim

has two horizontally applied cord-impressed lines on the interior lip,

oblique cord impressions on the outer lip, and five horizontal cord-im-

pressed lines on the exterior mid-rim. The remaining rims are plain.
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Pobm:
Lip: Round. Thickness, 3 to 5 mm.
Rim: Outflaring, with a protruding ridge centered on the rim exterior and

channeled on the rim interior. Height, 37 to 55 mm.; thickness, 5 to

9 mm.
Neck: Constricted, with the rim joining the shoulder in a smooth curve.

Appendages: Three rims have small, vertical, plain tabs.

Pbevious illustrations and descriptions : Several sherds of this example were

described by Hewes as "Type 6," and one rim is illustrated (Hewes, 1949 b:

pp. 62-63
; pi. 6, left, h)

.

Example B
(PI. 5, 6)

Sample : 1 rim sherd.

Decoration :

Lip: Oblique indentations.

Form:
Lip : Round, with a thickness of 6 mm.
Rim: Inflaring near the lip.

Appendages: The scar of a triangular, horizontal lug is on the outer rim

12 mm. below the lip.

Comments : This rim form is known only from Paul Brave.

Example

(PI. 5, c)

Sample : 1 rim sherd.

Decoration :

Rim: Oval indentations occur on the lower rim.

Form:
Lip: Round, with a thickness of 6 mm.
Rim: S-shaped, with a height of 27 mm.
Neck: Constricted.

Comments: This rim form, and the particular design involved, is known only

from Paul Brave.

Example D
(PI. 5, d)

Sample : 3 rim sherds from 2 vessels.

Decoration : None.

Form:
Lip: Round, with a thickness of 6 to 7 mm.
Rim: S-shaped, with heights 25 to 30 mm,, and 8 to 9 mm. thick.

Neck: Constricted, with the shoulder joining the rim in a smooth curve.

Shoulder: Rounded.

Comments : These rims are similar in form to those of Fort Yates Ware, and
may be a plain variant of that ware.

MINIATURE VESSELS

Three minature vessels were in the hard ash of the primary fire-

place in House 3. Evidently they had been subjected to an intense

secondary firing, for the pots were soft and crumbly. They were

treated with a mixture of acetone and ambroid. This treatment gave
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the vessels a light-reflecting quality that they lacked before. Two
of them are complete, and both have the following dimensions : height,

68 mm. ; maximum diameter, 87 mm. ; orifice at inner lip, 75 mm. ; neck

diameter, 74 mm. The size of the incomplete specimen would be much

the same. The surfaces are irregularly smoothed, and the shoul-

ders are steeply sloping. Two of them have outflaring rims (pi. 6, /)

and the other has a constricted neck and a nearly vertical rim (pi. 6,

g). Each of the pots contains slightly more than a quarter of a pint

of water when filled to the neck.

A vessel fragment indicating an orifice of 56 mm., with an outflar-

ing rim 8 mm. high, has a steeply sloping and irregularly smoothed

shoulder. Another fragmentary miniature is decorated with incised

lines (fig. 2, d). This vessel has an estimated orifice diameter of 80

mm., with an outflaring rim 11 mm. high. The surface is irregularly

smoothed. Fragments of two other vessels have outflaring rims.

One of them shows the scar of a handle that was welded to the lip and

riveted to the upper shoulder. Bowls may be indicated by three small

sherds, two of which have indented lips.

BODY SHERDS

The majority of sherds from the site are simple-stamped or

smoothed. Some 514 sherds are classed as simple-stamped and bear

the characteristic grooves resulting from the malleating of the moist

clay with a grooved paddle. The 845 smooth sherds are irregularly

smoothed, and only a few of them might be classed as polished. The

polished sherds have a low light-reflecting surface. Many of the

smoothed sherds show irregularities which suggest that the surface

was originally simple-stamped.

The 54 decorated body sherds are incised or trailed on the shoulder,

which is usually smooth but which may reveal partially obliterated

traces of vertical simple-stamps. The decoration may consist of either

fine line incising or deep trailing, sometimes in combination with

punctates. The width of the lines varies from 0.5 to 6.0 mm., and cross

sections are either V-shaped or U-shaped. One of the more common
designs consists of alternating "bear tracks" and chevrons (fig. 1,

a-hj d). In only one instance do the "tracks" have more than five

"digits" (fig. 1, c). A design termed the "drooping corn stalk" is

incised on shoulders that are covered with horizontally incised lines

and a wavy or zigzag lower border. Oblique incised lines and punc-

tates also occur on the same background (fig. 1, f-g) . Other fragmen-

tary designs consist of oblique, vertical, and horizontal lines in several

combinations (fig. 1, h', fig. 2, h-c). Broad-trailed concentric circles

occur on the shoulder of one large rim sherd, and on one body sherd.
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One of these has four punctates in the center (fig. 2, a) . Two separate

designs that are not duplicated in the collections are incised on the

shoulder of a small vessel (fig. 2, <i)

.

Nineteen body sherds differ from the majority of sherds at the

site in being cord-roughened. These sherds are from vessels that were

first malleated with a paddle wrapped with cord, then partially

smoothed (pi. 6, c). Some of the sherds are from the shoulder area,

with the roughening extending to the neck. On these sherds the

roughening is vertical. The twist of the cord is clearly distinguish-

able on three sherds. The twist on two sherds may be duplicated by

holding two cords in the left hand and turning the ends to the right

with the right hand ; on the other sherd the cords were turned to the

left with the right hand. The diameter of the cords ranged from

1.0 to 2.0 mm. The number of vessels bearing cord-roughened surfaces

may have been greater than the 19 sherds would indicate, but the

smoothing and obliteration of the cord marks render the original

treatment indistinguishable. The paste of the sherds is the same as

that of the Eiggs Ware and the Fort Yates Ware and it is likely that

they are from vessels of these wares. However, none of them are

assignable to specific types.

Two sherds are check-stamped. Their exteriors are covered with

small, depressed squares bordered by low, partially smoothed ridges

(pi. 6, d) . The stamps are 3 to 5 mm. on a side.

Biconical perforations in four body sherds may have served as holes

for lacing cracked vessels together. Six loop handles and one strap

handle are detached from the vessel rim and cannot be assigned to

types. The strap handle is oval and the loop handles circular in cross

section. They are all smooth and plain. The handles extend from
the lip to the upper shoulder.

]inSCELLANEOUS OBJECTS OF BAKED CLAY

Animal effigies

(5 specimens)

One of the specimens (fig. 6, a) represents a prairie chicken, or pin-

nated grouse {Tymfanuchers amerlcanus). The general conforma-

tion of the body and the structure of the tail conform to this species,

although there are some superficial structural similarities to the tur-

key. The turkey was not native to this region in early historic times.

The head is lacking. Tlie length is 35 mm. and the height 28 mm.
A specimen 32 mm. long has a circular body with two front legs

(fig. 6, &). The hind part of the body rests on a tail. The modeling
is too generalized to permit identification, but it may be a beaver or

badger.
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A third specimen may represent the head of a canid. In the illus-

tration (fig. 6, <?) the object is so oriented that it appears to have two

long pointed ears and a sharp nose. These characteristics mark the

swift or red fox, both of which were native to the locality in his-

toric times.

An incomplete specimen suggests a round-bodied, but unidentifiable,

animal. There are two short, stubby forelegs but the hind limbs are

lacking. It is apparently a heavy-bodied animal (fig. 6, d).

The final specimen is an effigy handle from a vessel lip. The profile

of the head (fig. 6, e), which extends 15 mm. from the lip, suggests

that of a bear.

Bead

(1 specimen)

A perforated baked clay bead is oval in longitudinal section and

pentagonal in cross section. It is 20 mm. long, with a maximum diam-

eter of 18 mm. One intact end is concave. The hole appears to have

been made by inserting a grass stem that burned away during the

firing (fig. 6,/).

Shaped item

(1 specimen)

An irregular, bowllike object, probably modeled around the finger

of a child, has a fingernail impression in the base of a shallow cavity.

The base is flat, with a protrusion resulting from a downward pressure

of the finger. The maximum diameter is at the midpoint. Height is

12 mm., and the diameter is 19 mm.

WORK IN STONE

Projectile points

(75 specimens)

Seventy-five artifacts are classed as projectile points, in that they

are small, thin, bifacially worked, approximately symmetrical, and

Avell made. Materials used for the points are : Knife Eiver flint (chal-

cedony), 42; gray, brown, and black cherts, 28; white chalcedony, 4;

and agate, 1. The 55 complete points are classed in 5 categories based

on outline and other characteristics. The terms applied to the five

projectile-point categories are descriptive (see Davis, 1956, pp. 64-69),

but reference is also made to the point outline taxonomy published by

Strong (1935, pp. 88-89).

Plain lanceolate^ convex hase {Strong NAbl).—A single specimen

from the site has convex blade edges and a convex base. It measures

28X15X3 mm., and has a weight of 1.5 gm. (fig. 3, a). It is un-

notched and is evenly and bifacially flaked.
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Figure 3.—Projectile points.
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Plain lanceolate, straight hose {Strong NBa)

.

—The 18 examples in

this category have gently convex edges and a straight base (fig. 3, b-c)

.

This category is unnotched, with even bifacial flaking.

Length: Mean 27.8 mm., range 23 to 42 mm.
Width: Mean 15.6 mm., range 11 to 20 mm.
Thickness : Mean 3.8 mm., range 2 to 5 mm.
Weight: Mean 1.5 gm., range 0.9 to 3.0 gm.

Plain triangular, concave base {Strong NBh).—The two points in

this category have gently convex edges and a concave base. The tips

of both specimens are missing (fig. 3, d) . The category is unnotched,

and is evenly bifacially flaked. Dimensions (estimated when broken)
are : 21 X 15 X 3 mm. and 24X 12 X 2 mm. The former point weighs 1.1

gm., and the latter, 1.0 gm.

Plain lanceolate, straight base {Strong NBal).—This is the largest

single category, including 22 specimens. They have gently convex
edges, a straight base, and two side notches (fig. 3, e-f). They are

evenly bifacially flaked, and the blade edges usually have fine second-

ary flakes removed. Points are tapering and sharp.

Length: Mean 30.2, range 19 to 56 mm.
Width: Mean 14.1, range 11 to 21 mm.
Thickness: Mean 3.8, range 2 to 7 mm.
Weight: Mean 1.8 gm., range 0.6 to 6.4 gm.

Plain lanceolate, concave base {Strong NBbl).—The 12 specimens
in this category have straight to gently concave edges, a convex base,

and two side notches (fig. 3, g-h, ir-l). They are evenly bifacially

flaked but the flaking is less delicate on larger examples. Points

are sharp and tapering to blunt.

Length: Mean 33.4 mm., range 21 to 60 mm.
Width: Mean 15.6 mm., range 12 to 24 mm.
Thickness: Mean 4.4 mm., range 3 to 10 mm.
Weight: Mean 1.8 gm., range 0.8 to 2.0 gm.

End Scrapers

(149 specimens)

The majority of these scrapers are made from Knife Eiver flint.

Other stone includes a gray chert, petrified wood, and agate. The
outlines tend to be triangular to rectangular, although many are ir-

regular. The working edges are steeply chipped on the end opposite
the bulb of percussion, and the concave undersides are unmodified.
Three groups are distinguished.

Group 1 {78 specimens) .—Cross sections are triangular to shallowly

U-shaped, with flaking over the entire upper surface, and usually

with retouching along the sides. Lengths range from 20 to 58 mm., and
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cm.

Figure 4.—End scrapers and knives.

widths from 15 to 28 mm. The working edge is rounded to straight in

43 specimens (fig. 4, a). In 19 specimens, it is skewed with respect to

the long axis, sloping from the lower left up to upper right (fig. 4, &)

.

In 16 specimens, the blade slopes down from upper left to lower right

(fig.4,c?).
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Group 2 {70 specimens).—Cross sections are triangular, shallowly

U-shaped, or irregular, since many of the specimens are made from

irregularly shaped flakes. There is little flaking on the upper surface

and there is some retouching on the edges. Lengths range from 21

to 51 mm., and widths from 16 to 27 mm. In 47 specimens, the work-

ing edge is rounded to straight (fig. 4, e) . In 19 specimens, it slopes

from the lower left up to the upper right (fig. 4, /) ; in 4 specimens,

the blade slopes down from the upper left to lower right.

Group 3 {1 specimen)

.

—One large scraper, triangular in cross sec-

tion, has a convex, flaked upper surface and an mimodified concave

under surface. Larger than any scrapers in the preceding two groups,

this implement measures 56 X 34 X 22 mm. (fig. 4, d) .

Drills

(6 specimens)

Two slender shafts of Knife Kiver flint and one of reddish-brown

chert are 44 mm. long, with expanding bases. A fourth specimen

is a base, with the drill shaft absent. They are bifacially flaked, with

lenticular to diamond-shaped cross sections (fig. 5, a). One specimen

consists of a narrow shaft of Knife Kiver flint, 55 mm. long, with a

round base. Near the tip it is bifacially flaked, but at the base only

one side is worked. A filial example is represented by a unifacially

flaked driU shaft tip.

Broad Knives

(21 specimens)

All knives are bifacially flaked and are lenticular in transverse

section and longitudinal section. Flaking is random, and the blade

edges are retouched. The form outline used here follows that devised

by Strong (1935, pp. 88-89).

Group 1, NAhl {1 specimen) .—The base is round, sides are convex,

and the tip is blunt. Material is a gray chert; it measures
38X26X10 mm.
Group 2,NAM (4 specimens) .—Bases are straight, sides are convex,

and the tips are pointed but not sharp. Materials include gray chert

and Knife Eiver flint. Lengths range from 40 to 94 mm., widths
from 23 to 35 mm., and thicknesses from 5 to 6 mm. (fig. 4, ^)

.

Group S, NAM {2 specimens).—These knives are similar to the

Group 2 specimens but they are asymmetrical. The base is straight,

but one side is nearly at right angles to the base, while the other side

is at about 45 degrees to the base. The sides are gently convex, and
the tips are blunt (fig. 4, g). Materials are gray and black chert.

Lengths are 32 and 50 mm., widths 24 and 34 mm., and thickness

8 and 9 mm., respectively.
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Group 4) ^E {1 specimen).—Oval in outline, this specimen of

Knife River flint is M mm. long, 28 mm. wide, and 12 mm. thick.

The ends and sides are convex.

Group 5, hose fragments [6 specimens) .—These five specimens are

convex base fragments from knives that had gently convex to straight

sides. Materials include gray chert, Knife Eiver flint, and petrified

wood. These fragments are from knives that were originally more

than 62 mm. long.

Group 6, Hade tips (7 specimens).—These tips are from knives

which had pointed but not sharp tips, and had convex sides. Lengths

are in excess of 121 mm., and widths are from 22 to 35 mm. Materials

are Knife River flint, gray chert, and Bijou Hills quartzite.

Narrow knives

(5 specimens)

Long slender knives, bifacially flaked, are made from Knife River

flint. Two complete specimens are NAb2 in outline and one is NAa.

Two are tips. The sides are gently convex and nearly parallel.

Lengths are 66, 72, and 83 mm. ; widths, 21, 14, and 18 mm. ; thickness,

5, 5, and 6 mm., respectively (fig. 4, h)

.

Choppers

(34 specimens)

Group 1 {12 specimens)

.

—These tools are oval to nearly circular,

and are bifacially flaked, with large flake scars on both faces and

retouching on the edges. Battering is evident on some of the ends.

The material includes gray chert, quartzite, and quartz. They range

in length from 70 to 172 mm. ; in width, from 41 to 99 mm. ; in thick-

ness, from 18 to 28 mm.
Group 2 {10 specimens).—Roughly rectangular blocks of quartzite

are bifacially flaked along one edge. The faces of the implements

are unmodified. There is some use retouching along the blade edge,

and the blades extend the length of the tool. Lengths are 90 to 205

mm. ; widths, 50 to 90 mm.
Group 3 {12 specimens) .—Irregular spalls of stone, including gran-

ite, quartzite, and gray chert have bifacially flaked edges along one

edge of the stone and show some retouching. The specimens attain a

maximum diameter of 130 mm.

Flake knives

(135 specimens)

Flakes of Knife River flint, petrified wood, gray chert or quartzite

are classed as flake knives when they have a prepared edge on one or

more edges.
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Unmodified flakes

(203 specimens)

A sample of stone was saved from each excavated feature. Many
of the pieces retained were miused, but some showed minute flaking

along one or more edges, indicating that they had been used as cutting

tools. Materials included Knife River flint, petrified wood, gray

chert, agatized wood, quartzite, and quartz.

Grooved mauls

(5 specimens)

Each of three granite cobbles, from 87 to 107 mm. long, has a groove

pecked around the small diameter of the stone. On two examples the

groove encircles the stone; on a third, the groove encircles three-

quarters of the stone. Two fragments of much larger mauls are not

large enough to permit an estimation of the original extent of the

groove. The mauls consist of oval cobbles shaped only by the addi-

tion of the pecked groove. Both ends are battered by use, but the

stone is not otherwise modified.

Hammerstones

(49 specimens)

Cobbles and pebbles of granite, siltstone, quartz, and fine-grained

sandstone are classed as hammerstones when one or more edges are

battered.

Group 1 {4S specimens).—These hammers are made from oval

stones. They are either battered on one or both ends or battered over

the circumference of the stone. Lengths range from 39 to 221 mm.
Group 2 (4 specimens).—In a second group of hammerstones each

is nearly circular in outline and has a rectangular cross section. The
faces of this group are ground smooth and flat, and they are bat-

tered on all edges. One specimen has a small depression pecked into

one face. Diameters are from 85 to 110 mm.

Ground stone spheres

(5 specimens)

Four of these objects are made of a buff siltstone and one is of

a reddish-brown concretionary sandstone. The entire surface of the

sandstone sphere and of one of the siltstone spheres is smoothed.

The remaining specimens are partially smoothed and ground, and

may be unfinished pieces. Diameters average 70 mm.
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Shaft smoothers

(6 specimens)

These abraders consist of shaped blocks of a coarse, buff sand-

stone with either rounded or squared ends, convex sides, a flat grooved

surface, and a flat or convex undersurface. The grooves are straight

and are either V-shaped or U-shaped. One complete abrader is 161

mm. long. Another specimen, 64 mm. long, has a second grove on the

undersurface. The illustration (fig. 5, /) depicts a fragment with

a squared end.

Grooved abraders

(18 specimens)

These objects are composed of a buff or rust-colored, coarse-grained

sandstone. There is considerable variation in size, ranging from

specimens no more than 75 mm. in diameter to those 175 mm. in

diameter. There is no consistent form; the pieces were not altered

in form except for the V-shaped or U-shaped grooves worn into

their surfaces. The grooves are of various lengths, depending upon

the available surface. The grooves are commonly convex in longi-

tudinal section.

Faceted abraders

(59 specimens)

Fifty-two pieces of scoria and seven pieces of sandstone, none

of which exceeds 105 mm. in diameter, have been used as abraders.

These objects consist of irregular pieces of stone that are faceted

from rubbing or grinding. In some instances the entire stone is

smoothed, and some such stones have a superficial resemblance in size

and form to the bone abraders made from the cancellous tissue of bison

humeri. Many of the stones also bear small, shallow V-shaped or

U-shaped grooves.

Beads

(4 specimens)

A tubular piece of concretionary sandstone, 40 mm. long and 11

mm. wide, has a natural hole along its long axis. The ends of the

hole are smoothed (fig. 5, &).

Two circular disks of scoria are biconically pierced. One of

them is 8 mm. (fig. 5, e) and the other 12 mm. in diameter (fig.

5, d). The latter bead is not complete, since the perforation is not

finished.

A scoria bead 16 mm. long and 15 mm. wide is split down the long-

axis, showing that the perforation was drilled from both ends. One

end is ground flat (fig. 5, c)

.
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Figure 5.—Chipped and ground stone artifacts.

Mealing slab

(1 specimen)

A large rectangular block of fine-grained sandstone, 460 mm. in

length, has one irregularly smoothed surface. Near one edge of this

surface is a smoothed and polished depression. Near the edge of the
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depression the stone is pebbled in such a manner that it may have

resulted from pecking. The opposite surface of the slab is convex

and irregular, and the high points have been ground down.

Mano

(1 specimen)

This object is made of an irregular granite stone measuring

120 X 103 X 36 mm. One smoothly convex surface is stained red, prob-

ably by ocher. The stone is pecked smooth and the high points are

ground and polished. Fine striations occur along the long axis of the

stone, and indicate that it was used with a back-and-forth motion.

The sides are battered from use as a hanmier.

Ax
(1 specimen)

A block of granite is polished and shaped so that the transverse

section is rectangular with rounded edges (fig. 5, g). One end bears

a fractured, wedge-shaped bit ; the other end is broken. Dimensions

arellOXY2X32mm.
Celts

(18 specimens)

There are six complete specimens of celts which range from 122 to

170 mm. in length ; diameters are 47 to 60 mm. Transverse sections are

oval to nearly circular ; only one example is rectangular. The max-
imum width is at the midpoint on five specimens ; on one, it is at the

cutting edge. Polls are battered from use as hammers. The cutting

edge is wedge shaped and blunt. Nearly the entire surface of the

stone is pecked and smoothed, and on some specimens there is no

trace of the original surface (fig. 5, h). Fragmentary celts suggest

that they are from implements exceeding 170 mm. in length.

In addition to the 18 recognizable celts, there are 6 large blocks of

diorite, all of which show some peckmg on high points of the stone.

Some of these are pecked in a manner which suggests unfinished celts.

Unmodi-fied calcite

(10 pieces)

These pieces of calcite, none of which exceed 117 mm. in length,

are unmodified. One of them, 75 mm. long, has a form spuriously like

that of an arrowpoint.

Unmodified pehhles

(5 specimens)

These oval pebbles are 24 to 58 mm. long. They show no signs of

use, and the surfaces suggest that they were steam rounded.
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Pigments,

(15 pieces)

Fourteen small, irregular fragments of chalk were probably bases

for pigment. The colors of these pigments given below approximate

those of Maerz and Paul ( 1930) . Three of the chalks are nearly white

(10 A 1), and 11 are yellow, approaching in tone Pinard Yellow (9

K 2). Powdered hematite from one feature is Java Brown (8 L 10).

The white chalk is fairly soft, approximating in hardness the consis-

tency of softer grades of schoolroom chalk. The yellow chalk is more

compact, and is about the hardness of talc.

WORK IN BOISrE

Scapula hoes

(109 specimens)

The scapulae of adult bison were used in the manufacture of this

implement, although some smaller and more delicate specimens may
have been from young bison or from elk. The supra scapular border

is beveled on the side that bears the scapular fossae, and these fossae

are hacked away so that the surface is nearly level. The edges of the

implements are roughened by chopping at a distance of 100 to 150

mm. from the cutting edge, probably to provide a surface for binding

a handle to the tool. The cutting edge may be rounded or straight,

largely depending on the amount of wear. The articular end is re-

tained without modification (fig. 6, g) .

Notches occur on the side of nine implements near the articulating

end. The notches may occur on either side (fig. 6, i) . One hoe has a

hole 12 mm. in diameter in the blade 115 mm. from the articulating

end (fig. 6, h). Two hoes have deep, U-shaped indentations in the

blade (see Hurt, 1953, fig. 19, 4-5) . The edges of these indentations

are smoothed, possibly from use as thong stretchers. The range in

length of complete hoes is 250 to 410 mm., the shorter specimens show-

ing much evidence of use.

Serrated fleshers

(2 specimens)

The one complete specimen, 310 mm. long, was made by cutting the

shaft of a bison metatarsal diagonally to produce a chisel edge. The

edge is serrated (fig. 7, h). The implement also includes several of

the ankle bones, which were left in place to provide additional lever-

age. The shaft of the metatarsal is highly polished near the serrated

end, but the rest of the metatarsal and the remaining bones have a

natural finish, suggesting that the tool originally retained cartilage

and hide over the ankle and heel bones. A fragment of a second

serrated specimen was recovered.

661-932—64 1
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Split metapodidl scoops

(2 specimens)

These implements were made by longitudinally splitting a bison

metapodial and sharpening the middle of the shaft to a cutting edge.

Lengths are 140 and 250 mm. The articulating ends are cut away so

that the center of the tool forms an open, U-shaped trough. It is

likely that this trough provided a place for the handle (fig. 7, g).

Bone disks

(3 specimens)

These specimens are cut from the walls of large long bones, and

their outlines are oval. Their edges are rough and show little smooth-

ing (fig. 8, a-c). They are 5 mm. thick, with diameters of 12 to 21

mm. The cancellous bone is ground away and the surfaces are lightly

polished. A stain, probably red ocher, occurs on one disk.

Long hone heads

(8 specimens)

Short sections of long bones of small mammals or birds were used

for beads. The ends are transversely cut, and are imperfectly

smoothed or left irregular. They are 14 to 29 mm. long and 5 to 9

mm. in diameter (fig. 8, d-g)

.

Fishhooh

(1 specimen)

The compact outer layer of a bird long bone served as raw material

for the hook, which is 27 mm. long. The point is unbarbed, and

the attaching end is bulbous, with shallow grooves which served to

attach the hook to a line (fig. 8, h)

.

Spatula tip

(1 specimen)

A thin piece of bone, 47 mm. long, is smoothed and highly polished.

One end is broken, and the other is rounded. The edges are sharp

and even (fig. 8, i)

.

Whistle

(1 specimen)

A section of the wing bone of a large bird is 110 mm. long. One
end is transversely cut, polished, and smooth. On the other end is a

V-shaped cut that served as the whistle opening. The instrument

is highly polished, and the bone protuberances to which the quills

were attached are reduced so that the surface is smooth (fig. 8, j) .
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Tubes

(3 specimens)

Sections of two bird long bones are transversely cut on both ends.

Lengths are 113 and 120 inm. (fig. 8, ^). A third specimen, 235

mm. long, is apparently a deer tibia (see fig. 7, a)

.

Chisels

(9 specimens)

Fragments of large long bones with one end beveled bifacially

to form a narrow, sharp cutting edge may have served as chisels or

gouges. The tips of two specimens are illustrated (fig. 8, l-m).

Two of the complete tools are 140 and 152 mm. long. The butt end is

rounded and polished, providing a convenient grasping surface. The
cutting edge may be nearly straight or slightly convex. The can-

cellous bone is gromid away so that surfaces are smooth, and the

blades have a glossy polish.

Awls
(100 specimens)

The awls ordinarily are sharp and tapered, although some have

relatively blunt tips. Each of the tools with tips sharp enough to

have served as hide perforators is classed as an awl. The classifica-

tion of these implements follows that of Kidder (1932) , with modifica-

tions as demanded by the material at hand. The awls are divided

into four groups, based on the material from which they are made

:

1. Mammal long bones 62

a. Head of bone left intact 1

6. Head of bone uuworked except by original splitting 18

c. Head of bone partially worked 12

d. Head of bone wholly removed 17

e. Splinter awls 14

2. Mammal ribs 33

a. Split ribs 28

6. Splinter awls 5

3. Bird long bones 4

4. Fish spine 1

Mammal LONG BONES (62 specimens) :

Head of hone left intact (1 specimen) .—^The single awl of this group

is made from the ulna of a small mammal, possibly a canid. Length

is 88 mm. ; the tip is pointed but blunt (fig. 9, a).

Head of bone unworked except by original splitting (18 speci-

mens) .—The specimens in this group are made from the metapodial

of deer, or from bones comparable in size and form. The metapodial

illustrated (fig. 7, 5) is 210 mm. long and the length of the awls m-
dicates that only about half of the length of the bone was used. The
metapodials were split by longitudinal sawing in the U-shaped trough

on one side of the bone and by wedging apart the proximal end, using

the resulting half, third, or quarter of the ends as butts.
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Two awls made from the proximal end of the bone are 63 mm. long

(fig. 9, &). A third specimen is from an immature animal and the

epiphysis is detached. Length is 55 mm. (fig. 9, c)

.

Fifteen awls made from the distal end of the bone are 50 to 121

mm. long. The longer ones are thin and evenly tapered, but shorter

specimens are stubby (fig. 9, d)

.

Head of hone partially loorhed (12 specimens).—^One specimen

from the distal end of a deer metapodial is 186 mm. long, with a long,

tapering shaft. The butt is smooth and rounded, all articulating

facets and rough projections having been reduced, leaving a smooth

swelling grip.

Eleven awls are made from the proximal end of deer metapodials,

which are split lengthwise. The ends are smoothed and rounded, with

little of the original surface remaining. Length is 60 to lYT mm.
(fig. 9,/).

Head of hone wholly removed (17 specimens).—These tools have

rounded and smoothed butts and short, tapering points. Each awl is

split from a long bone. Most specimens have a groove down one side

(fig. 9, e) , a remnant of the central cavity of the parent bone, but some

are completely smooth, with no evidence of the original surface (fig. 9,

g) . Lengths are 63 to 125 mm.
Splinter awls (14 specimens).—Fragments of long bones, the shape

of which fitted them for use as awls after sharpening one end, are

classed as splinter awls. There is no regularity of shape, and only

the tip is worked. Lengths are 55 to 97 mm. (fig. 9, h) .

Mammal RIBS (33 specimens) :

Split rihs (28 specimens) .—These awls are split from a large mam-
mal rib, probably bison, and most of the surface is dressed. The
cancellous bone is removed or nearly obliterated. Sides are nearly

parallel and butts are squared (fig. 10, 5) . The awls are homogeneous

in form but vary from 61 to 181 mm. in length.

Splinter awls (5 specimens).—These specimens are fragments of

split ribs that served as awls after one of the sharp ends was ground

to a point. Form is not consistent. Presumably the original splinter

was chosen for convenience rather than form.

Bird long bones (4 specimens) :

Each of these specimens is made from a whole bone, with one end
sharpened to a stubby point. Two awls, made from an ulna (fig. 10, c)

and a femur, are 74 mm. long. Two awls are made from wing bones,

the longest of which is 175 mm. long.

Fish spine (1 specimen) :

The spine of a catfish is sharpened to a blunt tip on the end opposite

the articulating surfaces. The sharp ridges along one edge are ground

away so that the shaft is smooth (fig. 10, d) . These spines are some-

times erroneously identified as fish mandibles.
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made one peculiar error, for a high area that presumably was meant
to represent the ball of the foot is immediately adjacent to the heel

and a depression was carved out, for what should be the instep,

between the toes and the raised area. The length of the object is

4.6 cm., width 2.0 cm., thickness (to the edge of the break) 0.9 cm.
A few pieces in the collection appear to have been intended to

represent animal forms. One interesting specimen is made of ser-

pentine in the form of a small fish (pi. 37, a, h, a', h'). The eyes are

formed by moderately deep circles cut with a hollow drill. Sawed
lines at the edges of the mouth and around the gills give the object a

more realistic appearance although actually it is highly styUzed. It

is drilled from end to end, that is, from mouth to tail, by means of

two tubular drill holes which intersected just over 6 cm. from the

mouth, or roughly two-thirds of the way back. These holes are

about 1 cm. in diameter and have a very slight taper toward the base,

presumably due to added wear during the drilling process at the upper
part of each shaft. The holes almost fail to meet, having an overlap

of about half a centimeter. Subsequently the object was sawed in

half longitudinally. Whether this was done because the driU holes

did not meet properly cannot be determined. The object is 9.1 cm.
long and 4.7 cm. in maximum width. The original thickness prior

to sawing was apparently a little under 2 cm.

A small piece of pale-green jade was made by cutting what must
have been a fairly good-sized cylindrical bead in half longitudinally

(pi. 37, e, e'). The remaining piece is slightly less than a half cylinder

in cross section. The lower end was broken off and repolished. A
few shallow saw marks outline slanting elliptical eyes, the line across

the muzzle, and what seems to be an indication of nostrils at the lower

broken end. The top two biconical perforations, one on the face

side, provide means of suspension and are connected by a sawed
groove. The general effect is that of an animal head, but it is im-

possible to try to guess the species represented. The present length

of the object is 5.1 cm., the width is 1.8 cm., and the thickness 0.8 cm.

A small buff-colored pebble, probably of serpentine, was slightly

modified into the form of an animal head, possibly that of a dog
(pi. 49, h). Shallow drilled pits indicate the eyes. A transverse

biconical perforation runs from side to side at the base of the ears

and another perforation goes through the lower lip and into the

saw cut that represents the mouth. The length is 5.4 cm.

A small carving representing a fairly reaUstic turtle, made, as I

recall, of basalt or possibly diorite, and painted red, was found in the

offering, but I did not find it with the collection in the Museo Nacional,

and by some strange oversight no pictures of it seem to have been

made in 1941.
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Two small representative objects of materials found with bm-ial

materials in Mound 30 may be added to our list, although they do
not properly belong with the cache. One of these was a small carv-

ing, possibly made from half of a subspherical bead, representing a

monkey head (pi. 52, a, third row, middle). It has the characteristic

wide crest on the head and protruding mouth parts. The eyes are

small shallow drill pits. A transverse perforation runs through from
side to side near the top of the head and two pairs of intersecting

conical perforations connect sides and back just below the midpoint.

The height of the object is 1.8 cm., the maximum width is 1.8 cm.,

and the thickness is 1.3 cm.

The second little jade pendant from Mound 30 represents a highly

stylized cicada (pi. 52, a, third row, middle). It is of bright-green

jade with light-green mottling. In outline it is nearly elliptical with
slight notches at the sides of the head and the base of the wings.

Shallow saw cuts suggest the thorax of the insect, and two very shal-

low drill pits near the upper rounded end, the eyes. A transverse

biconical perforation pierces the object from side to side at about the

level of the eyes. This little piece is well polished. Its length is

3.1 cm., the maximum width is 1.6 cm., and the thickness at the upper
end is 1.0 cm.

A little pebble of light-green jade was very slightly modified into a
form that vaguely suggests the head of a wood duck (pi. 49, h). A
slight projection at one end was bisected with a saw cut to suggest

the beak, and a few light cuts on the other end suggest the feathers.

A transverse biconical perforation runs through from side to side.

The length is 2.9 cm., the width 1.8 cm., and the thickness 1.2 cm.

PLAQUES

There are a number of objects among the materials from the cache

whose use is not known but which suggest by their more or less flat

form and laterally balanced perforations that they were intended

for suspension, perhaps hanging from necklaces like some of the

objects portrayed on the various stelae. These pieces are grouped
here as "plaques."

The first of the plaques is a small trapezoidal object of very light

translucent green jade with a faint mottling of light green and white
(pi. 38, a, a', and fig. 3). The two upper corners are decorated with
highly simplified animal heads in profile, formed by a very few sawed
lines and with circular depressions made by a hollow drill to represent

the eyes. The sides and lower edge of the stone is marked off with a
border formed by a lightly sawed line. The central portion between
the heads is also decorated with an angular pattern of sawed lines.
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band is 220 mm. long, and is bent into an arc with a diameter of 140

mm. (fig. 11, a) . Both ends are drilled from both sides and pierced.

The transverse section is oval near the ends and circular in the middle.

The convex surface is highly polished, and the concave surface is

rough.

A broken band 116 mm. long has a perforation drilled from both

sides in a square end, and a groove in the concave surface that ex-

tends for 60 mm. from the hole. The broken end is rounded and pol-

ished, and it may have been reworked (fig. 11, i) . Four broken bands,

none of which exceeds 80 mm. in length, have perforations in one end

that are gouged from both sides. Surfaces are smooth but are not

polished (fig. 11, g). One example is scored on both edges (fig. 11,

h.) A final fragment, a midsection, is 70 mm. long. A longitudinal

groove is cut into the convex face.

Tines

(4 specimens)

The tips of these deer tines are lightly polished, with occasional

longitudinal scratches near the tip. The proximal ends are irregular,

and the fractures indicate that the tines were hacked from the body

of the antler with some blunt tool. The lengths are 51 to 180 mm.

Miscellaneous shaped objects

(3 specimens)

A rectangular piece of antler, measuring 41X17X5 mm., is cut

transversely on both ends. The object was split longitudinally from

the antler. The convex surface is scored lightly and smoothed; the

mider surface is rough (fig. 11, d)

.

A second object measures 51 X 17 X 15 mm. One large end is sawed

transversely through the compact outer layer, and snapped off. The

object tapers to a squared, polished end. Its form is spuriously simi-

lar to that of a modern pipe mouthpiece (fig. 11, e). The convex

upper surface is smoothed on the high points, and the flat under side

is longitudinally scored with deep gouges.

Another item is broken, but originally exceeded 200 mm. in length.

It consists of a straight shaft of antler 10 to 11 mm. in diameter.

One end is squared, and the other end tapers to a broken tip. The
sides of the object are scored, and five incised lines occur on either

side. Four notches are cut into the sides of the shaft at the square

end (fig. 11,/).

Perforated elk teeth

(2 specimens)

Highly polished canines of adult elk have holes drilled from both

sides in the roots. The holes are polished from a suspending cord or
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« f h
Figure 11.—Objects of antler and animal teeth.
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thong. One of them (fig. 11, h) has three small incisions on one end.

The other tooth is plain.

Grooved incisor

(1 specimen)

A shallow groove, and part of a second, encircles the root of a large

incisor, probably bison. It is not polished, and may not have been

used (fig. 11, c) .

WORK IN SHELL

Dish heads

(10 specimens)

Eight circular disk beads are 2 to 4 mm. thick and 10 to 12 mm.
in diameter (fig. 12, a). The circular perforations are ordinarily

drilled from one side of the bead. One specimen (fig. 12, h) has a

cylindrical hole that may have been drilled with a hollow reed. Two
irregular specimens, larger than the finished beads described above,

are 13 to 18 mm. in diameter. They are perforated, and the sides,

although smooth, are not regular (fig. 12, o-d)

.

Dishs

(10 specimens)

Two disks are smoothly finished. One of them is 33 mm. in diam-

eter and 5 mm. thick, and the other is 11 mm. in diameter and 4 mm.
thick. The edges are smooth and rounded (fig. 12, k-l). The eight

remaining specimens are roughly circular pieces of shell 15 to 40 mm.
in diameter. Edges are irregular or partially smoothed. These

pieces may be rough-shaped blanks that were not brought to their

final form (fig. 12, m,n).

Pendcmt

(1 specimen)

A fragment of the shell of a Lctsmigona complanata^ with part of

the hinge, is broken through a perforation drilled through a thin

pai-t of the shell (fig. 12, j) .

Fossils

(22 specimens)

Seven species of fossil shells were found that had been picked up
elsewhere by the inhabitants and brought to the village. Five of the

seven species are pierced or otherwise modified for suspension as beads

or pendants.

Three of the L. nehrascensis shells are beads (fig. 12, e) . The shell

wall is pierced by a longitudinal cut that is smooth and rounded. A
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Figure 12.—Shell beads and disks
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Table 2.

—

Seven species of fossil shells examined

[Bull. 189

Genus and species
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Table 3

-
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Details of the house superstructure are rare. In House 3, timbers

along one wall indicate that the wall posts were at least 5 feet high.

There was no evidence of leaners on the bench of earth outside the

house wall. These facts, together w^ith the presence of small branches

and twigs along the house walls, suggest that the walls were interlaced

with branches. Some form of a wattle-and-daub wall may be rep-

resented in this architectural form rather than the earth-covered

lodge of later, historic tribes. Each of the houses had a line of center

posts which apparently supported a ridge pole. In House 2, the roof

may have been A-shaped or gabled, but in houses 1 and 3 the roof form

is complicated by the presence of the intermediate row of posts.

Bell-shaped pits predominate in the houses, but basin-shaped pits

are also frequent. The bell-shaped pits in the house floors are not par-

ticularly large, nor are they deep. A maximum depth of about 2 feet

prevails. Exterior cache pits are larger ; some of them are 6 feet in

diameter and attain a depth of 5 feet below the present surface. Orig-

inally they were probably no more than 4 feet deep. The additional

depth is due to the soil accumulation over the site since it was aban-

doned. All the pits contained refuse, and even the bell-shaped pits

were used for rubbish disposal after their primary function as food

storage pits was fulfilled.

A long shallow trench in House 3, F70, may have an analogy in Ff)7

in House 2, although this latter pit is irregularly shaped. These pits

are similar to features in houses at Thomas Kiggs (Hurt, 1953, p. 8,

figs. 7-8, 10, 12). The pits at Thomas Eiggs contained very little

refuse, and some of them were lined with wooden slabs. Although the

pits at Paul Brave contained no wood, their refuse content was low.

These pits are also similar in form to a pit in the midline of the long

rectangular house at 32ME59, the site of "Grandmother's Lodge," al-

though here the pit contained small stones (Woolworth, 1956, pi. 2).

ARTIFACT COMPLEX

The Thomas Riggs site, in central South Dakota, is the only ade-

quately excavated site that compares closely with Paul Brave, although

limited comparisons are possible with "Grandmother's Lodge." The
pottery and other artifacts from Paul Brave refer to the "Archaic

Mandan" period, the earliest Imown village culture on the Missouri

River in present-day North Dakota. Comparisons with other sites

are possible, but are rather restricted because of a lack of data. Ex-
cavation in long rectangular house sites has been restricted primarily

lo testing in North Dakota, and space does not permit a detailed com-

parison of the artifacts from Paul Brave with the numerous but lim-

ited samples from sites listed by Will and Hecker (1944, pp. 118-121)

as "Archaic Mandan." An inspection of the various collections in the
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State Historical Society of North Dakota Museum indicates that Paul

Brave resembles these sites in most particulars.

The pottery from Paul Brave is remarkably uniform with respect

to paste, surface finish, and form. Briefly, the pottery was probably

made by means of lump modeling, with the use of a grooved paddle

and an anvil. The use of a cord-wrapped paddle was less common.
Decomposed or calcined granite was added as temper, and the pottery

was fired to a hardness of 3.0 to 3.5, with a resulting color that ranged

from light buff through black. The upper parts of most vessels were

horizontally smoothed. Although some shoulders were vertically

simple-stamped, the marks are usually obliterated. Incised decora-

tions were applied to a smoothed shoulder area. Both decorated and

undecorated rims were smoothed. The bases of the vessels were

simple-stamped in a random fashion. A few vessels were polished.

Vessels were globular, with rounded bases, and wide, apparently round

mouths. Loop handles and a few strap handles were attached to rims.

There are two rim forms. One of these is straight and vertical, with

many rims outflaring. Vessels bearing such rims are herein termed the

"Riggs Ware." The other rim form is S-shaped, and the vessels with

this character are herein termed "Fort Yates Ware." The general

characteristics of the Paul Brave pottery already enumerated apply

for the most part to that from Thomas Riggs. Differences in the pot-

tery from the two sites are found only when more detailed compari-

sons are made.

The rim sherd samples from both sites are nearly the same: 863

rims at Thomas Riggs, and 886 rims at Paul Brave. The body sherd

sample from Thomas Riggs is more than six times that from Paul

Brave. The smaller sample from Paul Brave probably resulted from

our practice of retaining only those sherds the size of a half-dollar or

larger. Despite these quantitative differences, the percentages of

types of body treatment at both sites are remarkably close. There is

little more than a 5 percent difference between the two major groups

of body sherds from the two sites. Cord-roughened body sherds are

rare at both sites. The paste of the cord-roughened sherds at Paul

Brave is identical with that of other body sherds, a circumstance that

suggests that the sherds are indigenous. The rare check-stamped

sherds at Paul Brave are not paralleled at Thomas Riggs, whereas

the painted pottery at Thomas Riggs is absent at Paul Brave.

The percentage of decorated shoulder sherds from both sites is

nearly the same. The range of designs on Paul Brave pottery is lim-

ited (figs. 1, 2), and most of them occur on pottery at Thomas Riggs

(Hurt, 1953, figs. 27-28, 30-31) . The most popular patterns are com-

posed of alternating elements of nested chevrons and triangular "ani-

mal tracks." Most of the designs are incised or trailed, but one ex-
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ample (pi. 6, e; fig. 1, &) is composed of lines made by a stab-and-drag

teclmique. The designs are almost exclusively composed of rectilinear

elements. Curvilinear elements are present on only three vessels. The
majority of shoulder designs are on the Riggs and Fort Yates Cross-

hatched rims; only 13 rims of Riggs Plain are decorated at Paul

Brave.

Riggs Plain Rim comprises the bulk of the rims from both sites,

averaging more than 85 percent of the total at Thomas Riggs ^ and

nearly 70 percent at Paul Brave. Applique nodes are common on

rims from both sites. On S-shaped rims, these nodes often serve as

the apex for cord-impressed triangular elements (pi. 5, /) . A unique

example of applique work at Paul Brave is illustrated by Hewes

( 1949 b, pi. 6, right, s).

The S-shaped rims comprise a larger percentage of the total rims

at Paul Brave than they do at Thomas Riggs, and there is more varia-

tion in the rim decorative elements. The presence at Thomas Riggs of

the type Riggs Punctate, and an S-shaped rim with horizontally ap-

plied cord-impressed lines lacking triangular or curvilinear rainbow

elements may be significant. Conversely, the lack of crosshatched

rims at Thomas Riggs (except for a possible single trade sherd), the

absence of Riggs Wavy Rim, and the lack of rims of Example A may
have equal significance. These differences in the pottery from the two
sites, however, do not appear to be as significant as the overall similar-

ities. Some local specialization is expected (see table 4).

Site 32ME59, "Grandmother's Lodge," is a few miles downstream

from the mouth of the Little Missouri River, in northwestern North

Dakota. The pottery from this site may be classified as of types

defined in this study. Example A is Fort Yates Cord Impressed

Rim, and Example B is Riggs Plain Rim (Woolworth, 1956, pp. 90-

91, pi. 5, a-e). Only in the presence of the grooved ax and the large

chipped stone projectile point does the site differ from the inventory

at Paul Brave.

The sample of 55 complete projectile points from Paul Brave is no-

tably larger than the 18 from Thomas Riggs. There is no close

correspondence in relative frequencies of projectile points, although

most of the forms at one site occur also at the other. Most of the

projectile points weigh 0.8 to 3.0 gm., are within the range of the small

point tradition (Fenenga, 1953, p. 322), and may be interpreted as

arrowpoints. Four points (fig. 3, i-l) that weigh more than 4.5 g.

are in the range of the large point tradition and are probably knives

or dart points.

The narrow knives from Paul Brave are similar to those from
"Grandmother's Lodge" (Woolworth, 1956, pi. 6, i-f) and other sites

' The sherds of Riggs Straight Rim and Riggs Flared Rim from Thomas Riggs are herein

classed together as Riggs Plain Rim.
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Table 4.

—

Pottery frequencies at Thomas Riggs and Paul Brave sites

Pottery type
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The three bone disks from Paul Brave are similar in size and form

to incised disks in the collections of the State Historical Society of

jSTorth Dakota from the Motsiff, Slant, and Double Ditch sites. The
disks from these three sites are incised in much the same manner as

the bone disks used in the Mandan woman's game of Sha-ioe (Libby,

I9O65 pp. 444-445) . The specimens figured by Libby are cut from the

walls of a heavy long bone and are carefully rounded. The identifi-

cation of the bone as rib by Libby is erroneous.

A number of bone tools are classed as "pottery modeling tools,*'

following the suggestion of 'V\^ieeler (1956, pp. 17-20). The bone

tubes from the site may have been used as ornaments, but it is also

possible that they were for medicinal use. In the collections of the

State Historical Society are three bone tubes, two of which were col-

lected by C. W. HofTman on the Fort Berthold Keservation, N. Dak.

They are said to have been used as emetics. These polished bird-bone

tubes are 49 and 61 mm. long and 14 to 18 mm. in diameter. One of

them has a hole in one side in the manner of a plume holder. A third

bird-bone tube, collected by Frances Densmore prior to 1918 in north-

ern Minnesota—probably among the Chippewa—is 64 mm. long and

12 mm. in diameter. This polished tube has two opposed holes in one

end, and Densmore noted that it was swallowed "to be regurgitated."

The bone knife handles from Paul Brave are made from bison dorsal

vertebrae spines, whereas most reported hafts are made from bison

ribs. Specimens made of rib occur in many prehistoric and historic

com_plexes in the Plains. They are known in Upper Republican

(Kivett, 1949, p. 280; fig. 69, 5), and in the Mitchell and Twelve Mile

Creek sites of the Over Focus (Hurt, 1952). The use of these im.-

plements continued into historic times, occurring in Mandan sites

(Strong, 1940, p. 365), in the Sheyenne-Cheyenne site (Strong, 1940,

p. 375), and in Arikara sites in the vicinity of Mobridge (Wedel,

1955, pp. 122-123, plate 61, f-h) . These specimens consist of a slot-

ted rib with both ends cut square. The hafts from Paul Brave and

from the Over Focus sites have a tonguelike projection on one end.

In addition to the bone knife handles are the bone knives (fig. 7, c),

which were used by historic tribes as "squash knives." Most of these

knives are rectangular in outline, but the form of one broken imple-

ment (fig. 8, ?i) suggests that it was part of a hook-blacled knife

similar to examples from the Dodd site (Lehmer, 1954, p. 68,

fig. 26, m).

Two perforated elk teeth from Paul Brave are identical with speci-

mens found on costumes of historic Northern Plains Indians, as well

as other groups to the west and south. The significance of these orna-

ments has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Wood, 1957, pp. 381-

385), but it is relevant to state that they are prehistoric in the north-
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ern Middle Missouri area, but are lacking until the time of White

contact in the Central Plains.

Several antler bands from Paul Brave are made from thin strips

of antler. The steps in the manufacture of these ornaments have

been fully described by Steinbrueck (1906, p. 456-459). These ob-

jects are Imown from the Double Ditch site ("Will and Spinden, 1906,

p. 172, pi. 36, w-z), where they are also made from antler. Similar

specimens are in the collections of the State Historical Society of North

Dakota from Slant Village, 32M026.

Work in shell is relatively rare, the more common articles being

disk beads and unperforated disks. The pierced snail shells from

Paul Brave are made from local fossils, but otherwise are similar

to specimens from Thomas Riggs. Shell disk beads also are shared

by both sites. Circular disk beads are in the collections of the State

Plistorical Society of North Dakota from the Badwater and North

Cannonball sites. Circular disks, some of them probably game pieces,

occur at Slant Village, Havens, Stanton Ferry, Hensler, and Demery.

Pierced fossil snail shells at Boley, Motsiff, and Badwater include

species identified at Paul Brave.

It may be relevant to mention the grooved sandstone slabs found

at Havens, Gaines Ranch, Upper Sanger, and Motsiff, that are in

the Historical Society collections. These sandstone slabs have

U-shaped grooves as much as 12 mm. wide, and the grooves are fre-

quently so smooth that they might be classed as lightly polished. The
width of the grooves approximates the diameter of most of the per-

forated shell disk beads in the Historical Society collections, and it is

possible that they may have functioned to smooth down rough-shaped

shell beads. Such may not always have been the case, however, since

disk beads occur at Paul Brave and grooved abraders of this character

were not recovered.

OTHER SITES

Between Stanton, N. Dak., and Kenel, S. Dak., Will and Hecker

(1944, pp. 118-121) list nearly fifty "Archaic Mandan" sites. Col-

lections are available for a few of the sites in the vicinity of Paul

Brave. In general, these collections are small, but those from the

Robert Zahn and Havens sites are large enough for limited compari-

sons with Paul Brave.

ROBERT ZAHN SITE (32SI3)

(MAP 1

)

Site 32SI3, in the Ei/s SE14 sec. 9, T. 129 N., R. 79 W., covers about

10 acres on a level terrace and the adjoining slope of a low hill on the

banks of a small stream. It is crossed by a gravel highway and much
of it has been plowed. Will and Hecker (1944, p. 89) report that
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Table 5.

—

Comparison of traits at Paul Brave and Thomas Riggs sites

Traits Thomas Riggs

I. Villages:

Long-rectangular houses
Houses arranged in streets
Open village

Exterior cache pits
Central plaza

II. Houses:
Built in shallow pit. _.

Entrance to southwest
Offset fireplace
Center posts in house midline.
Intermediate rows of posts
Closely spaced wall posts
House ends open
Trench in house rear
Earth ramp at entrance.
House walls not parallel
Braced posts
Interior, bell-shaped pits

III. Pottery (cf. table 4):

Riggs Plain...
Riggs Cross-Hatched
Riggs Incised
Riggs Pinched
Riggs Punctate
Fort Yates Cord Impressed
Fort Yates Cross-Hatched
Unnamed, Cord Impressed
XTnclassified...
Example A
Example B
Example C
Example D
Twelve Mile Black on Gray...
Smoothed or plain
Simple-stamped
Cord-roughened..
Check-stamped
Incised or trailed
Unclassified

IV. Miscellaneous objects of baked clay:
Animal efBgies
Bead
Shaped item
Pipes

V. Work in stone:
Projectile points

NAbl
NAb2
NBa
NBal
NBb
NBbl
SCbl

Drills.
Expanding base
Straigbt-shafted

End scrapers
Flaked on upper surface
Upper surface not flaked

Broad knives
NAbl
NAb2
NAb2, asymmetrical
NE
Fragments

Narrow knives
NAa
NAb2
Fragments

Choppers
Flake knives
Grooved mauls

Full groove
Three-quarter groove
Sides grooved
Fragments

Axes
Celts
Manos, or handstones
Mealing slabs or metates
Hammerstones

55

149

21

34
135
5

18

X
198

5
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Table 5.

—

Comparison of traits at Paul Brave and Thomas Riggs sites—Con.

Traits
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Work in stone includes two pieces of plate or vein chalcedony with

bifacially prepared edges, two faceted scoria abraders, two end scrap-

ers, and the bases of two arrowpoints of form NBbl made from Knife
River flint and white chert. A bone awl made from a split long bone

and an antler tine tip complete the list of specimens.

There are similarities to Paul Brave apparent even in this small

sample. Five of the seven rims are classified as of types described

from Paul Brave, and the remaining artifacts are similar to examples

from that site. The two variant rims, however, indicate that the

Robert Zahn site has elements that are lacking at Paul Brave.

Further testing and perhaps extensive excavations should be carried

out here, since the site will be inundated by the Oahe Reservoir. The
site may aid in determining the range of variation in the "Archaic
Mandan" complex.

HAVENS SITE ( 3 2EM1

)

(MAP 1)

This site, in the SWy^ NEi^ sec. 3, T129N, R79W, is situated on a

low, rolling terrace and covers about 15 acres. It is on the east bank
of the Missouri River across from the Paul Brave site. About 40

widely spaced house depressions are visible. The surface is in native

sod, with about 8 or 10 inches of soil accumulation over the former

village level. No refuse middens are apparent, and there is only a

thin layer of village refuse. There is no indication of a ditch, and the

oval house depressions suggest that the dwellings are long-rectangular

houses (Will and Hecker, 1944, p. 76)

.

A large number of artifacts from the site are in the collections of

the State Historical Society. Notes are not available for this sample,

but it is likely that they were derived from the surface or from limited

testing by Will and Hecker. The majority of the rim sherds may be

classified as of types described from Paul Brave

:

Riggs Plain 134

Riggs Cross-Hatclied 3

Riggs Incised 2

Riggs Pinched 10

Fort Yates Cord Impressed 11

Fort Yates Cross-Hatclied 1

Unclassified 1

Total 162

Body sherds are classed as follows

:

Simple-stamped 10

Smoothed 49
Cord-roughened 1

Incised or trailed 13

Total 73
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Stonework includes several flake knives, a number of end scrapers,

and an arrowpoint of form NAb2, measuring 33 X 15 X 3 nnn., made

from Knife River flint. Worked bone includes two long bone splinter

awl fragments and part of a split rib pottery modeling tool. An
irregular shell disk is 15 mm. in diameter and 5 mm. thick. A rough-

ly circular piece of perforated shell, less than 1 mm. thick, averages

20 mm. in diameter.

This inventory is similar in most particulars to that of Paul Brave.

Except for the single unclassified rim, all the sherds are of types

occurring at Paul Brave, and the non-ceramic remains are also very

similar. This similarity in content suggests that the sites are closely

i-elated and may be nearly contemporaneous. The site is not recom-

mended for testing. It is believed that the material in the site would

duplicate the sample recovered from the Paul Brave site, and at this

time it would be more relevant to excavate sites which will be flooded

by the Oahe Reservoir but which differ from adequately sampled

villages.

CONCLUSIONS

As early as 1919, George F. Will and Herbert J. Spinden recognized

an archeological sequence within the Missouri River Valley in North

Dakota that they regarded as a cultural sequence leading to the his-

toric Mandan (Will, 1924, pp. 292, 342-344) . Subsequent to 1924,

Will made further studies, and by 1944 had formulated with Thad. C.

Hecker the postulate that Mandan history was divisible into four

major periods: the Archaic Mandan, Middle Mandan, Later Heart

River, and Decadent periods (Will and Hecker, 1944). Paraphras-

ing their synthesis, it appears that the Archaic period was distin-

guished by small, mifortified villages of long-rectangular houses dis-

tributed along a large segment of the Missouri River. The advent of

the Middle period seems to be chiefly marked by the appearance of

progressively developing fortifications, and by the concentration of

these villages into large fortified sites of long-rectangular houses

near the mouth of the Heart River. The transition from the Middle

period to the Later Heart River period is marked by three distinct

changes. The long-reOtangular dwellings of the Middle period are

replaced by circular earth lodges, the villages consist of houses tightly

arranged within the fortification ditches, and the population con-

centrated in an even smaller area in the immediate vicinity of the

mouth of the Heart River. The Decadent period is associated with

increasing contact with White traders after 1750. In addition to these

details of settlement patterning and domestic architecture, there is a

progressive development of pottery types, culminating in the varieties

which are found in historic Mandan and Hidatsa sites at the mouth of
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the Heart River (Will and Hecker, 1944, pp. 6-7, 10, 52-54, 117-118,

passim)

.

In this formulation, they classed the Paul Brave site as "Archaic

Mandan" (ibid., p. 89) . The complex represented at Paul Brave is the

earliest recognized village complex in the upper reaches of the Middle
Missouri area, and to date it is represented at the following sites for

which data are available

:

Excavated

:

Thomas Riggs, 39HU1 (Hurt, 1953

)

Grandmother's Lodge, 32ME59 (Woohvorth, 1956)

Paul Brave, 32SI4 (this study)

Tony Glas, 32EM3 (Howard, 1962)

Tested

:

Robert Zahn, 32SI3 ( this study

)

Standing Soldier, 32SI8 (Scheans, MS.)
Surface collection

:

Havens, 32EM1 (this study)

Most of these sites were termed "Archaic Mandan" by Will and
Hecker. In a review of their work (Champe, 1948, pp. 261-262) it was
pointed out that the utmost discretion is necessary in the application of

terms such as "archaic" to relatively recent complexes. We fully en-

dorse this sentiment, and submit that there is no reason to retain this

loaded term. Another term for some of the same sites is the "Cannon-
ball Focus" (Bowers, MS.) , but the priority of naming and describing

the material in usable form falls to Hurt in his description of the

Thomas Riggs Focus (Hurt, 1953). Tables 4 and 5 in this study

illustrate the degree of identity between the type site of this focus and
Paul Brave, and Paul Brave is here identified as a component of that

focus. It is urged that the designation of Paul Brave as a component
of a "Fort Yates Focus" (ibid., p. 60), distinct from the Thomas
Riggs Focus, be abandoned in view of their essential similarity.

Paul Brave is related to sites found throughout a considerable

part of the Missouri River Valley in the Middle Missouri area. In

1951, the Missouri Basin Project of the Smithsonian Institution tested

site 39LM55 in Lyman County, S. Dak., and in 1953 the University

of Kansas made other tests in that same site. The site lies just a few
miles north of the town of Chamberlain and just north of the mouth
of the White River. Work at this site revealed tools and a long-

rectangular house similar to those at the Thomas Riggs site (C. S.

Smith, 1953, p. 198). Excavations at the site of Grandmother's
Lodge (32ME59) (Woolworth, 1956) indicate that the Thomas Riggs
Focus extends as far north and west along the Missouri River Valley

as the mouth of the Little Missouri River in western North Dakota.

Site 39LM55 and Grandmother's Lodge are fully 300 airline miles

apart ; the river distance between them approaches 500 miles. Between
these two extremes there are numerous small, isolated villages of the

Thomas Riggs Focus. The near identity of the remains in these sites
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along this immense tract of land is truly striking. If cultural simi-

larity implies contemporaneity they cannot be widely separated in

time. The hypothesis that the downriver sites are the older is appeal-

ing, and it has the virtue of the support of the Mandan migration

traditions (Bowers, 1950, pp. 156-163) claiming a downstream origin

for that group. The village sites of this complex are confined, so far

as we are now aware, to the valley of the Missouri Eiver. It is prob-

able that surveys along major tributaries west of the Missouri would

reveal hunting campsites of these villages.

Until such time as radiocarbon, tree ring, or other dating methods

can be applied to material from Paul Brave, it is necessary to estimate

its age on the basis of comparative data. The tree-ring studies car-

ried out by Will (1946, 1948), in conjunction with the analysis of

pottery traits, village patterns, and house forms (Will and Hecker,

1944) suggest a terminal date for the site. The lack of a fortifying

ditch suggests the site is earlier in time than the Huff site, for which

site the cutting dates of 11 timbers are A.D. 1458-1543 (Will, 1946, p.

16) . A radiocarbon date of A.D. 1228dz 200 has been released for the

Thomas Riggs site by the Missouri Basin Chronology Program
(Radiocarbon Laboratory, Michigan Memorial-Phoenix Project, Uni-

versity of Michigan, sample M-838). The similarity in the invento-

ries of the Thomas Riggs and the Paul Brave sites implies approximate

contemporaneity. Sites in North Dakota here regarded as components

of the Thomas Riggs Focus have been variously estimated to date

about A.D. 1250-1300 (Howard, 1962), A.D. 1350-1450 (Hewes, 1949

a, p. 23) , and A.D. 1200-1300 (Will, 1946, p. 17) . If the radiocarbon

date for Thomas Riggs is accurate, and the postulated upstream

movement valid, it is our impression that Paul Brave and adjacent

sites date between about A.D. 1300 and 1400.
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THE DEMERY SITE (39C01), OAHE RESERVOIR
AREA, SOUTH DAKOTA '

By Alan R. Woolworth and W. Raymond Wood

INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1956 an archeological field party from the State

Historical Society of North Dakota carried out excavations at the

Demery site, in the upper part of the Oahe Reservoir, in Corson

County, South Dakota. Funds for the project were provided under a

cooperative agreement with the National Park Service, Department

of the Interior, and through appropriations by the North Dakota

State Legislature. The excavations were conducted between June

18 and August 31, 1956, under the supervision of Alan R. Woolworth

and W. Raymond Wood, then staff archeologists with the State His-

torical Society, with Frederic Hadleigh-West serving as assistant

archeologist.

The major reason for selecting Demery for excavation in 1956 was

that the site is the northernmost manifestation of the "Category B"
complex on the mainstem of the Missouri River. In 1949, Paul L.

Cooper had described the Category B pottery complex from sites

along the Missouri River in South Dakota (1949, pp. 303-306). The
Category B rim design consists of a solid band of horizontally incised

or trailed lines on rim exteriors. Cooper demonstrated the wide

spatial distribution of this form of pottery rim decoration, and pre-

dicted that the delimitation of the temporal and spatial scope of this

archeological complex would provide one of the more important

chapters in Plains prehistory. The Demery site is only one of the

many sites bearing pottery of this character in the Central Plains and

Middle Missouri areas. Because of its extreme northern geographic

setting, it was anticipated that Demery would provide data on a peri-

pheral variant of the complex as it was known from work in sites in

central and southeastern South Dakota. ( See map 6.

)

Much of the credit for the successful completion of the work at

Demery is due Russell Reid, Superintendent of the State Historical

1 Submitted February 1962.
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Location of the Demery Site

and other sites discussed

Map 6.—Location of the Demery site and other sites discussed.

Society of North Dakota, for his unfailing assistance in every phase

of the work. The field party was established in the town of Fort

Yates, N. Dak. Mr. J. W. Wellington, then Superintendent of

the Standing Rock Indian Agency, in Fort Yates, did everything in

his power to make the summer a pleasant and successful one. The
Missouri Basin Project, Smithsonian Institution, loaned photographic

equipment and was, as always, helpful in many other matters. Ber-

nard Weinreich, of Bismarck, N. Dak., prepared the photo-
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graphic illustrations ; their quality is a tribute to his skill. Frederic

Hadleigh-West was in charge of mapping the site and the excava-

tions, a task of no mean proportions considering the distances in^

volved and the equipment available. Permission to excavate on tribal

land was kindly granted by the Tribal Council of the Standing Eock
Indian Reservation. Mr. J. Dan Howard, then Chairman of the

Tribal Council, aided the field party in many ways. Crew members
included Robert P. Barr and Stephen W. Robinson of Grand Forks,

North Dakota ; George E. Archambault and William C. Gipp of Fort

Yates, N. Dak.; Mark F. Blum of Lincoln, Nebr.; and Craig

Gannon of Bismarck, N. Dak. The assistance of each of these

contributors is gratefully acknowledged. We are also grateful for

the comments and constructive criticism of the manuscript provided

by Robert L. Stephenson, Warren W. Caldwell, and Robert W. Neu-

man, of the Smithsonian Institution, Missouri Basin Project.

The laboratory analysis of the pottery was carried out by the junior

author, who also prepared the final maps and the line drawings. The
remaining artifacts were processed by the senior author, and both

of us are jointly responsible for the discussion and conclusions. The

field notes, maps, photographs, and artifacts from Demery are on file

in the museum of the State Historical Society of North Dakota, in

Bismarck, for preservation and further study.

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE SITE

DESCRIPTION

The Demery site, 39C01, is in the SEi/^ of sec. 21, and in the

SWi^ of sec. 22, T. 23 N., R. 29 W., Corson County, S. Dak. It

is on the west bank of the Missouri River about 16 miles downstream

from the town of Fort Yates. The site lies on a large, flat terrace

overlooking the floodplains of the Missouri River and John Grass

Creek (map 7). A large gully separates the site area from the ter-

race to the south, and a low swale to the west leaves the site nearly

surrounded by low land. To the west, the terrain is level for nearly

half a mile, where the Missouri River bluffs rise gradually from the

valley floor to the treeless plains. A small intermittent stream, locally

known as Black Eagle Creek or as John Grass Creek, is just north of

the site. The reputed cabin site of the Dakota chief, John Grass, is

a few hundred feet upstream from the bridge spanning the creek bear-

ing his name on the Kenel to Fort Yates road. The North Dakota-

South Dakota boimdary is just north of John Grass Creek. Fire

Heart Butte, a high, flat-topped prominence, rises above the surround-

ing upland plains about 5 miles northwest of the site.

The 1,610-foot contour line roughly delimits the area containing cul-

tural remains, but the majority of surface material and most of the
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excavations were carried out within an area covered by heavy vege-

tation (map Y). This area, consisting of about 2 acres, appears to

have been the major village area. About 10 percent of the area was

stripped of overburden by a bulldozer and a road patrol. Five houses

were located by this method and subsequently excavated, and two

other probable house sites were located. A speculative projection,

based on the distribution of these houses, gives a total of about 30

dwellings in the village.

Demery appears to have been an open, unfortified site. A test

trench dug from the east wall of House 4 in excavation 5 to the ter-

race edge revealed no evidence of fortification, and a close inspection

of the terrain and of aerial photographs revealed nothing suggesting

the presence of a fortifying ditch. In an effort to find burials, test

pits were dug along the terrace edge south of excavation 7, but no
positive evidence of either burials or occupational debris was found.

Most of the area bearing heavy vegetation had been cultivated,

which obliterated indications of surface features. Only a few acres

of grassland near the creek are still in undisturbed sod, and somewhere

in this area Will and Hecker (1944, p. 87) reported a number of cir-

cular lodge ruins. Early in the field season a single circular depres-

sion was noted here, but excavation 2, which explored this feature,

yielded the remains of an irregular pit, Feature 1, which was inter-

preted as a borrow area (map 9)

.

A few flint chips and body sherds were found near the bridge across

John Grass Creek (designated by an "x" on map 7). Surface inspec-

tion of the terrace beyond the large gully south of the site, near the

remains of the former Demery home, revealed no sherds or other evi-

dence of aboriginal occupation, although there are a few sherds in the

State Historical Society collections that are said to be from this vicin-

ity. These sherds resemble those from the major occupation of the

Demery site in all details, and they are probably the source for the

statement by Will and Hecker (1944, p. 88) that there was a small site

contemporaneous with Demery south of the gully.

A number of grassy surface irregularities, as well as many clumps

of dense buckbrush, occurred throughout the site area. The excava-

tions revealed no correlation between either these irregularities or

the brush patches and the house sites. In fact, the houses appeared

to have been on level, grassy areas. Toward the end of August, how-
ever, when a dense cover of sunflowers and weeds had overgrown the

site, there were spots on level, grassy areas where this cover was ex-

ceedingly dense, and such areas we feel were house sites. Since the

field season was over we did not have the opportunity to investigate

them, although it would clearly have been desirable.
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EXCAVATIONS

Six excavation units in different parts of the site were stripped to

the approximate base of the plow zone by means of a bulldozer and a

road patrol. At this depth the houses, pits, and other features became
clearly visible as mixed earth in otherwise sterile soil. Features were

marked by stakes while the soil was still moist and their outlines dis-

tinct, and later excavated by hand tools. Two other units, excavations

3 and 4, were excavated wholly by hand methods.

Houses appeared as large circular areas of mixed earth which some-

times contained charred timbers. Four of the houses found were fully

excavated and a fifth house was cross sectioned. The presence of two

additional houses, designated as Houses 6 and 7 on the site map (maps

7, 8), is postulated on the basis of charred timbers noted on the floor

of the road patrol cuts, but time did not allow the investigation of

these features. In view of the large areas stripped by the road pa-

trol, houses were infrequent and widely separated. It is not probable

that many houses were missed by the excavators, since soil disturbance

was rather clearly defined in the dense, buff soil below the plow line.

The site maps were prepared by West with the use of a plane table

and alidade, and distances were chained. The individual houses were

mapped using a stake in the center of the primary fireplace as a datum.

Excavation 1 {ma'p 7)

.

—This unit, in the northwest part of the site,

was originally a series of test pits laid out on a 5-foot grid. Features

40, 41, 42, and 43 were recorded here, respectively : an irregular trash-

filled pit, two basin-shaped pits, and a bell-shaped pit. This area was
later stripped with a bulldozer and subsequently smoothed by a

road patrol. Numerous postholes and fireplaces were found, but no

definite dwelling units were detected. The area apparently lay on the

periphery of the village. The unit was 275 feet long and about 75

feet wide.

Excavation 2 {maps 7 and 9) .—This excavation was designed to

explore a circular depression in the northwest part of the site, which

appeared from surface observations to be about 10 feet in diameter.

It was heavily overgrown with weeds and buckbrush and superficially

resembled an earth lodge depression. A test trench was dug from the

north edge into the pit, and the bulldozer was then used to strip the

overburden from an area 80 feet long and 55 feet wide. Feature 1,

a large irregular pit nearly 20 feet in diameter, is interpreted as a

borrow pit. The floor of the feature was littered with broken animal

bones, pottery, and stone fragments. Features 48 and 49, both of

them bell-shaped pits, were outside of this feature.

Excavation 3 {ma'p 7).
—^This excavation was made in the north

part of the village area, and consisted of a test trench 28 feet long

and 5 feet wide. A single basin-shaped pit. Feature 50, was re-
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corded, and the miniature shell "face" (fig. 24, c) was recovered near

the south end of the unit.

Excavation 4- {map 7).—^A low earthen mound, about 50 feet in

diameter and 1.5 feet high, was along the terrace edge north of the

village area. A 5-foot test pit was excavated in its center with

wholly negative results; no artifacts or other cultural remains were

noted.

Excavation 5 {maps 7 and 8) .—This large excavation unit, in the

north central part of the village, was made in the form of an L, with

the short arm parallel to the Missouri River flood plain. The unit

was 1,025 feet long on the east-west axis and 310 feet long on the

north-south axis, with an average width of about 50 feet. Houses 2

through 5 were detected in this unit, as well as a number of pits

and fireplaces. Many of these exterior features were excavated

(map 8). A short test trench, 30 feet long and 4 feet wide, was
dug to the terrace edge from the east wall of House 4 in an effort

to detect any evidence of fortifications along the terrace rim, but

the results were negative.

Excavation 6 {map 7).—A bulldozer cut 315 feet long and 12 feet

wide was made at the northwest edge of the terrace along John Grass

Creek. Small concentrations of cultural remains, including char-

coal, fragmented bone, and artifacts occurred at intervals, but no
pits or dwellings were noted. The unit seems to have been beyond

the periphery of the village occupational area.

Excavation 7 {maps 7 and 8).—A road patrol cut Y25 feet long,

with an average width of about 75 feet, was made along the south

edge of the site, adjacent to the large gully. Houses 1 and 7 were

in this unit, as well as large numbers of pits and fireplaces of varying

form; most of the latter features were excavated (map 8).

Excavation 8 {maps 7 and 8).—This excavation was made by a

series of parallel road patrol cuts, leaving an area stripped of over-

burden about 145 feet long and 45 feet wide. It lay between exca-

vations 5 and 7, near the east edge of the site. One probable house

site. House 6, was inferred from the presence of charred timbers

and mixed earth, but it was not explored for lack of time.

HOUSES

House 1 {map 10^ pi. 8, a).—^This structure was in excavation 7

near the southeast edge of the site. It consisted of an oval pit oriented

along a northeast-southwest axis. It measured 25 feet on the long axis,

with a width of 23 feet. The elongated basin-shaped entrance, in the

southwest end of the house, was 6.8 feet long, 2.7 feet wide, and 0.5

foot deep. A clearly defined row of posts occurred only along the

southeast side, extending 10 feet out from the house shoulder.
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Map 10.—House 1, excavation 7.

There were three basin-shaped fireplaces in the shallow, dish-shaped

house floor. Feature 4 was centrally located and was probably the

hearth for the original lodge; it was 3 feet wide and 0.6 foot deep.

Feature 5 was offset to the southwest from the midpoint of Feature 4,

and was the same size as Feature 4. Feature 6 was a small auxiliary

fireplace between Feature 5 and the entrance.

The four large center posts around Feature 4 form a square 8.5 feet

on a side. Another set of postholes, around Feature 5, may be the re-

sult of rebuilding the house and setting the posts nearer the entrance.
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These latter posts form an irregular square 7 to 8 feet on a side. In
this instance, however, the corners of the square are formed by three

postholes rather than by a single post. These posts were much larger

and deeper than any of the remaining auxiliary posts in the floor.

Center posts of both sets were 0.6 to 1.2 feet in diameter, and 1.5 to

2.0 feet deep.

Five bell-shaped pits were in the house floor. One of them, Fea-

ture 10, partly intersects Feature 11, another bell-shaped pit. Fea-

tures 14 and 15 are in the house wall line ; the latter pit, which is bell

shaped, has an orifice shaped like the figure 8.

Two of the five small circular to oval pits with shallow U-shaped

cross sections intersected the wall line. These and the remaining pits

contained refuse and charcoal. The pit in the wall opposite the en-

trance. Feature 103, may have had a special function, since it is in a

position analogous to that occupied by ceremonial altars in certain

historic earth lodges.

House 2 {map 11^ pi. 7, a).—This house was in excavation 5 in the

north central part of the site. The structure was the simplest in plan

of those excavated, although its pattern is complicated by the prob-

able presence of a second structure. The house consists of a rouglily

circular basin-shaped depression 22 feet in diameter, and about 2 feet

deep in its center. The entrance faced the southwest, and was marked
by two short rows of three posts each, separated by a distance of 4

feet. The posts extended only 3 feet out from the house wall, and per-

haps the rest of the passage was not located ; rodent disturbance in this

area made the definition of features difficult.

A basin-shaped fireplace, 2.6 feet wide and 0.4 foot deep, was in the

house center. Around this hearth were four large supporting posts

in the form of an irregular square 8 feet on a side. These posts aver-

aged 0.9 foot wide and 1.6 feet deep.

Three bell-shaped pits were in the house. One of these. Feature

23A, had a smaller bell-shaped pit in its floor ; Feature 21 partly un-

dercut the northwest wall line; and Feature 20 was in the southeast

part of the floor near the house wall, adjacent to an irregular, basin-

shaped trash pit. Feature 112. Two circular, basin-shaped pits were in

the house. One of them. Feature 24, was in the house wall opposite

the entrance, in a position analogous to that of Feature 103 in House

1. The other pit, Feature 18, was between the two center posts facing

the entrance; it contained several artifacts. Two shattered pottery

vessels were near the north wall, opposite the entrance. Both of them
were smashed flat, and must have been broken by the weight of the

collapsed roof. One of them contained charred fragments of animal

bone. Vessel 1 was restored (pi. 14, a).

Feature 22 was a fireplace in the southwest house wall line. It had

a series of seven posts set about it, approximately in the form of a
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feet

square, 6 to 8 feet on a side. It appears to be a second and smaller

structure overlapping with the floor of House 2, but whether it was

earlier or later could not be determined.

House 3 {map 12).—This structure was in excavation 5, in the

north central part of the site. The house was contained in an oval

depression 2 feet deep, 32 feet long, and 30 feet wide. The long axis

was in line with the orientation of the entrance. The shallow entrance

passage, facing the southwest, was 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 0.5
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foot deep ; it was lined by a series of small, irregularly-set post holes.

Feature 61 was a large oval fireplace in the center of the house; it

was 6.6 feet long and 4 feet wide. This feature was composed of two
linked basin-shaped fireplaces, each of which was about 4 feet wide

and 0.8 foot deep. This fireplace was surrounded by seven large

center posts braced with bone and stone. Four of these posts, in the

form of a square 8 to 10 feet on a side, were probably the posts which

supported the roof. Three other braced posts were in the same gen-

eral area, and may have served as braces for the center posts. It is

possible, however, that some of them belong to a rebuilding of the

house in which the structure was shifted in one or another direction

along the long axis. Braced posts are unique to this house within the

site, in any event, and this may be a function of size, since House 3

was the largest of those excavated. Perhaps this larger structure

needed a more stable foundation than the other houses, which was
afforded by jamming bone and stone beside the posts. The center

posts averaged 0.9 foot wide and 1.7 feet deep.

The seven bell-shaped pits, and one pit south of the house, were of

radically different sizes. Four of them were quite large, and would

have provided adequate storage space. The rest of them were much
smaller, and may have served another function. All of them, how-
ever, contained refuse, particularly Feature 65 in the north wall of

the house. This feature contained most of the perishable remains

recovered at the site.

There were three small auxiliary fireplaces in the house : Features

25, 46, and 47. One large, irregularly shaped refuse-filled pit. Fea-

ture 79, intercepts the south wall of the house, and there are three small,

basin-shaped pits in the house floor. One of the latter pits. Feature

29, was between the center posts facing the entrance in a position

analogous to that of Feature 18 in House 2.

House 1). {map 13; pis. 7, 5, and 5, h).—This house was in the east end

of excavation* 5, near the terrace edge adjacent to the Missouri River

flood plain. The house pit was quite irregular in outline, averaging

about 24 feet in diameter. It might be described as an oval with

one rather flat side. The house pit was 1.5 feet deep along the walls

and attained a maximum depth of 2.8 feet near the fireplace. An
elongated, depressed entrance passage was in the southwestern perim-

eter of the house wall, measuring 6.5 feet long, 3.5 feet wide, and

0.4 foot deep.

Feature 91, the basin-shaped central fireplace, was 3.4 feet wide

and 0.6 foot deep. It was an oval pit surrounded by and filled with

white ash and burned earth. Another centrally located basin-shaped

fireplace. Feature 104, joined Feature 91 on the northeast edge. The

latter pit was oval in outline, measuring 1.8 by 2.1 feet, and was 0.4
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Map 12,—House 3, excavation 5.

foot deep. It is possible that this fireplace belonged to a structure

other than the one represented by Feature 91, the primary hearth.

This dwelling appears to have been rebuilt at least once and pos-

sibly twice. Hence, the center posts are a maze, but in general they

form an irregular square 8 feet on a side around the hearth. These

posts average about 0.7 foot in diameter and 2.0 feet in depth. In

four instances, two or more of them were in small pits. These pits

661-932—64 7
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Map 13.—House 4, excavation 5.

may have resulted from a reconstruction in which the old posts were

removed and new postholes dug beside the old ones.

Four bell-shaped pits were in the house floor and another was just

outside the house wall line. All of them were quite large, and two

of them, Features 94 and 96, intersected at their bases. Four small,

basin-shaped pits were in the house floor and another intersected the

wall line. One large irregular pit. Feature 97, was in the house floor

;

this pit predates the house, since one of the center posts was intrusive

into it. This fact is relevant to the problem of cultural succession at
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Demery, since sherds of Thomas Riggs Focus types were in it

—

pottery which predates the major occupation of the site. Another

large pit, Feature 118, intersected the house wall north of the entrance.

The charred wall timbers along the walls inside the house pit are

of special interest. They are discussed in more detail later in the text,

but they are taken as evidence that the houses were covered by poles,

the butts of which were set on the house shoulder outside the house

with the tops leaning against the stringers connecting the center posts.

These poles were covered by charred grass.

House 5 (map 9).—This structure was in excavation 5 in the

northeast part of the site. Time did not permit its complete excava-

tion, but a cross section revealed the basin-shaped central fireplace,

two small bell-shaped pits, and three postholes. The entrance was

not found. The house pit was 22 feet in diameter, with a central fire-

place 2.5 feet in diameter and 0.5 foot deep. This feature was basin

shaped, and somewhat more regular than those in the other houses.

The house pit was about 1.5 feet deep.

HUMAN REMAINS

Three bones were found in widely separated parts of the site.

A femur (and an incisor) were in Feature 32, an irregularly shaped pit

in excavation 7 ; a sacrum was in Feature 77, an irregularly shaped pit

in excavation 5 ; and a cranial fragment was in the backdirt of excava-

tion 2. These bones, all of them from adults, were in refuse-filled pits

outside of dwellings; none of them were stained with color or show
any other special treatment.

The head was broken away from the femur at the neck, and the

epicondyles and surrounding bone of the medial and lateral condyles

are missing. The condyles are fused to the shaft, indicating that the

individual was more than 17 or 18 years old. The third trochanter is

6 mm. high, and the middle of the shaft is oval, with a slight linea

aspera. Measurements include

:

Millimeters

Maximum length (from surface of the lateral condyle to the upper

extremity of the greater trochanter)

Subtrochanteric diameter, antero-posterior

Subtrochanteric diameter, lateral

Middle shaft diameter, antero-posterior

Middle shaft diameter, lateral

390

20

32

22

27

The crown of the incisor is worn down and the pulp exposed. The

pulp cavity, however, had receded with the attrition of the tooth.
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The fifth sacral vertebra of the sacrum and part of the fourth are

lacking and, since the borders of the bone are broken, length and

breadth are not obtainable. Since all the segments are fused, the

individual was more than 25 or 30 years old. The cranial fragment

appears to be part of the occipital bone; one edge shows part of a

complex lamboidal suture.

FEATURES OBSERVED

The 118 features recorded during the excavation of Demery are

tabulated below in table 1. While most of the feature numbers were

assigned to pits in the houses and in the village area, a number of

them were used to designate houses, entrance passages, and other

structural details. These features are excluded from table 1 since

they are described in detail in the preceding text. Maps 7-9 give

a general picture of the major areas investigated at the site, and the

location of all features not in or immediately contiguous to the houses.

Table 1.

—

Features recorded during the excavation, of the Demery site, S9C01

Feature
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Table 1.

—

Features recorded during the excavation of the Demery site, S9C01—
Continued

Excava-
tion No.

.2

. 3
1.2
1.2
1.0

1.0

4.9
. 5

1.2
1.0
1.0

. 4
3. 1

.7

. 1

. 1

3.0
2. 1

.5
1.0

2.9
.9
3.0
2.5

.3
1.0
.2
1.0

1.2
1. 2

. 8
3.8
1. 6
3.0
3.0

. 4
3. 8
2.5
2.4
.8

1. 6
.5

.9
3.3

Dimensions

Feet
Orifice, 2.6; base, 4.5_.

Diam., 1.1

Diam., 5.0X6.3
Diam., 4.3X6.0
Diam., 3.8X6.3
Orifice, 1.3; base, 1.6.

Diam., 2.8

Diam., 12.0X18.5.

Orifice, 2.3; vase, 4.7.

Diam., 7.3

Diam., 12.0X15.0-_-
Diam., ca. 3.0

Diam., 2.8
Diam., 3.0X4.0
Orifice, 2.4; base, 5.5.

Diam., 12.0X14.6.-_.
Diam., 1.6

Diam., 1.2.

Orifice, 2.5; base, 4.5.

Orifice, 2.6; base, 3.7.

Diam., 2.3X3.0.
Diam., 15.0

Orifice, 2.8; base, 3.8.

Diam., 15.4X19.8_.-.
Orifice, 2.7; base, 4.0.

Diam., 11.1X14.5.—

Identification

Diam., 6.0

Diam., 6.3X9.0...
Diam., 6.0X10.0..
Diam., 14.0X22.0.
Diam., 4.0X6.6...

Orifice,

Orifice,

Diam.,
Orifice,

Orifice,

Orifice,

Orifice,

Diam.,
Orifice,

Orifice,

Diam.,
Diam.,

1.0; base, 1.4.

1.2; base, 1.8.

1.6.

2.4; base, 4.0.

1.4; base, 2.0.

3.2; base, 4.2.

2.2; base, 3.6.

0.6X1.0..-.-
1.9; base, 4.4.

2.8; base, 3.5.

2.6X3.6
3.8X4.0

Diam., 5.0X7.0.
Diam., 2.4X2.9.

Diam., 8.6X9.0
Orifice, 3.7; base, 3.9.

Bell-shaped pit.

Deep, circular pit.

House 3.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Bell-shaped pit.

Circular pit with steep
sides, House 1.

Irregularly shaped pit.

House 1.

Bell-shaped pit. House 1.

Basin-shaped pit.

House 1.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Basin-shaped pit.

Basin-shaped pit.

Bell-shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Auxiliary fireplace,

House 3.

Auxiliary fireplace,

House 3.

Bell-shaped pit.

Bell-shaped pit.

Basin-shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit,

House 5.

Bell-shaped pit. House 5.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Bell-shaped pit, House 5.

Irregularly shaped pit.

House 5.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Two linked fireplaces.

House 3.

Bell-shaped pit. House 3.

Bell-shaped pit. House 3.

Basin-shaped pit, House 3.

Bell-shaped pit. House 3.

Bell-shaped pit. House 3.

Bell-shaped pit. House 3.

Bell-shaped pit. House 3.

Basin-shaped pit, House 3.

Bell-shaped pit, House 1.

Bell-shaped pit.

Oval pit. House 1.

Irregularly shaped pit.

House 4.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Irregularly shaped pit,

House 4.

Irregularly shaped pit.

Bell-shaped pit.
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Table 1.

—

Features recorded during the excavation of the Demery site, SSCOl-
Continued

Feature
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occupation by a Thomas Riggs Focus group is suggested by a very

few sherds.

The analysis of the pottery proceeded as follows. The rim and

body sherds, sacked together from the same find-spot, were first

matched for fits, and subsequently segregated. Body sherds were

classed according to surface finish, these classes including : smoothed,

simple-stamped, cord-roughened, check-stamped, and decorated

(incised or trailed). Red-filmed sherds were also separated, but this

filming occurred on three surfaces: smoothed, simple-stamped, and

decorated. During the sorting, each sherd was individually inspected

for temper. A single cord-roughened sherd which appears to con-

tain crushed shell provides the only exception to the statement that all

sherds are grit-tempered.

In the descriptions to follow, the unit of description is, insofar as

possible, the whole vessel. Since the rim forms and the types of

decoration are so varied, it is probable that the estimated number of

vessels represented by each of the groups is reasonably accurate. In

addition to the reasons cited by Krieger (Newell and Krieger, 1949,

pp. 75-77) and by Spaulding (1956, pp. 130-131) for studying "vessel

types" assembled from "sherd types," is the fact that there is often

a discernible—and sometimes substantial—difference in the percent-

age of types represented in a count of rim sherds and a count of vessels

from a site. In spite of efforts to describe vessel types here, the

pottery described below should probably be regarded as rim types,

since so few restorable vessels were recovered.

Only a few of the 17 pottery groups from the site are identified as

previously named types. The unnamed groups might have been

named as types by some workers, and perhaps tentative type names

could have been given them here. The permanent nature of "tempo-

rary" type names, coupled with the fact that the complex at Demery
is involved and geographically diffuse, suggests that type names
would not be advantageous. At this time, when many sites closely

related to Demery remain unexcavated and unreported—from the

mouth of the Grand River in South Dakota to the mouth of the Nio-

brara River in Nebraska—it does not seem proper to attach type names
to the ceramics from a single site, particularly when the range of

variation in pottery at sites down the river is unknown, at least to the

writers.

^'- Except for the sherds attributed to the Thomas Riggs Focus occupa-

tion of Demery, the pottery is sufficiently similar in paste, surface

finish, and form to permit a general description of these features that

applies to all the ceramics from the major occupation of the site.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Paste :

Method of manufacture: The vessels were probably lump modeled and fin-

ished with a paddle and anvil. The vessel walls are quite uniform in

thickness from the lip to the bottom, but the pots do not appear to have

been scraped, since traces of paddle impressions are visible over most

of the vessel surface.

Temper: Grit, composed of calcined or decomposed granite, consisting of

particles of quartz, mica, and feldspar, ranged in diameter from .5 to 2.0

mm. Temper is nearly always sparse, and many sherds—particularly

those from the smaller vessels—appear to have contained no purposefully

included grit.

Texture: Smooth to medium fine. The paste is compact and well worked,

although many vessels have a tendency to split parallel to the vessel wall.

Hardness: 2.5 to 3.0, the majority about 3 (calcite)

.

Color: Light buff to black, ranging through several shades of brown and

gray. Characteristically, the sherds are a mottled light buff or gray.

Smoke clouding is common, and black, charred organic matter sometimes

adheres to the interior or exterior surfaces.

SuEFACE FINISH : The entire vessel seems to have been first paddled with a

grooved or, more rarely, a cord-wrapped paddle. On the large restored vessel

(pi. 14, 6), simple stamps extend from the neck to the base; a number of

vessels have vertical or oblique stamps on the outer rim. Shoulders are ver-

tically stamped, and an incised or trailed pattern was sometimes applied to

them over a partly smoothed surface. In nearly all cases the stamps are at

least partly smoothed ; in about 5 percent of the vessels they are unmodified.

A few bases are lightly polished, but surfaces are generally dull, with little

tendency to reflect light.

Foem:
Lip: Flat to rounded ; a few are pointed and a small number are extruded

(fig. 13).

Rim/neck: Characteristics of these areas vary with the individual groups

and types (fig. 13).

Orifice: The vessel mouth is wide and round in aU observable instances.

Shoulder: This area is rounded and steeply sloping, joining the body in a

smooth curve. On a few small to medium-sized vessels the shoulders are

sharply angular at the juncture with the body (pi. 10, i).

Appendages: The loop and strap handles are riveted to the upper shoulder

and welded to the lip. Handles on large restored vessel segments are

paired on opposite sides of the rim. A number of rim projections (castel-

lations) and some applique nodes occur on some groups. Appendages of

this character occur in fours, equally spaced around the rim.

BODY SHERDS

The majority of the sherds are either simple-stamped or smoothed.

Most of them show some smoothing although few may be classed as

even lightly polished. Every degree of transition from mimodified

stamps through partly smoothed stamps to lightly polished surfaces

was observed, sometimes on a single large sherd. All sherds that

showed any evidence of stamping were classed as simple-stamped.

Sherds were classed as smooth when the surface was so smooth that
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Figure 13.—Pottery rim profiles A-X.

irregularities were lacking. A third class was composed of sherds

with incised or trailed lines executed on simple-stamped or smoothed

sherds.

The 1498 sherds with distinguishable simple stamps show that the

stamps were applied vertically to the shoulders and rims, but near the

base they are random or oblique. These stamps are 5 to 8 mm. wide

and are of varying length, but in no instance do they exceed 30 mm.
Vessel walls are 1.5 to 6 mm. thick, averaging about 3 mm., although

rims are sometimes thicker. There is little variation in the thickness
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of the vessel wall in most of the restored vessels and large sherds.

For example, the thiclmess of the base was the same as that over most

of the body on the largest restored vessel (pi. 14, 6) ; the neck and rim

were only slightly thicker than the base. The 1736 smoothed sherds

share all of the characteristics of the simple-stamped sherds except

that they show some striations and a tendency to reflect highlights,

although typically they have a dull surface. One chech-stam'ped

sherd (pi. 9, h) was recovered from the back dirt in excavation 8.

The 896 decorated sherds which carry incised or trailed lines are

from the vessel shoulder. Except for a single curvilinear element

(fig. 16, g) all patterns are rectilinear. Several patterns and pattern

elements are recorded (figs. 14r-16). Decoration was applied to the

vessel shoulder prepared by some horizontal smoothing, and on most

vessels the vertical simple stamps are only partly obliterated. On
the thinner shoulders, with a thickness of 2 mm. or less, the exterior

designs resulted in raised impressions on the interior.

The 239 red-fvlmed sherds are generally simple-stamped or smoothed,

although a few of them are decorated. In all instances the film occurs

on the interior of the vessel.

The 61 cord-roughened sherds are from vessels which were malleated

with a paddle wrapped with a fine vegetal cord with an S twist. The

cord used was somewhat less than a millimeter in thiclmess (pi. 13,

j-h).

Two large sherds are from miniature vessels. One of them, from

House 4, is evenly smoothed and rounded, and is from a vessel about

55 mm. in diameter ; wall thickness is 5 mm. The other sherd, from

the surface, is from a vessel about 65 mm. in diameter, with a base

10 mm. thick and a shoulder 7 mm. thick. The exterior is irregularly

smoothed; the interior is likewise rough. Neither vessel was

decorated.

DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES AND TYPES

1. Talking Crow SxRAiGnx Rim (pi. 9, e-g, i-k, and pi. 14, a).

Sample : 483 vessels, one of them restored.

Surface finish : The rims and shoulders are vertically simple-stamped and im-

perfectly smoothed, although a few shoulders, particularly near the neck, are

wholly smoothed. Four rims are vertically brushed on the outer surface.

Decoration :

Lip: The majority of lips are modified by tool impressions : 2&7 are obliquely

impressed ; 93 are transversely impressed ; 66 are punctated ; 2 are cross-

hatched; and 25 are plain. Tool impressions occur on the interiors of

79 rims (pi. 9, H) ; 57 are obliquely impressed and 22 are transversely

impressed.

Rim: The rim exterior is plain.

Shoulder: This area is decorated with incised or trailed lines on 5 vessels.

On 4 of them, decoration occurs on rims with oblique tool impressions

on the rim interior. There are at least 2 occurrences of opposed diagonals
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Figure 14.—Pottery rim and shoulder design elements.

(fig. 14, a) and one elaborate variant of the same pattern (fig. 15, »).

The latter pattern is on a vessel with 2 opposed, vertically pierced lugs.

Foem:
I/tp: Rounded to flat. On rims with deep or broad tool indentations there

is some extrusion due to displaced clay.

Rim: Characteristically straight to slightly outflaring, including rim forms
A-B, D-G, and / (fig. 13). Height varies from 15 to more than 55 mm.,
with a mean of about 35 mm. ; thickness is from 4 to 8 mm., with a mean
of 6 mm.
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Figure IS.—Pottery rim and shoulder design elements.

Neck: Constricted on outflaring rims.

Shoulder: This area is usually about 45 degrees from the vertical, although

some are more steeply sloping or more nearly horizontal.

Size: The projected arcs of 9 large rim sherds indicate vessel mouths of 46,

132, 158, 180, 190, 202, 210, 212, and 218 mm. diameter. Some vessel

mouths may have been less than 40 mm. wide but probably only a few were

more than 225 mm. wide.
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Figure 16.—Pottery shoulder design elements.

Appendages: A single plain loop handle was attached to the lip and shoulder

of one rim, and there are 4 rim projections (pi. 13, c) and 49 lugs in this

series. The lugs project out 5 to 8 mm. from the lip, generally at a 90-

degree angle (pi. 9, f-g). Nine of the lugs are vertically or obliquely

pierced (pi. 9). The rim projections, as well as the lugs, are com-

monly decorated by a continuation of the lip decoration.
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Restored vessel: One vessel of this type (pi. 14, a) has the following

dimensions

:

j
>' Height - 213 mm.

' Diameter at shoulder _— 265

Diameter at neck 172

Mouth diameter 175

Lip thickness 5

Rim/body thickness 2-6

Capacity (liquid) 1 5qts.

Comments: This type most closely resembles the type Talking Crow Straight

Rim from the Talking Crow site (Smith, 1951, pp. 36-37, pi. 8, g-Tc). Dif-

ferences between the Demery and the Talking Crow samples consist of minor

deviations in rim size and the presence of different shoulder patterns at

Demery. A comparison of the Demery pottery with the Talking Crow Straight

Rim from the Spain site (Smith and Grange, 1958, pp. 101-102, pi. 30, h-j)

reveals more distinctive differences: interior lip notching and handles (pres-

ent at Talking Crow and Demery) are lacking in the Spain site. The Demery
sample is similar to most of the pottery designated by Cooper (1949, pp.

306-308) as Category C. Smith and Grange (1958, p. 102) remark that

some of the Wheeler Ridged and Wheeler Plain rim sherds from Scalp Creek

(Hurt, 1952, pp. 73-75) are "indistinguishable from the type" as described

from the Spain site. There are also similarities between the Demery pot-

tery and certain of the noncollared rims from Arzberger (Spaulding, 1956,

pp. 149-164).

2. Flaring Rims, HoBizoNTAiXY Incised (pi. 10, o-;). .\", i

Sample : 476 vessels. \\ j

SuEPACE FINISH : Undecorated shoulders were vertically simple-stamped, but

decorated vessels were smoothed before the application of the pattern. Many
rims show evidence of vertical stamp impressions under the horizontal smooth-

ing and incising. •, -
.

,

Decoration : 'I

' -Lip: The 411 rims with clear evidence of treatment include 256 indented with

p- oblique tool impressions; 59 with tool impressions transverse to the lip;

22 with vertical or oblique punctates ; 28 with oblique tool impressions on

the interior rim; 14 with low oblique, elongated punctates along the lip;

and 32 plain rims.

Rim: The rims are horizontally incised or trailed between the lip and the

j
\ neck. Bands consist of 2 to 13 lines ; 90 percent of the vessels have 3 to

10 lines, with an average of 7 to a vessel. Twenty rims have stab-and-

drag lines, either alone or in combination with incised lines (pi. 10, j).

On nine rims the horizontal lines are interrupted by incised triangles (pi.

10, h). ''

Shoulder: Twenty-nine vessels are decorated with incised or trailed shoulder

patterns. Three complete patterns observed include: Fig. 14, a, six ex-

amples; fig. 14, 6, one example; and fig 14, c, one example. One large

sherd from a small vessel is unique in having a continuous series of nodes

at the angular break of the shoulder (pi. 10, i)

.

Form :

Lip: Roimded to nearly flat. There are extrusions on a few rims due to

coarse tool indentations.
'

Rim: Characteristically straight to slightly outflaring. Height varies from

8 mm. on small vessels to a maximum of 65 mm. on a large rim decorated
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with stab-and-drag lines ; the average height is between 35 and 40 mm.
Thickness is 4 to 8 mm., averaging between 5 and 6 mm. The thickness

of the lip and the mid-rim is nearly the same, with the neck about 1 mm.
thicker. Rim forms include A-B, E-F, and H (fig. 13).

Neck: Constricted on outflaring rims.

Shoulder: Most of the shoulders are about 45 degrees from the vertical, al-

though some appear to have been more nearly horizontal.

Body: Several partly restorable rims indicate vessels with a globular body

and wide, circular mouths.

Size: Three large rims have mouths of 118, 141, and 180 mm. diameter. A
few sherds suggest that mouths may have attained widths of about

200 mm.
Appendages: The 18 handles include 14 loop handles and 4 strap handles;

in each instance they appear to have been paired on the rim. They
were riveted to the mid-rim or upper shoulder and welded to the lip.

Loop handles are invariably decorated with horizontal lines, in effect a

continuation of the rim design (pi. 10, j) but strap handles are often

decorated with herringbones or other incised designs (pi. 10, g). Thirty-

seven strap handles, detached from the rims, are arbitrarily assigned

to this group since handles are lacking on most of the remaining groups

;

many of them are horizontally incised. There is much variation in the

size and form of the strap handles, with widths varying from 12 to 65 mm.
Three rim projections are decorated by a continuation of the lip decora-

tions ; they extend vertically from the lip to a height of 5 mm. Twenty-
four lugs, extending out at right angles from the rim (pi. 10, h) are

decorated on the upper surface by the same impressions occurring on

the lip, but here the impressions are larger and deeper. One lug is

centrally incised (pi. 10, e).

Comments : This pottery very closely approximates the type Grey Cloud Hori-

zontal-Incised from the Spain site (Smith and Grange, 1958, pp. 102-103).

It differs from this type in having a larger number of horizontally incised

lines, in lacking the shoulder patterns common to Grey Cloud vessels, and
in the presence of appendages. Grey Cloud Horizontal-Incised grades into

lona Horizontal-Incised at Spain, the latter type having protruded T- or L-

shaped lips, lacking at Demery. The Demery sample is similar to most of

the pottery designated by Cooper (1949, pp. 303-306) as Category B. This
rim category is also related to the type Wheeler Horizontal-Incised from the

Scalp Creek and La Roche sites (Hurt, 1952, p. 76) ; to certain of the hori-

zontally incised noncollared rims at Arzberger (Spaulding, 1956, pp. 153-157) ;

and to the type Evans Incised, from sites of the Redbird Focus in north central

Nebraska (Wood, 1956).

3. Flabinq Rims, Obliquely Incised (pi. 13, &, g).

Sample : 15 vessels.

Sueface finish : The finish is not discernable on most sherds due to horizontal

smoothing on the rim, and to the fact that most rims are broken from the

body at the neck. On one partly restorable vessel (fig. 15, c) the entire body
below the neck is cord-roughened. Above the angular shoulder the cord
impressions are vertical, but below the shoulder they are random. The cord
used was less than a millimeter in diameter ; it was made from two twisted

fibers, but smoothing has obscured the direction of the twist.

Decoration :

Lip: Oblique tool indentations occur on 11 rims; on 1 rim the lip is

punctated, and the other 2 are plain.
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Rim: Opposed oblique incised lines form a continuous band around the rim
of 11 specimens (fig. 15, c) ; vertical lines occur on 2 rims together with
oblique lines; and 1 rim is lightly incised with chevrons (pi. 13, 6).

Shoulder: One of the two incised shoulders is decorated (fig. 15, c) over a

cord-roughened surface. The other and fragmentary decoration was im-

posed over a surface of indeterminate nature.

Fobm:
Lip: Flat to somewhat rounded.

Rim: Straight to somewhat outflaring, including rim forms B and F (fig.

13). Height ranges from 14 to 52 mm., averaging about 30 mm., and
thickness from 4 to 8 mm., averaging about 6 mm.

Shoulder: The shoulder is fiat and steeply sloping, with an angular break

at the lower border on the cord-roughened vessel.

Size: Several measurements of the cord-roughened vessel include

:

Height ca. 130 mm.
Diameter at shoulder ca. 150

Orifice diameter ca. 100

Lip/rim thickness 7

Rim height 21

Body wall thickness 3

Appendages: One rim has a pierced lug extending out at a right angle 17

mm. from the rim, with a vertical perforation 9 mm. in diameter. It is

on a lip decorated with punctates, although the top of the lug is decorated

with transverse tool impressions.

Comments: These rims are related to the recurved rims from Demery (Group

9) bearing obliquely incised lines, although they lack the pinched border

below the incised rim design on the latter specimens. This group of rims

clearly resembles some of those of the type lona Diagonal-Incised from the

Spain site (Smith and Grange, 1958, p. 100, pi. 30, e-g), but the Demery
specimens lack the rim protrusion typical of lona Ware.

4. Flaking Rims, Beveled oe Braced (pi. 13, c-f, and pi. 14, &).

Sample : 105 vessels, one of which is restored.

SuBFACE FINISH : The interior and exterior rims are horizontally smoothed.

This is the case with the restored vessel (pi. 14, 6), where the entire surface

of the vessel is smoothed, nearly obliterating the simple-stamping, which

extends from the neck to the base. The stamps occur in a somewhat spiral

fashion around the vessel body.

Decoration :

Lip: On four vessels the lip interior is indented by oblique or transverse tool

impressions.

Rim: Oblique to transverse tool impressions occur on the uppermost part

of the exterior rim; some rims are decorated with oval or circular

punctates.

Form:
Lip: Usually pointed, although some are rounded.

Rim: The straight to outfiaring rims are beveled at the lip, the lower edge

of the bevel sometimes being extruded by decorative impressions. Rim
form J is typical, but on three rims, paste extruded by the pressure ap-

plied during the decoration is pushed down, resulting in rim form K (fig.

13).
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Shoulder: The rims join the body in a smooth curve. On the restored vessel

(pL 14, &) the shoulders are rounded and steeply sloping, and the body

is globular with a round base.

Size: Measurements of the restored vessel include

:

Height 313 mm.
Diameter at shoulder 355

Orifice diameter 255

Lip thickness 8

Rim height 45

Rim/body thickness 3-5

Capacity (liquid) 18 qts.

Appendages: Lugs on three vessels project out from the lower limits of the

lip bevel. They are decorated by a continuation of the rim design.

Comments: Some of the attributes of this group are shared by pottery from

Biesterfeldt, a Cheyenne site on the Sheyenne River in southeastern North

Dakota (Strong, 1940, pp. 370^76; Wood, 1955, pp. 3-8). At the Biesterfeldt

site the rim is characteristically beveled or "wedge-shaped" in cross section;

this rim form occurs on a few of the Demery rims. A few of the rims from

the Huff site of the type HufC Plain and Huff Braced Rim (Wood, MS. a) recall

this rim form at Demery.

5. Flaking Rims, Coed-Roughetned (pi. 13, j-k) .

Sample: Six vessels.

Paste: Generally similar to that described under the heading "General Char-

acteristics," except that the grit is somewhat coarser and the clay is not as

well worked. The edges crumble easily on the more coarsely tempered sherds.

A single sherd from Feature 51 contains particles of what appear to be shell,

which effervesce under the action of diluted hydrochloric acid. It is possible

that the shell was originally in the clay, and some of it has been destroyed by

chemical weathering, since some of the particles effervesced only slightly even

when treated with undiluted acid.

Surface finish : The exterior rim is vertically cord-roughened, this treatment

extending down over the shoulder. There is some horizontal smoothing on

necks, although body sherds may or may not be smoothed. The cord used

had an S-twist.

Decoration :

lAp: One rim is marked with oblique tool impressions; another has oblique

punctates applied at a low angle to the lip top by a pointed tool; the

other four are plain.

Rim/shoulder: No decoration observed.

Form:
Lip: Flat.

Rim: Slightly outflaring, most rims closely resembling rim form J (fig. 13).

Rim thickness is 7 to 8 mm. ; height is indeterminate, but in excess of

30 to 50 mm.
Body: One large sherd built up from fragments suggests that the shoulder

is rounded, probably blending smoothly with the rim. The even thickness

of all body sherds, about 4 mm., indicates that the vessel walls were of

nearly constant thickness.

Appendages: None observed.

Comments: The cord-roughened surfaces and certain characteristics of the

paste set this group of rims apart from the rest of the Demery pottery. From
what can be observed, however, vessel form does not appear to depart signifl-

661-932--64 8
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cantly from that observed of the pottery relating to the major occupation of

the site by the Demery Component. Since most of the Woodland pottery from
North Dakota appears to be sand-tempered (Wood, 1962 a) there seems no
good reason to attribute this pottery to a Woodland occupation of the site.

Perhaps the nearer aflBliations of this pottery may be found in the Campbell

Creek types, defined at the Talking Crow site (Smith, 1951, pp. 37-39). A
major distinction between the Demery pottery and the Campbell Creek types

is the presence of a clearly defined rim-shoulder juncture on most of the

Campbell Creek pottery, and the lack of such a juncture on the Demery vessels

6. Fort Rice Coed-Impeessed (pi. 11, dr-h, j-l).

Sample : 79 vessels.

Surface finish : The shoulders are vertically simple-stamped and are smoothed

Lips, rims, necks, and interiors are horizontally smoothed.

Decoration :

Lip: On 6 vessels the lip is obliquely tool-impressed; on one it is obliquely

cord-impressed ; the remaining lips are plain.

Rim: Horizontally applied cord-impressed lines alternate with curvilinear

or triangular elements. From 2 to 8 horizontal lines occur, most vessels

having 5 or 6 lines. In the 16 examples of triangular elements, the

center of the triangle is plain. At the apex of each triangle is a raised

tab (pi. 11, f-g) ; a single exception in which the tab is absent occurred

on a curvilinear element, or "rainbow." Ten curvilinear designs were

applied over a small applique node on the mid-rim ; if a wholly restored

vessel rim is typical (fig. 15, 6), four nodes occurred on each vessel. A
horizontal series of punctates occurs on the lower rim of two vessels (pi.

11, d). Three vessels, decorated with cord-wrapped stick impressions, are

otherwise similar to the above specimens (pi. 11, 1).

Shoulder: The shoulder of only one vessel is decorated. The pattern con-

sists of a complex rectilinear design (fig. 15, 6) bordered by oblique

punctates.

Form :

Lip: Predominantly flat, with a few rounded examples.

Rim: Eight forms were observed, of which six are recurved, including rim

forms L-Q (fig. 13). Two rims, of forms V and W, are somewhat more
angular and might be termed collared. Rims range from 30 to 60 mm.
in height, and are 4 to 7 mm. thick.

Neck: Constricted to varying degrees and, except for rim form N, they

join the shoulder in a smooth curve.

Body: Apparently globular, with round bottoms.

Size: The orifice of the reconstructed rim (fig. 15, 6) measures 152X156
mm. Since the rim was badly shattered, the difference between the two

measurements need not be Interpreted that the vessel mouth was oval.

The projected arcs of three large rim sherds indicated mouths between 182

and 250 mm. in diameter.

Appendages: There are no handles; nodes are discussed above, under

decoration.

Comments: These rims are similar to the type Fort Yates Cord-Impressed

from the Paul Brave site (Wood and Woolworth, 1964, pi. 5; Hewes,

1949, pp. 05-66), but they differ in the conformation of the rim, the pres-

ence of the appliqued nodes, and the smaller cords used to impress the

design. Fort Yates Cord-Impressed rims have a wedge-shaped cross sec-

tion due to a thickening near the rim base ; only two rims from Demery are

so thickened. The type Fort Rice Cord-Impressed, described from the Huff
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site (Wood, MS. a) is more nearly like the Demery pottery. There are only

minor differences between the Huff pottery and that from Demery, prin-

cipally in such matters as the number of cord-impressed lines and the

degree of rim curvature. This pottery group is, therefore, tentatively

identified as Fort Rice Cord-Impressed.

7. FoET Rice Trailed (pi. 12, e-h, j-^n) .

Sample : 132 vessels.

SuBFACE FINISH : Shoulders are vertically or obliquely simple-stamped and

partly smoothed. Necks and rims are horizontally smoothed, although traces

of vertical stamps are often visible under the rim designs.

Decoration :

Lip: The 128 rims with clear evidence of design include 45 with oblique

tool impressions ; 10 with transverse tool impressions ; and 3 with punctates.

The other 70 lips are plain.

Rim: The rim is horizontally incised or trailed with 2 to 11 lines.

Of the 72 rims carrying complete series, 57 have 4 to 7 lines. Nine

rims have stab-and-drag lines (pi. 12, h) either alone or in combination

with incised lines. Triangular elements interrupting the horizontal lines

occur on 28 rims (pi. 12, fc-m). On 22 of these rims the apex of the

triangle is near a small applique node or a rim projection.

Shoulder: The shoulders of two vessels are embellished with incised patterns

consisting of alternating chevrons and horizontal and vertical lines

bordered by oblique lines (fig. 14, d).

Form:
Lip: Predominantly flat, although a few plain rims are rounded.

Rim: Gently curving recurved rims of nearly constant thickness from the

lip to the shoulder include rim forms L-P, and R (fig. 13). A few rims

thicken toward the base of the design area, and are more aptly termed

collared. The latter rims include forms T-V (fig. 13). Height ranges

from 35 to 65 mm., averaging about 45 mm. ; thickness, from 4 to 9 mm.,

averaging about 5 mm.
Neck: Constricted,

Shoulder: Most of the shoulders are at about a 45-degree angle from the

vertical, although a few were more nearly horizontal.

Size: The projected arcs of several large rim sherds indicate vessel mouths
of 227 and 253 mm.

Appendages: Applique nodes applied to the mid-rim were on 9 vessels, and

applique or pinched-out lugs or rim projections occur on 28 vessels. A
few of the applique nodes on the mid-rim bear central, vertical punctates.

Comments : The group of rims is related to the flaring rims with horizontally

incised lines (Group 2). The latter group, however, lacks nodes applied to

the mid-rim. The nearer affiliation of this pottery is with the type Fort Rice

Trailed from the Huff site (Wood, MS. a). The only difference between the

Huff pottery and that from Demery is the lack of collared rims at Huff' (they

are rare in Demery) and the smaller number of horizontal lines in the rim

design at Huff. This pottery group is accordingly tentatively identified as

'Fort Rice Trailed.

8. Recurved Rims, Horizontallt Incised and Pinched/Punctated (pi. 10,

a-c).

Sample: 23 vessels.

Sltifacb finish : The interior and the extcriGr rim and the neck are hori-

zontally smoothed.
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Decoeation :

Lip: On the 11 rims with lips, 8 are impressed with oblique tool impressions

;

1 has oblique tool impressions on the interior lip ; 1 has circular punctates

;

and 1 is plain.

Rim : On the 11 rims complete from neck to lip there are 2 to 7 horizontally

incised lines, with more than half of them (6) bearing 5 lines. Below

these Lines are finger-pinched indentations on 13 vessels, and punctates on

10 vessels (pi. 10, c-6) . One rim with two horizontally incised lines above

a line of punctates is incised with six lines below them ; and one atypical

rim (pi. 10, o) lacks either pinching or punctates.

Form:
Up : Flat to somewhat rounded.

Rim: Three forms occur. Rim forms U-V (fig. 13) are classed as collared,

and comprise six of the eight classifiable rims. One rim is of form M,

and another is of form X.

Neck: Constricted.

Body/size: Sherds are generally small, but one large rim indicates an

orifice of about 200 mm. in diameter.

Appendages: None observed.

Comments : A number of characteristics of this pottery, including rim form and

decorative elements, are shared with the type Arzberger Horizontal Incised

(Spaulding, 1956, pp. 13&-141, pi. 8), although none of the Demery vessels

appear to have cord-roughened shoulders.

9. Recurved Rims, Obliquely Incised and Pinohed/Punctated (pi. 13, h).

Sample : 12 vessels.

SuBFAOE finish : Originally vertically simple-stamped, then horizontally

smoothed on rims and necks. Two rims bear nearly obliterated impressions

that suggest they were malleated with a cord-roughened paddle, then smoothed.

Decoration :

Lip : Oblique tool impressions occur on five lips, and two are plain. The lip is

absent on the remaining rims.

Rim : Oblique incised lines occur on 11 of the 12 rims ; on one rim a series of

3 oblique lines, forming a chevron, interrupt a series of 10 horizontally

incised lines. On the eight sherds retaining the lower rim, three have a

finger-pinched border and five are punctated.

Shoulder : One rim bears traces of an incised pattern.

Form :

Lip : Flat to somewhat rounded.

Rim: The gently recurved rims are of nearly constant thickness from the

lip to the neck, except where the finger-pinchings thicken the cross

section. Rim forms are U-V (fig. 13). Rim heights range from 25 to

47 mm. ; thickness, from 4 to 8 mm.
Comment: These rims are related to the flaring rims vrith obliquely incised

lines (Group 3), although the latter rims lack the rim profile and the modified

rim base occurring on this group.

10. Recurved Rims, Pinched in Mid-Rim (pi. 13, »).

Sample : 3 vessels.

SxJEFACE FINISH ! The rims are horizontally smoothed on the interior and exterior.

Decoration :

Lip: Oblique tool impressions.

Rim: A horizontal series of finger-pinched impressions occur on two rims at

the mid-rim; the remaining rim is obliquely tool-impressed (pi. 13, i).
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FoEM

:

Lip; Flat.

Rim: Gently recurved, with constant thickness from the lip to the neck,

of form L (fig. 13).

Neck: Constricted.

Body size: No data.

Comments: These sherds seem to be variants of the rims with obliquely or

horizontally incised lines with finger-pinched or punctated rim bases (Groups

7-9) , but these rims are less complex.

11. RECtJBVED Rims, Plain (pi. 12, 0-6, i).

Sample : 18 vessels.

StTEFACE finish: The rims and shoulders were first simple-stamped and then

horizontally smoothed.

Decoration :

Lip: Oblique tool impressions occur on five lips; one has transverse tool

impressions ; one has oblique tool impressions on the inner rim ; and the

rest are plain.

Rim: Plain.

Shoulder: Incised chevrons and oblique incised lines occur on the shoulder

of one vessel (fig. 15, /)

.

Form:
Lip: Round to somewhat flat.

Rim: Gently recurving rims of nearly constant thickness from the lip to

the neck include forms L-M and P-Q (fig. 13). Height varies from 25

to 60 mm., averaging about 40 mm. ; thickness, from 4 to 8 mm., averaging

about 6 mm.
Neck: Constricted.

Shoulder: On two vessels it is about 30 degrees from the vertical.

Appendages: An applique lug occurs on the mid-rim of one rim, and a lug

scar appears on another rim.

Comments: There are close similarities between this group and Examples D
from the Paul Brave site (Wood and Woolworth, 1964), and "Riggs

Plain" from the Thomas Riggs site (Kleinsasser, 1953, p. 28). It also resem-

bles Example D from the Huff site (Wood, MS. a)

.

12. Cobd-Impressed Rims, Example A (pi. 11, a).

Sample : 1 vessel.

Paste :

Temper: Sparse, minute particles, including some sand.

Texture: Well-worked clay with a laminated core.

Color: Light brown.

Surface finish : Interior and exterior horizontally smoothed.

Decoration :

Rim: Four horizontally cord-impressed lines on exterior.

Form:
Lip: Pointed.

Rim: Straight, with an added fillet below the lip, of form K (fig. 13).

Comments : This rim does not closely resemble any other reported pottery.

13. Coed-Impressed Rims, Example B (pi. 11, &).

Sample : 1 vessel.

Paste and sitrface finish : See Example A.

Decoration :

lAp: Oblique tool impressions.

Rim: Three horizontally applied cord-impressed lines.
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FoBM

:

Lip: Flat.

Rim: Straight, with the rim blending smoothly with the shoulder, of form

B (fig. 13).

Comments : This example may be a cord-impressed variety of the horizontally

incised, flaring rim sherds ( Group 2 )

.

14. Cobd-Impeessed Rim, Example C (pi. 11, i).

Sample : 1 vessel.

Paste and sueface finish : See Example A.

Decoration :

Lip: Chevrons, composed of shallow, oblique tool Impressions on the interior

and exterior.

Rim: Seven horizontally applied cord-impressed lines.

Shoulder: Herringbone pattern, the only occurrence of this design in the

site sample.

Foem:
Lip: Pointed.

Rim: Straight to slightly recurved, of form D (fig. 13).

Shoulder: Flat and sloping, with an angular break at the juncture with

the body.

Size: The orifice measures 95 mm. in diameter.

Comments: This example may be another cord-impressed variety of the hori-

zontally incised vessels with flared rims (Group 2)

.

15. Coed-Impeessed Rim, Example D (pi. 11, c).

Sample: 1 vessel.

Paste :

Temper: Coarse grit.

Texture: Rather crumbly, with loosely compacted clay.

Surface finish : Horizontally smoothed on interior and exterior.

Decoeation :

Lip: Crosshatched.

Rim: Five horizontally applied cord-impressed lines.

Form:
Lip : Beveled down and out.

Rim: Straight, of form J (fig. 13).

Comments : This rim does not closely resemble any previously described pottery.

16. RiGGS Cross-Hatched Rims (pi. 12, d).

The sample consists of five sherds from four vessels. The lip of one vessel

is carefully crosshatched, but the same design on the outer rim is irregularly

applied. The paste is coarse and the grit is large-grained. This single sherd

is from House 4, while the rest of them are from the surface.

The other sherds are more carefully crosshatched, with oblique tool impressions

on the lips of two vessels, and a plain lip on the other vessel. The paste and tem-

per of these sherds is less coarse than that of the vessel from House 4. Each
of the sherds of this type is identical to examples as decribed from the Paul

Brave site (Wood and Woolworth, 1964), a component of the Thomas Riggs

Focus a few miles north on the Missouri River.

17. Riggs Straight Rim (pi. 13,1).

The 12 rims from the 9 vessels of this type are distinguishable from the other

sherds from the site in having (a) a coarse temper and a crumbly, granular

texture, (b) cross sections 8 to 14 mm. thick, as opposed to cross sections 4 to

8 mm. thick in the majority of rims, and (c) contorted cores, in contrast to the

more commonly laminated cores. Vertical rim projections occur on two rims.
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Four rim sherds are from the surface, and one each is from Feature 51

and Feature 55, irregularly shaped pits near House 5 ; sherds from 3 vessels

were in House 4. A number of fragments of one large vessel were In Feature

97, a large irregular pit in the south side of House 4, and a decorated body

sherd (flg. 16, /) was in the same pit. This sherd may be duplicated among
those from Paul Brave (Wood and Woolworth, 1964, fig. 1). One of the

center posts of House 4 was intrusive into the fill of this pit, providing evidence

that the pit was dug and filled before the house was built. This circumstance

suggests an occupation of the site by a group predating the occupation repre-

sented by the majority of excavated remains. This occupation, attributed to

the Thomas Riggs Focus, is presumed to predate the Demery Component.

Table 2.

—

Probable number of vessels represented by theZrirrTsherd sample

Number
of vessels

Percent

Demery Component
1. Talking Crow Straight Rim
2. Flaring rims, horizontally incised

3. Flaring rims, obliquely incised

4. Flaring rims, beveled or braced
5. Flaring rims, cord-roughened
6. Fort Rice Cord-Impressed
7. Fort Rice Trailed
8. Recurved rims, horizontally incised and pinched/

punctated
9. Recurved rims, obliquely incised and pinched/

punctated
10. Recurved rims, pinched in mid-rim
1 1

.

Recurved rims, plain
1 2. Cord-impressed rim. Example A
1 3. Cord-impressed rim. Example B
14. Cord-impressed rim, Example C
15. Cord-impressed rim, Example D

Total

Thomas Riggs Focus Component
16. Riggs Cross-Hatched Rim
17. Riggs Straight Rim

Total

483
476
15

105
6

79
132

23

12
3

18
1

1

1

1

1,35G

13

35. 6
35. 1

1. 1

7.7
.4

5. 8
9.7

1. 7

.9

. 2
1. 3
.07
. 07
.07
. 07

99. 78

30. 8
69. 2

100.0

CHIPPED STONE

Projectile points (130 specimens) :

The points in this sample are all essentially triangular in outline,

with straight to somewhat convex edges. They were made by the

careful removal of small pressure flakes from both faces, with a final

product having evenly flaked sides and a lenticular or biconvex cross

section. Three groups are distinguished on the basis of the shape of

the base and the presence or absence of side notches. Seventy-nine of

them are made from a light-gray chert, and twenty-two are made
from Knife Kiver flint (chalcedony). The remaining 29 specimens
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are made from quartzite (7), variously colored cherts (14), Badlands

chalcedony (6), and agate and petrified wood (2).

Triangular hlade^ straight base, unnotched (75 specimens).—These

points have straight to somewhat irregular bases, with gently convex

blade edges. They range in length from 20 to 58 mm,, although 80

percent of them are less than 40 mm. long. Width is 12 to 26 mm., with

a mean of about 19 mm. Thickness ranges between 3 and 6 mm. The
smallest point has a weight of 0.4 gram, and the largest weighs 16

grams, but only 5 points exceed 2 grams in weight (fig. 17, a-d).

Triangular blade, straight base, two side notches (27 specimens).

—

These points have fairly straight, regular bases, with straight to gently

convex blade edges. They range in length from 20 to 41 mm., al-

though 80 percent of them are less than 31 mm. long. Width is 10 to

18 mm., with a mean of about 14 mm. Thickness is from 2 to 6 mm.
The smallest point has a weight of 0.6 gram, and the largest of them
weighs 2.3 grams, most of them averaging about 1 gram (fig. 17,

e-h).

Triangular blade, concave base, two side notches (15 specimens).

—

These points have even, concave bases, with straight to gently convex

blade edges. Length ranges from 21 to 44 mm., although 80 percent

of them are less than 33 mm. long. Width is from 12 to 18 mm., with

a mean of about 14 mm. They are 3 to 7 mm. thick. The smallest

point has a weight of 0.7 gram ; the largest weighs 3.0 grams, but only

one of them exceeds 1.6 grams in weight (fig. 17, ir-T)

.

Point fragments (13 specimens).—These fragmentary points con-

sist of the tips of points wliich have been broken through side notches

;

the form of the base is indeterminate.

End scrapers (226 specimens)

:

The outlines of these specimens tend to be triangular to rectangular,

although many of them are irregnilar in form. The working edge, on

the end opposite the bulb of percussion, is generally steeply flaked.

Most of them bear large flake scars on the convex upper surfaces (fig.

19, d-g), but a few of them are flaked on the upper surface (fig. 19,

c, h) . The smallest scraper measures 18X19X6 mm., with the largest

of them measuring 76 X 46 X 15 mm. ; the average is about 40 X 24 X 10

mm. (fig. 19, c-h).

Expanding base drills (4 specimens)

:

One complete specimen, made of petrified wood, has a short, tri-

angular point on one side of a leaf-shaped flake. The specimen is

unifacially flaked; it is 32 mm. wide and 29 mm. long (fig. 19, a).

The other three specimens have nearly parallel-sided shafts which are

broken off a few millimeters from the base (fig. 19, b). Bases are 18

to 32 mm. wide, and the shafts suggest lengths originally in excess of
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Figure 17.—Projectile points.
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Figure 18.—Chipped stone knives.
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20 mm. These shafts are alternately beveled, with rhomboidal cross

sections. Material includes chalcedony, quartzite, and petrified wood.

Broad knives (117 specimens)

:

Bipointed, convex blade edges (2 specimens).—^Leaf-shaped knives

with pointed ends are bifacially flaked, having lenticular cross sec-

tions. One of them measures 115 X 36 X 10 mm. ; the other 100 X 40X
8 mm. They are made from a gray chert and from fine-grained

quartzite (fig. 18, e).

Triangular blade, coTwex bases (35 specimens).—Blade edges are

strongly convex; tips are pointed. Each is bifacially flaked, with a

lenticular cross section. The three complete specimens are 78 to 95

mm. long, 31 to 33 mm. wide, and 8 to 9 mm. thick, although broken

specimens suggest original lengths exceeding 100 mm. ; widths of 46

mm. ; and thicknesses of 15 mm. (fig. 18, /)

.

Triangular blade, straight bases (3 specimens).—Blade edges are

gently convex ; tips are pointed. The bases of these bifacially flaked

knives are thinned on only one side, resulting in beveled bases. They
are 57 to 70 mm. long, 31 to 43 mm. wide, and 8 to 12 mm. thick.

Materials were vein chalcedony, Knife Kiver chalcedony, and gray

chert (fig. 18, a).

Oval knives (77 specimens) .—^Thirty-one of these knives are oval to

round, with convex edges and rounded to somewhat flattened ends.

All are lenticular in cross section and are bifacially flaked. The six

complete knives are 40 to 115 mm. long and 32 to 68 mm. wide. Thick-

ness ranges from 7 to 11 mm. Broken specimens suggest widths

were sometimes as low as 28 mm., and thicknesses ranged up to 14 mm.
Kjiife River chalcedony, quartzite, petrified wood, and gray chert

served as raw materials (fig. 18, c) .

Forty-six specimens have more nearly parallel edges. The six com-

plete specimens range from 60 to 95 mm. long, and from 28 to 30 mm.
wide. Thickness ranges from 10 to 13 mm. Broken specimens sug-

gest that original lengths sometimes exceeded 100 mm., and widths

exceeded 45 mm. Materials are petrified wood, vein chalcedony, and

quartzite (fig. 18, g) .

Narrow knives (13 specimens)

:

These knives are similar in form to the broad knives described above

as bipointed, with convex blade edges, but they are narrower and better

made than the broad group. These differences may have resulted from
their use in a special context. Their size and form is well adapted for

insertion in the slotted bone or wood knife handles from the site (fig.

20, b-c). The five complete specimens are 62 to 83 mm. long, 15 to 24

mm. wide, and 6 to 10 mm. thick. One broken knife may originally

have been 150 to 170 mm. long. Knife River chalcedony, quartzite,

and variously colored cherts were used as raw materials (fig. 18, h)

.
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Figure 20.—Basketry, woodwork, and bone artifacts, a. Charred, twilled basketry frag-
ment, b, Slotted bone knife handle, c, Charred, slotted wooden knife handle, d-f,
Bison ulna tools. /, Bison radius pick, g, Bison scapula hoe.
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Asymmetrical knives (10 specimens) :

The form of these specimens is best shown in the illustration (fig.

18, h). They have one strongly convex edge, and one edge more
nearly straight. The ends are convex to pointed. The three com-

plete specimens are 77 to 102 mm. long, 36 to 55 mm. wide, and 8 to 11

mm. thick. Materials are chert and quartzite.

Vein chalcedony knives (45 specimens) :

These knives were made from slabs of vein chalcedony, one or more
edges of which were bifacially flaked to form a sharp cutting edge.

They are 20 to 80 mm. long, 15 to 67 mm. wide, and 5 to 10 mm. tliick

(fig. 18,^).

Flake knives (39 specimens)

:

Flakes with bifacial flaking on one or more edges are classed as flake

knives. The edge is generally even and regular, with carefully de-

tached pressure flakes forming the cutting edge. Flakes are of almost

every shape, with lengtlis up to 102 mm. Materials are quartzite,

petrified wood, and chalcedony.

Flake scra'pers (154 specimens) :

Flakes with regular, unifacial pressure flaking along one or more
edges are classed as flake scrapers. These tools were made from con-

choidal flakes of Knife River chalcedony, quartzite, colored chert,

petrified wood, and a few pieces of stone which resemble Bijou Hills

quartzite. This stone, common in sites along the Missouri River in

southern South Dakota and northeastern Nebraska, may have been

traded into the area.

Modified flakes (170 specimens) :

Flakes of varying size and form, having one or more edges bearing

minute flakes detached by use, are classed as modified flakes. These

flakes appear to have been modified by use and not by pressure flaking.

Material is chalcedony, petrified wood, chert. Knife River chalcedony,

and quartzite. A single flake of smoky obsidian (the only scrap of this

material recovered at the site) resembles samples from Wyoming.

Choppers (19 specimens)

:

Circular or oval slabs of quartzite, chert, and basalt, detached from

the parent material by percussion, may have been used as choppers.

Most of them have convex to straight edges modified by coarse, uni-

facial percussion flaking, although some of them are bifacially flaked.

These implements are large, measuring 90 to 260 mm. long and 55 to

30 nrni. wide. One of them has shallow notches flaked into the edges

and could have been hafted for use as an ax.
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GROUND STONE

Grooved mauls (19 specimens)

:

Eighteen of these tools were made from oval granite pebbles, with

one specimen of fossiliferous stone composed of calcified organic mat-
ter. Basically, they are oval stream pebbles modified only by the

pecked groove that encircles them. These grooves are centered on 13

mauls, but on 6 of them they are offset toward one end. Only one of

them has a polished groove. The ends are usually heavily battered.

They range in size from 60 X 55 mm. to 135 X 180 mm. ; weight ranges

from 1/^ to 9^ pounds, with a mean weight of 4 pounds.

Diorite celts (4 specimens)

:

Three of these tools are subrectangular in outline and in cross sec-

tion, having been fully shaped by pecking and grinding (fig. 21, e).

Lengths range from 115 to 145 mm. ; widths, from 55 to 56 mm. ; thick-

ness, from 31 to 40 mm. The cutting edges are about the same width
as the maximum width, and are blunted from use

;
polls are battered

from use as hammers. A large piece of diorite, pecked over most of

its surface, may be a celt in an early stage of manufacture.

Pehhle hammerstones (46 specimens)

:

These implements were made from granite and quartzite pebbles,

and occur in three forms. Five of them, about the size of baseballs,

were made from pebbles which have been battered on all surfaces.

Another group of six circular hammers are also battered on all sur-

faces, but they are consistently smaller and are evenly shaped. These

latter implements are 50 to 65 mm. in diameter.

The remaining 35 hammers are irregularly shaped river pebbles,

tending to be oval in shape. Most of them were battered on one or

more faces, and usually on the ends, but none of them were purpose-

fully shaped. They range from 30 to 100 mm. in diameter.

Discoidal haminerstones (8 specimens)

:

These tools are disk-shaped sandstone and quartzite stones ; sides are

flat and cross sections are oval. A shallow pit was pecked into each of

the flat surfaces, possibly for finger holds, and the entire circumference

of each stone is battered.

Ahraders (61 specimens)

:

Irregular pieces of fine-grained sandstone, scoria, shale, diorite, and
granite either have shallow, cup-shaped depressions or flat, smoothed
areas on one or more surfaces that suggest they were used as abraders.

Grooved ahraders (67 specimens) :

These objects are composed of scoria and medium- to fine-grained

sandstone. The irregular width and form of the grooves precludes
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Figure 21.—Ground stone artifacts, a, d, Arrow shaft smoothers, b, Catllnite pipe bowl.

c. Sandstone disk. <f, Diorite celt. /, Grooved abrading stone.

the possibility that they were used as shaft smoothers ; it is more likely

that they were used to sharpen awls or other tools. Many of them

are small, with shallow V-shaped grooves which suggest that they

were used for delicate abrading. They are 30 to 70 mm. long, and

average slightly less in width. Other pieces of irregular sandstone

have larger, more prominent U-shaped grooves. They vary greatly
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in size, ranging from 40 to 170 mm. long and 25 to 110 mm. wide (fig.

21,/).

Shaft smoothers (21 specimens)

:

Although most of these are fragmentary, they are generally elon-

gated, boat-shaped pieces of coarse- to fine-grained sandstone with

convex ends. All specimens have a U-shaped groove of varying

depth along one flat side. One complete example is 100 mm. long

and 40 mm. wide (fig. 21, d) .

Catlinite 'pipes (2 specimens) :

One complete disk-bowl pipe is 140 mm. long and 33 mm. high.

The prow projects 60 mm. beyond the forward edge of the platform.

The forward end of the prow is serrated, and the platform has 14

paired, incised lines radiating out from the orifice in the platform

center. The bowl was drilled with a tapered drill (fig. 19, h) . A sec-

ond pipe is a tubular fragment of a cylindrical bowl. The piece is 40

mm. long and 16 mm. in diameter (fig. 21, &)

.

Sandstone disk (1 specimen) :

One-half of a disk of fine-grained sandstone, 97 mm. in diameter

and 10 mm. thick, has a lenticular cross section. The surfaces are

smooth and even, and there is a shallow depression in the center of one

face. The edges are scored by small notches, and one face is smudged
with red ocher (fig. 21, c)

.

Ganne pieces (2 specimens)

:

One of these objects is a smooth, oval stone 24 mm. long and 15 mm.
wide, with an encircling groove at its midpoint (fig. 19, i). The
second stone resembles a smooth, fossil fruit stone ; it is 8 mm. long

and 7 mm. wide, with a raised ridge along the edges. One surface

bears a deeply incised X (fig. 19, ;)

.

MeaUng slab (1 specimen) :

A large slab of granite with one smooth, depressed surface measures

421 mm. in length, 254 mm. in width, and 127 mm. in thickness. The
depressed surface was ground smooth; it was probably used after

the manner of a mealing slab, although no manos or mullers were

recovered.

Pigments (6 pieces)

:

Six pieces of sandstone and chalk may have been sources of paint.

Four of them are of very fine-grained sandstone, impregnated with

hematite ; three of them are brick red in color and the other is light

buff. Two small pieces of light yellow chalk have smooth, rounded
surfaces.

661-932—64 9
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JJnworhed stone (2 pieces)

:

These items consist of a piece of unmodified calcite 65 mm. long,

22 mm. wide, and 12 mm. thick; and a piece of sheet mica 75 mm.
square, with rounded comers. These two items may have been picked

up and carried to the site as oddities.

BONE ARTIFACTS

Scapula lioes (100 specimens)

:

The scapulae of adult bison were used in the manufacture of these

implements, although some smaller specimens may be from young

bison or from elk. The supra-scapular border was beveled on the

side bearing the scapular fossae, and these fossae are hacked away so

that the surface of the bone is nearly flat. In a few instances there

are suggestions that the edges were roughened by chopping at points

about 100 to 150 mm. from the cutting edge, probably to provide a

rough surface for binding a handle to the tool. The cutting edge may
either be rounded or straight ; the more heavily worn tools are rounded,

whereas the others are more nearly square. The articulating end is

retained without modification (fig. 20, ^)

.

Sixty-four hoes are made from the right scapula, and 36 are from

the left scapula. The range in length of the 46 complete hoes is 270

to 480 mm. The shortest hoe, however, was about 40 mm. shorter than

any other in the series, and the longest was about 40 mm. longer ; ex-

cluding these two atypical specimens, the range in length is 310 to

440 mm.

Scapula knives (19 specimens) :

These specimens were made from various parts of bison scapulae.

Two groups are identified in the series. The first group consists of

10 specimens made from parts of the scapula on which the spinous

processes were hacked down, retaining part of the thin flat bone in the

scapula center as a blade. In general, they are paddle shaped, with

roughly parallel or convex edges. Parts of the medial or lateral

border often project beyond the blade and may have served as handles.

Some of them may have been made from broken scapula hoes, since

they often have a beveled edge on one end, on the side bearing the

scapular processes; this bevel is characteristic of hoe blades. The
edge of the scapula opposite the scapular process is sharpened on

each of them. The blades are either convex or concave, the latter

specimens resembling a scythe blade in some respects. Lengtlis of

complete specimens range from 220 to 390 mm. (fig. 22, g).

The other nine specimens classed as knives are oval, triangular, or

rectangular scapula fragments sharpened on one or more edges. They
resemble the familiar bone tools generally called "squash knives," and

are 120 to 165 mm. long (fig. 22, h) .
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Figure 22.—Artifacts of bone, antler, and shell, a, Scored bison rib. b. Serrated rib tip.

c, Arrow shaft wrench, d-e, Shell scrapers. /, Antler cylinder, g, Scapula "cleaver."

h, Bone knife.

Shaft wrenches (13 specimens)

:

These tools were made by drilling one or two roughly circular holes

through a large rib, and rounding the rib ends. The three complete

specimens are 240 and 295 nrni. long ; one of these has two oval holes

spaced 75 mm. apart (fig. 22, <?). The other two wrenches have a

single, centrally located hole. All holes are oval, and all except one

have beveled or rounded edges; diameters range from 11 to 16 mm.
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Five of them have lightly incised decorations, usually on the con-

cave side of the rib. On one, the incisions consist of random diamond-

shaped incisions along the midline ; on another, the design is a wavy
line with angular crests and troughs. Random crosshatching and X
marks occur on two of them. Twelve shallow notches are cut into

the edge of one of the latter pieces (fig. 22, <?). The fifth incised

wrench has two incised X marks on one edge.

Knife handle (1 specimen)

:

A piece of large rib, 137 mm. long, is cut into rectangular form

and smoothly polished. There is a small slot at one end, 60 mm. long

and 13 mm. deep, made by removing the cancellous tissue. A V-shaped

notch is cut into the handle behind this slot, and 15 mm. from this

notch is a smaller one (fig. 20, &). A similar specimen, of wood (fig.

20, <?), is described under the heading, "Perishable Remains."

Fishhooks (2 specimens)

:

These implements are made from segments of mammal long bones.

On one of them, 40 mm. long and 16 mm. wide, the sharp point forms

an angle of about 40 degrees from the shank. The end of the shank is

notched to assure a firm attachment to the line (fig. 23, d). A sec-

ond object, superficially resembling a fishhook, probably had another

function. This object, 60 mm. long and 20 mm. wide, has a rounded

"point," and the end of the shank shows no modification for attaching

aline (fig. 23, e).

Tubes (5 specimens)

:

Both ends of two eagle wing bones are cut, but they are not smoothed

and the cancellous tissue is intact. They may represent a stage in the

manufacture of a whistle or a tube; they are 62 and 111 mm. long.

Both ends of another tube, made from the long bone of a deer or

antelope, are cut square. The cancellous tissue is removed and the

ends are scored (fig. 23, i) .

Two other bones seem to be stages in the manufacture of bone

tubes. One of these is the proximal end of a deer or antelope meta-

podial. It is 36 mm. long, and the distal end was transversely cut to

a depth of 4 mm. and snapped off. Another specimen appears to be

the proximal end of an eagle humerus. At a point below the humeral

head, where the bone is oval, it was transversely cut and the end

snapped off. Neither of these latter two bones was otherwise modified.

Owncellous tissue ohraders (3 specimens)

:

These oval pieces of cancellous bone have rounded surfaces which

suggest they were used as abraders. They do not seem to be "paint

brushes" since they retain no paint in the interstices. Each seems

to be made from a femoral head ; they are 35 to 40 mm. in diameter

(fig. 24, e).
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Figure 23.—Artifacts of antler and bone, a-b, Antler bracelets, c, Miniature bone awl,

d-e, Fishhooks. /, Split rib awl. g-h, "Rib-edge" awls, i, Bone tube. /, Pottery
modeling tool . k, Bird bone awl.
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Scored ribs (4 specimens)

:

These objects were made by cutting 8 to 16 transverse notches, 3 to

10 mm. apart, across the convex surface of large ribs. All of these

objects seem to be broken, since both ends are fragmentary. They
range from 95 to 253 mm. in length (fig. 22, a)

.

Awls (79 specimens)

:

The awls from Demery generally have sharp, tapering points,

although some of them are rather blunt. Each of the tools with

points sharp enough to have served as hide perforators is classed as

an awl. The classification of these implements follows that of Kidder

(1932), with a few necessary modifications as required by the sample.

The awls are divided into six groups, based on the material from which
they are derived. The amount of work done to bring them to their

final form is the basis for the following classification.

Mammal long bones 29

Head of bone left intact except for splitting (24)

.

Distal ends of metapodials (18)

.

Proximal ends of metapodials (6)

.

Head of bone partially worked down (2)

.

Circular, tapered awls (2).

Splinter awl (1).

Split mammal ribs 5

Neural spine awls ("rib edge") 39

Scapula splinters 2

Bird long bone 1

Miniature awls (source uncertain) 3

Total awls 79

Long hone : head of hone left intact except for splitting (24 speci-

mens) .—All of the specimens in this class were made from the meta-

podials of deer or antelope. They were split by longitudinally sawing

the posterior side of the bone and by wedging apart the diastema in

the proximal end, and using the resulting splinters, with the ends as

butts. A complete metapodial was 237 mm. long, and the longest

complete awl is 156 mm. long, revealing that the longest awls were

about two-thirds the length of the bone. The butts were rounded

and polished by use.

Eighteen awls were made from the distal end of the metapodial

(fig. 24, ^). An unfinished awl is 190 mm. long, but finished speci-

mens are 66 to 156 mm. long. The longer awls are slender and
evenly tapered; the shorter ones, thick and stubby, probably from
repeated sharpening. Six awls are from the proximal end of the

bone. The longest of these is 97 mm. long; the shortest, 69 mm.
long; they were highly polished. One of them is incised (fig. 24, g).

Long hone: head of hone partially worked down (2 specimens).

—
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The two specimens of this class, made from the proximal end of

metapodials, are of similar size and proportions. They are 98 and 101

mm. long, with long tapering shafts. The butts are smooth and

rounded, having been worked so that articulating facets and project-

ing bone were removed, leaving a smooth, swelling grip (fig. 24, h).

Long hone: circular^ tapered awls (2 specimens).—These two awls,

made from sections of long bones, are 145 and 225 mm. long. There

are faint traces of cancellous tissue along one side of the larger awl.

The butt of the shorter awl is broken (fig. 24, j) ; the butt of the other

is rounded.

Long hone: splinter awl (1 specimen) .—The single awl of this class

consists of a splinter of long bone wliich was sharpened on one pointed

end. It is smoothed on all surfaces except the butt. Length, 88 mm.

(fig. 24,/).

Split mammal rib awls (5 specimens).—The five complete speci-

mens in this class were made from split bison ribs, and are 80 to 173

mm. long. They have sharp, tapering points ; most of their surfaces

are smoothed, although only one of them has a smooth, rounded butt

(fig. 23,/).

Neural spine oajdIs (39 specimens).—Specimens of this class, usually

called "rib edge" awls, were almost certainly made from sections cut

from the neural spine of bison thoracic vertebrae (see Wedel, 1955,

pp. 119-120) . In some cases, the edge is ground down so that the can-

cellous tissue is nearly gone ; in others, part of it remains. They are

usually triangular in section and the butts are rounded or faceted. A
few of them are long and slender, tapering evenly to form a slender

shaft (fig. 23, h) , but more often they are short and stubby (fig. 23, ^)

.

Scapula splinter awls (2 specimens) .—Fragments of bison scapula

spines, as much as 40 mm. long, are fashioned into awls by grinding

one end smooth to serve as the butt, and the other into a sharp point.

Bird long hone awl (1 specimen).—The single awl of this class is

made from what appears to be a radius, with one end brought to a

sharp, stubby point. Length, 129 mm. (fig. 23, Z?).

Mvniature awls (3 specimens).—These awls are made from imiden-

tifiable, thin-walled bones. Two of them are slender and tapered, with

sharp points. The third awl has nearly parallel edges and a blunt,

stubby point (fig. 23, c) . They are 32 to 62 mm. long, and 5 mm. wide.

Serrated rih tip (1 specimen)

:

One end of a large rib, 230 mm. long, is serrated; the bone adjacent

to the serrations is polished and beveled from wear (fig. 22, 6).

Pottery modeling tools (5 specimens)

:

These five incomplete items were probably made from bison ribs.

Four of them have one convex and one broken end ; the fifth one is
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fragmentary. Surfaces are smooth but they are not polished. The
original lengths of these tools exceeded 68 to 160 mm. (fig. 23, j).

Ulfia chisel (1 specimen)

:

The proximal end of a bison ulna and part of the shaft were used

for this tool, which is 195 mm. long. The humeral articulating facet

is lacking. The proximal end has a chisel-shaped edge which is turned

at about a 45-degree angle from the flat surface of the bone (fig. 20, e)

.

Ulna picks (6 specimens)

:

The proximal ends of right bison ulnae have rounded and smoothed
tips, perhaps indicating use as digging tools. Three of them are cut

or hacked on the posterior surfaces below the distal ends. One of the

latter tools has a smooth anterior surface below the distal end; the

other two show signs of hacking. This modification probably had a

function in hafting these tools (fig. 20, d).

Bison radius picks (4 specimens)

:

These tools were made by cutting away part of the shaft of a bison

radius and sharpening the midsection to a chisellike edge. Three of

the four specimens have oval holes 25 to 40 mm. in diameter extending

longitudinally through the articulating surfaces into the marrow
cavity. They range from 247 to 180 mm. in length ( fig. 20, /)

.

Digging fools (6 specimens)

:

This residual category includes tools with polished, blunted points

that are not readily identifiable as to function. The blimted to pointed,

polished tips suggest that they may have been used as digging tools.

Portions of spinous processes from bison scapula were used for three

of them, which are 120 to 310 mm. long. One of them is from the

medial edge of a left bison scapula ; it is 170 mm. long. One tool is

part of a bison rib, 134 mm. long, and a final specimen is part of a

heavy long bone, 180 mm. long.

Pendant (1 specimen)

:

The rib of a small mammal has been cut into a segment 85 mm.
long ; it tapers from 9 mm. in width at one end to 8 mm. at the other.

Both ends are convex ; the smaller end has two grooves, by means of

which it may have been suspended (fig. 24, a)

.

ANTLER ARTIFACTS

Cylinders (11 specimens)

:

These objects, sometimes called "tapping tools," were made from
the proximal ends of mule deer antlers by cutting around the antler

to a depth of 4 to 6 mm. and snapping the section off, about 40 mm.
below the lowest tine. The attaching burrs are rounded and reduced

;
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the cut, distal ends are rounded and smoothed. Lengths range from

110 to 150 mm., with diameters from 20 to 40 mm. Only one of them

is smooth and polished (fig. 22, /)

.

Tine-flakers (15 specimens) :

These tines were cut or broken from the racks of deer, and range

in length from 25 to 120 mm. Seven of them consist simply of tips

broken from a tine. Thirteen tips have beveled ends or the ends are

striated in such a manner that they may have served as a flaking or

knapping tool.

Bracelets (3 specimens) :

A small piece of incised and pierced plate antler is probably part

of a bracelet or some similar ornament (fig. 23, a). Two pieces of

long, thin, pierced antler may also be bracelets. They were made
from thin strips of the compact outer layer of antler; the ends were

perforated by a tapered drill (fig. 23, &)

.

SHELL ARTIFACTS

Miniature shell'-''face'''' (1 specimen) :

This object was made from a thin piece of mollusk shell, and is

similar in some respects to large gorgets found in North Dakota

mounds (Howard, 1953) and elsewhere; differences seem to be largely

a function of the much smaller scale of this object. It is 20 mm.
wide and 26 mm. high (fig. 24, c).

Disk heads (2 specimens) :

One disk bead is 12 mm, wide and 5 mm. thick, with a conical hole

drilled from one side (fig. 24, d) . A roughly circular piece of mollusk

shell, 18 mm. wide and 1 mm. thick, may be an unfinished bead.

Scrapers (23 specimens) :

Tliese tools are mollusk shells of a size and form that suggest they

were used as scrapers, with the lip of the shell acting as the scraping

edge. The shell edges are rounded or beveled, some of them having

been worn into a straight edge. Five of them were purposefully

shaped into triangular forms (fig. 22, d), and three of these are so

worn that the hinges are now lacking.

Two small, roughly triangular pieces of shell, 30X40 mm. and

20X32 mm., liave smoothly worn edges (fig. 24, 5), and one shell,

retaining the hinge, has a nearly flat scraping edge bearing two shallow

serrations (fig. 22, c).

PERISHABLE REMAINS

The charred remains of several food plants were in the bell-shaped

pits in Houses 3 and 4. The most common of these was corn : kernels.
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pieces of cobs, roots, stalks, husks, and leaves were especially plentiful

in Feature 65 in House 3. A fragment of braided cornhusk from

Feature 65 suggests the treatment of ripened corn in which the ears

were husked and braided into long strings. The kernels from Feature

67 in House 3 resemble ethnological specimens which were picked

green, roasted on the cob, shelled and dried; those from Feature 65

seem to have been brought to maturity. The size and the internal

structure of a bean from Feature 67 resembles red beans of the variety

collected by Oscar H. Will on the Fort Berthold Reservation in North

Dakota (descendants of which are in the collections of the State His-

torical Society). The charred, peeled roots of Pomme blanche, or

Tipsina {Psoralea esculenta Marsh) were in Feature 65 in House 3,

and in Feature 94 of House 4. Gilmore (1919, p. 92) states that these

roots were dug in June or in early July.

A few items of material culture were also preserved by charring.

Perhaps the most significant and interesting of these is a piece of

basketry (fig. 20, a). The elements are woven under-three-over-

tliree, creating a diagonal pattern known as twilled plaiting. Gil-

more, in discussing Arikara baskets made from the inner bark of black

willow and boxelder, illustrates two baskets which were apparently

woven in the same manner as the Demery fragment (1925, pp. 89-95,

figs. 41-42) . A piece of peeled wood underlying the basketry may be

part of a post foundation ; if this is the case, the original basket was

about the size of the sdtwa, a large Arikara work basket that stood

knee high (Gilmore, 1925, p. 94) . The elements in the Demery speci-

men are similar in size and form to those in Arikara workbaskets in

the State Historical Society collections.

A piece of wood, rectangular in cross section, is cut and slotted in

the same manner as a bone knife handle, and is probably correctly

identified as a wooden knife handle. A second piece of wood, rounded

on one end and bearing a deep notch, is from the same pit. The
growth rings are identical in both cross sections, and the pieces

obviously belong together: the object is tentatively restored (fig.

20, c).

A final perishable specimen is a fragmentary buckskin bag from
Feature 65. It was originally 150 mm. or more long and 100 mm. or

more deep. It was made by folding a rectangular piece of hide back

upon itself, piercing the edges, and lacing it together. Since the top

is now gone there is no way to determine how it was closed ; since it

was found lying flat, it was probably closed by a flap rather than by
a drawstring. It was empty when found save for a few ounces of

sterile earth, and the surface of the bag indicated that it carried no

decoration that involved piercing the hide.
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FAUNAL REMAINS

The following species have been identified among the artifacts and

the food refuse at Demery

:

Animal: Number of

Artiodactyls

:

individuals

Bison 95

Deer and antelope 5

Elk 1

Carnivores

:

Canids 12

Badger 1

Rodents

:

Rabbit 1

Ground squirrel 2

Fish and reptiles

:

Catfish X

Turtles 4

Birds:

White pelican 1

Marsh hawk 1

American rough-leg hawk 1

Ferruginous rough-leg hawk 1

Crane 1

Crow 1

The avian bones were identified by Mr. Loye Miller, Department

of Zoology, University of California at Davis; the bison, fish, and

turtles, by Wood ; and the remaining animals by Dr. J. Arnold Shot-

well, Museum of Natural History, University of Oregon.

Comments on the bison bone from Demery, Paul Brave, and Huff

have appeared elsewhere (Wood, 1962 b). The remains of other

species were too small for an analysis of butchering technique.

DISCUSSION

STRUCTURES

The houses at Demery stand in rather sharp contrast with those of

other circular earth lodge village complexes in the Middle Missouri

area. The lack of vertical wall posts along the house shoulder implies

a style of roofing the dwellings that differs from the technique most

commonly illustrated in the historic Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara

earth lodges in this same general area.

The Demery lodges are small, ranging from about 20 to 30 feet in

diameter. They are circular to oval, with the long axis of the house in

line with the orientation of the entrance. The entrances, facing the

southwest, overlooked the broad expanse of river terrace to the south-
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west, rather than the Missouri Eiver or John Grass Creek. The
houses were built in pits dug about a foot and a half into the ground,

with shallow, dish-shaped floors. A central, unlined basin-shaped fire-

place is in the house center, around which are four roof supports set

in the form of a square with the posts oriented to the four cardinal

directions. There are no postholes on the edge of the house floor ; the

walls and roof were probably composed of poles set along the edge of

the house pit and leaned in against stringers resting on the center

posts. Supporting evidence for this inference was observed in the

charred timbers in House 4, which extend up to the shoulder of the

house pit, where they were removed by the road patrol (pi. 8, h).

House 2 presents the simplest floor plan ; the other three houses fully

excavated were rebuilt one or more times, and the pesthole patterns

are therefore more complex. All of the houses were destroyed by fire,

since there were charred beams on the floors, with a film of ash cover-

ing the last floor level.

The entrances were usually elongated basin-shaped depressions 4
to 7 feet long, 2.5 to 4 feet wide, and 0.2 to 0.5 foot deep. Both sides

of these depressions were lined with small postholes that formed the

passage walls; in several of the houses these posts continue into, or

originate in, the house floor. Bell-shaped pits were most common
along the house walls; in six instances, they undercut the house
shoulder, and their mouths were bisected by the house wall. A variety

of irregular and basin-shaped pits were also in the house floor, as well

as a few auxiliary fireplaces.

From the foregoing description, we may infer that the houses were
nearly conical in form, with a covered entryway projecting from the

southwest side of the structure. Evidence from House 4 suggests that

the roof poles were covered with grass over twigs, and the mottled and
disturbed nature of the soil overlying the floor seems indicative of an
earth cover over the grass. The house fill, that is, resembles that of
structures known to have been earth covered at Like-a-Fishliook

Village.

The type of house just described is clearly analogous to the "eagle-

trapping lodge" of the historic Mandan, as reported by Bowers (1950,

p. 232, fig. 25). The same sort of structure has also been described

for the Hidatsa by Wilson ( 1934, pp. 405-409, 411^15, fig. 40) . Such
dwellings conform in all major details with the type of house inferred

from the floor plans of the Demery houses, although the structures at

Demery are larger than those described by Bowers and Wilson, since

they served as the principal dwelling type, rather than as an ad-
junct to it. The lack of wall postholes was also noted in houses at

the Spotted Bear site in central South Dakota (Hurt, 1954, pp. 4^8,

figs. 6-10).
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The house walls at Demery were distinctly visible as a line separat-

ing the mixed earth of the house fill from the undisturbed native soil

outside the house. The irregular nature of the house walls as mapped
is a reflection of the actual situation at the site ; the oval shape of the

house floor area in Houses 1 and 3 may have resulted from rebuilding,

but the flattened arc on the southeast side of House 4 may have some

other explanation. The house with the simplest floor plan, House

2, was not rebuilt nor unduly complicated, and here the floor was
roughly circular. The source for the innovation of building houses

without vertical wall posts at Demery is unknown. These houses

stand, therefore, as an interesting variation from a more nearly uni-

versal mode of construction.

POTTERY

The ceramics from Demery are varied and complex. Fifteen groups

of rim sherds are described that probably relate to a single, major

occupation termed the Demery Component. Two pottery types, Riggs

Straight Rim and Riggs Cross-Hatched Rim, relate to an earlier

occupation by a group which left tlie remains designated as the Thomas
Riggs Focus Component.

The pottery of the major occupation is characteristically very thin

and quite hard, and vessels are of excellent quality. The largest re-

stored vessel (pi. 14, h) seems to be typical in form and execution.

The malleating, shaping, and firing of this vessel required extremely

fine control of the techniques of pottery making. This vessel weighs

7^/2 pounds, and even larger vessels are represented among the sherds.

In contrast, the extremely thick sherds of Riggs Straight Rim (pi. 13,

I) , with their contorted cores and less compact paste scarcely approach

the pottery of the Demery Component in skill of manufacture. The
thinness of the Demery pottery is a characteristic feature of the

ceramics, a feature shared by sites of the La Roche Focus and related

foci farther south along the Missouri River.

The Demery Component pottery was probably made by building up
the vessel by lump modeling, and shaping the walls by malleating it

with a grooved paddle or, more rarely, by a cord-wrapped paddle.

The six vessels represented by the Group 5 pottery are unifonnly and

conspicuously cord-roughened from the lip to the base. One vessel

of Group 3 and two rims of Group 9 carry nearly obliterated markings

that suggest they were originally cord-roughened. Only one-half of

1 percent of the Demery pottery was so treated ; the remainder was
simple-stamped, or so smoothed that the original surface finish is

indistinguishable.

There arc 1,350 vessels attributed to thci occupation by the Demery
Component. The range of variation in rim form, illustrated in fig.
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13, includes both flaring rims and recurved ("S-shaped" and "col-

lared") rims, as well as a few residual, unclassified examples. Eighty

percent of the rims are flared or straight, with recurved rims of all

varieties comprising the remaining 20 percent. There is more varia-

tion in design on the recurved rims than on the flaring rims, largely

because the cord-impressed designs occur nearly exclusively on the

recurved rims : cord impressions occur on flared rims only on the four

rims described as Examples A-D. Decoration frequencies are as fol-

lows : horizontal incising, 44.8 percent ; oblique incising, 3.7 percent

;

cord-impressing, 6.1 percent; and plain or indented 45.4 percent.

The affiliations of pottery groups 1 to 15 are not susceptible to ready

generalizations. Typological considerations intimated, even before

excavation, that the site was heterogeneous, and that it contained a

ipixture of ceramic traits typical of two geographically separated and

culturally distinct groups. While superposition did establish the fact

that 2 pottery types of the Thomas Riggs Focus—Riggs Cross-

Hatched and Riggs Straight Rim—predate the major occupation of

the site, the remaining 15 groups still convey an impression of hetero-

geneity, yet they appear to be characteristic of the major occupation

by the Demery Component.
Three of these fifteen groups are tentatively identified as types

described from other sites. Group 1 resembles the type Talking Crow
Straight Rim, as described from sites in central South Dakota (Smith,

1961 ; Smith and Grange, 1958) . Groups 6 and 7 are tentatively identi-

fied as the types Fort Rice Cord-Impressed and Fort Rice Trailed, as

described from the Huff site (Wood, MS. a) of the Huff Focus. Many
of the other types from Demery, including Groups 2-3 and 8, seem to

be related to pottery from central South Dakota, including that of

the La Roche and Shannon Foci, and the Arzberger site. Ceramic-

ally Demery is "transitional" between sites of the Chouteau Aspect

and those of the Huff Focus. This is not to say that Demery is

simply a fusion of these two complexes, but it seems obvious that its

predecessors drew heavily upon sources both to the north (Huff

Focus) and to the south (Chouteau Aspect) for its roster of material

culture.

The Demery site is on the west bank of the Missouri River immedi-

ately south of the North and South Dakota boundary. Village sites

are plentiful along both banks of the Missouri River to the north and

south, but collections from nearby sites yield no pottery that suggests

they are closely related to Demery. The material from the site cannot

be correlated with any known site within the limits of North Dakota.

Demery may be regarded as a site-unit intrusion (Willey, 1956, pp.

9-11) into the area, since it appears as a distinct complex in an area
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previously dominated by the Thomas Riggs and Huff Foci (Wood,
MS. b) and is not closely related to either of these complexes.

There are no cultural predecessors for Demery to the north, but

there are no complexes yet described to the south which provide sources

for most of the traits that set Demery apart from the Thomas Riggs

and Huff Foci. The flared-rimmed pottery at Demery carrying hori-

zontally incised lines (Group 2) is related to pottery in sites down-
stream along the Missouri River in South Dakota and Nebraska. In

1949, Paul Cooper described a pottery complex along the Missouri

River in South Dakota which he called Category B (1949, pp. SOS-

SOB) , and demonstrated the wide geographic and temporal distribution

of the rim design occurring on this pottery. The importance and the

complexity of Category B are being revealed as the excavation and

analysis of the many sites in the Fort Randall and Oahe Reservoirs

in South Dakota have proceeded. A number of sites and foci have

been described that are related to this complex and to Demery, includ-

ing the Arzberger site (Spaulding, 1956) ; the La Roche and Scalp

Creek sites, assigned to the La Roche Focus by Hurt (1952; see also

Meleen, 1948) ; the Myers site (Hoard, 1949) ; the Shannon Focus, as

represented at the Spain site (Smith and Grange, 1958) ; the Akaska

Focus, as represented at the Swan Creek and the Payne sites (Hurt,

1957; Wilmeth, 1958) ; and sites of the Redbird Focus, north central

Nebraska (Wood, MS., 1956). This brief review of related sites

makes it evident that the primary orientation of Demery is to the

south (see map 6) ; only a few traits at Demery indicate relationships

to the north.

Arzberger appears to predate sites of the La Roche Focus and prob-

ably is at least in part ancestral to that complex. The pottery from

Arzberger is complex and heterogeneous, but his analysis of the

pottery modes at the site led Spaulding (1956, pp. 111-168) to the con-

clusion that there is only one occupation represented in the remains.

The situation at Demery is comparable in that there are a great many
varieties of pottery, but the majority of excavated material is at-

tributed to a single occupation. The pottery at Arzberger was simple-

stamped, cord-roughened, or check-stamped. All of these techniques

occur at Demery, but only simple-stamping was of any importance:

only one-half of 1 percent of the pottery was cord-roughened, and
there was a single check-stamped body sherd.

The Arzberger pottery was divided into two groups, the Arzberger

Group (collared rims) and the Hughes Group (straight or outflaring

rims). Certain collared rims of the type Arzberger Horizontal In-

cised are similar to the horizontally incised rims from Demery with

recurved rims and a pinched or punctated lower border (Group 8),

and the collared Arzberger Opposed Diagonal rims are similar to the
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recurved rims from Demery decorated with opposed diagonals and

finger pincliings or pmictates (Group 9) . There are even greater cor-

respondences between certain of the Demery pottery and the Hughes

Group, as the horizontally incised and plain rims of this group are

closely analogous to the Group 1, or Talking Crow Straight Rims,

and the Group 2 rims from Demery. In brief, there are enough simi-

larities in rim form and decorative elements in these sites to indicate

participation in a common tradition, if not contact or contempo-

raneity.

Since the cord-roughened pottery comprises such a small percent-

age of the Demery sample, and since cord-roughening seems to be an

early trait, we may infer that Demery is later in time than Arzberger.

The large number of rims decorated with cord-impressed lines at

Demery clearly sets the site apart from Arzberger, since the five cord-

impressed rims from Arzberger appear to be trade sherds from a

"Middle Mandan" source. The angular and curvilinear "rainbows"

on the cord-impressed and incised Demery rims may be duplicated in

both the Thomas Riggs and Huff Foci, but it is more likely that

Demery acquired these designs from the latter source: the recurved

rims carrying these designs at Demery more closely resemble the

S-shaped Huff rims than they do the collared Thomas Riggs rims.

In sum, Demery appears to postdate Arzberger, for which there are

two carbon-14 dates: A.D. 1461 and 1529 (samples M-1126 and M-
1126a, run by the Radiocarbon Laboratory, University of Michigan,

from samples provided by the University of Nebraska as part of the

Missouri Basin Project Chronology Program)

.

The pottery complex at Demery is most closely related to sites of

the Chouteau Aspect (Stephenson, 1954). Among the foci assigned

to this aspect are the La Roche (Hurt, 1952) , the Shannon (Smith and
Grange, 1958), and the Akaska (Hurt, 1957). The outstanding ce-

ramic trait of this aspect is the horizontally incised design applied to

straight to outflaring rims. The Group 2 rims from Demery, which
comprise 35.1 percent of the site sample, carry this rim design in its

most characteristic form. The Demery pottery most closely resembles

the type Grey Cloud Horizontal-Incised at the Spain site, which has

protruded T- or L-shaped lips that are lacking in Demery. The type

Wheeler Horizontal-Incised from La Roche Focus sites (Hurt, 1952,

p. 76) similarly differs from the Demery pottery in having protruded

lips. The type Nordvold Horizontal-Incised, from the Akaska Focus
Swan Creek and Payne sites (Hurt, 1957, pp. 44-45 ; Wilmeth, 1958,

p. 5) has brushed necks, a trait wholly lacking in the Demery sample.

The Group 1 sherds at Demery are tentatively identified as Talking

Crow Straight Rim, a common type in sites of the Chouteau Aspect

(Smith and Grange, 1958). At Demery, this type comprises 35.6

661-932—64 10
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percent of the rims ; together with Group 2, these groups make up 70.7

percent of the site sample.

A number of the minority types at Demery, included in the remain-

ing 29.3 percent of the rim groups, are comparable to minority types

in Chouteau Aspect sites. The Demery Group 3 rims, for example,

resemble the type lona Diagonal-Incised Rim from the Spain site, al-

though the Demery specimens lack the rim protrusion typical of lona

Ware. Again, the Group 5 rims resemble in a general way some of the

Campbell Creek types as defined at the Talking Crow site (Smith,

1951, pp. 37-39). Groups 8 and 9 resemble some of the pottery from
Arzberger (Spaulding, 1956, pp. 139-141), and the types Wheeler

Horizontal-Incised and Wlieeler Incised-Triangle from the Scalp

Creek site (Hurt, 1952, pp. 75-76). In none of these instances do

the groups from Demery and the types from the other sites approach

identity. These correspondences, together with the presence of the

type Talking Crow Straight Rim, are, however, indicative of the cul-

tural affiliation of Demery with certain of the South Dakota sites and

foci.

OTHER ARTIFACTS

The bone artifacts at Demery are abundant and of good quality.

Scapula hoes are common, and except for the removal of the spine

and the posterior border, the implements were modified only by the

preparation of the broad end for use as a hoe. Other scapula tools

include knives made from the thin bone from the scapula center and

which resemble the historic "squash knives." A cleaverlike imple-

ment is more distinctive, although its function is unknown : it may
have been used as a Imife. This latter tool is also known from Arz-

berger (Spaulding, 1956, p. 49, pi. 4, 0). The bison radius picks

from Demery resemble those from the Dodd site (Lehmer, 1954, p. 65,

fig. 30, g) in having a hole through the articulating surface. They
differ from those at the Paul Brave site (Wood and Woolworth, 1964,

p. 38) and the Thomas Riggs site (Hurt, 1953, p. 34) since the picks

from the latter two sites are longitudinally split.

The 79 bone awls from Demery are, for the most part, forms which

are conmion to most sites in the Middle Missouri area. The principal

exception is the class commonly termed "rib-edge" awls, but which

appear to be made from the neural spine of bison vertebrae (Wedel,

1955, pp. 119-120), rather than from rib edges, as originally suggested

by Kidder (1932). These implements, sometimes also called pins or

flakers, are lacking at Paul Brave, Thomas Riggs, and Huff, and as

far as present evidence is concerned they appear to be lacking also in

historic Mandan and Hidatsa sites. Wedel, however, reports them
from sites of probable Arikara origin in the vicinity of Mobridge,

S. Dak. (1955, pp. 119-120), and Lehmer illustrates them from
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the Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites, in the vicinity of Pierre, S.

Dak. (1954, pp. 65, 110, fig. 31, j^i). Similar specimens occur in

the La Roche site (Meleen, 1948, pi. 3, 8-11) , the Spain site (Smith and

Grange, 1958, p. Ill, pi. 34, m), in sites of the Redbird Focus in north

central Nebraska (Wood, 1956), and in the Lower Loup Focus in cen-

tral Nebraska (Dunlevy, 1936, p. 197, pi. 13, b-d). In central South

Dakota, the La Roche Focus probably predates A.D. 1600, but the

Redbird Focus is estimated to date somewhat later, from about A.D.

1600 to 1700. The known Lower Loup sites contain trade goods and

probably date after 1700, although Wedel (1947, p. 155) has suggested

that the complex was in existence by about A.D. 1550. On an earlier

time level, Spaulding (1956, pp. 56-57, pi. 4, b-e) found them at

Arzberger. Wedel (1955, p. 119) has suggested that these tools may
be a late time marker in the Central Plains, but in the Middle Missouri

area they are present in prehistoric times. They do not occur, how-

ever, in sites suspected of affiliation with the historic Mandan or

Hidatsa.

The serrated fleshing tools made from bison or elk metapodials

were lacking at Demery, but there appears to be a substitute in the

form of a serrated rib tip. The wear on the working end of this tool

is the same as that on the blade of metapodial fleshers.

Two antler artifacts are worthy of comment : these are the antler

cylinders, or "tapping tools," and the pierced strip bracelets. The
antler cylinders from Demery are identical to those from sites in the

Central Plains. Moving from the Demery site to the south, the first

instance of these tools appearing is at the Payne site (Wilmeth, 1958,

p. 10, fig. 22), and they occur also at the Spotted Bear site (Hurt,

1954, p. 18, fig. 22, VIII), and at the Scalp Creek site (Hurt, 1952,

p. 42, fig. 25, 9). "Tapping tools" also occur in sites of the Redbird

Focus (Wood, MS., 1956), in the Leary Oneota site (Hill and Wedel,

1936, pi. 10, a)y and in sites of the Oneota, Nebraska, and Upper
Republican aspects in the Central Plains. Short antler cylinders,

usually only slightly longer than their maximum diameter, are in the

Historical Society collections from the Biesterfeldt Cheyenne site and

the On-a-Slant Mandan village, as well as at the Hujff site (Wood,

MS. a) , but they are not known to be present in Thomas Riggs Focus

sites. The affiliations of the "tapping tool" are felt to be with Central

Plains complexes and with the later sites in the Middle Missouri area.

The two pieces of long, thin, pierced antler may be from bracelets.

Similar specimens from Paul Brave (Wood and Woolworth, 1964,

pp. 45-46, fig. 11, a-i), Double Ditch (Will and Spinden, 1906, pi. 36,

w-s), and Slant Village are of essentially the same form. We find

no record of them south of the vicinity of Mobridge (Baerreis and

Dallman, 1961, pp. 316-327, figs. 88-90), and it is possible that the
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aflSliation of this particular artifact class is with complexes that shared

in the development of the Mandan or were in contact with the Man-
dans. As far as we can determine, these items are uniformly made
from antler, although they are often erroneously identified as of bone.

About half of the mollusk shells from Demery show wear on one

or more edges opposite the hinge, and are probably scrapers. A similar

use of mollusk shell is reported from the La Roche site (Meleen,

1948, p. 18, pi. 4, 1-6)^ and from the Arzberger site (Spaulding, 1956,

p. 59, pi. 5, r-t) . Shell scrapers also appear in the Huff site (Wood,
MS. a) , and there are 51 specimens from the Biesterfeldt site.

A carved shell "face" is similar in many respects to large gorgets

recovered in mounds in North Dakota and elsewhere (Howard, 1953).

Differences seem to be largely a function of the small scale of the

Demery specimen. This is the only Demery artifact which appears

to show a "Southern Cult" motif; the oblique incised lines between

the raised nose and the eyes seem to be a simplified rendition of the

"weeping eye" motif executed on Southern Cult items.

In contrast to the majority of local sites, perishables were rela-

tively abundant at Demery. Among the charred food remains are

com, beans, and Tipsina root. Of special interest is the fact that evi-

dence for braided com was apparently present, and some com kernels

seemed to have been cut green, roasted on the cob, and shelled, giving

insight into methods of food preparation and preservation. Other
perishable objects included a fragment of twilled basketry, possibly

from a large work basket, and a slotted knife handle. Leather work is

represented by the remains of a small, rectangular buckskin bag.

CONCLUSIONS

The excavation of the Demery site provides a statement for the

northernmost known manifestation of the Chouteau Aspect. The
peripheral position of Demery to other sites of this aspect is a factor

which in part accounts for the presence of traits that set it apart

from other sites of the aspect. The proximity of Demery to another

and distinct cultural entity, the Huff Focus, is advanced as an expla-

nation for some of these traits.

Demery is not closely related to sites in its immediate geographic

locality, neither those inferred to be earlier in time nor those that

postdate it. Despite its proximity to sites which participated in the

cultural stream that culminated in the historic Mandan, there are

only a few ties with the prehistoric sites relating to that group. The
closer relationships of Demery are to the south, downstream along

the Missouri River, although there are details of the architectural

pattern, the ceramic complex, and some other traits that set the site

apart from the most closely related sites. For this reason the major
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occupation at the site is designated the Demery Component of an un-

named focus.

The village was built and occupied by a group of people who ap-

parently moved north along the Missouri River from some point

south of the mouth of the Grand River. These people lived at Demery
for some years, probably peacefully, to judge from the lack of forti-

fications, and seem to have acquired some artifacts from the nearby

and culturally distinct Huff Focus. A lengthy occupation is indicated

by the fact that some of the houses were rebuilt by the occupants.

In brief, Demery appears to be a site-unit intrusion into Huff Focus
territory by a group of people from central South Dakota, who retired

to the south after an extended occupation of this peripheral position.

The time of this occupation and subsequent dislocation is inferred

to have been between about A.D. 1550 and 1650.

The presence of a few sherds identified as types found in Thomas
Riggs Focus communities indicates an occupation of the Demery
site by this focus, previous to the time of the major occupation by the

Demery Component.
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a, House 2. The \'ie\v is southwest; excavation is beginning in House 3 in

b. House 4. Tiie view is southwest, toward the entrance.
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Pottery rim sherds and handles, e-g, i-j, Talking Crow Straight Rim; i-j, interior of sherd.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT THE
HOSTERMAN SITE (39P07) IN THE OAHE RES-
ERVOIR AREA, POTTER COUNTY, SOUTH
DAKOTA, 1956^

By Carl F. Miller

INTEODUCTION

The Hosterman site, named for John B. Hosterman, owner of the

property, is located in sec. 36, T. 119 N., K. 79 W., Potter County,

S. Dak., on a high bluff on the east bank overlooking the Missouri

Kiver about 2% miles north of Whitlocks Crossing. It is on the

western margins of the Coteau du Missouri, "that part of the Missouri

Plateau section of the Great Plains province which lies east of the

Missouri Kiver." ^ The name of the Coteau dates back to the

days of the French fur traders. The bluff slopes gently toward the

Missouri River, then pitches steeply into the river valley about a mile

from the present stream. The former stockaded village overlooked

the gently sloping plain with a broad view of the valley and the high

tableland extending to the east, north, and south. The elevation of

the site, 50 or more feet above the flood plain, was advantageous in

the defense of the village from attack from the west because of the

sharp rise of the bluff on that side.

The village site was first surveyed by Dorothy E. Fraser on August

7, 1949. She described it as

residing on a high bench 75 feet, above river bottom on the north side of a

small creek and now a half mile or more from the present stream bed. It is a

beautiful specimen of what appears to be a really old site. River probably

swept in at the foot of bluff at time of occupation. Owner extremely interested

and cooperative. It was he who directed attention to this site, hitherto

unknown. [']

Paul L. Cooper revisited the site in September 1949, and he noted

that there were

12-15 depressions within (the) ditch which extends from river terrace border

to tributary gully at south of site. Area within ditch ca. 320' by 290' (paced).

1 Submitted February 1960.
* An excellent study of the Pleistocene geology of eastern South Dakota, Including data

on the physiographic environment, climate, soils, and biogeography, was issued by the

U.S. Geological Survey in 1955. (See Flint, 1955.)

Field notes In files of Missouri Basin Project.
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House pits occur outside of the ditch to the east and northeast. Depressions

rather shallow and poorly defined. Ditch is also relatively shallow throughout

most of its length ; varies from ca. 0.5' to ca. 2.5' in depth. [*]

Early in October 1951, Eichard P. Wheeler revisited the site and
put down a series of test holes within the palisaded area. He noted

:

The total area (inside and outside the ditch) measures about 500' north-south

and 400' east-west, and cover a little over 4i/^ acres. Elevation, 1,570' to 1,580'.

Test pits produced evidence similar to that reported by Dorothy Fraser in 1949

;

a blanket of sterile silt underlain by two strata of occupation debris separated

by a layer of sterile sand .... Windblown silt has all but obscured the

house depressions and defense ditch (on the east side of the site) : artifact

material does not appear on the surface. A small amount of pothunting has
occurred and the specimens found in an anthill in 1953 were discarded by relic

hunters. [*]

I began a partial investigation of the site on June 23, 1956, at which

time my crew consisted of : John Anderson, Lincoln, Nebr. ; Norman
Barka, Chicago, 111. ; Tyler Bastian, Stockton, Wis. ; Gordon Dentry,

Baltimore, Md. ; Edwin Floyd, Canyon City, Colo. ; Hugh Carl Jones,

Provo, Utah ; and Dale Osterholt, Platte, S. Dak. Mrs. Kuth Miller,

my wife, acted as housekeeper and cook for the crew.

EXCAVATIONS

Prior to the beginning of the 1956 work, the major part of the site

was covered with a heavy sod that had sealed in almost all of the

cultural debris deposited by the former occupants, and the area to the

north and east of the stockade trench was planted to watermelons.

The area under cultivation showed islands of heavy cultural debris

and shell material presumably marking refuse dump areas outside

of dwellings. Shell deposits were heavier outside the stockaded area

than inside. The surface inside of the stockade ditch was marked
with a series of depressions of various shapes and sizes. The most

prominent depressions were circular in outline and of various sizes,

ranging from 20 to 40 feet across; the others were irregular in out-

line and of various depths, but none were very distinct or deep.

Surrounding the main portion of the village were the remains of a

stockade ditch in the form of a crescent, the open ends being to

the west and southwest and terminating at the edge of the western

bluff.

During excavation, it was found that the normal stratigraphy

within the site consisted of a relatively distinct sod layer with its

attendant root zone that extended to a depth of 0.5 foot. This zone

was culturally sterile, and below it for another 1.0 to 2.0 feet was
a zone of sterile windblown loess of silt and fine sand. Below the

latter was the uppermost layer of cultural debris accumulated during

* Field notes In files of Missouri Basin Project.
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the occupation of the site. This layer was of uneven thickness and

varied from 0.5 foot to 2.5 feet in thickness, depending upon the con-

tour of the former surface and the presence of shallow pits, and below

this were patches of a former humus zone that was not entirely de-

stroyed by the former occupants of the site. Below this zone was

another thin layer of cultural material that was rather spotty in

deposition.

The area within the protective moat measured 269 feet from the

inside, or eastern side, of the stockade trench to the brink of the bluff

on the west, and 340 feet north and south.

Before starting the excavation a north-south line, y coordinate,

was established 9 degrees east of north, and an east-west line, x co-

ordinate, was run at right angles to it, bisecting the north-south line

at the 160-foot stake dividing the site into four quarters of almost

equal size. The site was then staked off in 10-foot squares. Square

designation was determined by the number of the stake in the upper

right-hand corner of each square. Thus, square 170 is determined by

having this number in the upper right-hand corner of the square.

The coordinate position of each archeological feature was obtained

by scaling x and y coordinates of the approximate center of the

site. Each feature was then plotted to scale on a coordinate base chart

according to the square in which it appeared.

An exploratory trench, 10 feet wide, was started at square 170 and

extended for a distance of 100 feet so as to intercept four of the de-

pressed areas in order to test their validity as house sites. At the same

time other men were placed in squares 180 and 190 (fig. 25).

Along the east faces of squares 170, 180, and 190, we found the first

indication of cultural material at a depth of 1.0 foot below the root

system of the present sterile windblown grass-covered loess. Pro-

gressing westward this layer slowly decreased and the overburden

of sterile material became noticeably greater. The upper portion of

this cultural debris consisted mainly of small fragments of bone.

Sherds were derived from the top 0.2 foot of this deposit whereas the

number and size of the bone fragments increased as the distance down-

ward was increased. Entire bones were found at the base of this

level. Artifacts were few. A small unnotched isosceles triangular

projectile point and a badly decayed bear's jaw were recovered from
this bone layer.

The main purpose of cutting this exploratory trench across the area

was to test the four depressions that were thought to be the remains

of dwellings. None of them proved to be such. They were either

cattle or bison wallows. The house structures uncovered were not

manifested in any way by surface indications. Other areas tested

where depressions occurred proved this contention.
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Figure 25.—The Hosterman site (39P07).
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it gradually blended into the steep sides of a gully, thus surrounding

the major portion of the occupation area. On the surface it appeared

as a shallow trench almost 20 feet wide and of various depths. The
greater depths were found in the northern section ; the eastern section

displayed the shallowest.

Selecting a place where the ditch was the deepest, we cut a 10-foot

trench not only to cross-section the ditch but to detennine if any
remains of a stockade still persisted. Six-inch levels were main-

tained at all times. The trench walls exposed four distinct humus
zones ; the uppermost averaged 0.4 foot in thickness and incorporated

the grass roots of the present ground cover. Underlying this was a

layer of sterile loess 1.2 feet in thickness. Beneath this was a second

humus layer 0.5 foot in thickness. This in turn rested upon 1.6 feet

of sterile loess, and beneath this was the third humus zone, which
averaged 0.3 foot in thickness. Underneath was a very thin zone,

0.2 foot in thickness, of very fine silt, which rested upon a deposit of

midden 0.4 foot in thickness. Beneath the midden layer was the

earliest humus zone, which measured 0.3 foot in thickness. This

humus rested upon a 0.3 foot zone of sterile loess, which in turn

covered 1.2 feet of laminated silts deposited in the original bottom of

the ditch as constructed by the inhabitants of the site (fig. 27)

.

V///////
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Figure 27.—Cross section of the fortification ditch, Hosterman site.
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double stockade was erected at the same time or represented an in-

terval of time could not be determined, for both lines of posts

originated on the same level. It is suspected that the two struc-

tures were contemporaneous, since the site appeared to have been

occupied for only a short time.

HOUSES

Houses were of two general shapes : round or circular and rectangu-

lar. Apparently the rectangular house, which was partially uncov-

ered, was of an earlier period than the circular houses. One circular

house was completely excavated, and only a part of another was

exposed.

Circular structures. Features 22 and 34, are characterized by a cir-

cular pit that was excavated at various depths, depending upon the

inclination of the builder, into the sterile native soil. We found no

signs of any plaster being used on the walls of the pit, and the floor

was firmed by trampling. There were four centrally placed roof sup-

ports set in a rough square surrounding the centrally placed firepit.

Such pits were basin shaped. When these were uncovered we found

them completely and firmly packed with a whitish ash that could have

resulted from the burning of cottonwood or buffalo chips. Cotton-

wood, which does not burn with a high heat, was likely used, since

not only the basin itself but the area around the basin was burned a

brick red. Scattered over the floor between the central four supports

and the edge of the floor were a number of smaller postholes and a

number of pits, some of which were used as cache areas and others

for midden disposal. Placement of the wall posts showed some varia-

tion, which also must have been true for the superstructure.

In Feature 22 there were 10 large peripheral posts incorporated

within the wall that were more or less evenly spaced around the cir-

cumference of the structure. The intervals between these were filled

with fairly evenly spaced smaller posts. Precedent indicates that the

round houses of the Plains were entered by way of a roofed and walled

entranceway constructed at right angles to the line of the two pri-

mary roof supports. Such a structure was not found connected with

this house.

Postholes appeared as either soft spots or darkened circular areas

in the house floor. Their diameters varied from 0.25 foot to 2.1 feet

and in depth from 0.3 foot to 3.5 feet. In most cases the holes were

filled in with a light, fluffy soil, and sometimes the butt end of the

former posts still rested therein. In several of the larger postholes

were sections of bison bones and ribs or waterworn cobbles that were

inserted as wedges to stabilize the posts. Field examination of the

wooden fragments indicated that most of the posts were of cotton-
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wood; only an occasional piece of juniper was used. Probably the

use of Cottonwood was due to the fact that it grew readily at hand in

the nearby bottom lands, whereas juniper had to be transported from
a greater distance. The general practice probably was to choose the

material closer at hand.

Within the floor area we found the same variation as to the place-

ment of pits. In Feature 22 there were a number of pits. Some were

undercut and bell shaped ; others were straight sided, and still others

were what we have called pocket caches, for they were small and shal-

low. All appeared to have been dug while the house was occupied,

for they all originated at floor level. In Feature 34, which was only

partially exposed, we found no floor pits outside the centrally placed

firepit.

Lehmer (1954, p. 31) suggests that

other holes in the floor may have contained wooden mortars after the fashion
of the historic Arikara and Mandan. These holes were cylindrical, somewhat
larger than the largest postholes, and were always located more or less on a
line between the firepit and the entrance. They were generally slightly offset

toward the entrance from a line connecting the eastern pair of primary roof

posts.

Of all the structures investigated, none was burned. It would ap-

pear that they were abandoned and allowed to decay gradually, leav-

ing no tangible evidence as to the arrangement of the elements of

their superstructure.

On the other hand. Feature 32 was characterized by a rectangular

pit of considerable size with rounded corners and outlined with small

individual posts more or less uniformly spaced. The west wall was
completely excavated, and also parts of the north and south walls.

Again, there was no evidence of the use of plaster on the walls of the

pit. The floor of native material was firmly packed. Entrance into

the structure was gained by a walled and roofed passageway from the

west-northwest, overlooking the river and the bottom land. There
was no evidence of any antechamber. Several hearth areas were un-
covered within the area of the structure. No arrangement of central

roof supports could be found. Whether all of these hearths were
coeval with the structure could not be determined, for there was some
indication that the whole area had been worked rather intensively by
the Indians after all traces of the structure had disappeared. There
were several large deep refuse and cache pits present in the area.

The wall posts, when first found, appeared as small soft circular

spots along the periphery of the house floor. Wlien cleaned of their

contents they were found to be cylindrical with a rounded base aver-

aging 0.3 foot in diameter and 0.9 foot in depth. A number of them
did contain some midden material.
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The arrangement of the posts inside the house and the entranceway

would suggest that some sort of baffle or screen must have been put

up to shield the occupants from the chilly north winds of winter.

Wliile working at the site we noticed that the prevailmg winds were

out of the north and south rather than from either the east or west.

Whether there is a change during the winter months is not known, but

there must be some correlation between the wind direction and the

placement of the entranceways. Then, too, the Missouri River is to

the west of the site. Perhaps these two factors may have determined

the placement of entranceways.

Circular houses were characterized by being more or less round in

outline and sunk into pits that now occur from 1.8 feet to 2.8 feet

below the present ground level. There was no sign of plastering on

any of the walls, and the floors were firmed simply by trampling the

bottom of the pit. In cross-sectioning the floors we found that no

surfacing material was brought in to cover the floors. Despite ex-

tensive search we failed to find the entranceways into the circular

houses, especially in Feature 22. Houses in comparable sites normally

have definite passageways leading into them. They were constructed

at right angles to the line of wall posts and were walled and roofed

with the posts set into well-defined holes. Entrance floors usually

rose somewhat at the end away from the house.

There was some variation in the number of central roof supports.

One of the circular houses had four, which appears to be the conven-

tional number in the Plains, and another had five. There was also

considerable variation in the construction of the superstructure of the

individual house. The number and size of the poles that went into

the superstructure could vary considerably in their placement.

The main firepits were always located at the center of the house floor

and were basin shaped. The floor area around these fire basins nearly

always was burned as much as the walls of the firepit. From this con-

dition it would appear that no one ever took the time to clean out the

pit once a fire was started. Ashes were allowed to accumulate, be-

coming firmly packed as time went on. As the basin became filled

and fires kept burning over it, the heat of the fire spread over the

floor area surrounding the pit, changing the physical structure of the

clay floor. Such evidence throws insight into the character of the

Indian housewife. She was either too busy with her other chores to

take the time to carry out the ashes or it was customary to leave them.

Small hearth areas were found scattered around the perimeter of the

floor, probably representing individual cooking fires that were built

to supplement the heat given off by the central firepit. It would
appear that each house furnished shelter for more than one family.
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Floor pits were not excessively numerous. Some were bell-shaped,

others were cylindrical, while the smaller examples were shallow

basin-shaped pits probably dug to hide certain objects. All appear

to have been constructed during the life of the house. Some were

definite cache pits and others were midden disposal areas.

FEATURE 2 2

Shape: Circular in outline.

Dimensions: Diameter, 26.0 feet east-west; 27.0 feet north-south. Depth of pit

from present surface, 3.0 feet.

Pit icalls: Vertical unfaced midden and native soils.

Floor: Trampled bottom of the pit.

Roof supports: Five primary central posts arranged around the central fire

basin. Other large posts were spaced at irregular intervals

around the perimeter of the house floor and interspaced with

a ring of smaller posts, some of which may have supported a

sort of bench or platform as well as afforded storage racks.

Entranceway : No such feature could be determined. It was probably thought

to have joined the structure from the west or northwest if such

a feature ever existed.

Firepits: Large centrally located basin filled with compact whitish ash. Slightly

to the east-northeast was a smaller firepit containing firmly packed

whitish ash.

Hearths: Several were scattered around the perimeter of the floor.

Floor pits: Five such pits occupied positions within the floor of the structure.

Three were bell shaped and filled with some ash, midden material,

and a few artifacts. One such pit was filled completely with the

disarticulated bones of an antelope. The smaller cache pits con-

tained a few projectile points or scrapers.

FEATURE 34

Shape: Circular in outline.

Dimensions: Diameter, ca. 40.0 feet east-west; 30.0 feet north-south. Depth of

pit from present surface, 3.5 feet.

Pit walls: Unfaced refuse and native soil.

Floor: Trampled bottom of pit.

Roof supports: Four primary posts and a row of posts outlining the floor area.

Some of the smaller floor posts may have served as supports

for benches or platforms as well as storage racks.

Entrance passageway : Opening to the west. There were some well-defined post-

holes on each side of the entranceway and this sloped

slightly upward.
Floor pits: One vertical-sided pit just to the north of the entranceway that

might have contained a wooden mortar. To the north of this was
a small cache pit slightly bell shaped in cross section. To the east

of the mortar pit was a small basin-shaped pit containing a few
sherds.

Firepit: Centrally located basin filled with compact whitish ash that was super-

imposed upon an earlier hearth area.

Associations: None.

Comments: This structure was found to the east of a surface depression and

showed no relationship to the depression.
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Figure 30.—Feature 32, Hosterman site.

FEATURE 32

Shape: Rectangular with rounded corners.

Dimensions: 32.0 feet by ? feet. Depth of pit from present surface, 2.0 feet to

2.3 feet.

Pit icalls: Unfaced refuse and native soil.

Postholes: Holes indicate wall posts were rather small, averaging between 0.25

foot to 0.3 foot in diameter. These were very definite in outline but

rather shallow, which would seem to indicate that posts leaned

against some sort of support and were not firmly planted into the

ground.

661-932—64 12
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Floor: Trampled bottom of the pit.

Roof supports: Several large posts were arranged in the walls which were prob-

ably crotched and upon which stringers were placed. No
post was found to support the central portion of the roof.

Entranceway: A concentration of pestholes occurred in the vicinity of the in-

side entrance to the house, a fact which may indicate that some

sort of screen or baffle was constructed here as a windbreak.

There was an absence of any step down into the house from the

entranceway, which opened to the northwest with a slight curve

at the opening.

Firepit: It is not certain that the hearth uncovered actually belonged with this

structure.

Moor pits: A number of large refuse and cache pits were found within the

confines of the structure; they appeared to be secondary.

Associations: None.

Comments: The fill was practically sterile within the structure. About 0.15 foot

above the floor there occurred a change in color and texture of

soil. It appeared to be of humic origin. A few bits of midden

were scattered throughout this deposit. Whenever a large cache

or midden pit was found there occurred a corresiwnding break in

this stratum, indicating a secondary origin for these features.

CACHE PITS

In general, cache pits were of two general shapes : bell shaped with

narrow mouths and flaring out toward the bottom, and comparatively

shallow saucer-shaped ones.

Bell-shaped pits varied considerably as to size. Most of these were

fairly large and deep but there were a few that were much smaller and

relatively shallow. The latter occurred mostly inside structures and

the larger ones were scattered throughout the village area and outside

of houses. Pits of this shape were found to originate at depths rang-

ing from 2.0 feet to 2.6 feet from the present surface.

On the other hand, saucer-shaped pits showed greater variation as to

overall size and depth. Pits of this shape originated at greater depths,

from the present surface, ranging from 3.2 feet to 4.5 feet. Some ap-

parently were borrow pits, where the soil was obtained to cover the

outsides of their houses. Later these were used as midden disposal

areas.

Whether these points of origin designated their relative age within

the site is suspected as an index but when the contents of both types

were compared there was practically very little difference in the gen-

eral overall contents. The bell-shaped pits were always richer in cul-

tural remains, whereas the saucer-shaped pits were more or less on

the lean side. From all appearances the earlier ceramic forms would

seem to be confined to the saucer-shaped pits.

Plotting the depths of the origins of both types of pits on a chart

shows, more clearly, the placement and separation of the types as to

depths (fig. 31).
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Figure 31.—Origin of various shaped pits, Hosterman site.

SLAUGHTERING OR BUTCHERING AREAS

Four unique features, 12, 13, 14, and 19, distinctive for the Hoster-

man site, were uncovered. These consisted of large basin-shaped pits

with parts of articulated bison remains resting within. Not all por-

tions were articulated. The appearance of the remains would sug-

gest either slaughtering or butchering areas; possibly both functions

were represented.

Being basin shaped, the top of Feature 12 was first picked up at a

depth of 3.5 feet from the present surface. Three-tenths of a foot

deeper the outline of the pit was distinct. At this depth it measured

8.0 feet in maximum length and 7.0 feet in maximum width. Later

the base of the pit was found to be comparatively flat and at a depth

of 6.7 feet from the present surface. Inside were not only the articu-

lated sections of vertebrae, and individual bones, but the skulls of two

bisons. From the arrangement of the bones, it was surmised that

this was a slaughtering or butchering area inside the village proper

and that animals were brought in, butchered, and the unwanted

sections discarded.
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The larger and heavier of the two skulls, apparently that of a bull,

with complete mandibles still in proper articulative position, had both

horns missing. These apparently were severed from the skull by

means of heavy blows with a stone maul or some similar object. The
fact that the lower jaws were complete and still in proper place would
exclude the idea that the tongue, a prized delicacy, was removed by
the people of the Hosterman village site. The other, a badly decayed

light skull of either a female or a calf, still retained both of its horns.

From the general appearances, it likewise had not been mutilated to

secure the brains, tongue, or muzzle.

The presence of these two comparatively whole skulls, the articu-

lated sections of vertebrae, scapula, as well as individual bones, all

within a small confined and constructed area, attest to the fact that

these animals were transported into the village from some unknown
distance and dressed there. Since there were no artifacts within the

pit or closely associated with these remains, we could not determine

whether these animals were killed by means of bows and arrows,

spears, bison kills, or were drowned in the nearby river and dragged

to the village to be butchered.

Feature 13 resembled Feature 12 in that the basic characteristics

were the same: the comparatively round, shallow, basin-shaped pit

that contained not only individual bones but whole sections of animals

still in articulative condition. This specially constructed pit orig-

inated at a depth of 4.5 feet from the present surface, measured 7.8 feet

in maximum length, 6.4 feet in maximum width, with a depth of 2.9

feet. Resting therein were the articulative hindquarters of a single

bison together with its caudal vertebrae. The impression was that the

flesh of this particular animal was mostly wasted, for most choice cuts

are derived from this part of the animal. There is no telling whether

the Hostermanites cut away the heavy flesh from the bones, took the

kidneys and kidney fat, and left the undisturbed bones to be covered

over with clean wind-blown material as we found them.

Feature 14 has been labeled as "slaughtering area number 3," in that

it, too, conformed to the generalized pattern established by both Fea-

tures 12 and 13. Like the others, the pit was found at a depth of 4.5

feet from the present surface ; it was saucer shaped ; it measured 6.8

feet in maximum length, 4.8 feet in maximmn width, and had a vertical

depth of 1.2 feet. Resting therein were sections of vertebral columns,

all articulated, and portions of leg bones. Like the former areas this

feature was barren of any midden material. Clean, wmdblown sand

surrounded the bones. This was the smallest of the slaughtering areas.

Feature 19, the largest of the slaughtering areas, had its origin 4.5

feet below the present ground surface. It measured 10.6 feet in

maximum length, 10.0 feet in maximum width, and had a vertical
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depth of 2.5 feet. This pit, like Feature 12, contained the skulls of

two adult animals, together with individual bones, articulated sections

of vertebral columns, and other portions all in proper alinement.

Horn cores were intact and the muzzle portions were not complete, a

fact which may indicate that portions of the nasal cartilages and

upper lips were removed. White (1954, p. 167) surmised that these

portions were probably considered a delicacy similar to those of the

moose, which the northern Indians converted into a rich stew. From
the appearance of the skulls these portions were removed while in

the butchering area.

Caudal vertebrae of one individual were in place, indicating that the

tail was not always removed along with the hide.

Superimposed above this feature were a number of random post

molds. A sterile layer of loess and sand, 1.3 feet in thickness, sepa-

rated the two features. None of the postholes were deep enough to

penetrate into the mouth of the slaughtering area. There is a definite

time differential between the two.

All four of the butchering areas had their origin at a greater depth

than any of the other features located. This would indicate that they

represented the primary occupancy of the site. Whether this was the

nucleus out of which the village was established or was just a hunting

campsite could not be determined, since only a very small portion of

the site was investigated through excavation. I lean toward the

theory that these were probably the remains of an early hunting camp
near a place that bison frequented, since there were no -cultural re-

mains found in direct association with these features.

MIDDEN PITS

After a time lapse and at a higher level in the site, we found that

the midden pits, which were probably early borrow pits, tended to be

saucer shaped and fairly shallow, with the exception of Features 10

and 20. Feature 10 had a vertical depth of 4.1 feet ; Feature 20 had a

vertical depth of 5.3 feet. Other saucer-shaped pits were : Features 2,

3, 15, 16, 23, 24, 27, 33, and 35. Feature 35 was the shallowest of the

series, being only 0.3 foot in depth, and Feature 16 was the deepest,

being 2.2 feet in depth. Some were circular in outline, another was
quasi-rectangular with rounded base, and one had an irregular outline

with walls sloping in toward the center. All contained some midden
mixed with loess. Depths from the present surface ranged from 3.2

feet to 3.8 feet (see chart of depths for the various types of pits

(fig. 31)).

Deviating from the norm were Features 10 and 12. Instead, their

contents appeared to have been richly mixed with humus and very

loosely inserted into the pits. In other features the pit fill leaned
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toward the compact and had to be troweled out. In Features 10 and

12 the fill could be lifted out by the unaided hand.

The rest of the pits originated between 2.0 feet and 2.8 feet. These

were bell shaped and probably were initially intended for storage

purposes. When no longer needed or used for storage, they were con-

verted into midden disposal areas. Their overall sizes varied. Some
contained more midden material than others, but in general they fol-

lowed a pattern. ( See table 1.

)

Table 1.

—

Pit measurements (feet) <md general shapes

Feature No.
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dium to coarse, and there is a common tendency to develop internal

cleavage planes parallel to the vessel walls that is mainly due to the

method of manufacture. All vessels were either modeled or made by

using the paddle and anvil method. Insofar as we can determine, all

of the vessels were basically jar shaped, globular in outline with ver-

tical or S-shaped necks, and medium to large in size. Vertical necks

are medium to high; some with slightly everted rims. There are

various modifications in the S-shaped variety. Vertical types pre-

dominated over the S-shaped variety. A few miniature and unusual

forms are present but they constitute only a fractional part of the

ceramic complex. Handles, although of various shapes, are not nu-

merous.

Most of the sherds—since this is a study based solely on sherds rather

than on whole vessels—have smoothed exterior surfaces, but there is

strong evidence that a grooved or thong-wrapped paddle was used

during the last stages of manufacture and later this exterior surface

treatment was partially or entirely smoothed over. The paddle stria-

tions covering the major part of the exterior surface are vertical or

nearly so. Once the exterior surface has been smoothed it may be

given a number of different treatments. Necks may be vertically

brushed and the upper parts incised; the shoulders may be incised,

covered with the original simple stamp, brushed, or even smoothed

over and left plain. Lips, upper rims, and shoulders were the favorite

portions of vessels to be treated. They may be incised, punctated,

impressed, pinched, or left plain.

As in other archeological areas of the United States, entirely too

much stress has been placed on the ceramics in the Plains. In truth,

this trait was only one of the many that made up the economy of these

people; however, there are many other traits, though of less perma-
nence, that were of greater importance to the makers and users of these

forms. Only because of its permanence and durability does pottery

overshadow, in quantity, the rest of the cultural remains. Then, too,

it does reflect considerable responsiveness to cultural changes, through
time and space, in the kinds of decoration used, the shapes of the ves-

sels themselves, methods of manufacture, and other features.

Wheeler's (1954, pp. 3-4) definitions for morphological parts of the

vessel have been standardized as follows: "The lip is the juncture of

the exterior and interior surfaces of the rim; the rim is the section

between the orifice and the neck; the neck is the point of maximum
constriction, or the point of marked change in trend or direction of

the vessel; the shoulder area is the space between the neck and the

point of maximum diameter of the vessel." (See fig. 32.)

Before going into the morphological details of the pottery remains,

I must say that I am in close agreement with Lehmer (1951) and
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Figure 32.—Landmarks on pottery vessel, Hosterman site.

Smitli (1951) in regard to the methodology used in typing Plains

pottery, so ideas similar to theirs need not be repeated here. Like

Smith, I, too, was confronted with the problem of associating not only

the exterior surface treatment with rim decoration but with lip deco-

ration and treatment as well.

The Hosterman site pottery description is based on a total of 75,814

body sherds, 3,155 rim sherds, and 5 possibly restorable vessels that

were never restored.

The pottery was first washed in the field laboratory at Lincoln,

Nebr., and the rim sherds were sorted and cataloged. The body sherds

were not cataloged individually, as were the rim sherds, but were

grouped according to the square, depth, and feature from which they

. were derived. In making the ceramic analysis, the body sherds were

i first studied en masse in order to acquire a reasonable working knowl-
• edge of the exterior surface treatments so as to avoid making certain

snap judgments based upon misconceptions as to what should be

found. Once the body sherds were studied and analyzed they were

resacked according to the lot bags.

CLASSIPICATION OF BODY SHERDS AS TO EXTERIOR TREATMENT

All of the body sherds were classified, according to the exterior sur-

face treatment, into eight main categories: plain^ 42.16 percent;

slmple-sta'niped^ 40.09 percent; incised, 13.96 percent; trushed, 2.19

percent; curvilinear-stamped, 0.84 percent; cord-impressed, 0.22 per-

cent; mat-impressed, 0.18 percent; fabric-impressed, 0.12 percent.
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The minor types were : painted^ 0.06 percent ; 'punctated^ 0.05 percent

;

pinched ridged^ 0.01 percent; fingemail pinched^ 0.01 percent; and

corncob-impressed^ 0.01 percent.

Out of the various types present there are four main wares : plain,

simple-stamped, incised, and brushed. Percentages of these were

plotted, according to our arbitrary levels within the site, on a com-

mon graph to determine their trends. This superimposition of wares

reveals that the plain, simple-stamped, and incised follow almost iden-

tical advancements and declines throughout their existence, but

brushed described a different curve for the first five levels within the

site. On the next to the top level (sixth from the bottom) all were in

fair agreement, proceeding along similar curves up to the time that

the site was abandoned. Brushed had advanced steadily, even though

it had a late start, and had gained prominence over the other three,

percentagewise, before the sixth level was reached. All of this is

shown on the graph (fig. 33)

.

Table 2.

—

Composite data on 'body sherds, Hosterman site (39P07)
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ARBITRARY LEVELS USED IN THE EXCAVATION
OFTHE HOSTERMAN SITE

o
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Figure 33,—Pottery trend within Hosterman site.

the larger particles protrude on the surface; this occurs mostly on the

interior surfaces where the vessels have been roughly smoothed or brushed.

Freshly broken edges have a granular appearance, depending somewhat
on the quantity and the aplastic coarseness.

Texture: Medium to coarse and at times flaky.

Cohesive tendency: There is a tendency for the walls to split into unequal

sections owing to the method of manufacture.
Structure: Tendency toward lamination. Easily splits parallel to the sur-

face, and edges are crumbly.
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Color: Color varies from a light tan, buff, and gray, and often a sooty

black. Fire clouds are common on the lighter colored sherds. Cross

section may be the same as the surface or it may have a darker center.

SuBFACE FINISH : In most cases the paddle was used on the exterior surface during

manufacture. It was wrapped with some sort of vegetal fiber or gut or was
roughly carved. The overall design of parallel grooves was repeated, the

application of the paddle imparting grooves and lands. Grooves measure

roughly 3 mm. in width by 15 or more mm. in length. The lands are round

to round pointed and the grooves are U-shaped in cross section and somewhat
rounded in general shape. Usually the stamping is vertical to the lip but

there are rare eases when the stamping occurs on a slight diagonal to the

Up. The initial stamped design apparently covered the complete exterior

surface of the vessel but this was either completely eradicated through sub-

sequent smoothing or partially obliterated by brushing. Interior surfaces

may be roughly smoothed or brushed. Occasionally one appears to have been

semiburnished by having been rubbed with a pebble or some other hard sub-

stance. When brushing occurred interiorly it was always applied horizontally

to the main axis of the vessel and parallel to the lip. Decoration varies with

the component types. Decoration of lips is frequent. Decoration on shoulders

consists of series of parallel lines arranged in opposition to each other, in

contiguous plats forming a broad continuous band around the vessel. Bases

were imtreated except for the initial surface treatment,

DETAILED STUDY OF BODY SHERDS

During the process of manufacture some sort of paddle was applied

to the outside of the vessel. It was either carved with a series of shal-

low parallel ridges or wrapped with narrow strips of leather, the

results of which show up as a series of shallow parallel lands and

troughs that cover practically the entire outside of the vessel. Usually

these impressions run vertically, but over the base of the vessel they

may overlap and crisscross. Such treatment has been described as

"simple-stamping." Wares impressed with a carved paddle had more
regular impressions and shoAV a uniformity of depth, whereas the

leather wrappings were not as regularly placed and there was some

variation in the overall depth and width of the impressions.

Plain wares are those whose exterior surfaces were smoothed over

completely so as to eradicate any previous surface treatment. Some
were subsequently rubbed, sometimes with a small stone, or a similar

object, to impart a pseudopolish or burnish. Vessels treated in this

way were much smoother than those that were simply smoothed by

hand.

Decorations of incised elements were confined to various portions

of the vessel : the lip, rim, or shoulder area. They were confined to

zones around these areas. Decorations that had repetitious elements

within the zone have been called "line block" in this report. There is

wide variation as to the metliod of rendition, the width of the ele-

ments themselves, and the placement of the designs. Some decorations
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Figure 34.—Horizontal parallel incised rim sherd.

show that a very sharply pointed instrument was used, resulting in a

very narrow line of moderate depth. Others, of a trailing nature, were

made by using a wide blunt-bladed implement, resulting in a wide,

coarse, shallow, trouglilike line showing a poor sense of symmetry and
touch. The design was not only carelessly drawn but it was not

always complete (fig. 34) . This kind has been called Nordvold Hori-

zontal Incised. These are the extremes ; there are some that range in

between.

Brushing was confined mostly to the exterior neck and upper shoul-

der areas. It was also associated with various other exterior surface

treatments. Some brushing, in which parallel strokes were used, oc-

curred in the upper portion of throat areas, but this was not a prev-

alent practice. The areas that were brushed carried a series of

sharply defined parallel vertical or horizontal scratches either at right

angle to the lip or parallel to the lip and appeared to be the result of

using a bundle of coarse grass or small twigs.

Several sherds were noticed bearing red pigment mostly on the in-

terior. These showed that some sort of slurry made of powdered
ocher was applied. None of the vessels appeared to have been fired

after this application of the pigment, which, at the present time, could

easily be brushed off onto the finger as it was rubbed across the sur-

face. This color can truly be called a "fugitive red" even though some
of the pigment had worked its way into the natural pores of the

vessel walls and in so doing had given the surface a faint pinkish or

reddish hue. This trait was checked under a microscope a number of

times and it was seen that the porosity of the vessel walls was just a

"natural" for absorbing this material.

Wlienever cord impressions occurred, they were confined to the rim,

the lip, or to the upper portions of the shoulder area. Cord impres-

sions on the lip were rare, but they were numerous enough so that

various types of treatment could be determined. They occurred either

as a series of parallel impressions running straight across the lip, or at

a diagonal, or as a series of parallel impressions covering most of

the lip as they encircled the vessel. Practically all of the cord was
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of the right-hand twist. Diameters varied somewhat, even on the same

vessel ; but on the average it measured around 1 mm.
In the group of body sherds there were several whose exterior sur-

faces were extra rough. When a positive impression was made of this

treatment, with the aid of plastic clay, it was found that some sort of

coarse fabric had been used. This fabric was not applied flat but was

apparently wadded up and then applied, hence the term "fabric-

impressed." On a few sherds we found that a coarse mat impression

covered very limited portions of the exterior surface. These sherds

were small and we could not determine how extensively this technique

had been used.

We noted that in several instances corncobs had been used to

roughen the exterior surfaces of vessels. This practice was apparently

not common, for we found only a limited number of sherds treated in

this fashion.

Among the rare forms were a small number of plain sherds that were

from scattered positions within the site. They were of a curious green

color, more of a bile green, on the exterior, which seemed to go through

the entire thickness of the wall. They were made of a hard and

homogeneous paste, and their exteriors were very carefully smoothed.

The tliickness of each is uniform, ranging from 1.5 mm. to 3.0 mm.
We could not determine their source or where they would fit into the

general picture.

LIP TREATMENT

Lips were of many forms: they were simple-rounded^ -flattened,

rounded and -flattened, inward heveled, outward teveled, reinforced

and heveled, reinforced and rounded, and even folded (see lip profiles,

figs. 35 and 36).

Lips had been given several types of treatments. They were

smoothed or left plain; ticked or "tooled" in various ways with dif-

ferent size sticks or other tools or ticked by having sections of cords

impressed across them; incised by having herringbone designs

drawn across them; punctated in various manners; indented by

pinching the unfired clay into undulations or indentations ; impressed

with a number of twisted cord elements running parallel with the lip

;

given a wavy effect by pressure of the finger on either side of the lip

;

or given the stab-and-drag treatment with a rounded, pointed, or

squared pointed implement resulting in a line of shallow punctations.

Lips that were punctated, in some instances in the literature were

referred to as "tool impressed," impressed with a rounded, squared, or

pyramidal pointed stick; the size and the shape of the impression

depending on the actual outline of the tool and the amount of pressure

used to bring about this effect. Some impressions were narrow, others
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Han dies

Figure 35.—Vertical rim profiles, Hosterman site.
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26 34 35

Figure 36.—S-shaped rim profiles, Hosterman site.
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were placed squarely across the lip, and others were at a diagonal;

some impressions appeared to have been made by a single miit and

others appeared to have been made by a double unit. Wliether a stick

or a sliver of bone was actually used to bring about this effect could

not be ascertained. Cord elements of various diameters were used in

this same manner with the impressions rmming either parallel with

the lip, at right angles to it, or at a diagonal across the lip. Lip

punctations varied exceedingly from small to large : those that were

comma-shaped, teardrop, or oval in outline. There were a few whose

punctations were tantalizingly irregular both as to outline and

depth. From plaster casts taken to secure a positive of the element

used, it appears that bits of rough textiles were pressed into the pli-

able lip, creating these irregular, uneven, and unequal indentations.

Then, too, there were impressions that were usually made by apply-

ing the tip or one side of a blunt implement. Some impressions were

shallow, circular, and saucer shaped in outline and spaced fairly close

to one another. In a few instances a squared or very roughly pointed

implement was used in place of the rounded-tip tool, but the technique

of rendition and the results were the same. 'V\nienever the side of the

implement was used, the resulting impressions were elongated and

trough-shaped in that both ends were open. They were either at

right angles to the sides of the lip or drawn at a diagonal.

This leads to the next technique in that these same two implements,

but of smaller sizes, were used in a "stab-and-drag" teclinique in which

the implement was thrust or pushed into the moist clay. Without

withdrawing the tool it was dragged or pulled a short distance; this

was then repeated over and over again, resulting in a line of intercon-

nected impressions. In so doing, the terminal part of the former

drag was pushed in, somewhat marring the sharpness.

Herringbone designs on lips were of the widest variation. Some
were rendered with very finely pointed tools and carefully drawn or

incised, whereas at the other extreme are those whose elements were

drawn with a very blunt instrument, at times deeply inserted into the

lip. Usually those of tlie thin line elements were regular and care-

fully drawn, whereas the coarser the rendition the more careless it was.

If, by chance, the vessel should have had a handle or handles, this

same treatment was usually carried over onto these features.

Finger indentations of the lips were of two kinds. They could be

pressed in from the sides to give the rim a sort of undulating effect

or pressed down directly upon the lip to give it a scalloped or a wavy
vertical effect. In some, where the latter method was used, the

intervals were fairly regular, while in others the intervals were irregu-

lar and the amount of pressure used varied from point of contact to

point of contact; in other words, the "trough" varied in depth and was
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not at all consistent. Tliis same scalloped effect was brought about by

pressing some rodlike tool onto the plastic lip. The intervals between

pressure points were never uniform. Wlienever pressure was brought

to bear vertically upon the lip it caused a certain amount of thicken-

ing to that feature. Wlienever pressure was applied at right angles

to the lip the areas affected were thinned so that the intervening

portion of the lip was thicker than the area worked on (fig. 40, a-d).

Type name : "Le Beau Finger Indented" (pi. 19, A,h).

Type mateeial : 142 sherds.

Form:
Rims: Vertical to gently flaring.

Lips: Lips were rounded in preparation to being treated with the finger.

After this the lips were broadened in the area by the downward
pressure, bringing about a certain amount of thickening. Whenever
finger pressure was applied alternately to the interior and exterior a

wavy effect was created and the thickness of the walls was reduced.

Thickness : Vessel walls varied from 3 to 5 mm. in thickness.

Vessel form: Probably globular in shape, rounded shoulders, and straight

to slightly fiaring neck.

Decoration:

Variant A: Like the type description of Hurt's (1957 a, p. 39) these

rims were indented by applying the finger from the interior and ex-

terior in an alternating pattern giving a wavy effect.

Variant B: In this case the pressure was brought directly downward
from the top of the lip giving a scalloped effect. The difference be-

tween pressure points may vary. Some may be a continuous group;

others were spaced with an alternate plain area. In every case the

lips were rounded.

Steatigeaphic position : Hurt has found that this type of pottery was as-

sociated with the Le Beau Focus at the Swan Creek site (39WW7) and that

percentagewise there was a tendency to increase with time.

Ticked lines across the lips, frequently referred to in the Plains

literature as "tool impressed," have the widest variation as to width,

length, and the amount of pressure used to bring about this effect. On
some of the specimens the lines were very thin, short, and exceedingly

shallow. On others the lines were long enough to reach completely

across the lip and were both wide and deep. Still others were made at

an angle.

Inside measurements of the orifices of jars showed that there was
not a great variation. Openings ranged from 10.3 cm. to 21.7 cm.

(See Appendix 4.)

REM FORMS AND THEIR TREATMENT

Rims of the plain, incised, brushed, and cord-marked wares were
separated. It was found that all shared common basic characteristics

in temper, method of manufacture, texture, hardness, color, surface

finish, and general vessel form. All types are primarily groups of

similar rim forms decorated in more or less the same general way.

661-932—64 13
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34 3S

Figure 37.—S-shaped rim decorations
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Eims are of two main shapes, depending upon the configuration of

the neck : vertical and S-shaped. Vertical rims ranged from short to

tall and a few had the tendency to flare slightly at the top. There are

several minor rim types present, but these are of limited number.

After the rims were separated according to the two rim forms, they

were next separated according to lip treatment, for I found this com-

bination to be most diagnostic and one that was fairly sensitive.

Each rim type was further subdivided according to the final

exterior surface treatment of the rim. These include such treatments

as: incised with a series of horizontal parallel lines; plain after

smoothing; incised with a series of either short vertical and/or di-

agonal lines; herringbone incised; a zone of either conjoining parallel

lines or chevrons arranged as a band around the tip of the neck or rim,

called lime hlocJc; cord-impressed; simple-stamped; and brushed. In

separating the rim sherds into the various types it was necessary to

take into consideration three main factors: (1) the general configura-

tion of the rim, (2) the treatment of the lip area, and (3) the final

exterior surface treatment of the rim or neck area.

After all separation and counts had been made and tallied, it was
found that 1,592 were vertical rims, 1,039 were S-shaped, and 524 were

too fragmentary or incomplete to make positive classification possible.

There are four types of vertical necks: (1) those that are almost

vertical with just the slightest degree of outward flaring near the

top (pi. 15, yl, a)
; (2) those that are almost vertical with the exception

of being slightly barrel shaped (pi. 19, 5, e, fig. 38) ; (3) those that

have vertical necks surmounted with a certain amount of rim thick-

ening (pi. 15, B, a) ; and (4) those that were short and flared out-

wardly at the top (pi. 16, B,a).

Figure 38.—Barrel-shaped rim, simple stamped rim sherd.
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S-sliaped rims were curved, flattened, or short with an acute angle.

In either type the zone of decoration was confined mostly to the upper

portion of the figure "S" (pis. 17 and 18 ; fig. 36)

.

Type name: Hosterman S-shaped rims (resembling typical Le Beau series).

Type material : 1,039 rims or 32.9 percent of all rims.

Exterior surface treatments:

(1) Horizontal parallel line incised—372 rims, 35.8 percent (pi. 17, B;
fig. 37, 1-6).

(2) Line block—277 rims, 26.7 percent (fig. 37, 19-31 )

.

(3) Plain—138 rims, 13.8 percent.

(4) Herringbone incised—124 rims, 11.9 percent (pi. 15, B, a; fig. 37,

14-18).

(5) Vertical and/or diagonal line incised—66 rims, 6.4 percent (fig. 37,

7-13).

(6) Cord-impressed—62 rims, 5.9 percent (pi. 20, A, a-d; fig. 37, 32-36).

Paste:

All, with the exception of a very few, showed the general traits listed and

described for the Hosterman pottery.

Forms
Rims: There was quite a variation in the S-shaped and so-called collared

rims.

Lips: Since this was one of the variables, considerable variation was noted:

(1) Ticked or tooled lips—546 lips, 52.6 percent of all lips.

( 2 ) Plain—309 lips, 28.8 percent.

(3) Herringbone incised—138 lips, 13.3 percent.

(4) Punctated—45 lips, 4.3 percent.

(5) Finger indented—1 lip.

Vessel form: Globular bodies with constricted necks with rather high rims.

In some the curve is pronounced ; in others the upper portion of the curve

tends to be flattened somewhat.

Strattgraphio position : S-shaped rims were found in all levels of occupation at

the Hosterman site and fragments of these same vessels were widely scattered.

Table 3.

—

Types and num'bers of S-shaped rim sherds, Hosterman site {39P07)
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Lips: Several lip treatments were represented in this group

:

1. Plain and rounded—^239 lips, 28.5 percent of lips.

2. Ticked or tooled—497 lips, 59.2 percent of lips.

3. Herringbone incised—80 lips, 9.5 percent of lips.

4. Punctated—23 lips, 2.8 percent of lips.

Decobation : A zone of incised decoration was confined to the upper portion of

the S-shaped rims, excluding lip treatment. Design techniques consisted of in-

cising, including broad trailing, sometimes combined with punctations (fig. 39,

a, 6, c). There is a wide latitude in the design form from the simplest, which
is a series of horizontal parallel lines crudely drawn across the upper portion

of the neck. In certain vessels these lines were interspersed with an equal

number of herringbone elements, or were bordered either at the top or bottom
with punctations, or short diagonal lines. Then, there were rows of vertical or

diagonal incised lines with their combinations ; herringbone designs ; opposed

diagonals ; lineated bands framed by diagonals : broad incised diagonals

;

broad-trailed diagonals ; and curvilinear "rainbows" on a lineate field.

Plain S-shaped eims : 138 rims ; 13.2 percent of rims.

Fobm:
Rims: Same as for incised.

Lips: Same as for incised with the addition of finger indented—1.

Decobation : Surface has been smoothed after being paddled. No decoration

applied.

Cord-impbessed S-shaped eims : 62 rims, 6.0 percent of rims.

Form:
Rims: Same as for incised.

Lips : The four basic lip treatments still apply with the exception that four

additional sherds were present whose lips were crossed with cord impres-

sions.

Decobation : Type A (Le Beau Horizontal Cord Impressed) has a series of hori-

zontal cord impressions running parallel in the series starting just below the

outer edge of the lip and continued down over the major part of the upper
curve of the S-shaped rim. Type B (Rygh Rainbow Corded) has its series

of horizontal parallel impressions interrupted by the insertion of a rainbow
element made by impressing short segments of cords in this fashion to create

this effect.

CoRD-iMPRESSED S-SHAPED RIMS : 62 rims, 6.0 percent of rims. These resemble
the Le Beau Horizontal Corded of Hurt's (1957 b, p. 41, fig. 21, 5) type descrip-

tion and a few are identical with the Rygh Rainbow Corded (ibid., p. 42, fig.

21, 1). Both of these types are well described and illustrated by Hurt so

there will be no need to repeat these here.

Rim decoration (fig. 37, 7-12), on vertical necked vessels with

rounded lips, resembles the "unnamed" ware of Hewes (1949, pp. 59-

60, pi. VI, a,h) of the Heart Butte Campsite, 32GT1, North Dakota.

As indicated by Hewes this ware resembles one from the Burgois

or Double Ditch site on the Missouri River, North Dakota (Will and
Spinden, 1906, fig. 40, a) and from sites in the Upper Missouri Valley,

North Dakota (Will and Hecker, 1944, pi. 6) all of which date in

the late I7th and early 18th centuries.

Rim decoration (fig. 37, 32 and 33), wliich is cord impressed on S-

shaped rims with rounded lips, resembles part of the "unnamed" ware
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Figure 39.—Line-block zonal decorations.
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of Hewes (1949, p. 60, pi. VI, c) from the Heart Butte Campsite,

North Dakota, 32GT1, which is similar to "pottery in many Upper
Missouri River village sites of the Mandan-Hidatsa culture, specifi-

cally Sperry, Larson, Fort Lincoln, 32SI4 near Fort Yates, Hagen
site (Mulloy, 1942). Pottery of this general type covers a wide area

m the North Plains and probably several centuries of time." (Ibid.,

pp. 59-61.)

Rim decoration (fig. 37, 35 and 36) on S-shaped rims resembles a

ware illustrated by Hewes (1949, pi. VI, d, q) with the exception that

the pottery from the Heart Butte Rockshelter, 32GT5, North Dakota,

is cord-impressed and the sherds from the Hosterman site, 39P07, are

for the most part incised (fig. 40, A, i). There is a certain amount of

this same cord-impressed ware at the Hosterman site, but it is not

abundant (pi. 20)

.

Rim decoration (fig. 37, 3If.) resembles Hurt's (1957 b, fig. 25, 2a^

2h) IjQ Beau Cord-wrapped rod designs as well as Rygh Rainbow
corded. The difference between the Le Beau Cord-wrapped rod and
the Hosterman cord-impressed is only in the element used. Those
from Le Beau used cord-wrapped rods, and those from the Hosterman
used sections of cords (fig. 40, ^) . The placement of the elements on S-

shaped rims of the Hosterman site and Rygh Rainbow Corded is identi-

cal. Whether there is a time differential is not known at the present

time, but it is suspected that the treatment of the Hosterman group pre-

cedes that of the Le Beau and the Rygh forms.

Type name : Hosterman Vertical rims (fig. 35)

.

Type material: 1,592 rims; 50.5 percent of rims.

Exterior surface treatments

:

1. Plain—579 rims, 36.4 percent of rims.

2. Horizontal parallel incised lines—397 rims, 24.9 percent of rims.

3. Brushed—245 rims, 15.4 percent of rims.

4. Simple-stamped—232 rims, 14.6 percent of rims.

5. Line block incised—53 rims, 3.3 percent of rims.

6. Herringbone incised—42 rims, 2.6 percent of rims.

7. Cord-impressed—27 rims, 1.7 percent of rims.

8. Vertical and/or diagonal lined incised—17 rims, 1.1 percent of rims.

Paste : All showed the general traits described for the Hosterman pottery.

Form:
Rims: There was some variation in the overall height and some that had a

slight tendency to be everted at the very top, but on the whole they are
fairly uniform.

Lips: Since this is one of the variables in determining types we found that

there is quite a range in lip treatment, thus

:

1. Herringbone incised—494 lips, 31.0 percent of lips.

2. Ticked or tooled—462 lips, 29.0 percent of lips.

3. Punctated—394 lips, 24.8 percent of lips.

4. Finger indented—142 lips, 8.9 percent of lips.

5. Plain—96 lips, 6.0 percent of lips.

6. Cord-impressed

—

i lips, 0.3 percent of lips.

Vessel form: Globular-bodied vessels with vertical necks.
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Stratigkaphic position : Vertical-necked vessels were found in all levels of oc-

cupation within the areas explored at the Hosterman site, and often frag-

ments of the same vessel would appear widely scattered.

Table 4.

—

Types and, numbers of vertical rim sherds (Hosterman site, S9P07)
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Similar treatment occurred on Wheeler Horizontal Incised from the

Scalp Creek site and the La Roche site (Hurt, 1952, p. 13 ; fig. 14, 1-3) ,

and Nordvold Horizontal Incised (Wilmeth, 1958, fig. 17).

A variation of this design was brought about by breaking the lines

and filling in the gaps with interconnecting herringbone designs,

thus:

The intervals between the lines varied considerably on some speci-

mens and on others were very carefully drawn. Those that were

carelessly drawn had the lines wandering either upward or downward
or even inserted small segments that started anywhere and ended

nowhere.

Other variations of the horizontal parallel line patterns consist of

the series of parallel lines delimited by a row of short diagonal dashes,

delimited by a row of punctates, surmounted by a row of punctates,

or separated by concentric rainbow designs.

Next in simplicity are those vessels decorated by drawing a row

of diagonal or vertical lines starting just below the juncture of the rim

and the outer edge of the lip and carrying them down a short dis-

tance on the rim (fig. 40, l-^). Variations of this motif consist of an

encircling incised line above the series of lines, an encircling incised

line below the series of lines, a row of punctates delimiting the lines at

their base, or a series of horizontal dashes just below the base of the

lines.

Those incised with herringbone designs may have one or more lines

of this design used as the decorative motif. Variations consist of a

single horizontal incised line drawn above the herringbone design and
separating it from the top of the rim area; delimited by a row of

vertical punctates at the base, or delimited by a row of round or oval

punctates at the base.

The most complex are those decorated with linear geometric de-

signs. These consist of a series of interlocking triangles filled with

horizontal lines, diagonal lines, and herringbone designs. These in-

terlocking triangles may be separated from one another by one to six

parallel lines. Then, too, a row of punctates can appear at the top or

the bottom of the zone of interlocking triangles. In this paper when-
ever any reference is made to this type of decoration the term "line

block" will be used.

Vertical brushing covers not only the rim and neck sections of a

great many vessels but is also found on the upper portions of the

shoulder area. Some of the Talking Crow Brushed types described
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Figure 40.—Rim treatment and decorative zones.

by Carlyle S. Smith (Smith, 1951, pp. 34^37) are almost identical with

some of those found at the Hosterman site. The majority do not fit

into this category.

Ticked line, iNCiSEi*—Type "A"

:

This type consists of a series of horizontal parallel lines which start

just below the lip and cover the entire neck area. Necks are vertical
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to slightly flaring or excurvate. Lines are not carefully drawn or

joined and many are just short segments; some join while others start

and stop without any unity with the rest of the group (fig. 40, e) . On
the whole it portrays a lack of fineness of design and a distinct indica-

tion of a lackadaisical inclination toward the satisfaction of creating

something that has been carefully done. Lines are drawn either with

sharply pointed tools, a form of incising, or with dull, flat-bladed tools,

a form of trailing. Some of the lines are drawn as close together as

2 mm. ; others as far apart as 6 mm.
On the whole, the surface of the neck was smoothed before the lines

were incised upon it, but there are any number that show that the

surface was first brushed and then the incised or trailed lines were

drawn upon this rough surface. Several appear with wavy lines

because the surface was poorly prepared rather than because of the

shakiness of the potter herself.

Perhaps this group can be divided into two subgroups : Ai and Aj.

Ai has a row of diagonal incisions directly beneath the lip and above the

series of horizontally drawn lines.

A2 has a row of punctations below the series of horizontal parallel lines to

set the lines apart from the shoulder area.

Wall thickness varies from slightly under 4 mm. to 8 mm. Color

variation still persists. Soot incrustations are still present. Interiors

are smoothed without any evidence of brushing.

Ticked line, incised—Type "B"

:

The same holds true for type "B" with the exception that there are

no subtypes.
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Color, soot incrustation, brushing on exterior, wavy lines, the way
the lines were incised or trailed, distance apart, type of tool used, and

general appearances are all alike.

Ticked line, incised—Type "C"

:

The same holds true for type "C."

Plain lip, vertical neck that is covered with a series of horizontal

parallel lines. All the characteristics as described for the ticked lip

group apply here. There is one exception. Two specimens have

their lines drawn rather deeply penetrating about half the thickness

of the wall itself.

Punctated.—^All of the characteristics common to the others are

present here. The only difference is in the treatment of the lip itself.

In this case the lip is punctated. Punctations appear to have been

made by

:

(1) Fabric impressions

(2) Round blunt tipped tool

(3) Comma-shaped tool

(4) Teardrop-shaped tool

(5) Small grass stem

(6) Pyramidal-tipped tool

SHOULDER TREATMENT

Shoulders of the various vessels were either simple-stamped (figs.

41-43) plain-smoothed, or incised (figs. 44, 45), and from the pres-

ence of a few black-on-gray painted sherds, it would appear that the

shoulders were occasionally painted with crude geometric designs.

Parts of three medium-sized simple-stamped vessels are miique in

that all of the shoulder areas have been punctated with a series of

large punctates, ca. 12 mm. in diameter. The punctates on two of

the vessels are spaced about equally apart and appear on the upper

part of the shoulder. All are fairly deep. Consequently, nodes ap-

pear on the interiors of the vessels. The pmictates on the third vessel

have been arranged in groups of vertical series, two rows to a series

and four or more punctates to a row. The punctates start just at the

base of the neck constriction or the top of the shoulder and run down-

ward midway onto the body of the vessel (see pi. 20, B, h). The
punctates are not placed in a straight line and appear to have been

made by tapping the vessel quite firmly, while it was still plastic, with

the tip of the finger or some implement of comparable size.

Shoulder incising appears to be quite popular at the Hosterman site.

It consists of various combinations of line-filled triangles (fig. 46),

triangles filled with zigzags, or crude herringbone designs. None can

be said to be very carefully drawn. Apparently, the potters were

not after carefully executed work but rather the effect of the design
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Figure 41.—Restoration of vertical rimmed, simple-stamped vessel.

itself, otherwise, it seems, they would have been more careful in draw-

ing the lines of the design (figs. 45 and 46)

.

HANDLES

Handles on Hosterman vessels are not common (pis. 16, A, a; 17, B

;

18, A; 19, A, a). In the main they are of two varieties: strap (19

specimens) and horizontal lug (16 specimens). Strap handles, as a

rule, are either welded at the lip or are tonguelike elongations of the

lip that curve downward a short distance to be welded or riveted to the

body of the vessel. On the other hand, there are rare instances when
the strap handle may originate just a short distance below the lip, on
the upper portion of the rim, and follow the same pattern as the others

in their basal attaclmient to the walls of the vessel. Most of the strap

handles project horizontally before curving downward to make their
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Figure 42.—Shoulder decoration on large jar sherd, Hosterman site.

juncture. Usually the upper section of all strap handles is much
wider at the top than at the bottom, giving the handles a triangular

appearance. In cross section most are oval near the base, others are

flat, while a few are concavo-convex. Handles of this type may appear

as pairs, opposite each other on opposite sides of the vessel, or they

may be separated by small lugs appearing in the opposite quadrants.

The same design used on the adjoining lip decorates most strap

handles, being simply carried over onto the handle. The design may
be herringbone incised (16 specimens), horizontal cord impressed

(1 specimen), horizontal line incised (1 specimen), or horizontal stab

and drag (1 specimen) (fig. 47). None were left undecorated.

Lug handles are somewhat variable as to shape, size, and place-

ment. Practically all are tonguelike projections off the lip or side

of the vessel. Others may appear lower down on the neck or at the
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Figure 43.—Rim and shoulder area of S-shaped rimmed vessel.

bottom of S-shaped rims. Mostly they are just paired horizontal

projections extending a short distance out from the exterior surface

of the vessel. Almost all appear to have been fashioned at the same

time the vessel was finished off ; only a very few appear to have been

welded onto the vessel afterward. They are roughly triangular in

shape. One rare case is that of an S-shaped rim upon which are five

luglike projections on the upper part of the "S" that are but slight

downward elongations. Each projection is separated by an equal

number of cord-impressed rainbow designs that also appear on the

lugs (pi. 19, B, a) . These are spaced equidistant around the rim of the

vessel. These projections vary in the distance they protrude and

whether they droop, sag, or extend straight out from the sides of the

vessel. As on the strap handles the incised herringbone design is

carried over onto the tops of most of them. Width and length may
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Figure 44.—Line-block design on shoulder area, Hosterman site.

vary as to the width and distance they may protrude. Luglike projec-

tions may vary from 2 to 4 or more to a vessel. They appear to be

evenly spaced around the vessel from what we can determine from the

sherds.

One lug handle, on specimen No. 3372/16, is unique in that it be-

came limp shortly after it was fashioned onto the vessel and dropped
down onto the neck of the vessel forming a very tenuous joint

with it. It appears to have been unintentional but whether it was or

not it would appear to function as an evolutionary trend in explain-

ing the formation of a type of strap handle from the lug type.

VESSEL SHAPES

Vessel shapes appear to lean to globular with vertical and slightly

everted necks, rounded shoulders and bases, with the shoulders dec-

orated with incised motifs and the necks covered with a series of

incised horizontal parallel lines. This type of vessel shape is rather

widespread for it also occurs at the Swan Creek site (39WW7),
Steamboat Creek site (39P01), and the Four Bears site (39DW1),
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Figure 45.—Line-block design on shoulder area, Hosterman site.

all of which are neighboring villages. This does not in any way
suggest a contemporaneity but only an indication of the relative occur-

rence of similar vessel shapes with similar exterior surface treatments

within a temporal and spatial relationship of a very small area.

A large number of vessels had a heavy incrustation of soot which

had adhered to the outside of them, filling in all depressions made
by the various design elements, blotting out all indications that the

vessel was decorated in any manner. This heavy soot incrustation

may be and could be due to the tendency of the potters of the Plains,

as pointed out by Will (1906), and others, to coat the outside of

vessels heavily with grease prior to firing. The intense heat used

6&1-932—64- -14
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Figure 46.—Line diamond design on shoulder area, Hosterman site.

Figure 47.—Handle types showing points of origin.

would change the hydrocarbon into pure carbon consolidating it into

a firm mass surrounding the exterior of the vessel.

PAINTED POTTERY

Three small potsherds found in the large mass of body sherds had

fragmentary designs in black painted on their exteriors. Since none
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of these sherds were very large, it was impossible to determine the

complete design of the original. The basic surface finish of each dif-

fered somewhat. Two of them had their exteriors smoothed before

the paint was applied and the third one still retained the initial simple-

stamped treatment over which the paint was applied. The very

presence of even this small number of painted sherds would render

this site unique since painted designs on the exteriors of vessels are

rare rather than commonplace.

The use of a red pigment on the interiors and some exteriors has

been reported from other sites. This trait appears to be common
enough in the Plains. Even so, it is not too prevalent here at the

Hosterman site ; so this, too, can be classed as a rarity.

MINIATURE VESSELS

Several fragmentary vessels in the form of jars were found in various

areas in the site. Four basic forms are represented. All have two
traits in common : rounded bases and globular bodies.

The smallest of the six miniature vessels, field cat. No. 3428, has the

following measurements based on possible reconstruction: diameter

of the mouth, 35 mm. ; diameter of the neck, 30 mm ; diameter of the

body, 43 mm. ; and height, 45 mm. The neck is slightly constricted

and above the constriction is a small rim section (see outline drawings

of these vessels, fig. 48)

.

The second vessel, field cat. No. 742, is slightly larger, and resembles

the first with the exception that it is squattier. It has the following

measurements : diameter of mouth, 36 mm. ; diameter of neck, 32 mm.

;

diameter of body, 61 mm. ; and height, 50 mm.
The next vessel, which also has a constricted neck, is larger and the

constriction is not as abrupt ; field cat. No. 290/60. It has the follow-

ing measurements : diameter of mouth, 46 mm. ; diameter of neck, 40

mm. ; diameter of body, 59 mm. ; and height, 50 mm.
The next larger vessel, field cat. No. 290/56, has a unique shape in

that the constriction is about midway down from the lip and nearly

separates the vessels into two equal parts. Wliether the base is sub-

conoidal as represented or more rounded appears to be questionable.

Its measurements are as follows : diameter of mouth, 63 mm. ; diameter

of neck constriction, 57 mm. ; diameter of body, 68 mm. ; and estimated

height, 63 mm.
Next to the largest vessel is a globular vessel, field cat. No. 3206/1,

with a slightly constricted short neck. It measures 61 mm. across

the mouth, 61 mm. just above the shoulders, 84 mm. in body diameter,

and 84 mm. in height.

The last and largest of the series, field cat. No. 290/116, is a varia-

tion in shape of the vessel just described. The mouth of the vessel
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Figure 48.—Various miniature vessel types, Hosterman site.

measures 85 mm. in diameter, 83 mm. across the slightly constricted

neck, 97 mm. in body diameter, and 95 mm. in height.

Four of the vessels have smoothed exteriors. Specimen No. 742

has a series of radiating lines starting at the top of the shoulder and

running down almost to the base. Between these radiating lines are

series of horizontal parallel lines spaced so as to fill in the intervals.

Specimen No. 290/116 has the rim and the upper portions of the neck

covered over with corncorb impressions that are quite distinct. Ap-
parently the entire exterior of the vessel was treated with a corncob

and later most of the impressions were obliterated. Small patches

retain these impressions. The interior of the vessel has a smoothed

surface but is rather uneven as to thickness. The vessel tends to be

lopsided. Table 5 gives the measurements of all the miniature vessels.

EXOTIC VESSEL OF POSSIBLE CADDOAN EXTRACTION

One very noticeable miniature vessel, field cat. No. 1347, possesses

two mouths or spouts (pi. 21) . It was found in a cache pit, Feature 9,
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Measurements of miniature vessels
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insure permanency. It is probable that such objects were made while

members of the community were seated around campfires on some cold

winter night and, to pass the time away, took up clumps of moist

clay that were handy and unconsciously molded these objects into

shape. Wlien the interest in the object no longer existed it was cast

into the open fire and soon forgotten by the maker. Later, when the

fire area was cleared away, these objects were tossed into a midden

pit along with the ashes or scattered onto midden piles within the

confines of the village area.

Furthermore, a lump of compacted ashy clay was found in Feature

2 at a depth of between 1.0 foot and 2.0 feet. It is roughly triangular

in outline and has a maximum length of 4.7 cm., a breadth of 3.8 cm.,

and a maximum thickness of 2.4 cm. Near the apex of the piece there

is a truncated conical hole that is widest at its point of entry (1.9

cm.) and tapers down to a diameter of 1.0 cm., continuing through

the clay object. Under microscopic examination there are no vertical

striations inside the bore, a fact indicating that the object was never

used as a form of abrader. The physical composition of the object

is rather soft; a fine powder comes off on the fimiger when rubbed

across the surface. The purpose and use of these objects is

problematical.

GENERAL STATEMENT

I found Strong's (1940, p. 364) summary of Mandan pottery note-

worthy in that he found many traits that are similar to those of the

Hosterman series. He stated

:

The pottery is rather granular and appears to have been made by the paddle-

and-anvil method, no evidences of coiling being observed. ... is tempered

with medium to fine grit obtained from granitic rocks broken down in the fires.

Colors are predominantly dark but run from almost black, through browns and
gray, to very rare buff or even orange tones. The surfaces are often superficially

blackened with grease. . . . Red hematite in a powdery form occurs inside

some sherds but appears to be accidental, probably as a result of use in mixing

paint. The surface of most pottery is marked by vertical grooves and ridges,

apparently the result of paddling with grooved or thong-wrapped paddles

[simple stamping]. . . . The shoulders and necks of vessels show vertical

scratches as though grass-rubbed. All have been smoothed down, and the small

vessels often have a plain surface. . . . Rims and necks that are S-shaped are

most common [which is not true of the Hosterman site, as shown earlier], flaring

profiles with lips somewhat thickened next [which are a minority form at the

Hosterman site], and intermediate forms [7 percent]. Castellations, lugs,

spouts, and strap handles are rare. . . . The S-shaped rims are usually deco-

rated with horizontal or diagonal twisted single-cord impressions, closely spaced.

A curvilinear design suggesting a rainbow is very common. . . . Incised designs

are common on the shoulders of vessels, usually consisting of opposed diagonals.

About one-fourth of the rims are plain, and finger-pinched rims are common.

On the other hand, Cooper (1949, p. 303) noted that the pottery re-

mains from a number of sites between Pierre and the mouth of the
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Cheyenne River were apparently identifiable with Arikara ceramics

as described by Strong (1940, pp. 368-369, 381). The Hosterman
site, situated about 40 miles upstream from the mouth of the Cheyenne
River, could fall well within the sphere of the Arikara settlement

pattern and hence one would expect to find to a certain extent com-

parable pottery forms and types of this group at the site. There is

close resemblance between the two.

ARTIFACTS OTHER THAN POTTERY
CHIPPED-STONE ARTIFACTS

PEOJECTILE POINTS

Six hundred fifty-nine projectile points, either whole or frag-

mentary, were recovered. Several varieties of stones were used in

their manufacture : quartzite, chalcedony, and chert. Two specimens

were made of obsidian. Nearly all are thin, and a number show a

primary scar on one face, whereas most were made by secondary chip-

ping of a small detached flake. The final shaping of the edges was

accomplished by flaking from both sides. Two hundred sixty-nine

were sufficiently complete to allow for classification. Flaking is neat

and rather delicate in most specimens, and since it proceeded from both

sides the resulting point is very symmetrical and slightly lenticular

in cross section.

Most of the stone used in the manufacture of projectile points oc-

curs in the vicinity of the Hosterman site, in the riverbed or on the

terraces around the site. Some, like obsidian, had to be brought into

the area from other vicinities.

The arrow points of the Hosterman site are small, light, and pres-

sure flaked. Four basic styles are represented as well as the inevitable

scattering of deviants.

Group 1 (pi. 22, A) ; 62 specimens.—Triangular in shape with straight or slightly

convex edges ; sides are slightly longer than the base ; straight bases as a rule,

but there are some slightly concave or convex bases that occur rarely.

Length: Mean of 14 mm., ranges from 13 mm. to 19 mm.
Width: Mean of 13 mm., ranges from 9 mm. to 18 mm.
Thickness: Mean of 3 mm., ranges from 2 mm. to 4 mm.

Gboup 2 (pi. 22, B) ; 112 specimens.—Isosceles triangular in shape with straight

or slightly concave edges ; straight or concave bases. Maximum width at

base.

Length: Mean of 25 mm., ranges from 20 mm. to 29 mm.
Width: Mean of 14 mm., ranges from 11 mm. to 17 mm.
Thickness: Mean of 3 mm., ranges from 2 mm. to 6 mm.

Geoup 3 (pi. 23 A) ; 21 si)ecimens.—Triangular with straight or convex edges,

straight or convex bases. Maximum width at base.

Length: Mean of 34 mm., ranges from 24 mm. to 43 mm.
Width: Mean of 24 mm., ranges from 19 mm. to 29 mm.
Thickness : Mean of 7 mm., ranges from 5 mm. to 9 mm.
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Gboup 4 (pi. 23, B) ; 66 specimens.—Side-notched, straight-sided triangular,

maximum width at base, straight base, slightly concave or convex bases occur

rarely. The notches are at right angles to the long axis and are often very

narrow or shallow.

Length: Mean of 38 mm., ranges from 18 mm. to 58 mm.
Width: Mean of 17 mm., ranges from 12 mm. to 22 mm.
Thickness: Mean of 4 mm., ranges from 2 mm. to 6 mm.

Miscellaneous (pi. 23, B) ; 8 specimens.—These eight specimens were complete

and none of them fit into the four basic groups. One small point is stemmed

;

another is corner notched; several have expanded bases; and the remainder
are side-notched but of a different pattern than those of group 4.

MICBOBLADES

Microblades (pi. 24) are made of small thin flakes of chalcedony,

quartzite, chert, jasper, and obsidian. Unlike the microblades from
the areas to the Far North, the blades from the Hosterman site were

not struck from specially prepared cores, for not one really good core

was fomid tliroughout our excavations. Out of the aggregate we
separated two groups. Group I are much longer, ranging in length

from 25 mm. to 57 mm. Group II are much finer and shorter and
range in length from 18 mm. to 38 mm. Both groups are very finely

retouched along the edges. Evidently, such small blades must have

been inserted into handles of wood, for we found no bone handles that

would fit such small flake blades. They were probably used as knives

or sickles.

Two of the lots are bifaced in that they were retouched on both

faces. Wliether these are a form of drill, punch, or perforator of

some type cannot be determined.

Others are forms of side scrapers or knives since one or both edges

have been very carefully retouched and the very small thin flaking

scars indicate that work was performed on these small thin flakes to

convert them into workable tools. The initial flakes were not struck

from specially prepared cores, for none were found within the area

investigated. Apparently, the workmen were skillful chippers, for

they were capable of striking off thin flakes from any one core without

too much trouble. Not only were they capable of securing thin flakes

but they were qualified in casting off flakes of sufficient lengths that

could be converted into workable functional tools. If the bulbar end,

or the dorsal or underside surface, is placed downward and toward
the workers and the worked edge is noted, it will be found that only

30 percent of these small tools were retouched in the left edge.

Many of the flakes, both large and small, show signs of use about

one or more edges as though they had been picked up from the scrap

heap and used temporarily for scraping or cutting. Once the job

was completed or they were too dull to be of further use they were

thrown away.
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SCBAPEBS

Scrapers, since they occur over long periods of time, are much too

ubiquitous to be considered as good horizon markers as they first

appear in Early Man sites, continuing through the Archaic and into

pottery-making horizons. They have become so well adapted that

they have continued to be manufactured over long periods of time;

thus, their usefulness as "index fossils" has been destroyed.

Scrapers are flake tools. They vary both as to size and form. They

are characterized by a plane or slightly curved undersurface (ventral

face) surmounted by a dorsal keel or flatness displaying one or more

abruptly retouched edges. The working edge is somewhat convex,

except in the case of a very thin variety. The convexity is clearly the

essential feature. Maximum tliickness is not confined to any par-

ticular portion of the scraper. They are unifaced and ovate, ellip-

tical, lunate, triangular, subtriangular, trapeziform, circular, or ir-

regular in outline.

The very presence of scrapers portends certain technical knowledge

of the preparation of pelts into leather goods for the manufacture

of clothing, etc.

I believe Stewart's (1946, p. 45) definition of a scraper is an ex-

cellent one. He describes it as

:

A primitive thing called a scraper is crude and not at all eloquent until you

realize that it points to much else. It means not only a scraper, but a thing

to be scraped, most likely a hide; therefore it means a growing ability to kill,

to take the hide and cure it. That is just the beginning, for a scraper also

shows a knowledge of how to scrape, and a desire for scraping, and enough

leisure (beyond the struggle to get food) to allow time for scraping. All this

means self restraint and thought for the future, and it implies a certain confi-

dence in the ways of life, because no one would be liable to go to all the trouble

of scraping if he did not have the reasonable hope of enjoying the results of his

work.

Scrapers can roughly be divided into two classes: end and side

scrapers. End scrapers have the working edge or edges on the ends

of flakes and are roughly convex, and where there is a central keel it

frequently rises up fanwise to meet it. Sometimes much fluting

occurs along the side of the flake to trim it into the desired form.

End scrapers can be subdivided into : keeled^ circular^ large and small

teardrop, small planoconvex, large and small flahe, flat thumbnail,

beveled, triangular, subtriangular, peaked planoconvex, and scraper-

graver combination. Side scrapers are subdivided into: large -flake

single edged, large flake triple edged, large planoconvex triple

edged, double edged, prismatic flake, thin pointed double edged, and
combination side scraper—spokeshave.
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Practically all of the scrapers have been neatly made. The ma-

jority of the end scrapers occur on especially prepared flakes. The
bulb of percussion of the ventral surface indicates that flakes were

utilized and purposefully struck off in the manufacture of scrapers.

The scraper end, opposite the bulb end, is neatly trimmed and one or

more sides are retouched forming a tool with either a rounded,

straight, or ogival double working surface. As a rule, retouching oc-

curs on all edges, but it can occur on only one edge. Scrapers are

characterized by retouching along one or more edges of the dorsal sur-

face, and the ventral surface is unworked and is either flat or concave

as the result of the initial flaking in which the piece was cast off from

a core.

MacNeish (1954, p. 246), while observing Slave practices, found

that end scrapers were used primarily in fleshing and scraping the

skins of the animals they killed. On the other hand, side scrapers

could also function equally as well as skimiing knives and were used

in separating the skin from the animal and in the preliminary removal

of muscle tissue from the skin. Both functions appear plausible from

the form of the many scrapers recovered from the Hosterman site.

The total collection of scrapers from the Hosterman site includes

777 specimens. Materials used in the manufacture of scrapers appear

to represent the entire range of silicious minerals present at the site

or in the immediate vicinity of it. They are described as chalcedonies,

quartzites, jaspers, cherts, and flints. By far the more common are

the chalcedonies.

As described many times, the basic scraper form is the result ot

striking a core a blow aimed slightly inward so as to produce a short

flake. In a number of instances it breaks with a hinged fracture.

The flake when viewed from the side is usually considerably thicker

at the end opposite to the striking platform and the bulb of per-

cussion. In some there is a pronounced downward curve near the

thicker end. When viewed from the top, many are trapezoidal or

pointed oval in outline with the greatest breadth at or near the thick-

ened end.

"As is true at so many of the later Plains sites, end scrapers made

on flakes are a common type of chipped stone artifact. . . . The only

retouching considered to be indispensable was that on the broader end,

that produced a more or less straight or smoothly curved working

edge and a steep face that intersects the flake scar at an angle approach-

ing 90 degrees. Retouching on the sides was presumably intended

to produce the proper shape only ; it may be absent if the flake already

had a suitable form, or it may be present on only one side. Very thick

flakes sometimes show a steep and bold retouch with flake scars from

both sides meeting in or near the center to form a longitudinal keel.
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Figure SO.—Keeled scraper types.

In others the back was shnply left in its original form, often showing

longitudinal facets where previous flakes had been struck off the core.

It would appear that the makers were not overly concerned with the

method by which the result was obtained so long as a serviceable

implement resulted" (Spaulding, 1956, pp. 43-44). Nor were they

concerned as to the final shape taken by the implement whether it was
trianguloid, rhomboidal, or rectangular. There is quite a range in

size as to length, width, and thickness.

Lehmer (1954, pp. 57-58), in studying the Dodd site, separated the

end scrapers into five distinct groups depending somewhat upon their

outline and method of chipping to determine the shape. These same
forms, as well as others, occur at the Hosterman site in quantity.

Keeled end scrapers (fig. 50).—Scrapers of this class were made
from flakes having flat to concave ventral surfaces and a single ridged

dorsal surface. The working edge has been rounded and steeply re-

touched. Sides taper somewhat to a blunt squared end. Scrapers of

this type have been subdivided into type 1 and type 2 (pi. 25).

Type 1 keeled end, scrapers.—This type of scraper, represented by 75 speci-

mens, has all sides retouched with the small fluted scars meeting at a central

ridge or keel. Overall length varies from 20 mm. to 37 mm.; overall width
from 15 mm. to 27 mm. ; and overall thickness from 7 mm. to 12 mm. Mean read-

ings would be lengths, 25 mm. ; widths, 22 mm, ; and thickness, 9 mm.
The retouching along the sides rises up fanwise to a single rounded keel on

the dorsal surface varying the thickness of the specimen so that no two are

exactly of a uniform thickness. The presence of this type of chipping indicates

that the person creating such an artifact was most capable in his ability to

cast ofC these long thin chips uniformly and regularly.
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Type 2 keeled end scrapers.—This type of scraper, represented by 57 speci-

mens, differs from Type 1 by having a natural triangular keel without being

shaped by retouching. The keel is sharp and well defined. Overall lengths

vary from 21 mm. to 40 mm. ; widths from 17 mm. to 27 mm. ; and thickness

from 6 mm. to 12 mm. Mean readings would be lengths, 29 mm. ; widths, 21

mm. ; and thickness, 8 mm.
In outline, these scrapers are roughly triangular with slightly excurvate

edges. Type 1 has its dorsal surface retouched all over rising to a rounded

keellike prominence.

Small round scrapers (pi. 25, A, p-z).—Twenty-one scrapers have

been placed into this category. They are not absolutely round, but

tend to be somewhat oval in outline. They vary in maximum length

from 19 mm. to 28 mm., in maximum width from 18 mm. to 25 mm.,

and in maximum thickness from 7 mm. to 10 mm. Scrapers of this

form are not too plentiful and are, perhaps, the end result of many
retouchings.

Large and small teardrop end scrapers (pi. 25, B^ a-d).—Teardrop

end scrapers are ovoid in outline and planoconvex in form. All are

flake tools. Large teardrop scrapers range in length from 37 mm.
to 51 mm., in width from 21 mm. to 30 mm., and in thickness from

6 mm. to 11 mm. Small teardrop scrapers range in length from 23

mm. to 33 mm., in width from 16 mm. to 19 mm., and in thickness

from 5 mm. to 8 mm. The ventral sides are always concave while

the dorsal surfaces have the edges retouched gradually sloping to

a flat keel. The lateral edges are slightly excurvate in outline. Each

of these forms is represented by 6 specimens or 12 in all.

Small planoconvex end scrapers (pi. 25, 5, e-m).—End scrapers of

this type do not conform to any special group but are established

solely upon form. Seven specimens have been assigned to this type.

In length they vary from 23 mm. to 32 mm., in width from 16 mm. to

22 mm., and in thickness from 7 mm. to 10 mm. One scraper (field

cat. No. 1387) has a distinct graver tip near the butt end of the tool.

Large flake end scrapers (pi. 25, 5, n).—There are 20 specimens in

this group. Flake end scrapers are mostly irregular fragments of

flint with a flat ventral surface and retouching on one end. The rest of

the artifact was never retouched. Their lengths range from 27 mm.
to 56 mm., widths from 14 mm. to 29 mm., thickness from 2 mm. to

11 mm. One specimen (field cat. No. 3049) has a wide notch worked

out near the base. The specimen measures 17 mm. across. Apparently

this was used to smooth down wooden tools, such as arrow shafts, etc.

Small -flake end scrapers (pi. 25, 5, <9^w).—There are 43 specimens

in this group. These are much smaller flakes and, like the larger, are

worked on only one end. The difference between the two is a matter

of length. These scrapers vary in length from 17 mm. to 29 mm.,
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in width from 13 mm. to 23 mm., and in thickness from 3 mm. to

10 mm. One specimen (field cat. No. 2407) has a burinlike base.

Flat end scrapers (pi. 26, A, a-f).—Thirty-three specimens are in

this group. All were made of comparatively thin flakes. Measure-

ments show that they vary in length from 15 mm. to 38 mm., in widths

from 16 man. to 30 mm., and in thickness from 4 mm. to 9 mm. The

retouched surface may be straight or curved.

Thumbnail end scrapers (pi. 26, A, g-z).—Twenty-two specimens

are in tliis group. Most are very small and very well made. They vary

in outline from trianguloid to rectanguloid. In length they range

from 14 mm. to 23 rom., in width from 12 mm. to 19 mm., and in

thickness from 3 mm. to 7 mm. The average length runs from 17

mm. to 19 mm. The average widths can range between 14 mm. and

17 mm. ; and the average thickness is about 5 mm.
Beveled retouched edge end scrapers (pi. 26, B^ a-i).—There are

two types of these scrapers: those that slope upward to the right

and those that slope to the left. Nine specimens have retouched edges

that slope to the left whereas only six slope to the right. Whether
these are valid types can only be verified by examination of other

nearby collections. Most of the ventral surfaces are flat, but there

is an occasional one that is planoconvex in outline.

Those scrapers that slope upward to the right come very near to

being uniform in length. Three are 25 mm. long; two are 24 mm.
long ; and only one is 21 mm. in length. Widths run about the same

:

three are 17 mm. in width; two are 18 mm. in width; and the third

is 20 mm. in width. Thickness ranges from 4 mm. to 8 mm. Five are

excurvate trianguloid in outline and the other is roughly rectangular.

The scrapers that slope upward and to the left are not quite as

uniform as to size. They range in length from 23 mm. to 29 mm., in

width from 15 mm. to 21 mm., and in thickness from 6 mm. to 9 mm.
Triangular end scrapers (pi. 26, B, j-r).—Nine specimens. These

are excurvate edged triangles and are made from comparatively thin

flakes. They range in length from 22 mm. to 29 mm., in width from
18 mm. to 25 mm., and in thickness from 4 mm. to 8 mm. Ventral sur-

faces are uniformly flat and the dorsal surfaces have retouching on all

three sides rising to a rounded keellike prominence.

Slightly modified nodular end scrapers (pi. 27, A^ a-l).—End
scrapers of this type were made from pieces of jasper that still re-

tained part of the natural unmodified outer surface of the rock. The
shape of these flakes seemed immaterial to the one manufacturing end
scrapers of this type. Some of the flakes are roughly rectangular in

outline, others are triangular, and the rest are somewhat irregular

in shape. From the table of measurements in Appendix 4 one will

note that most of the flakes are about 6 mm. thick, but the range is from
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4 mm. to 10 mm. Lengths of the flakes are very consistent, and the

greatest variation occurs in the widths. Cutting ends have been

sharply retouched either in a slight arc or straight across.

Trapezoidal end scrapers (pi. 27, A^ m, o).—Scrapers of this type,

15 specimens, are roughly four sided ; two of which are parallel. Of
the total number, 9 have all four edges retouched while the remaining

6 have retouching only along three sides. Cutting edges can range in

shape from a pronounced arc to almost a straight line. Size is fairly

uniform.

End scrapers with left carinate {type 3).—These 37 specimens are

a form of keeled scraper in which the keel appears as a distinct flake

scar ridge on the left side of the dorsal surface, creating the thickest

part of the tool. All are medium sized and several of them have had

the positive bulb of percussion chipped away to bring about a flatter

ventral surface.

Contrariwise there are 32 other specimens, type 4, that possess a dis-

tinct ridge along the right side of each scraper. Whether these are

distinct and purposeful tools cannot be determined, but there are far

too many of them to be accounted as just accidental objects, or end

scrapers.

What was once a type 3 end scraper ended up by being an eccentric

scraper ; not only were the edges retouched but the working edges were

retouched on the ventral surface, creating a very pronounced bevel.

The cutting edge now resembles similar edges found on gouges or

chisels. Whether this particular tool was intended to function as a

gouge cannot be determined, but it is well suited for just this purpose

(field specimen No. 1008)

.

End scraper-graver corribination (pi. 27, A^ p-^).—A few end

scrapers had short graver tips at one or both sides of the working

face. These were made by carefully chipping a small, fine, sharp point

along one edge of the tool. The ventral face is flat, as was that of the

scraper itself, and the edges are beveled and brought to a point. At
the present time these points are not as sharp as they once were but

have been rendered dull through apparent use. Evidently this trait

is a carryover from an earlier cultural manifestation and was in its

terminal phase at the Hosterman site, as represented by the small

number of specimens.

Modified end scrapers— (two specimens).—These are slightly tri-

angular in outline with a pronounced groove down the dorsal surface,

creating a moderately high ridge on the left-hand side of the scraper

and one less pronounced on the right-hand side. The two side edges

have been carefully retouched, terminating in a rounded butt, and

the scraping edge was given additional retouching to give the ventral

surface a beveled inward curve while the dorsal surface was carefully
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beveled to create a chisellike cutting edge. Perhaps artifacts of this

type were used as a form of gouge.

Twenty-three fragments of end scrapers are too mdefinite to be

classified into the various types found at this site.

Side scrapers.—Side scrapers are flake tools. It appears that their

essential characteristic is the presence of a scraping edge formed along

one or more sides of a suitable flake as the result of secondary working

or retouching. The ventral surface, or under face, is unworked as a

rule. The scraping edge is produced by secondary flaking from the

ventral surface upon one or more edges. They vary greatly in size and

shape depending primarily upon the type of flake chosen to be con-

verted into a side scraper.

It would seem that any suitable flake, regardless of size or shape,

could have had its edges or edge trimmed for use as a scraper. The
working edge is somewhat convex in outline. Several of these flakes

are very thin, long, with parallel sides. Most of the Hosterman site

side scrapers are made from some sort of chalcedony, quartzite, chert,

or jasper. The trinamed edge, in most cases, was formed by pressure

chipping in which small fine chips were cast off. On the other hand, a

minority was just the opposite in that large rough flakes or chips

were cast off with no care taken as to placement of the chips, resulting

in large, thick, uneven edged flakes converted into side scrapers. Usu-

ally the larger scrapers were made of quartzite.

Side scrapers from the Hosterman site have been subdivided into

the following types : STnall iiake side scrapers, 111 specimens ; medium-
sized -fiake side scrapers, 15 specimens; large -flake side scrapers^ 3

specimens ; lunate side scrapers, 30 specimens ; triple-edged side scrap-

ers, 6 specimens; prismatic side scrapers, 12 specimens; double-edged

side scrapers, 13 specimens ; and combination side scraper-spokeshave^

15 specimens.

Small -flake side scrapers.—These were made from the small ubiq-

uitous flakes found scattered at knapping stations within the site or

on various dump heaps. The side edge was, as a rule, very carefully

chipped with very fine retouching, but there is an occasional specimen

whose scraper edge was made by casting off much larger and heavier

chips. Measuring along the scraper edge, the greatest and smallest

lengths are 36 mm. and 16 mm., greatest widths of the flakes utilized

ranged from 31 mm. to 15 mm., and the thickness varies from 2 mm.
to 11 nom.

Large flake side scrapers (pi. 27, B, a-c).—Three have the follow-

ing measurements:

Length Width Thickness

107 mm.
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These measurements would indicate that any flake over 60 mm. in

length converted into a side scraper would immediately be placed in

the large-flake category.

Double-edged side scrapers (pi. 28, A^ a).—Scrapers of this type

have opposing sides retouched to scraper surfaces. Measurements

show considerable variations : in length, 22 mm. to 67 mm. ; in width,

14 mm. to 41 mm. ; and in thickness, 4 mm. to 10 mm. Five of the

specimens have a carinated dorsal surface, and the remainder have

a fluted dorsal surface.

Triple-edged side scrapers
(
pi. 28, J., & ) .—Scrapers of this type have

two sides and the adjoining end of a flake converted into scraping

surfaces. The adjoining end can be convex or straight in outline.

At the Hosterman site we have two subtypes depending solely upon

size. Type 1 scrapers range in length from 67 mm. to 130 mm., in

width from 30 mm. to 65 mm., and in thickness from 13 mm. to 16 mm.
Type 2 scrapers range in length from 20 mm. to 28 mm., in width

from 18 mm. to 29 mm., and in thickness from 4 mm. to 6 mm.
Prismatic flake end scrapers (pi. 28, Z, d).—These tend to be tri-

angular in cross section and have only one of the edges converted into

scraping surfaces. They range in length from 22 mm. to 49 mm., in

width from 10 mm. to 19 mm., and in thickness from 5 mm. to 11 mm.
Lv/nate side scrapers.—Lunate side scrapers have one convex edge

that was retouched to a scraping edge. Most of the flakes when cast

off had an edge roughly convex in outline and were converted into

this type of scraper. Only the retouched edge was worked; the rest

of the surface of the artifact was untouched. The size of the flake

varies in length from 21 mm. to 61 nun., in width from 10 mm. to

44 mm., and in thickness from 4 mm. to 14 mm.
Bide and concave scrapers (pi. 28, J., c).—Scrapers of this type are

combinations of a side scraper and a spokeshave or a concave scraping

surface. Most of these have only one concave surface, but one of these

scrapers has two concave surfaces. These are carefully retouched so

that they are not the result of a false blow or breakage. The flake may
range in length from 27 mm. to 78 mm., in width from 18 mm. to

42 mm., and in thickness from 5 mm. to 14 mm.
Another form of side scraper is that which has two sides that

join to form a dull point. Both of the sides are scraper surfaces.

These have been called pointed side scrapers in that the two sides may
vary in outline from straight to slightly convex. If the two sides are

projected to a point, the angle formed may range from 13 degrees to

87 degrees. This diversity indicates that there is wide variance at

which the two sides may join to form the blunt point. There is quite

a latitude in the size of the flake utilized both as to length and thick-

ness. The juncture of the two scraping surfaces may vary from a

blunt tip to one that is somewhat squared (pi. 28, 4, e-K).
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Modified side scrapers (1 specimen).—This is a small chalcedony

flake that had one of its edges carefully retouched. The opposing

edge was not only cliipped but rubbed to form a backing to the cutting

surface (pi. 32, ^, &) . This is an unusual treatment and one not often

encountered at this site.

OVOID BIFACES

Several small bifacially chipped stone implements (?) were sepa-

rated out of the assemblage of stone artifacts. These are roughly oval

shaped and resemble in a very general way the shape of a human
patella or knee cap. In some instances the chipping has been care-

fully performed and on others the object has been shaped by means
of percussion chipping. Materials were either chalcedony or quartz-

ite (pi. 29 ^).

Length,: Mean of 34 mm., ranges from 23 mm. to 41 mm.
Width: Mean of 25 mm., ranges from 15 mm. to 35 mm.
Thickness : Mean of 9 mm., ranges from 6 mm. to 13 mm.

They are not numerous and occurred at various levels within the

site. MacNeish (1958, p. 117) reports that "ovoid bifaces occur in

all cultural phases," and, "They occur in all horizons so far found in

eastern Manitoba and were very numerous at the Larter site."

BIFACE CHOPPERS

Choppers are not numerous. Two are roughly circular in outline

;

one is ovoid ; and two are ovoid but notched as for hafting. All bear

bifacial chipping and are shaped by means of percussion chipping.

Several have some retouching and appeared to be battered, a condition

that may have resulted from use.

Length: Mean of 98 mm., ranges from 72 mm. to 123 mm.
Width : Mean of 77 mm., ranges from 63 mm. to 90 mm.
Thickness: Mean of 29 mm., ranges from 21 mm. to 37 mm.

These occur in all levels from 1.0 foot to 6.0 feet and are by no

means diagnostic of the cultures represented.

Stylized knives are characterized by the presence of a double-

beveled working edge. Other artifacts have been classified as being

knives or having served temporarily as knives. Ribbon flakes with or

without retouched edges have also been classed as knives in accordance

with traditional usage and probable function.

Nearly all of the knives from this site can be separated into five

categories: (1) large four-edged roughly rectangular (pi. 29, J., 5),

(2) four-edged slim and with parallel sides and rounded ends (pi. 29,

A^ a), made from elongated vein chalcedony, (3) four-edged diamond
shaped specimens (pi. 29, J., d, g, h), (4) bifaced blades of several

661-932—64 15
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forms mostly leaf-shaped (pi. 29, A, f), and (5) ribbon flakes (pi.

32,^).
The four-edged roughly rectangular knives are made from elongated

fragments of vein chalcedony. Most are fragmentary. One out-

standing specimen (pi. 29, A, c) has a curved blade that is not rare

but does occur less regularly than the straight-edged forms. The

finished form was undoubtedly influenced by the peculiar nature of the

material, for this vein chalcedony occurs as flat, thin slabs. A service-

able knife could easily be manufactured by simply selecting a frag-

ment of the proper size and retouching the desired edges to form a

cutting edge. Some knives have only one cutting edge along the long

side of the artifact. Others not only have this one cuttmg edge but

the opposing edge sharpened, while others have all four edges chipped

to a double bevel. Those with only a single cutting edge may have

been hafted, or, when large enough, held in the unaided hand and

used without a handle.

Also present were several thin-bladed forms in which the chalcedony

was cliipped so that the original cortex no longer remained (pi. 29, A,

e). Cutting edges are fairly sharp. Such artifacts when tapped with

a slight blow emit a ring almost metallic in somid. Knives like this are

much too thin and delicate to have been held in the unaided hand.

They must have been hafted when originally used.

The four-edged diamond-shaped variety is present but in no great

number. Not only are the cutting edges worked but so are the faces.

A form of quartzite and some chalcedony were used in the manu-

facture of such knives. In cross section they are lenticular.

Bifaced forms are of several shapes but most of them are leaf-

shaped.

Ribbon flake knives are well represented in the collection (pi. 32, J.).

Many show that they must have been struck from cores primarily as

temporary knives. Not a great deal of work was ever expended on

them. When they became too dull through use to function properly

they were soon abandoned. The dulled edge or edges bear small nicks

with very fine chips that were not the result of intentional chipping

but were brought about by using the flake as a cutting edge.

Some of the ribbon flake knives were pressure chipped on only one

edge ; others were chipped on both of the long sides from both faces,

resulting in a double beveled effect. Those with only a single

chipped edge are hard to distinguish from side scrapers, for both were

fashioned by pressure chipping. Ribbon flake knives were made
from chalcedony, quartzite, jasper, and chert. Some of the smaller

knives are in the range of microblades and probably were hafted so

that several were used in a common artifact.
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Figure 51.—Burin with arrows indicating position and direction of flaking.

BURINLIKE IMPLEMENTS

Burinlike implements have not been recognized as part of the usual

cultural assemblage of the Plains. This does not exclude the fact that

such implements were manufactured and used by the occupants of the

Plains, for, in the past, they were mostly overlooked and very little

attention has been given to other than well recognized artifacts of es-

tablished categories.

More and more attention is being given to spalls and to the

so-called broken artifact as well as to the castoff material resulting

from the manufacture of stone artifacts. In this mass of material

there have been found many heretofore unrecognized artifacts that

have enriched the cultural picture of the Plains. True, the source of

the various types of stone cannot always be traced since the Plains

have been subjected to glacial action; neither can it be told just how
far the material used in the manufacture of stone material was car-

ried. Unless there are undisturbed deposits nearby or within reason-

able distance of the sites mider investigation, we cannot be certain

that it is of local origin. Therefore, artifacts must be classified

according to the type of stone from which they were made without

any reference as to source.

This is true of an unusual chalcedony artifact recovered from Fea-

ture 3, a cache pit, at a depth of between 2.0 feet and 2.5 feet from the

present surface. This is a combination tool, scraper—^burin ^ (pi. 28,

B^ and fig. 51). One end has been shaped into a well-made end

scraper and the opposite end has been altered into what has been classi-

fied as resembling a type of burin known as an angle burin with a

5 Both Drs. H. R. CoUlns and R. SolecM have examined this artifact and have classified

it as a true burin.
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truncate concave retouch, or as the European classifier would say,

"burin sur troncature retouchee concave."

To be classed as a burin (or graver) it is necessary that the object

should have at least one graver facet. Burkitt (1956, p. 63) says:

Let us consider what this means. When secondary work is done on a blade

or flake as, for example, when an edge is to be trimmed, vertical blows are

dealt on the edge, the flake or blade itself being held horizontally. This is in-

variably the case, as a moment's thought will show. In the case of a graver,

however, a variable blow is dealt at the point of the blade or flake down the

length of the implement which is itself held vertically. The resulting flake scar,

which truncated the edge of the blade or flake, is known as the graver facet. Be-

fore accepting a graver as such, therefore, it is necessary to be sure that there is

at least one graver facet present, the existence of which can be demonstrated or

not according to the position on the suspected facet of the negative bulb or per-

cussion and the surrounding rings.

According to the classifier, angle burins

. . . have trimming on the other side of the working edge to the graver

facet. When the trimmed edge is at right angles or nearly so to the longer

axis of the blade or flake, the term "transverse" is given. There its direction

is inclined at an angle to this longer axis and the term "oblique" is applied. The
trimmed edge itself in both cases may be straight or concave, and in the

oblique variety also convex, but not of course in the transverse variety, as no
working edge would result. If the student will draw for himself a transverse

convex angle burin, he will at once see the truth of this statement. [Ibid,

p. 65.]

STONE PEBFOBATOKS OB GBAVEES

Perforators or gravers (pi. 31) were made by pressure chipping a

flake on one end into (1) short needlelike tips by beveling the sides

so that they met on the dorsal, or top, surface leaving the ventral, or

undersurface untouched, i. e., they were retouched from one plane face

only, and (2) larger and heavier tips were made by using this same
pressure chipping method on larger and slightly heavier flakes. All

graver tips are triangular in cross section. The smaller artifacts with

graver tips varied in length from 18 mm. to 31 mm., in breadth from
15 mm. to 22 mm., in thickness from 3 mm. to 8 mm., and the tips

themselves from 1 mm. to 4 mm. in length. The larger specimens

varied in length from 26 mm. to 48 mm., in breadth from 13 mm.
to 24 mm., and in thickness from 4 mm. to 15 mm. Both types are

within the limits of those reported by Koberts (1935, pi. 13) from
the Lindenmeier site in northern Colorado.

Most of the flakes were modified along the sides and some on the

dorsal surface but the ventral surfaces were never intentionally altered

or modified.

Small perforators or graver tips also occurred on other tools. All

were formed by this same type of retouch from one plane face. One
of the lamellar flake side scrapers had a well-preserved graver tip
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worked at one corner of the blade (pi. 32, A,n). Several end scrapers

show working corners, and all were definite graver tips. Others had

this same feature, but on a slightly reduced measure. Whether the

size was intentional or the result of prolonged use could not be deter-

mined. It appeared to be intentional, but we could not be sure of this.

If it was intentional, then it could possibly represent a graver variant.

These tips were all worked at the ends of the broadest beveled face of

the scraper and their shaping was an integral part of the shaping of

the scraper edge and was not a later modification or an unintentional

feature. Most of these show, under magnification, that they had
received considerable usage and were worn somewhat at the tip.

LAMELLAR EXAKE TOOLS

A class of tools utilizing thin lamellar flakes of chalcedony or chert

was found at the Hosterman site. These were either small knives or

side scrapers (pi. 32, A). Knives are represented by b, <?, d, e, k,

I, n, 6>, and q. Specimen h is unique in that it was pressure-chipped

along three edges from both sides with the exception of the wider

bottom or basal edge. Later the S-shaped edge was abraded so as to

partially obliterate the scarified edge, enabling the artifact to be either

hafted into some sort of slotlike aperture in a bone or wooden handle

or to facilitate its use without the use of a handle.

Specimen c received a double beveled edge along three of its edges.

Chipping was very carefully controlled and is very uniform in size.

Specimen n is a combination tool, a knife, scraper, and graver.

All edges have been worked. At one corner is a small graver tip which

under magnification displays much finer chipping, attesting to the

fact that it was functional.

The best of the lamellar flake tools is represented by specimen d.

This was struck from a core of quartzite and is roughly rectangular in

outline. All edges have been carefully chipped creating a bevel

-

edged implement. Earlier flake scars are shown on the dorsal surface

of the implement.

Specimen & (pi. 32, B) is the larger of these tool types and is prob-

ably a part of a much larger tool. The sides are roughly parallel and

the long sides have been given a bevel sloping upward to the top or

dorsal surface. The beveled edges are more prominent on this artifact

than on others in the collection.

With the exception of specimen a they fall within a range whose

lengths vary from 28 mm. to 49 mm., breadths from 13 mm. to 22

mm., and thicknesses from 2 mm. to 6 mm. Specimen a measures

56 mm. in length, 22 mm. in breadth, and 4 mm. in thickness.

Gravers, as a rule, consist of chance flakes modified in that the

needlelike tips were formed on one side or an end. Any flake was
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suitable provided it appealed to the worker. These could be chosen

from the flaker's discard pile or at random from the surface of the

site. The small tips did not occur just by chance but were purpose-

fully made so that the under side is always flat and the two upper

sides are beveled so as to bring the tip to a very fine point. Gravers

can be distinguished from drills in that gi-avers are retouched on
only two sides and drills have all sides retouched. On top of this a

graver can have one or more such tips.

GROUND AND PECKED STONE TOOLS

Tools in this category were formed by grinding their surfaces or

by pecking. The pecked stone tools include pebble hammerstones,

full-grooved mauls, anvil stones, and paint grinders. Ground stone

tools include slabs of stone with grooves worn into them, anvil stones,

and some rubbing stones, besides a grooved ax.

Anvil stones.—These are irregular nodules of granite, quartzite, or

other tough crystalline rock. Many of them have been subjected to

much abrasion. They were found scattered throughout the site.

It has been suggested that anvil stones were used to pulverize dried

meat, seeds, and berries by pounding rather than grinding and in so

doing the anvil stone was "probably set in a sort of rawhide 'pannier'

and the food substance placed on it to be crushed with a stone-headed

pounder. This was the method followed by the Dakota, who in some

instances at least used anvils almost identical to those of the Pawnee"
(Wedel, 1936, p. 75). Since this site is neither Dakota nor Pawnee,

it has been attributed to a pre-Arikara—Arikara group in whose

cultural assemblage there is comparable agreement.

Rubhing stones.—These are usually flat, round stones, and range in

size from small pebbles to those easily handled in the fist. They
were used as a rule without any retouching and were probably used

in rubbing down hides as several have acquired a rather high polish

and are very soft and smooth to the touch. Several show very

shallow parallel scratches resulting from use.

Pecking stones.—These are small pebbles of granite, quartzite, dio-

rite, or some such hard stone. Usually, these are unaltered pebbles

;

some are round, others are natural elongated forms. Both forms

show much battering or abrading. Similarly, others that are small,

flat, and circular are worn about the edges.

Paint stones.—These paint stones are usually highly granular

stones that were chosen because of this trait. Several show that

they had been used to reduce lumps of hematite into powder by grind-

ing. Specks of hematite have worked themselves well into the sur-

face of these stones and cannot easily be rubbed off. Paint stones are

not plentiful and are widely scattered in the site.
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Grooved mauls.—These mauls are represented by two specimens.

They are made of granite boulders, roughly shaped, smoothed, and

grooved about the center for hafting. The smaller and squattier speci-

men is oval in cross section while the larger is somewhat trianguloid

in cross section. In actual weight there is a very little difference.

The smaller specimen weighs exactly 4 pounds 6 omices and the larger

one weighs 4 pounds 12 ounces. Neither is badly battered. Both show

that they had received considerable usage, probably in the crushing

of dried meat, nuts, or berries. Exterior surfaces are finely dimpled

(pi. 30, 5).
Grooved stone ax (pi. 30, B)

.

—Only one stone ax was recovered and

this is not a complete specimen, for the butt end is missing. Appar-

ently this is an unusual type in that it has a groove completely en-

circling the implement separating the blade from the butt. During the

life of the implement the butt section had been completely broken

away and another groove was being pecked ahead of the older groove

which was never finished, for the blade became broken and the tool

discarded. The tool was well fashioned and finished. The blade is

still fairly sharp. This particular ax was made of a greenish-colored

diorite, a stone which does not occur locally. It must have been

traded into this region from the general Southwest for it resembles

those occurring in that region. In its present form it weighs 2 pounds

4 ounces. Both fragments were found in Feature 9, a cache pit, at a

depth of between 7.0 and 7.5 feet.

Pumice dbraders.—Pieces of waterworn pumice or naturally burned

lignite of various shapes and sizes, some less than an inch across up
to pieces as large as grapefruit or larger, were utilized as abraders.

Several have faceted sides, others have narrow shallow grooves, and

still others have wide and deep grooves. The shallower grooves were

probably made from sharpening pointed bone and wooden imple-

ments while the wider and deeper grooves were probably used and

made as arrowshaft straighteners and smoothers.

Sandstone abraders.—Bits of sandstone, of various degrees of

coarseness, show one or more surface grooves resulting from the rub-

bing of honed implements across them. Some are irregular bits of

sandstone and others appear to have been shaped into rough rectangu-

lar blocks and used as hones or specialized whetstones for sharpening

bone awls or smoothing arrowshafts.

Arrowshaft straighteners.—Implements for this purpose were made
of sandstone and display one or more grooves running the length of

the implement. Usually they are rectangular in shape, but some are

triangular in cross section. Whether these constitute distinct types or

just individual likes as to shape must be taken into consideration.

Some may have liked the rectangular form, others preferred the tri-
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angular, while still others were not too discriminating and used what-

ever shape of sandstone came to hand. Probably too much stress

has been brought to bear upon implement shape by both the profes-

sional archeologist and the amateur. They both fail to take into con-

sideration that they are not only dealing with inanimate objects but

with human personalities as well and it is the latter that are the real

determining factor. Personal likes and dislikes play a distinct role in

the implement form and use according to the type of material to be

utilized.

Handstones.—Several roundish stones were recovered not only from

cache pits but from the general site. These have been classified as

handstones because they display a certain amount of wear. Five of

these are outstanding in that they were pecked and then smoothed.

They are roughly circular in shape and resemble, to a certain extent,

stone balls. None of the edges have been battered even though they

show considerable wear, which would appear to indicate that such

pieces were never used as hammerstones but were probably used for

pounding a resilient substance such as softening a dried up animal

hide, dried beef during the manufacture of pemmican, or even soft

berries. One specimen, in particular (field specimen No. 2014), ap-

pears to have had a fatty substance driven into the cortex of the stone

giving it a distinct color and feel. Maximum lengths of these hand-

stones range from 55 mm. to 81 mm. Minimum lengths range from

51 mm. to Y5 mm. Maximum thickness varies from 34 mm. to 57 mm.
Another form of handstone is represented by a single specimen. It

is disk shaped and almost circular in outline with opposing faces. One
of its faces is almost flat and the other is a flattish dome with a shallow

central pit sunk into it. The pitted face shows no evidence of having

ever been used as a grinding tool. The pit probably served as a finger

hold. Maximum and minimum lengths are 52 mm. and 50 mm. Maxi-

mum thiclmess is 34 mm.
Utilized pebbles.—Small river hardheads were among the stones

present within the site. Most of them are oval in outline and some-

what flattish. In many cases the ends of the long axis had been pecked

or show that they were utilized as either light hammerstones or used

to peck away irregularities on the faces of other stones to be utilized

as tools.

Then too, there are those that have one of their flat faces rubbed very

smooth and somewhat polished. Such tools were probably used in

the manufacture of pottery since they could have easily functioned

as an anvil opposite the paddle used in shaping clay into vessels.

Others are ^gg shaped with a tendency towards flatness. Both of

the flat faces bear a number of parallel scars at right angles to the main
axis and cover an area roughly 27 mm. in diameter. These surfaces
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were smoothed prior to scarification. Their purpose and function are

not known.
Practically all of the rock, of any size, found within the site was put

to some use at one time. Not all are recognizable tools. Some of the

larger fractured pieces may have served as a form of chopper ; others

are hammerstones, etc.

HEMATITE AND OTHER PAINT SUBSTANCES

During the partial exploration of the Hosterman site, several

worked nodules of hematite were found with faceted faces. These

must have been rubbed to reduce them to a powdered form to be used

as a paint. Then, too, a couple of lumps of a whitish material were

found along with a lump of a creamy whitish material and a lump of

powdered red ocher. These substances were found mostly in midden

pits. Features 9 and 22, as well as in small cache pits withm the

circular house pattern of Feature 22.

Since no paint brushes were found during this period it raises

some doubt as to how this paint was applied. Various sherds had

paint stains on their interior surfaces. That this red paint was put

into these sherds as a container or as a crude sort of palette seems

very likely but it cannot be proved that such was ever the case.

Several of the bone implements bore reddish stains as though they

had come in contact, at one time or another, with red paint.

Catlinite.—Four fragments of catlinite pipes were recovered from

Features 10, 16, and 22. The largest of these four pieces is about half

of a bulbous pipe bowl. The bowl rim has been brought to a sharp

edge rounding somewhat as the wall proceeded downward. The basal

section of this fragment is covered with numerous vertical parallel

thin scratches and the major part of the exterior has been smoothed

and polished. The smaller fragment of a pipe bowl appears to be

tubular in form. It, too, is covered on the exterior with a number of

scratches that form a rough hatchure. One of the broken edges had
been reworked, and four shallow grooves partially cross the thickness

of the wall. The lip of this particular pipe is flat and bevels slightly

outward. The other smaller fragments are terminal sections of pipe

stems. Some work was started to reshape the larger portion but this

was never completed and the section was discarded.

A large section of rough catlinite was recovered that has one cut

surface. Shallow scratches cover the surface of this piece. A number
of its edges have been rubbed but still the piece does not conform to

any known object. It is just one of those partially worked pieces

which appear to clutter up the site without indicating their purpose.

A small well-rubbed piece of catlinite, 21 mm. in length, 9 mm. in

width, and 8 mm. in thickness, was found at a depth of between 2.5
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feet and 3.0 feet in the village midden. Whether catlinite was ever

reduced to a powder and tliis product used as a body or facial paint

or dust is not known to the writer but tliis piece resembles similar

pieces of rubbed stone which were put to this use.

One other small flat nondescript piece of catlinite completes the

collection.

Belemnite.—Sections of belemnite, a conical fossil shell of an ex-

tinct cephalopod, were recovered from two of the cache pits, Features

9 and 13, and from various isolated midden areas within the site. The
blunt spicule ends of two specimens were encircled as though some

sort of attachment was added so that they could be suspended.

Wliether these were worn on the person or attached to some sort of

garment could not be determined. Three other sections were unworked.

BONE ARTIFACTS

Several types of bone tools were found in considerable quantity at

the Hosterman site. They were particularly abundant in cache pits,

midden areas, and to some extent in house fills. Preservation was
exceptionally good even though many were broken by the aborigines

themselves during the period of occupation.

Normally, bones from bison, deer, and pronghorn were converted

into major types of tools but the bones from other types of animals

were converted into other types of tools whenever the need arose.

Cut aniTnal hones.—Several of the articulative ends of deer, prong-

horn, turkey, and other bird bones were found that were severed from
their shafts. A V-shaped cut was made almost into the medullary

canal, and with slight effort this section was separated from the shaft.

These ends are the waste from the manufacture of tubes and beads

(pi. 33,^).
Tlie most outstanding bone tools are those manufactured from the

scapulae of bison. In this group are scapula hoes, digging tools,

knives, scrapers, hide scrapers, thong stretchers, and even sickles.

Scapula hoes.—This ubiquitous Plains implement was quite preva-

lent at the Hosterman site. Scapulae of bison were not greatly

modified in the process of manufacturing these implements (pi. 33,

B). The articulative ends remained unaltered, and there was no evi-

dence that any hafting was ever attempted. The making of a hoe

necessitated only the removal of the spine and the posterior border

(postscapular process and acromian), from the exterior surface to

about the level of the fossae, thus creating a more or less flat imple-

ment. Before the scapula could be put into use as a hoe the working
edge (suprascapular border) must be trimmed and sharpened. On
some the areas from which the postscapular process and acromian had
been removed were left relatively rough. On others this was smoothed
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down. Subsequent usage would eradicate any evidence of working

on the suprascapular border, for it would quickly take on new char-

acter and the area would be given a high polish by soil abrasion, the

blade would become beveled and in a number of instances deeply scored.

From the evidence at hand, one might say that scapula hoes continued

to be used until they became exhausted and quite short; they were then

discarded as no longer serviceable.

The mortality rate was rather high among scapula hoes. When
this occurred the thinner interior sections, as well as other sections

of unworked scapulae, were converted into many other types of tools.

Knives, hide scrapers, and possibly thong stretchers are among some

that can be listed.

Scapula spines.—The spines were removed from the shoulder blade

when the blade was converted into hoes, and the spines themselves

converted into digging tools. The sharp picklike distal end readily

lent itself to this purpose. Wear was never excessive on any of the

Hosterman specimens and apparently they were only expedient tools

and were quickly discarded (pi. 34, B,h).

Metcalf (1956, p. 306) considers implements such as these to be

a "type of awl that has not been previously recorded from the Plains."

The Dodd site gave up a nimiber of tools made from these scapula

spines. Those being reported from the Hosterman site were re-

covered from the diggings by pot hunters in a midden area prior to

our work there.

Scapula knives.—^Knives of various shapes and sizes were made from
thin sections of bison scapula (pi. 35, J.). Some are roughly oval in

outline with one or more edges sharpened; others are rectanguloid

shaped ; still others are roughly diamond shaped. Practically all have

acquired a very high polish even though there is considerable variation

in the overall lengths. The shortest specimen measured 12.5 cm. in

length; the longest measured 19.6 cm. in length. Most knives were

made from the flat section between the acromian and postscapular

process; others were derived from the postscapular section of the

bones having one exposed edge of cancellous material opposite the

working edge. Constricted sections may have served as handles.

Their period of usefulness was evidently short, for many fragmentary

knives were recovered from the site.

Scapula cleavers.—Several knifelike cleavers are in the collection

(pi. 36, A). These were fashioned from bison scapulae by cutting

lengthwise through the postscapular fossa so that a long compara-

tively thin blade was created. The back edge of the cleaver is con-

siderably thicker and a portion of the acromian or postscapular

process was left intentionally for the purpose of strengthening the

implement. Like the knives, the tapered end served as a handle.
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Among the fragmentary forms were those that were spatulate in

outline and comparatively thin. These were made from the post-

scapular fossae sections with the sides ground to a thin beveled cutting

edge and the ends neatly rounded.

Scapula scrapers.—These were made from fragments of the post-

scapula fossae sections. Most were worked from fragments into rec-

tanguloid shapes. Those that were made from sections of the post-

scapular process and acromian were much thicker and required much
more work to complete. Others were cut so that only a fractional

part of the scapula spine formed one edge (pi. 35, j5).

Scapula hide scrapers.—Like other scapula scrapers, these were cut

from sections of bison scapulae. Most of them are either from the

posterior border and display scars where the ridge was left intact or

partially obliterated or were cut so that only a fractional part of the

scapula spine formed one edge. Basically, these tools are rectanguloid

in shape with a constricted section forming a ready handle. The
working portion of the blade has parallel sides and the cutting sur-

face was given a pronounced bevel over the entire edge. They
roughly resemble the blade in a modern carpenter's woodworking
plane in shape (pi. 35, B), On the backs there appear series of

shallow parallel scratches which have been acquired during the life of

the implement. The specimen shown in plate 35, 5, is 13.0 cm. in

length, 6.4 cm. in width, and is the best of the type found at the Hos-
terman site.

Thong stretchers.—A single thong stretcher was found. This was
made from a small thin section of a bison scapula (pi. 34, B,h), whose
working edge was given a pronomiced U-shaped notch. The edges

and sides of the notch acquired a very high polish and the sides were

well smoothed. The specimen shown here is 7.5 cm. in overall length

and 4.1 cm. in greatest width. The notch itself measures 3.2 cm. across

the opening, 0.7 cm. near the base, and is 1.2 cm. in depth.

Scapula sickle.—^What appears to be a fragmentary scapula sickle

was recovered from Feature 25, a midden pit. Metcalf (1956, fig. 103,

6), features a complete sickle derived from the floor of a rectangular

house at site 39LM3, Lyman County, S. Dak. This fragment appears

to be a section of the handle with its adjoining notch where the blade

joins the handle. From the base of the handle up through the notch

this object displays considerable wear, accompanied by a high polish.

It is 25.0 cm. long. Another formative sickle is illustrated in plate

34, B, a.

Flakers.-—^Four flakers were made from bison rib bones. The heads
of the tools were rounded and the tips were brought to an abrupt dull

point. These are distinctly triangular in cross section and one side

appears to have been smoothed, for it has a smoother feel than does
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the opposite side. The cancellous tissue is still in evidence. Lengths

of these four flakers are 72 mm., 64 mm., 50 mm., and 32 mm.
Needlelike tool.—A very thin sliver of bone was converted into what

appears to have been a needle. It is incomplete in that the butt, or

eye, portion is missing. This object is 75.5 mm. in length and at the

broken base it measures less than 2 mm. in diameter. Needles of this

sort have not been described from sites in the Plains of South Dakota.

Whether this is an intrusive tool from North Dakota or out of Minne-

sota cannot be determined.

Shaft wrenches.—Shaft wrenches of various lengths were made from

sections of bison rib bones. Most of them have but a single hole, and

these tend to be oval in shape with the sides beveled from use. Ap-
parently the wrench was held at a slight angle to the shaft in the

straightening process. In one the hole is beveled in three directions.

This is not the rule but an exception. Some of the rib bones are

highly polished. Very few were complete, for most of them had been

broken and apparently discarded by their owners. This fracture

tendency is at right angles across the hole dividing it in half.

An incomplete wrench was attempted. On one flat surface of a

rib fragment there appears a conical pit 3 mm. in depth and 8 mm.
across the top that had penetrated the cortical bone and started into

the cancellous portion of the core. Drilling was attempted only on

one side. There was no evidence that any attempt was made to drill

from the opposite side to meet this section of the perforation.

Knife handles.—Knife handles were made from segments of bison

ribs. These were grooved along one edge sufficiently deep to allow

for the insertion of a stone knife blade. A complete knife was re-

covered from a shallow cache pit beneath the floor of Feature 22, a

circular house (pi. 36, B). Other handles and blades were found

unjoined.

Hide grainers.—Sections of bison humeri and femurs were sectioned

so that a wide expanse of cancellous tissue was exposed. Four speci-

mens were recovered from the Hosterman site. These were used

during the process of dressing down hides into usable pelts.

Notched ribs.—Two fragmentary ribs have opposing notches at the

ends at right angles to the long axis. These were meant to receive

either string or gut attachments. Not having heard that any of the

Plains Indians ever made use of a bullroarer, it is suggested that

these two objects could easily have functioned along this line. This

could have been some boy's toy.

Out ribs.—Numerous sections of ribs were recovered that were un-

doubtedly either unfinished and broken artifacts or rejects. Some
had acquired a high polish.

Punches.—In Lehmer's definition (1954, p. 66) he describes his

Group 1 type as : "Irregular plates split from bison or elk ribs, can-
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cellous tissues of split surface sometimes ground down, sometimes

unmodified ; edges unmodified ; butts rounded ; tips worked down to a

blunt point."

Two similar specimens were found at the Hosterman site. Both

of them follow a common configuration, but one has its edges

smoothed and polished and the other has untreated edges; one has

a tip that was brought to a modified point, and the other has a

spatulate point. The complete specimen, except the extreme tip,

measures 168 mm. in length, and 25 mm. in width across the base, and

has an average thickness of 6 mm.
Scapula hoes with deep U-shaped notch.—This notch which was

worn or cut into the bit end may have functioned, under certain con-

ditions, as a type of thong stretcher. The inner edge of the longer

spur has been beveled while the edge bordering the shorter spur is

not quite as sharp (pi. 33, B, a) .

Worked pronghorn metapodial hones.—One complete and one frag-

mentary pronghorn metapodial bone showed signs of having been

used. The complete specimen was from a young individual, as shown
by the incomplete joining of the epiphyses (ankylosis) to the shaft of

the bone. The distal end was drilled. The shaft is lightly scarified

by a series of parallel scratches running at a diagonal to the main
axis of the shaft. Just above the basal articulative surface, on the

shaft, is another series of shallow cuts. These cuts are at right angles

to the axis of the shaft. The purpose and use of these scratches are

unknown.

Fishhooks.—Four fragmentary and one unfinished bone fishhook

were recovered during the process of uncovering remains at the Hoster-

man site. All were made of a very composite bone. With the ex-

ception of the unfinished hook, the others were round in cross section.

All are of the unbarbed type and display excellent workmanship.

The unbarbed arms are pointed and scored with a series of shallow

parallel incisions at right angles to the main axis of the arm. The
shank arms also are scored near the ends, probably to prevent what-

ever tie was used from slipping off.

The unfinished hook is from a section of bison long bone, demon-

strating the method by which this sort of implement was made.

Worked animal scapula.—A small section of what appears to be

the scapula of Canis sp. has two small holes just 9 mm. below the

posterior border that were punched through the tliin section of the

blade. The two holes are 10 mm. apart and are not clean cut. None
of the edges of this bone object were smoothed or worked. There is

some question as to whether this particular bone object was perforated

for suspension as an ornament or for some other purpose (pi. S7, B).

Pentagonal-shaped hone tool.—A large pentagonal-shaped bone
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tool (pi. 36, ^), prepared from a bison's scapula, shows considerable

wear in that the surfaces as well as the bordering edges were polished.

It measures 9.8 cm. across the base ; the lateral sides are 16.4 cm. long,

and the tapering sides average around 11.1 cm. in length. Both

the tapering sides as well as the lateral edges show that they have

received considerable wear. On both faces, bordering the sharp

working edge, are series of thin shallow scratches running almost the

entire length of the implement. Superimposed over these, on one

face, is a roughly ovoid area that is highly polished, a gloss resulting

from long-continued use. This ovoid area measures roughly 6.5 cm.

in length and 4.0 cm. in width, and is located 3.3 cm. from the base

of the implement; it was probably the position of the thumb while

the tool was in use. It is definite that this was never used to dig

into the soil, for the edges of this thin object could not have with-

stood such use. Its actual use cannot be determined. Similar ob-

jects have not been reported from this section of South Dakota.

Bone tubes.—Twenty-eight bone tubes of various lengths were

recovered from the Hosterman site. Out of this number only one was
fragmentary. Fourteen were made from cylindrical sections of bird

bones. Most of them had their cut edges polished and smoothed,

but few of them were completely polished. They ranged in length

from 28 mm. to 119 nun. (pi. 33, ^ ) . The other 14 were from sections

of mammal bones, and practically all of them had their cut surfaces

smoothed and had developed a good polish. None of the bone tubes

were decorated in any way. The lengths ranged from 56 mm. to

128 mm.
On the basis of lengths, the bone tubes were separated into three

groups

:

Group 1, 5 specimens

:

Lengths: Range from 28 mm. to 49 mm., mean of 38 mm.
Group 2, 15 specimens

:

Lengths: Range from 53 mm. to 94 mm., mean of 73 mm.
Group 3, 7 specimens :

Lengths: Range from 102 mm. to 128 mm., mean of 115 mm.

Bone awls.—Various types of bone awls are present at the Hoster-

man site (pi. 37, J. ) . One of the prevalent types comprises those made
from split deer or prongliom metapodidl bones with split distal ends

forming the butt. The spit surfaces on most of the specimens were

ground and smoothed and the cancellous material removed, leaving

a U-shaped shaft to the tool. Both the shaft portion and the articu-

lative surface had acquired a high polish through heavy use. Lengths

varied from 58 mm. to 100 mm. This group easily falls within the

limits of similar awls reported from the Dodd site, and Swan Creek

site, and is ubiquitous in the Plains. Nineteen specimens are repre-

sented.
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Rough splinter awls.—Seven specimens. Awls of this group are

comparatively few in number. They were made from rough, irregu-

lar splinter sections of bison ribs and long bones as well as some of

the long bird bones. They are unworked with the exception of the

tip, which is ground to a smooth point. Lengths varied from 31 mm.
to 118 mm.
A combination tool, made from a splinter of a long bone of bison,

consists of an awl and a spokeshave. This tool, 19.6 cm. in length,

was brought to a sharp point at one end; the other was broken off

squarely. Forty-six mm. from the base there is a wide notch that

functioned as a spokeshave. On either side of the notch the tool was

well smoothed. Under magnification there is a series of parallel

grooves within the notch at right angles to the axis of the bone, indi-

cating that this was a working surface.

Other splinter awls were made from sections of shaft of long bones,

mostly deer or antelope. These were well worked over most of the

surface. In cross section some are round, others are on the flat side,

and still others are shallow U-shaped. One of the specimens has a

V-shaped cut on three of its sides near the base as though its owner

intended to reduce the overall size of the implement and rid it of its

irregular rough butt, but the task was never completed. Lengths

range from 55 mm. to 131 mm.
Specimens from another group were made from the edges of bison

ribs cut so that a portion of the cancellous tissue was still included.

The cut sides were carefully smoothed and the butt ends were finished

off either by working into a rounded, squared finish or bringing them

to an abrupt, dull point. In some, the tips were brought to a gradual

point ; in others the tips tend to be more abrupt. In cross section the

awls of this group tend to be triangular. Lengths range from 57 mm.
to 144 mm., the majority being around 90 mm. in length.

In the next group, represented by seven specimens, the awls were

made from edges of bison ribs with portions of the cancellous tissue

included. As in the group immediately preceding, the awls received

about the same treatment to convert the raw material into workable

tools. Instead of being triangular in cross section, these tend to be

more circular with tips brought to a more abrupt point.

Cancellous hone halls.—Three small ovoid-shaped cancellous bone

balls were recovered. Two of them were found in Feature 9, a cache

pit. One was found at a depth of between 6.5 feet and 7.0 feet ; the

second came from a depth of between 7.0 feet and 7.5 feet. The third

ball came from one of the small isolated midden areas at a depth of

between 2.0 feet and 3.0 feet from the present surface. Wliether these

were the remnant portions of bone abraders, or were actual abraders

intended for some much finer work, or were a form of toy could not be

determined from the evidence at hand.
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BoTie ficks.—A form of pick was made from the shaft of a bison

radius by splitting it lengthwise, leaving a part of the proximal

articulative end intact and sharpening the other end. The one speci-

men that was recovered is badly battered. At the present time it

measures 17.1 cm. in length, which is far from its original length.

One edge has been smoothed to within 8 cm. of the articulative end.

This smoothing was probably not intentional but acquired through

use.

Split pronghom metapodial hones.—Pronghorn metapodial bones

were split lengthwise and the halves were used as beamers. The bone

was sawed lengthwise in order to split it into two equal parts. The
distal end displays additional saw marks that were not carried to

completion. Awl blanks were similarly constructed from the split-

ting of metapodial bones.

Perforated rib sections.—Sections of small ribs were perforated at

both ends. These were probably used as ornaments of dress since

they were attached to objects, or they may have been worn as pendants.

In the collection there is one complete specimen and fragments of five

others (pi. 37, 5).

Punches.—Pimches were made from the cutoff or broken ends of

deer or elk antler. The tip ends of these show definite signs of having

been sharpened. Several acquired a fairly high polish.

Antler sections.—Sections of antlers with their prong tips missing

definitely show the tips were severed from the main portion. To do

this the prongs were sawed or cut almost through and then broken

away from the stem. In one instance the prong was sharpened before

it was severed from the stem for it must have been easier to do it this

way than to do it afterward (pi. 36, 5)

.

Split antler section.—A small section of deer's antler was cut and

broken off and the ends left unworked. Later it was split down the

center and most of the cancellous tissue removed. The long edges

were then smoothed and evened up, leaving a sharp outer edge. From
the looks of this artifact it would appear that it was intended to be

used as some sort of scraper-smoother.

Mineralized hone.—A small fragment of mineralized bone was

found in Feature 22, a cache pit. It apparently was never used by

the occupants of the Hosterman site. It was probably either picked

up from the surface outside of the village and brought in as a sort of

curiosity, and lost or discarded afterward ; or, it could have appeared

naturally on the surface of the site and later gathered up along with

the rest of the trash and dumped into the midden pit.

Cut antler fragments.—Two large basal segments of deer antlers

were made into percussion instruments or hammers by having one end

slightly rounded and the other roughened. One was 17.0 cm. long

661-932—64 16
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with a diameter of 3.7 cm., the other was 19.4 cm. long with a diameter

of 4.6 cm.

FETISH OR TROPHY SKULL

The skull of one of the Plains kit foxes {Vulpes velox) was found

in the midden of Feature 2 at a depth of 1.8 feet. This fragmentary

skull (pi. 38) is peculiar in that there are, at the present time, four

small round perforations with beveled edges occurring in the oc-

ciputal region penetrating the brain cavity. The diameter of these

openings is 4 mm. on the outside, tapering somewhat until they en-

tered the interior of the brain case. They were spaced so that they

covered this area rather well. The central perforation just touches

to the right of the sagital suture, two others are equidistant on

either side of this suture about 1.25 cm. distant, and the fourth open-

ing is just above the right auditory meatus. "Whether there ever was
a comparable opening above the left auditory meatus is not known,
since that portion of the skull is missing, but it would seem plausible

that such was the case.

As we do not know exactly why this particular skull was treated

in this manner, we have assumed that there must have been some
religious ritual significance attached to it. We do know that the

Mandans and other Plains Indian groups utilized the skulls of bisons

and humans during certain ceremonies. Then, too, each man had
his own medicine bundle usually wrapped in some animal pelt.

Whether the skull of this particular fox was especially valued would
appear likely since so much work was performed on it.

SCORED BIRD STERNUM

A fragmentary sternum of Aquila chrysoelus canadensis (golden

eagle) was found in Feature 3, a cache pit, at a depth of 3.0 feet

from the present surface (pi. 37, B). Across the right keel and
along the posterior margins are numerous sharp and shallow incisions.

There is no definite pattern these scars take. It would appear that

they were the result of cutting away the heavy fleshy parts during

the term of a meal. Whether eagles were obtained just for their tail

feathers and the flesh eaten afterward is not known; but it would
seem very probable that the fleshy parts of the bird were consumed.

WORKED TEETH

The front half of the post-lingual surface of a split beaver's incisor,

recovered from the floor of the circular house, Feature 22, shows cut-

ting marks on the concave surface, the beveled cutting surface, and
a shallow cut at the base of the tooth. Similarly prepared beaver in-

cisor teeth were reported from the Dodd site in South Dakota, from
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various sites in Minnesota, Ohio, and North Dakota, and they appear

to be common throughout the Northeastern United States as well as

in some of the Southeastern sites. This is a specific trait of the Point

Peninsula Focus (Eitchie, 1944, p. 117), which appears to relate some-

what to the cultural horizon represented at the Hosterman site.

A heavily eroded wapiti's tooth {Cervus canadensis) was found

in Feature 34. It had been perforated for suspension and was prob-

ably used as a pendant worn around the neck of some individual.

It is the only specimen of this sort found at the site.

Human remains are represented by 5 incisors and 1 canine tooth.

The five incisors were found in a small pit along with other debris,

but no human bones were present. The single canine tooth was found

in a nearby midden pit. All of the six teeth were greatly worn,

having been reduced to about the gum line. All were flat across

the top. Adhering to the sides of the roots of the five incisors was

an osseous growth, known as cementosis. The amount of this growth

or deposit v/as not constant ; some teeth have more of it than others.

This is an apparent indication of age, for all five teeth appear to

have belonged to a single individual.

SHELL

Shells were not numerous at the Hosterman site. Several large

mussel shells were found thinly scattered throughout the midden,

some appeared in midden-cache pits, and a few came from house areas.

Dr. J. E. P. Morrison, Department of Zoology, U.S. National Mu-
seum, identified four species of shells from this site. They are : Las-

migona complanata (Barnes) ; Anodonta grandis plana (Lea) ; Oli-

vella hiplicata (Sowerby) that was introduced from California; and

Succlnea grosvenori (Lea). Usually these shells are unworked. Sec-

tions of Lasmigona complanata were cut into triangular, rectangular,

and other simple geometric forms, though none were perforated.

Other Lasmigona complanata were converted into spoons or scrapers

whereas portions of others were shaped to disk pendants that were

perforated for suspension. A small section of a serrated shell frag-

ment was found within the midden area at a depth of 2.5 feet to

3.0 feet. The margins on either side of the serrations have been

rubbed smooth, while the basal section holds the fractured break.

Apparently this was some form of pendant.

Table 6.—SffteZZ identified

Species
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A shell disk, 34 mm. in diameter, is incomplete. Near the outer

margin is a small perforation for suspension. Presumably the pendant

was made from a section of Lasmigona sp., for this type of shell was
more numerous than any other and the texture fits this sort of shell.

COPPER

A single small copper bead, 16 mm. in length and 3 mm. in diameter,

was found near the mouth of Feature 16. It is the only metal found
during the period of excavation. The bead was made by rolling a

small sheet of copper around a twig or some similar object. At the

present time its surface is completely covered with a verdigris. From
its location in the site, it is presumed that it was intrusive there either

after the site was abandoned or at the terminal phase of occupancy.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The existence of rectangular house pits suggests that a group of the

Upper Republican culture had established at lesist one permanent resi-

dence here at the Hosterman site. True to their nature they spaced

and scattered their houses widely apart and without pattern.

Their economy consisted of limited agriculture with greater stress

being placed on hunting and seasonal gathering. The presence of lim-

ited amounts of charred corn and a few beans and squash seeds attests

that they had enriched food habits. Pits of wild plums and choke-

cherries show that these fruits were then in use. There is evidence

that they were supplemented, in season, with the wild berries of the

nearby area as well as with seeds from the many wild grasses growing

there. Communities were located on bluffs or terraces and, in this case,

the main stem of the Missouri River.

During this period, house pits were rectangular in form and were

sunk to various depths, depending upon the inclination of the builders.

This variation in depth probably accounts for the uneveness of the

aeolian deposits that accumulated over the remains after the site was
finally abandoned. Inside the pit was constructed a house with indi-

vidual posts fairly closely spaced, surrounding four centrally located

roof supports that in turn surrounded a centrally placed firepit. The
walls served as studding to support the wall plates. Rafters were

closely spaced, running from the wall to the center of the structure.

Over this basic framework were piled layers of brush, grass, and finally

a heavy dirt cover. The finished house resembled a low dome-shaped

earthen mound which was entered by means of a long, narrow, covered

passageway. Smoke escaped from a centrally placed opening in the

roof.
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Hunting played a paramount role in their economy. With limited

farming and plenty of meat these people were assured of an abundance

of food. There must have been surpluses that required storage. To
meet this problem they dug storage or cache pits that were bell-shaped,

narrow at the top and widest at the base. Most of these pits were

placed outside of the houses, but smaller examples were found beneath

the jfloors of some houses. The large pits were rather deep and were

capable of holding vast quantities of supplies.

From the bison, and to some extent, the lesser animals, they ob-

tained the bone material out of which they fashioned awls, flakers,

bodkins, fishhooks, hoes, knives, scrapers, arrow-shaft wrenches, sick-

les, cleavers, and many other forms. The essential forms of many
of the artifacts had carried over from an earlier Archaic horizon.

Flint tools were still common. Snub-nosed scrapers were very

much in evidence, and though projectile points varied little in form
and size they were never plentiful. They made use of the local

stones, which furnished sandstone shaft polishers, hones, and smooth-

ers of pumice. Hammerstones were many and were usually natural

round boulders that were small enough to fit comfortably into the

hand. Some were fashioned deliberately by pecking them into the

desired shape; others were used as they were found. Some were

employed until they shattered through use. The scattered fragments

were found in midden piles and in midden pits.

Grooved axes were present, but they were few in number. They
were not replaced at the Hosterman site by the broad, flat chisel or

gougelike implement called a celt.

After these people abandoned the site, another group, presumably

from farther north, moved in and built circular houses around four

centrally placed poles surrounding a firepit. The floors were sunk
to various depths. Attached were covered entranceways. Smoke
escaped from centrally placed openings in the roofs.

Subsistence apparently was equally divided between limited agri-

culture, hunting, and gathering, with fishing playing only a minor
role. Charred corn, beans, and squash seeds demonstrate their lim-

ited capabilities. Seeds of wild fruits, charred and uncharred, indi-

cate that gathering during the proper season was still of prime im-

portance economically, while the greatest stress was placed on the

plentiful supply of wild animals and the hunt.

Byproducts of the hunt consisted of the hides, bones, and sinew

out of which were fashioned not only the tools used to sew the tanned

or prepared hides into articles of clothing but those for other major
purposes as well. The scapulae of the plentiful bison were fashioned

into hoes which were used in the cultivation of crops in the rich bot-

tom land below their village and for grubbing for roots and tubers
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that grew wild in the immediate vicinity. Other bones were made into

awls, punches, knives, hide scrapers, and grainers.

For some reason projectile points of stone were not plentiful. Those

that were used were small, triangular forms. Earlier a side-notched

variety was introduced. They all ranged from small to medium in

size.

The crude grooved stone mauls, similar in form to those found at

the Payne and Swan Creek sites, apparently were used in the prep-

aration of pemmican, for none were badly battered.

Both hafted and unhafted flint knives were adequate for the skin-

ning of animals or for cutting purposes.

The manufacture of pottery was among the chief industries at the

Hosterman site, as is demonstrated by the quantity of sherds recovered

from the limited exploration. Due to the fragile nature of the pottery,

its attrition rate must have been great. Pottery was first modeled

and finished by the paddle-anvil method. The paddle was usually

carved with simple shallow grooves that imprinted a simple decora-

tion of ridges and sunken lands of the simple stamped variety. It was

tempered with a fine to medium-sized grit of decomposed granite and

fired to a tan, gray, or black color, depending upon the use of a cover-

ing of bison fat on the exterior. The use of fat was demonstrated by

the heavy encrustation of soot on the exteriors of vessels. Their chief

form of decoration was by crudely incising geometric patterns over

portions of the lip, rim, upper neck, and shoulder areas. Cord-im-

pressed and brushed designs occurred infrequently.

There is considerable range in both size and shape from miniature

vessels to those capable of holding 3 to 5 gallons or more. No two

pots are exactly alike. This same holds true as to decoration, for it

seems that little if any attempt was made to establish a definite style.

Bases, as a rule, are rounded, while most mouths are wide. Ornamenta-

tion is either incised or cord-impressed. Incised designs are neither

precise nor carefully applied. Designs of both types appear on rims,

necks, and shoulders.

Incised designs are linear geometric elements consisting chiefly of

series of parallel lines, chevrons, triangles, or herringbones. They ap-

pear to have avoided the use of the curved line in their incised de-

signs. When it does occur, which is a rare event, the sherd fragment

does not give any indication as to the design element. Punctations,

while limited, are used either at the top or bottom of the designs or as a

unit. On the whole, incised designs were rather carelessly applied and

never developed to any great extent.

Contrariwise, the cord-impressed designs show greater fineness,

neatness, and precision in that they were carefully applied either as a

band of horizontal impressions around the rim, as short diagonal lines
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bounded by encircling lines, or as interspersed "rainbow" elements be-

tween series of horizontal parallel lines comparable to types illustrated

by Will and Spinden (1906, pi. XL, g, i, and o) . No two patterns are

exactly alike. The size of the cords may vary—some are rather small

and others are coarse ; some have the horizontal elements closely spaced

and others are spaced farther apart and not quite so carefully placed

;

and still others show greater neatness in covering up the ends of the

diagonal lines by the horizontal lines.

The cultural pattern, as represented at the Hosterman site, does

not seem reasonable. While the main portion of the settlement was

surrounded by a palisade and ditch, which would indicate that it

was built for defense against external marauding parties, other houses

together with their trash areas occurred to the east and north of the

palisaded area unsurrounded by any protective device. Why it should

be necessary for one portion of the site to be protected by a palisade

and ditch while another section of the same village did not require

such features poses a problem. Whether the palisade was maintained

throughout the short history of the site or only for a brief period,

could not be determined. However, since there was such a feature

the inhabitants must have felt the need for it ; otherwise they would

never have expended the time and effort to secure the necessary ma-

terial and to erect such a structure. Furthermore, only a compara-

tively few projectile points were recovered. These were of insufficient

number to arm the inhabitants against any agressive exterior action,

to say nothing about the number that the hunters would require to

secure sufficient game to feed the hungry. There must be some logical

explanation to the situation, but it is not apparent. It may be that

other materials were used on projectiles, such as hardened wooden
tips, which were not preserved in the site.

Contrariwise, stone scrapers far exceeded in number the stone pro-

jectile points. This appears to indicate that the need for scraping

far exceeded that of a killing nature and that the materials were at

hand upon which these tools were used. The scrapers have been used

to fashion wooden containers and tools but such would seem highly

unlikely. With the great mass of animal bones present, attesting to

success in the hunt, hides must have been plentiful and they would
have had to be prepared for use. Hence the large number of scrapers.

Cultural refuse was nowhere thick on the site except in midden pits.

Within the village it was sparse. Even house floors, while firmly

packed, were not only barren of refuse but were not as firmly packed

as they should have been if the house had been occupied over a long

period of time. These two characteristics apparently would indicate

a limited occupancy of the site, one of very short duration.

No traces of any European trade goods or contact were found.
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On the basis of the correlation of pottery traits, dwelling forms,

and village plan with others in the immediate vicinity, it would appear

that the Hosterman site, while having certain characteristics com-

monly attributed to the pre-Arikara, is more closely associated with

those of the pre-Mandan of North Dakota and possibly Minnesota.

TKAIT LIST

The following list of traits for the Hosterman site (39 POT) has been

prepared from the present excavation. An attempt has been made to

arrange these in a functional order (Fairbanks, 1942, pp. 228-229).

SUBSISTENCE ACTIVITY:
Collecting Complex:

Collecting of shellfish (Anodonta grandis (Say))

Collecting of wild plant seeds {Chenopodium acuminatum)

Collecting of wild fruits ( Cleome capparius)

Collecting of wild fruits (Prunes virginiana)

Collecting of wild fruits ( Celtis sp.

)

Collecting of wild fruits (Rehes sp.)

Collecting of wild fruits (Pruntis americana)

Agricultural Comlpex:

Limited growing of maize {Zea m,a/ys

)

Limited growing of beans {Phaseolus vulgaris)

Limited growing of squash {Cucurhita pepo)

Limited growing of squash (Cucurbita mixta)

Hunting and fishing Complex:

Bison, deer, pronghorn, fox, rabbit, turkey, waterfowl, beaver, badger,

coyote, red fox, gray fox, skunk, black bear, otter, prairie dog, ground

squirrel, meadow vole, muskrat, pocket gopher and various kinds of

fish. Use of hook and line. Domestic dog.

Use of bow and arrow inferential from the presence of small isosceles tri-

angular projectile points.

COMMUNITY PLAN ACTIVITY:
Village location and plan Complex:

Village located in close proximity to stream

Houses clustered without plan

Palisaded village with accompanying ditch

Village without benefit of palisade or ditch

Midden pits numerous and outside of houses

Cache pits numerous and outside of houses

Cache pits, small, and inside of houses

Hearth areas (fired areas) with broken stones

Fire-cracked stones in debris

Hearths outside of structures irregular in outline

Architectural Complex:
Circular house structures

Rectangular house structure

Bell-shaped midden and cache pits

Midden and cache pits beneath floors of houses

Centrally located hearths in structures

Four central roof poles
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND ARTISTIC ACTIVITY:
Pottery Complex:

Modeling or molding of clay vessels

Use of paddle and anvil in manufacture of clay vessels

Pulverized granite tempered

Jar shapes only

Rims vertical

Rims S-shaped

Plain

Simple stamped

Incised

Brushed
Curvilinear stamped

Cord impressed

Mat impressed

Fabric impressed

Painted

Punctated

Corncob impressed

Horizontal line punctates

Random punctates

Incising, narrow line

Incising, broad line

Herringbone

Horizontal incised lines

Horizontal bands of incised lines

Horizontal cord impressions

Curvilinear cord impressions

Clay dawdles

Rough-stone Complex:

Hammerstones, natural hardheads

Hammerstones, rough discoidals

Hammerstones, pitted

Chipped-stone Complex:

Projectile points

:

Triangular with straight or convex edges, sides slightly longer than

base, straight base as rule, some slightly concave or convex

Isosceles triangular with straight or slightly concave bases

Triangular with straight or convex edges, straight or convex base.

Maximum width at base.

Side-notched, straight-sided triangular, maximum width at base,

straight bases, slightly concave or convex bases occur rarely.

Notches are at right angles to long axis and are often narrow or

shallow.

Microhlades.

Scrapers

:

End scrapers

:

Keeled end scrapers

Typel
Type 2

Small round scrapers

Large and small teardrop end scrapers
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND ARTISTIC ACr/y/TF—Continued
Chipped-stone Complex—Continued

Scrapers—Continued

End scrapers—Continued

Small planoconvex end scrapers

Large flake end scrapers

Small flake end scrapers

Flat end scrapers

Thumbnail end scrapers

Beveled retouched edge end scrapers

Type 1

Type 2
Triangular end scrapers

Slightly modified nodular end scrapers

Trapezoidal end scrapers

End scrapers with left carinate, tyi^e 3

End scrapers veith right carinate, type 4

End scraper-graver combinations

Modified end scrapers

Side scrapers

:

Small flake side scrapers

Medium flake side scrapers

Large flake side scrapers

Double edged side scrapers

Triple edged side scrapers

Prismatic flake side scrapers

Lunate side scrapers

Side and concave side scrapers

Pointed side scrapers

Modified side scrapers

Ovoid bifaces

Biface choppers

Knives

Burinlike implements

Burin

Perforators or gravers

Lamellar flake tools

Ground and pecked stone tools Complex:
Anvil stones

Rubbing stones

Paint stones

Grooved mauls
Catlinite

Belemnite

Pumice abraders

Sandstone abraders

Arrowshaft straighteners

Grooved ax
Handstones

Utilized pebbles

Hematite and other paint substances
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND ARTISTIC A(7TiF/rY—Continued
Bone artifacts:

Cut animal bones

Scapula hoes

Scapula spines

Scapula knives

Scapula cleavers

Scapula hide scrapers

Scapula thong stretchers

Scapula sickle

Flakers

Needlelike tool

Shaft wrenches

Knife handles

Hide grainers

Notched ribs

Cut ribs

Punches
Worked pronghorn metapodial bones

Fishhooks

Worked animal scapula

Problematical bone tool

Bone tubes

Awls:
Rough splinter awls

Type 1 (group 1)

Type 2 (group 2)

group 3

group 4
Cancellous bone balls

Bone picks

Split pronghorn metapodial bones

Perforated rib fragments

Punches
Worked antler fragments

Mineralized bone

Antler hammers
Worked teeth

:

Beaver incisor chisels

Wapiti's tooth pendant

Human teeth

Fetish or trophy skull

Shell:

Disk

Unworked
Metal: copper tubular bead





APPENDIX 1

VEGETAL REMAINS

A number of plant remains were recovered at the Hosterman site

(39P07). These were identified for the Smithsonian Institution by

Hugh Carter, aided by Leonard Blake, Jolm Bower, and Winton

Meyer, of the Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis.

They state

:

All of the carbonized cultivated plant remains are of varieties similar to those

grown in historic times by the Mandans and Omaha. The corn of this site has

few rows, usually 8 but occasionally 10 or 12, and belonged to the race called

Northern Flint (Brown and Anderson, 1947). The cupules are not as wide, the

kernels thicker and the shanks more slender than in the eastern forms of this

race. This difference may have been the result of mixture with corn from the

south and west or with the race of corn which was grown at this site in earlier

times. In the middle Mississippi Valley the Northern Flint race of corn came
later than a race with more rows of grains, smaller grains, and smaller but

deeper cupules. Com similar to this earlier race is found in pre-1000 A.D.

Among the cobs from 39P07 it was possible to distinguish quite readily a few
which were very much like the eastern form of Northern Flint. The fact that

these were quite distinct makes it likely that they were grown as a special

variety. The Mandans grew several kinds of corn and kept their varieties quite

distinct.

The com is almost identical to that described by Nickerson and Hou (1954).

More collections of corn from dated sites over a wide area must be studied

before a reasonable explanation for the distribution of the various kinds of com
can be prepared. The median measurements of the corn follows

:

Median
for all

39P07

Median
for

extreme
variety

Median
for all

Northern
Flints

Eastern
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gests in many respects, including flavor and texture, some of tlie wild species of

CuGurbita. Most of the other seeds were small (12 X 7 mm.) or medium (15 X 7

mm.) in size and probably came from fruits like the small sugar pumpkin grown
in the Plains area. There were very few large (18 X 8.5 mm.) seeds and two of

these were so thick that they resembled some of the less extreme forms of Cucur-

hita mixta, especially the Green-striped Cushaw variety, but this species had not

been collected in sites this far east. The only peduncles were of C. pepo.

Although small fragments of a Cucurbita (probably C. pepo) rind were found,

there were no fragments of the bottle gourd (Lagenaria)

.

A single seed (10.5 X 6 X 5 mm.) and some charred pods of the common (or

kidney) bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) were not in good enough condition to deter-

mine the variety.

Wild materials found included, in order of abundance

:

Wild plum seeds, Prunus americana, and ?

Ohokecherry seeds, Prunus virginiana

Hackberry seeds, Celtis occidentalis

Grass stem fragment.

Seeds, Chenopodium ?, goosefoot.



APPENDIX 2

FAUNAL REMAINS

Animal remains within the deposits of the Hosterman site (39P07)

,

were very abundant. All identifiable whole and fragmentary bones

were preserved and later identified by Dr. Theodore White and H. W.
Setzer, as follows:

Class : Amphibia

:

Rana sp.

Class : Aves ; order undetermined :

Aquila chrysoelus canadensis golden eagle.

Class : Mammalia

:

Order Artiodactyla, family undetermined

Antilocarpa americana (Ord) pronghorn.

Bison Mson (Linnaeus) bison.

Odocoileus, referred deer

Order Carnivora

:

Canis familiaris dog.

Canis latrans coyote.

Canis lupus red fox.

Urocyon cinereoargentheus gray fox.

Mephitis sp skunk.

Euarctos americanus black bear.

Lutra canadensis otter.

Tnxidea tnxus badger.

Order Lagomorpha

:

Lepus townsendii jack rabbit (white

tailed).

Sylvilagus floridanus cottontail.

Order Rodentia

:

Cynomys ludovicianus prairie dog.

Citellussp ground squirrel.

Microtus sp meadow mole.

Ondatra sibethicus muskrat.

Castor canadensis beaver.

Geomys bursarius jwcket gopher.

Class : Pisces ; order undetermined.

As White (1954, p. 161) has indicated:

The numerical count of the elements found in a site is subject to the accidents

of preservation, the length of occupation, and the size of the excavation, but the
ratio of various elements to each other and to the greatest number of individuals

represented, from an excavation which satisfies the archeological requirements,

should provide an adequate sample for this type of study. . . .

Throughout this study the "number of individuals" means the greatest

number represented by any smgle element, i.e., in this site, as shown

233
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Table 7.

—

Frequency distribution of the various animal elements in the Hoster-

man site
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partially explained in that animals that were killed at a distance

from the village were dressed in the field and only the most desired

portions were transported back to the village. In dressing, the head,

along with the atlas and axis, was severed from the vertebral colimm,

probably with a blow of the ax. As has been pointed out numerous
times, the head, as a whole, is a heavy unwieldly part of the animal

and is covered at the most with a minimum amount of usable meat

;

hence it was not usually transported from the kill to the village. On
the other hand, if the brains and tongue were desired they could just

as easily be removed at the time of the kill.

White (1954, p. 164) seemed to think that the mandibles at the Dodd
site are close to the greatest number of individuals represented and
that none were ever used for anything and were probably brought

into the village along with the tongue of the animal. He states:

"Certainly the easiest way to remove the tongue would be to smash
the ascending ramus of the jaw and remove jaws and tongue as a

unit for further cutting at a more convenient time." If the per-

centage were low, then he suggests that most hunting was performed

at considerable distance from the village and the tongue eaten at the

hunting camp and the mandibles discarded there.

Practically all of the mandibles in the Hosterman site were complete

with the ascending rami entire. This fact would indicate that they

were part of the skull when introduced into the village and that we
did not find the entire assemblage.

On the other hand, we recovered 24 hyoid bones, which is a small

bone attached to the tongue. This number approximates the number
of maxillae, a fact that may be significant.

Vertebrae.—Very few animals are represented by the vertebrae,

for their distribution covers the entire column. However, the in-

teresting thing is the large number of caudal vertebrae, which signify

that the entire tail was left intact with the pelt as it was removed
from the animal and brought back to the village to be processed. This

fact indicates that the tail was an important ornamental feature, since

it was left attached to the hide after skinning.

Fish.—The remains of several fish were found in various of the

midden pits. Fishbones were mixed with the midden in Features

1, 2, and 3. In Feature 9 they were found at various levels : between
3.0 feet and 3.5 feet, between 4.0 feet and 4.5 feet, and between 5.5 feet

and 8.0 feet. Many were just miscellaneous bones, but the complete

articulated skeletons would appear to indicate that the complete fish

was discarded because it was not considered to be palatable by the

Indian. Fish remains were also found in Features 10, 18, 21, 22, 24,

and 25. Individual fishbones appeared in many of the small isolated

midden heaps.

661-932—64 17
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Dr. William Taylor, Division of Fishes, U.S. National Museum,
rapidly examined the fish remains and has identified not only the

families to which they belong but also certain skeletal elements. He
states

:

The fish material from site 39P07 consists of remains of two families of fishes,

Cyprinidae and Ictaluridae. The Cyprinidae remains are all pharyngeal arches,

probably of Hyiopsis (PlatygoMo) gracilis (Richardson). This cyprinid in-

habits large streams and rivers in the Plains. The Ictaluridae or catfish remains
consist chiefly of spines, pectoral girdles, and vertebrae, with relatively few of

the heavy skuU elements present, suggesting that the skull parts were often

disposed of before reaching the midden. The bullheads, which probably live

in the region, are not represented. All material seems referable to the channel

catfish, Ictalurus punctatus (Rafinesque) and the blue catfish /. furcatus (Le-

Sueur). Since these two species are superficially very similar, I do not wish
to rest heavily on definite identifications of either species for any of the bones.

Where identifications are made to species, they should be regarded as probable

and not positive, for that species.

A brief list follows of elements from site 39P07.

Catalog No.

2481 Cleithra (3) of Ictalurus punctatus and 2 vertebrae otca.tGsh.

1248 Pectoral spines (2) and dorsal spine (1) plus parts, 2 cleithra of

/. punctatus ; also miscellaneous vertebrae and skull elements of catfish.

1117 Spine and parts of cleithrum of /. punctatus.

1535 Vertebrae, opercle, cleithrum, and spine of /. punctatus.

1403 Miscellaneous bones, vertebrae, etc., of at least 2 individuals of /.

punctatus.

1427 Vertebrae, spine, cleithrum, etc., of /. punctatus.

3465 Spine of /. punctatus and 2 catfish vertebrae.

1668 Several bones of catfish, chiefly /. punctatus.

252 Spine of catfish, probably /. punctatus.

234 2 spines of Ictalurus, probably /. punctatus.

3323 Vertebrae and vertebral complex of catfish.

1302 Vertebrae, opercle, vertebral complex, etc., of catfish ; cleithrum of /.

punctatiis.

3983 Spinesof 7. pttnciaftts (2).

421 Spine and cleithrum of J. punctatus.

1182 Miscellaneous catfish bones, including spine and cleithrum of /.

punctatus.

1344 Miscellaneous bone of catfish.

1469 Spines and cleithra of I. punctatus.

1864 Miscellaneous bones and spines of I. punctatus.

1962 Lower jaw of catfish.

2357 Miscellaneous catfish bones.

1609 Many vertebrae and miscellaneous bones of catfish.

4186 Spine and cleithra of /. punctatus ; other catfish bones.

976 Pectoral spine of I. punctatus.

1173 4 catfish vertebrae.

1497 Catfish vertebrae and bones.

2477 2 catfish bones.

1483 Miscellaneous catfish bones, some Identifiable as /. punctatus.
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1270 Catfish bones including supraoccipital of /. ptmctatus.

1103 Spine of /. punctatus ; other catfish bones.

1608 Spines of /. punctatus and 1 vertebra.

4074 Many catfish bones, including parts of 5 skulls and ribs, vertebrae,

cleithra, spines, etc., of /. punctatus.

1518 Cleithra of /. punctatus.

1249 Pharyngeal arch of cyprinid fish, probably Hyiopsis (PlatygoMo).

3463 Catfish bones and pharyngeal of cyprinid, probably Eyiopsis
(PlatygoMo).

1428 2 pharyngeals of cyprinid, probably genus Hybopsis (PlatygoMo)

.

1917 Catfish bones.

1343 Part of lower jaw of catfish.

3979 Cyprinid pharyngeal with 1 to 4 teeth.

1862 Fish rib and part of 2 catfish spines.

2480 Cyprinid pharyngeal arch.

1271 Cyprinid pharyngeal arch.

4102 Catfish spine, /. punctatus.

1363 Supraoccipital of catfish, /. punctatus.

3536 Hyoid apparatus, catfish.

4185 Pharyngeal of cyprinid, probably Hybopsis (PlatygoMo)

.

3749 Pharyngeal of cyprinid, probably iZyftopsts (PlatygoMo).

684 Pharyngeal of cyprinid, probably Hybopsis (PlatygoMo) both arches.

2476 Pharyngeal of cyprinid, probably Hybopsis (Platygobio) one arch.

420 Pharyngeal of cyprinid, probably Hybopsis (PlatygoMo)

.

350 2 spines of /. punctatus.

1433 Bones of rather large catfish, genus Ictalurus, part of supraoccipital

possibly /. furcatus.

1585 Miscellaneous bones, spines, etc., of catfish, including some identi-

fiable as /. punctatus; some upper skull elements, possibly of /. furcatus.

1282 Catfish bones, mostly skull, some axial; spines recognizable as /.

punctatus.

1515 Miscellaneous bones, some skull of catfish including /. punctatus.

2457 2 pharyngeal arches of cyprinid : Hybopsis (Platygobio)

.

1918 Bones of catfish, mostly identifiable as /. punctatus.

Birds.—Outside of the golden eagle sternum, identified by Dr.

Herbert Friedmann, Department of Zoology, U.S. National Museum,
none of the other bird bones have been identified. Bird bones were

not scarce in the village fill and today there is still no scarcity of birds

in the region. Today there are many large waterfowl that frequent

the area during certain seasons of the year, and small birds number
over 150 species according to Over and Thomas (1921).



APPENDIX 3

INSECT REMAINS

The chitinous remains of several insects were recovered while Fea-

ture 3, a cache pit, was being cleaned out. These have been identified

by members of the U.S. National Museum staff and the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture as belonging to Carabidae Pasimachus sp. and

Calliphoridae sp.

In most instances, remains of this sort are not saved, but since these

were found in undisturbed deposits within the cache pit, the lowest

stratum—between 6.0 feet and 5.5 feet—and the highest—^between

1.5 feet and 2.0 feet—it was deemed wise to get determinations in case

anyone should be interested in this phase of life at the Hosterman

site.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS
Projectile Poirds

Catalog
No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued

Projectile Points—Continued

Catalog
No.

Maximum
length

Maximum
width

Maximum
thickness

Shape Material

1274
1285
1297
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1351
1367
1369
1412
1413
1414
1415
1451
1452
1453
1459

1506

1521
1522
1523
1546
1547
1612
1615
1620
1651

1710
1733
1745
1746
1747
1764
1772
1792

1793
1795
1835
1836
1837
1886
1887
1898
1935
1964
1979
2062
2071
2074
2090
2091
2092
2093
2149
2150
2151
2152
2153
2154
2155
2156
2157
2158
2169
2161
2171
2172
2178
2180
2238
2239
2253
2276

Mm. Mm. Mm.
5

7
2
3

2
3
3
5

4
3
3
3
2.5
4
4
5

3

4
3
3
3
5
3
3
4

3
3
2.5
3.5
5

3
4
3
4
4
3
4

4

4

3
3
4

4
2
3
3

2
3

3
4

4

6
3
5

4
4

16

Isosceles triangular, deep concave base..
do

Isosceles triangular, side notched..
Isosceles triangular, concave base -.

Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base
do
do

Isosceles triangular
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base
Isosceles triangular, side notched
Isosceles triangular, slighty concave base.

do.
Isosceles triangular

do
do

Side notched
Isosceles triangular, concave base

do
Equal sided triangular sides, slightly
concave.

Isosceles triangular, slightly concave
base.

Side notched
Isosceles triangular

do
Side notched
Isosceles triangular

do
Side notched
Isosceles triangular, side notched
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave

base.
Isosceles triangular

do
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base.

do
do
do
do

Isosceles triangular, slightly concave

Isosceles triangular, side notched
do
do...

Convex-sided triangular, concave base-
Isosceles triangular, side notched
Stemmed
Isosceles triangular
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base.

Isosceles triangular
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base

do
Convex sided triangular, concave base..
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base
Convex sided triangular, straight base..
Isosceles triangular, side notched..
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave base
Isosceles triangular

do...
Isosceles triangular, slightly side notched

do
do

Isosceles triangular
do..
do

Isosceles'triangular, slightly concave base
Isosceles triangular
Isosceles triangular, slightly side notched
Isosceles triangular

do -

Isosceles triangular, side notched
do

Fragmentary side notched
Isosceles triangular, slightly side notched.
Isosceles triangular, unfinished
Isosceles triangular, side notched
Fragmentary side notched
Very crude point?
Convex sided triangular concave base

Quartzlte.
Chalcedony.

Do.
Do.

Quartzlte.
Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Do.

Quartzlte.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Quartzlte.

Do.
Do.

Chert?
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.

Do.

Quartzite.

Chalcedony.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Quartzite.
Do.

Chalcedony,
Jasper.

Quartzite.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Quartzite.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.

Quartzite.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Do.

Quartzite.
Do.

Chalcedony.
euartzite.
halcedony.

Quartzite.
Chalcedony.

Do.
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.
Jasper.
Quartzite.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.
Quartzite.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Quartzite.

Do.
Do.
Do.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Projectile Points—Continued

Catalog
No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Projectile Points—Continued

Catalog
No.

Maximum
length

Maximum
widtii

Maximum
ttiickness

Shape Material

3616
3617

3634
3647

3649
3661
3663
3694
3714
3715

3721
3752
3760
3872

3873
3874
3876
3877

3878
3879
3948

3990
4029
4060

4106
4134

4165
4197
4201
4202

Mm. Mm. Mm.
Isosceles triangular
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave

base.
Isosceles triangular, medium concave

base.
do_

Isosceles triangular, slightly concave
base.
do
do
do
do--

Side notched, short and stubby.—
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave

base.
do_
do

Isosceles triangular, chipped one side...
Side notched, chipped one side only,
slightly concave base.

Isosceles triangular, concave base
do_
do

Isosceles triangular, convex sided, con-
cave base.

Isosceles triangular
do -

ao
do

Isosceles triangular, side notched
do..
do_
do

Isosceles triangular, medium concave
base.

Side notched
Isosceles triangular, slightly concave

base.
do

Isosceles triangular, side notched
Side notched, tip missing
Side notched, one ear missing

Quartzite.
Do.

^Chalcedony.

Quartzite.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.

Quartzite.
Chalcedony.
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.

Quartzite.
Chalcedony.
Quartzite.
Chalcedony.

Do.
Quartzite.

Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.

Chalcedony.
8uartzite.
halcedony.

Quartzite.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Chalcedony.
Do.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Mioroblades : Group 1

Catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Pointed Side Scrapers

Catalog
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Keeled End Scrapers, type 1—Continued

Field catalog No. Maximum
length

Maximum
width

Maximum
thickness

Mm.
922_.
923-_
924_.
926__
955-.
961__
1213_
1330-
1334_
1388-
1390-
1462.
1463-
1508-
1557.
1719-
1858-
1904.
1905.
1940.
2055.
2081.
2124.
2126.
2196-
2201.
2217.
2312.
2403-
2408.
2488.
3046-
3095.
3215.
3342.
3381.
3409.
3410.
3439.
3440.
3528.
3555.
3622.
3798.
3846.
3863.
3896.
3952.
4025.
4033.
4113.
4138.
4139.
4173.

21
23
31
14

Mm.

40
34
34
25
39
35
24
26
24
23
26
24
28
25
28
39
24
24
31
27
39
23
35
29
33
25
28
23
20
30
33
22
29
28
28
32
23
26
33
25

26
28
24
37
25
16
34
32

18
20
17
17
22
25
23
20
23
16
21
20
21
23
21
22
21
23
19
22
21
17
19
21
18
27
19
24
18
16
16
21
19
17
18
22
17
19
20
20
27
19
21
17
19
25
26
17
18
21
20
20
15
19

Mm.
9
6

15
6

11
I 12
18
9
9
8
9

17
10
9
6
9
5
8
8
7
8
8
8
8
7

1 14
10
9

10
5
7
12
8
9
9
9
8
8
7

» 9
12
9
7
8
7
12
9

»7
7

11
9
7

11
» 10

I Slightly planoconvex.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Keeled End Scrapers, type 2

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Carinated End Scrapers, type 1 {cutting edge advancing to the right)

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
End Scrapers with Left Carinate—type 3

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
End Scrapers with Right Carinate, type 4

249

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Scraper-graver End Scrapers

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Small Teardrop End Scrapers

251

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Small Flake End Scrapers

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Thin Flat End Scrapers

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Thumbnail End Scrapers

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued
Trapezoidal End Scrapers

255

Field catalog No.
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TABLES OF MEASUREMENTS—Continued

Large Gravers

Catalog No.
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APPENDIX 5

HUMAN SKELETAL MATERIAL FROM THE VICINITY
OF THE HOSTERMAN SITE (39P07), OAHE RESER-
VOIR, SOUTH DAKOTA

By William M. Bass

Department of Sociology and Anthropology^ University of Kansas

INTRODUCTION

The preceding article by Carl F. Miller describes the archeological

investigation of the Hosterman site (39P07) in Potter County, S.

Dak. No human skeletal material was recovered during his excava-

tions. In September of 1962, while boating on the Oahe Reservoir,

Richard Weeks of Pierre, S. Dak., discovered the partial remains of six

human burials eroding out of the east bank of the Missouri River and

sent the bones to me for identification. Mr. Weeks is an amateur col-

lector who, in the past few years, has checked the changing banks

caused by the rising waters of the Reservoir. I accompanied Mr.

Weeks on two such boat trips in the summer of 1962 and at that time

encouraged him to collect carefully all human skeletal material for

study. Charles L. Keeler, a student in anthropology, assisted in the

preparation of the material herein described.

The skeletal material was found just north of Whitlocks Crossing on

the east side of the Reservoir at an elevation of 1,565-1,570 feet. The
location of the find corresponds to that of the Hosterman site, and the

burials therefore may have been associated with that earth-lodge

village.

In his letter of transmittal, Mr. Weeks states that the skeletons were

found in three different concentrations. The first was found in 1

foot of water ; the ribs, vertebrae, and mandible were in the original

burial position in the mud with the rest of the bones scattered near-

by in the water. A few more scattered bones were found on the

bank approximately 30 feet south. A complete burial was found in

the bank about 10 feet from the first group. The skeleton "was on

its back, head toward the west, legs flexed to the right, arms down to

the sides with hands on pelvis" (Weeks, 1962, personal communi-

cation) .

In no case were there any associated artifacts, covering, or anything

else which might suggest cultural affiliation.

259
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DESCRIPTION OF BURIALS

The bones were submitted in groups corresponding to the three areas

of concentration in which they were found. We have retained these

area designations and have assigned individual numbers to the remains

of the six individuals present. Many of the bones were broken and

scattered due to wave action and slumping of the loess. Whenever
possible the bones were reconstructed to obtain anthropometric

measurements.

Group 1

Group one (those found in the water) consists of portions of two
skeletons. These have been numbered Individuals 1 and 2.

Individual 1.—Male, 35^5 years old ; the skeleton material of this

individual was fairly complete though fragmentary, but the skull was
broken beyond repair. Age at death is based on changes in the pubic

symphysis after McKern and Stewart (1957, p. 85). Although not a

good criterion for aging, cranial suture closure substantiates the

assessed age according to Krogman (1962, pp. 76-91). There is com-

plete endocranial closure but ectocranially all of the sutures are visible

except for a small area of the sagittal suture between the apex and obe-

lion. The determination of sex is based on pelvis, cranial, and long

bone morphology. Stature estimations are based on measurements of

the left humerus using Trotter and Gleser's (1958, p. 120) formula for

Mongoloids. The three parts of the sternum (manubrium, body, and
xiphoid process) have fused completely. Slight arthritic lipping is

present on all of the vertabrae with fusion of the second and third

cervicals.

Stature range

:

Low 167.02 cm. (5' 5%")
Mean 171.18 cm. (5' V/2")

High 175.34 cm. (5' 9")

Individual 2.—Child, approximately 6 years old, represented only

by a right humerus. Age, based on a maximum diaphyseal length of

162 mm., is estimated from mean measurements given by Johnston

(1962, p. 251), whose measurements of sub-adult Indian Knoll skele-

tons go only through 5.5 years with a mean humeral length of 154.67

mm. for the age group 4.5 to 5.5.

Group 2

The analysis revealed the partial remains of at least three indivi-

duals based upon the occurrence of three right femora.

Individual 3.—Male, 35-50 years old ; represented by a right femur

and possibly a right and left humerus, a fragmentary right scapula and

a mandible. The femoral head has a maximum diameter of 46 mm.
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which places it in the male range for this measurement (Krogman

1962, p. 144) . The mandible, two humeri, and scapula were assigned to

this individual on the basis of coloring of the bones and general mor-

phological characteristics. The mandible has a square chin indica-

tive of the male sex. The humeri are rugged and neither contains a

septal aperture. Age is based on wear of the teeth. The enamel of

the masticating surfaces of the eight remaining teeth are worn off

completely and correspond to Hrdlicka's (1952, p. 53) third stage

of wear. Age for this stage is suggested as 35-50. Only eight teeth

(four incisors, right canine, left first premolar and the right and left

first molars) are present. The remaining six teeth were lost after

death. The third molars have not erupted. The missing right first

premolar was abscessed and may have been lost just prior to death since

little or no resorption had taken place. There is a cavity in the first

left molar below the gum line and all of the teeth present contain tar-

ter.

Stature range

:

Low 162.51 cm. (5' 4")

Mean 166.31 cm. (5' 51/2")

High 170.11 cm. (5' 7")

Individual If..—Adult female ( ?
) represented by a fragmentary and

weathered right femur shaft only. Sex, which is questionable, is based

on the smallness and gracility of the shaft.

Individual 5.—Child, approximately 7 years old, represented by a

right femur shaft only. Age is based on maximum diaphyseal length

(222 mm.) which, when compared with the generalized postnatal

growth curve of the femur given by Stewart (1954, pp. 407-450)

suggests an age of around 7 years.

Group 3

Group 3 consists of the complete flexed burial of an adult interred

with the head oriented toward the west. Wlien first discovered only a

small portion of the skull was exposed in the face of the bank. No
artifacts or covering of the burial were found. Mr. Weeks states,

however, that "the soil was very discolored, a yellowish green" (per-

sonal communication) and suggests that this may be due to a decayed

hide covering.

Individual 6.— (fig. 52). Male, 30^0 years old. Age of this indi-

vidual is based on changes in the pubic symphysis and corresponds to

a mean age of 35.84 according to McKern and Stewart's (1957, p. 85)

classification. Wear on the teeth compares with stage 3 in Hrdlicka's

( 1952, p. 53 ) system. Cranial sutures are beginning to close endocrani-

ally and are visible ectocranially. Arthritic lipping is present

in the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae only. Sex is based on
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pelvic, cranial, and long bone morphology. All are consistent in ex-

hibiting characteristics considered to be those of the male sex. Stature

was calculated using the formula for Mongoloids on measurements for

the femur plus the tibia given by Trotter and Gleser ( 1958, p. 120)

.

Stature range

;

Low
Mean
High
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DISCUSSION

Because there were no cultural artifacts associated with the burials,

no positive cultural identification can be assigned. However, a com-

parison of the morphological characteristics of the crania may give

some indication of possible cultural affiliation. Table 2 compares

selected cranial measurements and indices for two adult males from
39P07 with samples of Arikara, Mandan, Pawnee, and Central Plains

Phase associated skeletons. The Arikara and Mandan were inhabit-

ants of the region around the Hosterman site. Recently, summaries of

anthropometric measurements of skeletal material for protohistoric

Arikara (Bass, 1961) and Mandan (Bass and Birkby, 1962) have

been published.

One of the major areas of cranial difference between the Arikara

and Mandan is in the index. The Mandan are dolichocranic, whereas

the Arikara are mesocranic. The only individual from 39P07 upon
which a cranial index could be calculated gave an index of 77.40 or

mesocranic. On the basis of both the length-height and mean height

indices, the single male from the Hosterman site falls closer to the

Arikara means. Although cultural associations based on cranial

measurements of only one individual are quite speculative. Individual

6 seems to be related most closely morphologically to the Arikara.

Table 2.

—

A comparison
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A, B, Vertical and S-shaped rim types, Hosterman site.
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./, R, Rim types, showing typical forms and treatments.
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A, B, Typical rims with and without handles.
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A, B, Rim types, Hosterman site.
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A, B, Cord-impressed rim treatments, Hosterman site.
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A, B, Incised rim sherds, Hosterman site.
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Double spouted miniature vessel, unusual to the Plains.
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A, B, Group 3, Group 4, and notched projectile types.
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J, B, Microblades and lamellar flake knives.
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A, B, Scraper types, Hosterman site.
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J, B, Scraper types, Hosternian site.
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A, B, End and side scraper types.
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A, B, Side scrapers and burin form, Hosterman site.
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A, B, Knife forms and biface ovates.
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A, B, Cut bone sections, worked antler, bone tubes, and scapula hoes.
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./, R, Scapula tools; tleshcrs and sickles
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A, B, Scapula knives and fleshing tools.
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A, B, Scapula cleaver, pentagonal-shaped tool, hafted knives, and antler tools.
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A, B, Bone awl types and miscellaneous worked-bone objects.
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THE HICKEY BROTHERS SITE (39LM4), BIG
BEND RESERVOIR, LYMAN COUNTY, SOUTH
DAKOTA '

By Warren W. Caldavell, Lee G. Madisoist, and Bernard Golden

INTRODUCTION

The Hickey Brothers site (39LM4) was excavated durmg the

summer of 1958 as part of the investigations of the Missouri Basin

Project, Smitlisonian Institution, within the projected Big Bend
Reservoir of central South Dakota. The site was approached with

every expectation of adding materially to the corpus of data bearing

upon the "middle period" of village occupation along the Missouri

main stem. The Hickey Brothers site appeared to be particularly

important because it was fortified in a distinctive manner and the

fortification system was so well preserved. Unfortunately, the site

remains an enigma. The results of the intensive excavations of 1958

were disappointing, even shocking. An insignificant number of arti-

facts was found, and beyond a detailed coverage of bastion con-

struction, there was little evidence of architectural features.

Since problems had been created rather than solved by the 1958

season, a brief period was devoted to further work at the site in 1959.

Feature 10, a putative house depression tested the previous sum-

mer, was reexcavated and a portion of the original trench widened

and extended. A corner of a poorly preserved rectangular struc-

ture was uncovered, but because of time limitations the work could

be carried no further. Beyond a few very small potsherds, there

was no addition to the artifact inventory.

The excavations of the 1958 season and the initial analysis of site

features and artifacts were carried out by Bernard Golden, then

attached temporarily to the staff of the Missouri Basin Project. The

brief investigations of 1959 were under the direction of Warren

W. Caldwell, archeologist, Missouri Basin Project. The final state-

ment presented here is the joint effort of Lee G. Madison, museum
aide, Missouri Basin Project, and Warren W. Caldwell. Madison is

responsible for the description and analysis of artifacts and site

features, while Caldwell functioned largely in an editorial capacity.

a Submitted December 1959.
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THE HICKEY BROTHERS SITE (39LM4)

The Hickey Brothers site is a large village area enclosed by an
elaborate fortification ditch. The site is situated in Lyman County,

S. Dak., on the right or west bank of the Missouri River, approxi-

mately 7 miles north of the modern reservation town of Lower
Brule and 35 road miles northwest of Chamberlain. This is one of

a large group of important sites concentrated in the constricted neck

of the great loop that forms the downstream margin of the Big
Bend of the Missouri.

This site lies on the eastern or riverward edge of MT-1 (Coogan
and Irving, 1959), the second terrace above the river. MT-0, the

current flood plain, is poorly developed here. It forms a narrow
bench just below the site, widening to the south but pinching out

abruptly a short distance upstream from the village. Fresh-water

springs emerge from the face of MT-1 in the immediate vicinity of

the site. Although the springs are scarcely usable today, there is

evidence that they have produced a much larger flow in the past.

To the west of the site, MT-1 rises gently toward an irregular rem-

nant of MT-2, the highest terrace, which forms a jagged backbone
within the loop of the bend. Immediately to the north is a deep

ravine system, and to the south the village is bounded by site

39LM215, a late village occupation probably related to the Fort

Thompson Focus.

In the immediate vicinity of the village, the terrace surface is level

and sparsely grassed (pi. 39, a). Tree cover is restricted to MT-0.
Such surface irregularities as are evident consist of archeological fea-

tures or result from recent ranch activities. The Hickey Ranch build-

ings formerly stood on the site, and much of the area within the village

was used for stock pens and corrals. The foundations of the ranch-

house are still visible near the east-central border of the village.

The principal feature of the site is a fortification system consisting

of a well-conceived and carefully executed ditch or moat with seven

projecting bastions (fig. 53). The fortified perimeter is about 2,000

feet in total length, enclosing an area of slightly less than 2 acres. The
ditch is present only on three sides of the village. The eastern

boundary, fronting on the river, is formed by the terrace edge. Since

it is quite steep, the scarp itself would have served as an excellent de-

fense, particularly if it were backed by a palisade or curtain wall.

The area enclosed by the ditch is best described as "coffin-shaped."

It measures 1,150 feet along the north-south axis and 700 feet in an

east-west direction. The long axis is oriented toward magnetic north.

The southern arm of the ditch forms a straight line on azimuth 90°

to 270°. At its western end, it angles abruptly north, expanding in

a gentle arc to the widest point of the village enclosure (about % of
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the distance from the southern end), where it swings to the northeast

in a wide curve back toward the terrace edge.

The seven bastions are all similar in form and size. Each is roughly

semicircular, averaging 40 feet wide and projecting outward about

40 feet from the moat line. Bastions were built at the comers of the

village enclosure and in the intervals between. The distances sepa-

rating bastions, proceeding in a clockwise direction from the southeast

comer, are as follows

:

Feet

No. 1 to No. 2—310
No. 2 to No. 3—310
No. 3 to No. 4—310
No. 4 to No. 5—250
No. 5 to No. 6—240
No. 6 to No. 7—230

The distance between adjacent bastions decreases along the curved

portion of the ditch that forms the northern edge of the village.

This fact suggests that the location of each defensive feature was

carefully planned in relation to the whole. Eeducing the distance be-

tween the bastions on a curved section of wall was a necessity if the

enfilade was not to be lost. Otherwise there would be blind areas

along the wall which could not be reached by the defenders' fire. It

is worth noting that the bastions at the Black Partizan site (39LM

218), a short distance to the south of the Hickey Brothers site, average

only 150 feet apart. Here the ditch forms a great oval, thus demand-

ing a shorter bastion interval. The fortifications at the Hickey

Brothers site, from a functional point of view, were efficient and well

thought out.

Within the area enclosed by the defensive ditch are a number of

shallow, circular depressions of various sizes. The largest are about

50 feet in diameter and seldom deeper than 0.5 foot at the center.

Such depressions are scattered widely over the site but with no ap-

parent pattern of arrangement. Since they appeared to be house

depressions, a number were tested, both by area excavation and trench

or pit tests. In only three cases was there firm evidence of aboriginal

occupation (see below).

EXCAVATION PKOCEDURE

A grid system was utilized in conjunction with a detailed map of

the site made by a Missouri Basin Project reconnaissance party in

1956. A north-south base line, paralleling the long axis of the site,

was established from a primary datum located at the southwest cor-

ner of the ranchhouse foundation mentioned above (fig. 53) . An east-

west line, perpendicular to the initial base line was extended from

the primary datum to a point beyond the western edge of the ditch.



FIOUKE 53.—The Hickey Brothers site, plan.
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The datum stake was arbitrarily designated as NIOOO, ElOOO, thus

confining the entire site to the northeast quadrant of the grid, with

the zero point 1,000 feet south and 1,000 feet west of the prunary

datum. All points on the grid are given as coordinates, first north

from the east-west zero line, then east from the north-south line, i.e.,

N700, E800.

Stakes were set at convenient intervals for the purpose of laying

out excavation units. The only such unit not planned in this way was
Feature 3, smce work on it had begun before the grid was established.

Several excavation units consisted of 5.0-foot and 10.0-foot squares.

These were designated by the position of the grid point in the south-

east corner of the square.

For vertical recording, the top of the primary datum stake was ar-

bitrarily assigned an elevation of 100.0 feet and all other elevations

were related to this point. Elevations were systematically recorded

at the top of each grid stake and at the ground surface next to it

via stadia rod and transit. The provenience of artifacts and other

material of special significance was recorded by means of two horizon-

tal coordinates on the grid and a vertical measurement taken from

the ground level nearest the find or from a datum line based on a

grid stake. All obviously recent materials from at or near the sur-

face, unidentifiable fragments of unworked bone, stones, and small

undecorated sherds, were discarded. In each case, however, a note

was made of the quantity and level in which they appeared.

After the sod was removed from an area to be excavated, the mider-

lying fill was skimmed with shovels so that architectural or other fea-

tures might be seen as soon as they appeared. Trowels were used

to scrape a clean floor at the end of each level and also to profile the

trench and pit walls. In a few instances, where little or no cultural

material was apparent, 0.5-foot increments were removed by spading.

Except Feature 3, which was dug by natural levels, all excavation

units were divided into 0.5-foot vertical intervals. Profiles in all

excavation units were scraped clean and the stratigraphy noted.

Earth pillars were left to support the grid stakes, and in Feature

4, the southeastern bastion, north-south and east-west balks remained

after excavation. In most cases, the trenches and pits were excavated

to a depth of 4.0 feet below surface, well into the gray silt or loess

that underlies the site (see below)

.

STKATIGKAPHY

A uniform stratigraphic sequence was found throughout the site.

Three distinctive units were present

:

Zonel—surface to 0.4-0.8 foot is composed of dark brown, moist humus con-

taining many small rootlets. Aboriginal material occurred in this de-

posit, together with an abundance of modern refuse.
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Zone 2—0.4-0.8 foot to 1.0-1.4 feet below surface is limited to a dark-brown

humus horizon. It is lacking in some portions of the site so that locally,

zone 1 may be in direct contact with zone 3. Artifacts were present in

this layer together with small quantities of recent material.

Zone 3—1.0-1.4 feet to limit of excavation is a dry, compact, silty deposit (loess),

light gray in color. Aboriginal material was found in the upper part

of this layer.

As noted above, the majority of excavation units reached a depth

of only 4.0 feet below surface ; however, the central pit in Feature 8

was carried to 12.0 feet. Here there was a gradual transition (3.5-5.0

feet) from the matrix of zone 3 to a layer of silt and sand. The sandy

texture increased from 5.0 to 6.6 feet. From 6.6 to 7.5 feet the deposit

consisted of brown clay with areas of dark carbon staining. The pit

terminated in gravel at 10.0 to 12.0 feet.

In the section of the defensive ditch excavated adjacent to Feature

4, the southeast bastion, there was a black midden deposit slightly

below the present ground surface. It undoubtedly accumulated as

refuse thrown in the ditch (see p. 276)

.

FEATUKES

The term "Feature" was applied to anything at the site which

required description or discussion. After designating the site as

Feature 1, and the defensive system as Feature 2, numbers were as-

signed consecutively to cultural phenomena and to each excavation

imit (i.e., trench or test pit) (see fig. 53). Actually, only a small

proportion of the features represent the former ; the majority desig-

nate excavation units.

In the course of the 1958 season, a number of the surface depressions

were examined and a large portion of the site was investigated by

means of test pits. In addition, one bastion was excavated, a section

of the palisade wall was exposed, and two transverse trenches were

cut across the defensive ditch.

Test trenches.—Four trenches were excavated; three of them (Fea-

tures 8, 10, and 11) were intended to test well-marked depressions

within the village enclosure. Feature 9 was excavated beyond the

southern limits of the defensive ditch in order to test for cultural

material outside of the fortified area. The test trenches were 5.0

feet wide and ranged from 35.0 to 50.0 feet long. Each was dug to a

depth of 2.0 feet below surface, then a 5.0 by 5.0 foot section in the

center of the trench was continued downward to ascertain if cultural

material lay at a greater depth.

In Features 8 and 9, the fill was entirely sterile. Metal, brick,

crockery, and other objects of recent origin were present on the sur-

661-932-- 64 20
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face of Features 10 and 11, occurring to a depth of 0.5 foot in the

former. The reexcavation of Feature 10 during the 1959 season pro-

duced some evidence of a rectangular structure ; this will be described

in greater detail below.

Test fits.—Since the initial trenches proved to be largely unproduc-

tive, a number of smaller test pits were excavated in an attempt to

locate more intensely occupied areas. A total of 25 pits (5.0 by 5.0

feet, 4.0 feet deep) were dug, 19 of which failed to produce positive

results, although bone fragments and unworked stones appeared in

some. In Feature 20, a projectile point, an animal bone, and a quan-

tity of charcoal were excavated from zone 1. Feature 26, located

within a shallow, circular depression, about 35.0 feet in diameter, con-

tained a dark matrix which included stone and mammal bone in the

0.5- to 1.0-foot interval. No structural evidences were found in either

of these pits. Four additional tests, however, produced enough evi-

dence to warrant expansion of the excavation units. These Features

(12, 14, 22, 23) will be described below in the discussion of Features

25, 39, and 40.

FORTIFICATIONS

Feature 4, the bastion situated near the southeast corner of the site,

was semicircular in shape, with a diameter of slightly more than 40

feet (fig. 53). Prior to excavation, the surrounding ditch averaged

about 10 feet in width and 2 feet in depth, measured from the ad-

jacent soil surface (pi. 39, &).

The bastion and adjoining ditch areas were excavated in 0.5 foot

levels following the surface contour (pi. 40, a, &). The excavation

was carried to a depth of approximately 1 foot over the entire area

and a foot or so lower in the northern part in an effort to locate post-

holes. In addition, a 5.0-foot test pit was dug into the center of the

feature to a depth of 4.0 feet. The stratigraphy here did not differ

from that found elsewhere in the site, except for a narrow band of

burned material (about 2 inches thick) at the bottom of zone 1. In

addition, flecks of charcoal were scattered throughout the deposits in

the pit.

At about 4.0 feet below the surface, in the deepest part of the de-

fensive ditch, was a soft, very dark matrix that contained two concen-

trations of disarticulated animal bone. Although the quantity of

midden material is not large, it does suggest that the ditch was used

for refuse disposal during the life of the village.

A small number of artifacts was found in the course of the bastion

excavation. Included were projectile points, pipe fragments, a

trapezoidal blade, a ground celt, and part of what might be an arrow-

shaft wrench. These will be described in greater detail in a subsequent
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section. In addition, there were potsherds, plain and cord roughened,

other worked stones, stone chips, shell and bone fragments and, on the

surface, metal objects of recent manufacture.

A total of 77 post molds was located on the bastion. Most appeared

between 1.0 and 2.0 feet below surface (fig. 54; pi. 41, a). Not all

were clearly defined and, since several did not seem to fit into the

stockade pattern, they may be the remains of random or intrusive

posts. The depths of the excavated postholes varied from 0.35 to 2.5

feet; some of the deepest contained fragments of wood. Diameters

ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 foot and the holes were spaced evenly, varying

only from 1.0 to 1.5 feet. About one-third of the postholes slope in

toward the center of the bastion or toward the village in the case of

those along the ditch.

The palisade structure forming the bastion wall approximates the

shape of a keyhole, with a narrow passage (6.0 feet wide) extending

11.5 feet south of the curtain wall, then expanding to form a circular

enclosure with a maximum width of 12.5 feet. The palisaded strong-

point projects 32.0 feet from the village wall. The post line of the

latter was traced on the west side of the bastion passage, but it was

not found to the east.

Two trenches. Features 5 and 7, were cut through the ditch, the

former just east and the latter just west of the bastion (figs. 53-54; pi.

42, a). Each trench was 25.0 feet long, 5.0 feet wide, and 3.5 feet

deep. The stratigraphy in both sections was quite complex (fig. 55).

In the profiles, the original ditch contour was visible as an area of

very dark fill, roughly U-shaped but with gently sloping walls. The
ditch was 2.0 feet wide at base and 3.5 feet deep, measured from the

present surface level. In Feature 7, the dark fill rests directly on the

gray silt of zone 1, but in Feature 5, a 0.5-foot layer of light-brown

fill intervenes.

The cultural material from Features 5 and 7 included sherds, animal

bone, and stone fragments. Although the trenches were carried back

beyond the edges of the ditch, no certain evidence of palisade posts

was found. Four post molds and one recent post appeared in Feature

5. Two of these, found at about 1.0 foot below surface at the north

end of the trench, are possibly palisade posts, since they correspond in

size and relative position with others at the end of the bastion.

Additional evidence of the palisade was found in Feature 18, on the

western side of the village adjacent to bastion No. 4 (pi. 41, h). A
row of 11 post molds, spaced at 2.0-foot intervals, extended along a

slight rise just inside of the ditch line. The post molds were en-

countered at depths ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 feet below surface and

ranged from 0.35 to 0.5 foot in diameter. Depths varied from 0.34 to

1.43 feet. Eight of the molds contained traces of wood.
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Five feet east of the stockade line and at a depth of 1 foot was a

saucer-shaped area (1.3 feet in diameter, 0.3 foot thick) filled with

soft white ash surrounded by reddish, burned earth. Sherds (Riggs

Flared Rim in zone 1, plain body sherd in zone 2) , stone artifacts, and
fragments of animal bone were in association.

HABITATION AREAS

Evidence of domestic occupation or related phenomena was found in

five areas. The following features are involved

:

Features 3 and 6

Feature 10

Features 25 and 14

Features 39 and 12

Features 40, 22, 23, and 41

Features 3 and 6.—Feature 3 was a pronounced circular depression

about 30 feet in diameter, situated in the south-central portion of the

village enclosure. An area 30 by 35 feet was carefully skimmed to a

depth of about 1.0 foot, following natural stratigraphic levels. Since

little cultural evidence was appearing, work was concentrated in the

southern one-half of the excavation, skimming the floor to 2.0 feet be-

low surface. Two small tests were carried to a slightly greater depth.

No structural features were noted, but the profile of Feature 6 (fig. 56,

pi. 42, &), a 5.0 by 5.0 foot pit excavated to a depth of 5.7 feet, suggests

that a nebulous house floor may have been present. Some of the de-

pressions originally labeled as rodent burrows are strikingly like

pestholes in profile. Again, the southeast profile of Feature 3 (fig. 56)

indicates at least one, and perhaps two, cache pits deriving from the

same level.

The few artifacts from this feature were found above the 2.0 foot

depth, mostly in the upper 0.6 foot of zone 3. Five rim sherds of the

type Riggs Flared Rim and two of Anderson Low Rim were recovered

from the 0.0 to 1.4 foot level. From 1.4 to 2.0 feet, the upper portion

of zone 3, only Anderson Low Rim sherds were reported. This level

is coincident with the putative house floor suggested in the previous

paragraph. Other occupational debris included stones, unidentifiable

bone fragments, and stone chipping detritus.

Feature 10.—Feature 10 was a circular depression, approximately

50.0 feet in diameter, situated 340 feet south of the primary datum.

An east-west trench (pi. 43, <z), 45.0 feet long and 5.0 feet wide (be-

tween N660-N665 and E940-E985) was excavated in 0.5-foot levels to

a depth of 2.0 feet, following the surface contour. A central pit, 5.0 by
5.0 feet, was dug to a depth of 4.0 feet below surface.

Tlie stubs of five fenceposts and numerous items of recent manufac-
ture were found in the 0.0- to 0.5-foot depth interval. These were in-
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eluded within the zone 1 layer. Zone 2 began at about 0.6 foot and per-

sisted to a depth of 1.3 feet. From 1.3 to 3.3 feet, in the central pit, was

a brown fill, overlying the matrix of zone 3. The surface of the brown
fill was broken by several small pits that resemble postholes in profile.

In 1959, the central pit and a portion of the trench were reexcavated

and, in addition, an irregular area 7.5 feet (east-west) by 18.0 feet

(north-south) was opened at the western end of the feature (fig. 53).

At a depth of 1.0 foot below surface, a distinct "wall line" was found.

The fill was then skimmed to a "floor" at 1.5 feet below surface. Sev-

eral posts were found in the process, but they could not be defuiitely

related to either floor or wall line. The resulting pattern suggests

a fragment of a rectangular structure with a rounded corner. The
floor level at 1.5 feet is approximately the same depth as the putative

posthole level observed in the central portion of the trench. Unfor-

tunately, no additional structural details were observed, and artifacts

were limited to several small, plain body sherds.

Features 25 and H.—Test pit 14 was situated in the north-central

part of the village enclosure. When a patch of carbon staining was
found at 0.5 foot below surface, the excavation was expanded to in-

clude an area of approximately 13.0 by 15.0 feet and labeled as Feature

25 (pi. 43, &) . Additional irregularly shaped, dark, mottled areas, to-

gether with areas of fire-reddened earth, were found just beneath the

sod line. One of these contained the remains of a charred log. Four
large unworked stones were found in the center of the area, but they

had no apparent arrangement. An unidentifiable bone fragment, a

piece of glass, and some sherds were the only specimens recovered. All

came from near the surface of zone 1. The only rim found falls into

the Riggs Punctate category.

No structural elements, such as post molds, were observed, and the

area had obviously been disturbed by ranch activity, but Madison and
Caldwell do not discount the possibility that the fill represents roof

dirt, overlying a more deeply buried earth-lodge floor.

Features 39 and 12.—Test pit 12 was intended to sample a shallow

depression located near the east edge of the site. The initial test was
enlarged to an area 27.0 by 30.0 feet (Feature 39) following the dis-

covery of three post molds and fragments of animal bone. The entire

excavation unit was stripped to an average depth of 0.8 foot (pi.

44, a). Twenty-one additional post molds and postholes were found,

occurring from just below surface to a depth of 1.0 foot (fig. 56).

They ranged in depth from 0.10 to 2.5 feet and in"diameter from 0.13

to 0.72 foot. More than one-half contained wood or charcoal. In one

instance a fragment of milled timber was found ; several other posts

may also be of a recent date.
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Figure 57.—Feature 39, plan.

A circular firepit filled with compact white ash was fomid slightly

below the surface. Just to the east was an irregular area of reddish

earth, mottled with carbon stains and charcoal fragments. The out-

lines of charred maize cobs were also visible.

Artifacts were found to the north and west of the firepit. Eight

rim sherds of the type Riggs Punctate were present in the 0.0 to 1.0

foot interval (zone 2) . In addition, a knife of Bijou Hills Quartzite,

an end scraper, irregular flake scrapers, four shaft smoothers, a split

metapodial flesher, a quill flattener, and a possible scapula hoe were

found in this zone in association with glass and other recent objects.

Despite the obvious disturbance of Feature 39, it is possible that

the true floor level was not reached. The concentration of charcoal

and burned areas suggests roof fall or above-floor fill. Similarly,

the excavation may not have been enlarged enough to uncover the

entire post pattern. Posthole Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, oriented about the

firepit, suggest the four central roof supports of a circular earth

lodge (fig. 57). On the other hand, post molds can be selected to
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form the corner of a rectangular house. The case remains unproven,

but considered with the associated rim sherds, the latter house type

would appear to be the best possibility.

Features 22, 23, li.1, and Jfi.—Test pits 22 and 23 were excavated

adjacent to the terrace edge. Since a number of artifacts were found,

the two test pits were connected by a trench 95.0 feet long and 5.0

feet wide (Feature 40). Near the center of the trench, the strati-

graphic sequence varied from the usual. Intervening between the

uppermost humus (zone 1) and the old humus deposit (zone 2), was

a brown deposit (0.7 to 0.8 foot thick) divisible into a darker upper

half and a lighter basal portion. Zone 1 extended to depth 0.4 foot,

zone 2 from 1.1 to 1.4 feet, and zone 3 below 1.4 feet.

Two aboriginal pits were found within the limits of the trench.

Near the center, originating at depth 0.4 foot (the surface of the

brown matrix) and extending to 2.0 feet, was an excavation of in-

determinate shape. It was filled with a sterile "whitish" fill, probably

ash. About 3 feet to the north was a globular cache pit with a con-

stricted neck. The pit apparently originated at or somewhat below

the surface of zone 3. The mouth was approximately 1.6 feet in

diameter, widening to 2.2 feet maximum width of body. The convex

bottom extended to 2.2 feet below the upper margin of zone 3. The

fill contained flecks of charcoal and ash, a few plain body sherds, and

rodent bones.

About 25 feet north of the cache pit was a burned area consisting

of reddened earth and flecks of charcoal. At the south end of the

trench, near Feature 23, another firepit (Feature 41) was discovered

at a depth of 0.9 foot below surface (brown stratum). The fire basin

was a shallow (0.5 foot) saucer-shaped depression 2.3 feet in diameter,

containing a mass of white ash. A few sherds were present adjacent

to the fire area. The Riggs Punctate examples with fingernail im-

pressions were concentrated here.

Three post molds were found close to the surface near the north

end of the trench. Two contained wood fragments. Diameters

ranged from 0.35 to 0.55 foot, depths from 1.0 to 2.0 feet. The posts

were spaced about 15.0 feet apart on a north-south alinement, suggest-

ing that they are the remains of a recent fence line.

With one exception, a plate chalcedony Imife from zone 3, all arti-

facts were restricted to zone 1 and the underlying brown stratum.

Six rim sherds of the type Riggs Punctate and two of Riggs Flared

Rim were excavated in association with leaf-shaped knives of Bijou

Hills Quartzite, one plate chalcedony knife, a single end scraper,

a single irregular spall with worked edges, and a large metapodial

flesher.
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ARTIFACTS

The number of artifacts excavated from the Hickey Brothers site is

inordinately small, totaling only 479 specimens, of which 435 are

potsherds. Artifacts of bone, stone, and shell are largely midis-

tingiiished and are not of great help in suggesting areal or temporal

relationships. The most that may be said is that the bone and lithic

sample is not out of character with the pottery.

POTTERY

A. RIM SHEEDS : The rim sherds fall within two well-recognized pottery series,

Thomas Riggs (Hurt, 1953) and Anderson (Lehmer, 1954).

Riggs Punctate: 15 sherds, portions of 5 vessels (pi. 46, a, d, g)

Temper: Moderately abundant sand and grit, probably crushed or de-

composed granite, diameters to 2.0 mm.
Texture: Medium, some specimens well smoothed.

Color: Tan to dark gray (interior, exterior, and core)

.

Hardness: 3.0 (Moh).

Surface treatment: Plain.

Decoration: Limited to fillet applied below lip. Motifs include deep hemi-

spherical punctations (pi. 46, g), hemiconical notches (pi. 46, a), wide

gouges, and oblique fingernail incisions (pi. 46, d).

Rim profile: Straight to slightly flaring.

Rim height: 35.0-45.4 mm.
Rim thickness: 4.1-7.0 mm.

Lip: Rounded to slightly beveled, thickened into exterior flange in a few

cases.

Thickness: 5.0-7.0 mm.
Rim modification: None.

Remarks: No additional indication of vessel form. The Hickey Brothers sample

lacks the lip decoration reported for the collection excavated from the Thomas
Riggs Site (Kleinsasser, in Hurt, 1953). The oblique fingernail incision does

not seem to have been reported previously.

Riggs Flared Rim: 9 sherds, portions of 4 vessels (pi. 46, 6, c, e, h).

Temper: Moderately abundant sand or decomposed granite ; diameter of in-

clusions is particularly large, ranging to 3.0 mm.
Texture: Medium to fine, one specimen (39LM4-108) has a slight luster.

Color: Tan to dark gray, core gray.

Hardness: 3.5 (Moh).

Surface treatment: Plain,

Decoration: Restricted to lip. Motifs include deep punctation and notching

(39LM4-108).

Rim profile: Flared.

Ritn height: 50 mm.
Rim thickness: 7.0-9.0 mm.

Lip: Rounded and flattened, often distorted through application of decoration.

Thickness: 6.0-9.0 mm.
Rim modification: None.

Remarks: No additional indication of vessel form,
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Anderson Loiv Rim: 7 sherds, jwrtions of 2 vessels (pi, 46, f,i).

Temper: Sand and grit, with inclusions to 3.0 mm. diameter.

Texture: Medium.
Color: Tan to gray, exterior, interior, and core.

Hardness : 4:.0 (Moh).

Surface treatment: Smoothed ; smoothing over cord roughening is apparent

on two sherds. Cord roughening appears on lower rim and shoulder in

one instance (39LM4-4/2).

Decoration: Oblique punctates or incisions on lip bevel and lip-rim juncture

(pi. 46, /), hachure on lip (pi. 46, i)

.

Rim profile: Flared.

Rim height : 19.0-30.0 mm.
Rim thickness : 2.5-5.9 mm.

Lip : Everted or beveled.

Remarks: No rim modification, vessel form unknown.

B. Body sherds :

Plain: 276 sherds ; temper, color and hardness are similar to the rims de-

scribed. In addition, there is a group of 60 sherds with slightly burnished

surfaces.

Cord roughened: 36 sherds (pi. 46, /)

.

Temper: Similar to described rims.

Color: Tan to dark-gray exterior, interior, and core.

Hardness: 3.5-4.0 (Moh )

.

Simple stamped: 30 sherds (pi. 46, /c), temper, color, and hardness are

similar to the rims described.

Brushed: 1 sherd.

LITHIC MATERIALS

A. Projectile POINTS (4 specimens).

1. Small, triangular, straight edges, flat to slightly concave bases, with

medium-to-wide side notches (3 specimens) (pi. 45, b-d). Two addi-

tional body fragments probably belong with this group.

Length: 21.0-22.9 mm.
Width: 4.6 mm.
Thickness: 2.0-2.7 mm.

2. Small, triangular, straight edges and slightly concave base (39LM4-64)
(pi. 45, a).

Length: 18.0 mm.
Width: 3.9 mm.
Thickness: 4.0 mm.

B. Knives:

1. Large leaf-shaped blades (fragmentary) of Bijou Hills Quartzite, bi-

facially flaked, retouched edges, cross section biconvex (5 specimens)

(pi. 45, h,n).

Length: —

.

Width: 26.0-58.0 mm.
Thickness: 9.0-11.0 mm.
Angular intersection: 30°-50°.

2. Fragments of plate chalcedony with retouched edge (4 specimens) (pi.

45, g, j, m). 39LM4-30 may also have been used as a drill or reamer.
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3. Trapezoidal blade, bulb of percussion intact, minute retouches along

one edge, longitudinal flake scars with hinge fractures (39LM4^58)
(pi. 45, e).

Length: 54.0 mm.
Width: 29.0 mm.
Thickness ; 8.0 mm.

C. Scrapers:

1. Large end scrapers, thick, heavy flakes, retouched from one surface to

form a thick body with a low keel (5 specimens) (pi. 4.5, t).

Length: 29.0-58.0 mm.
TFM*/i; 25.0-42.0 mm.
Thickness: 10.0-15.0 mm.

2. Irregular spalls with purposefully retouched or use-retouched edges (10

specimens) (pi. 45, k, /).

D. MiSCEXLANEOUS STONE OBJECTS :

1. Biface chopper or large blade formed from a massive flake, convex tri-

angular body, irregular convex bit (39LM4-22) (pi. 44, e).

Length: 90. mm.
Width: 37.0 mm.
Thickness: 23.0 mm.

2. Uniface chopper formed from a quartzite cobble spall, chopping edge

formed by removing large flakes from cortical surface (39LM4-61).

Length: 109.0 mm.
Width: IQ.O mm.
Thickness: 37.0 mm.

3. Polished celt (diorite), wide asymmetric bit tapering to a flattened poll,

bit edge crushed (39LM4-53) (pi. 44, &).

Length: 120.0 mm.
Width: '^1.0 mm.
Thickness: 31.0 mm.

4. Ovoid hammerstone of granite, deeply pecked over most of surface

(39LM4-132).

Length: 72.0 mm.
Diameter: 61.0 mm.

5. Arrowshaft smoothers of sandstone, elongate ovoid body, one flat sur-

face with deep longitudinal groove, body cross section irregularly convex

(4 specimens, 2 fragmentary) (pi. 44, c,d).

Length: 40.0-78.0 mm.
Width: 30.0-40.0 mm.
Thickness: 18.0-26.0 mm.

6. Fragmentary pipe bowl, material unknown, subrectangular bowl, thick

rectangular flange projecting around orifice (39LM4-41, 45) (pi. 45, I, o).

7. Tubular concretion (?) (39LM4-98).

III. BONE MATERIALS

A. Bison metapodial flesher (fragmentary), cancellous tissue removed, proxi-

mal end of bone forms butt, body beveled abruptly to form a thin, serrated

bit (39LM4-168) (pi. 44, ^)

.

Length: 180.0 mm.
Width: 32.0 mm.
Thickness: 13.9 mm.
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B. Bison metapodial flesher, split segment of shaft, distal portion beveled to a

broad, thin bit (39LM4-190) (pi. 44, /)

.

Length: 154.0 mm.
Width'.ZQ.Q mm.
Thickness: 38.3 mm.

C. Pottery tool or quill flattener (fragmentary), split section of bison rib with

rounded end, cancellous tissue partially smoothed (39LM4-155, 156) (pi.

44, i).

Length :Qo. mm.
Width: 14.0 mm.
Thickness : 5.0 mm.

D. Arrowshaft wrench, segment of bison rib perforated with gouged hole

(39LM4-78) (pi. 44,;).

E. Proximal fragments of bison scapula ; 39LM4-170 has the suprascapular

spine removed (3 specimens) (pi. 44, h).

CONCLUSIONS

It is obvious that the occupation of the Plickey Brothers site was
not intensive, yet despite the relative scarcity of artifacts and archi-

tectural data, it is altogether probable that two components are pres-

ent. Pottery forms the most distinctive unit of the artifact inventory.

Of the total group of rim sherds, 72 percent (23) resemble the typical

pottery from the Thomas Riggs site. The remaining nine rims are

plainly Anderson Flared Rim Ware. The small quantity of cord-

roughened body sherds (about 1 percent) is somewhat less than one

might expect, yet it does provide a basis for the inference that a con-

siderable proportion of the Anderson pottery had smoothed bodies.

Pottery of the Riggs grouping occurs only in the upper portions

of the cultural deposit, particularly in zone 1. Anderson Flared Rim
ware is restricted to zone 3, particularly to the surface and uppermost

part of that zone, and to the lower part of zone 2. The stratigraphic

occurrence of nonceramic artifacts is preponderantly in the upper

zones in association with the Riggs pottery. The assemblage contains

nothing not reasonably "at home" in the Thomas Riggs context (see

Hurt, 1953). Plate chalcedony knives, end scrapers of the type de-

scribed above, and split metapodial fleshers apparently are not char-

acteristic of earlier horizons.

Recognizing the disabilities imposed by the small number of arti-

facts, still it is not mireasonable to postulate the presence of two
components, the early represented by the few Anderson sherds, the

late by the Riggs-like occupation. While the architectural data is even

less adequate, it is a fair inference that long-rectangular houses were
present, too. The limited information from Feature 10 offers good
support for such an assertion. Evidence from other features is in-

conclusive, although one might contend that Feature 39 is a house
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representative of the Thomas Riggs occupation. Stratigraphically,

it falls within the Riggs pottery zone.

Unfortunately, there is no direct data linking the fortification sys-

tem with either occupation. A few cord-roughened body sherds, pres-

ent in Feature 4, might suggest an Anderson tie, but the fortification

itself is more characteristic of a later time, in fact it resembles the

Huff site in south-central North Dakota, in most significant respects.

The Hickey Brothers bastion is longer and narrower in proportion

than the excavated example at the Huff site (Howard, 1959, personal

communication) and the "tower room" or strongpoint features at the

Huff' site are lacking at Hickey Brothers. It is worth noting that the

situation at the Hickey Brothers site suggests that the village defenses

were completed prior to the large-scale building of houses.

Tentative as the foregoing observations are, they cannot be con-

strued to offer any explanation for the negligible occupation found at

the Hickey Brothers site. The insignificant artifact return and the

diffuse architectural remains are difficult to rationalize with the large-

scale, well-engineered project represented by the village fortifications.

A number of possible explanations come to mind, but there is no real

support in fact for any of them.

One of the more enticmg suggestions is based in the possibility of a

local ecological shift following the beginning of village construction.

A season of severe drought, or even a large prairie fire, might have

made the area temporarily uninhabitable, or might have destroyed

usable building material. Today there is virtually no bottom land

adjacent to the site. An ice jam or a shift in riverflow by some other

agency could well have reduced the bottoms to such a degree that the

tillable land available to the village could not support the expanding

settlement.

The explanation might even be more simple. A mere change in

leadership, the heavy toll of an epidemic, or pressure from enemies

might have made a shift of locale necessary before the village was
really well established. A sudden attack could have ended the in-

cipient village at a single blow. The concentration of charcoal in

house areas, particularly Features 25 and 39, offers some support for

this view.

The sum of these speculations (and postulations) amounts to an

enigma. The data will support no firm statements. In extirpation of

the insecure position that we have been forced to assume, we do not

feel too self-conscious in restating the useful cliche—more work needs

to be done to solve the case of the unfinished village.
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plain in middle distance; 39LM4-3.

excavation; 39LM4-16.

A

Feature 4, the southeastern bastion, prior to
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a, Feature 4 cleared of sod and staked in 10-foot squares; 39LM4-19. b, Surface contour

of ditch in the vicinity of Feature 5, prior to excavation; 39LM4-22.
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3, The stockade line of Feature 4. excavation completed; 39LM4-46. b, Feature 18, post-

holes of the stockade along the inner edge of the defensive ditch, fire area about 5 feet to

the east; 39LM4-48.
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a, Profile of west wall, Feature 5; the dark fill outlines the aboriginal ditch excavation;

39LM4-30. h. Profile of east wall, Feature 6, showing rodent disturbance and possible

postholes; 39LM4-24.
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fl, Feature 10, excavation completed, 1958; 39LM4-40. b. Feature 25, a burned area with

a concentration of sherds, possibly roof fill of a house; 39LM4-42.
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a, Feature 39, a house of indeterminate form, postholes, firepit on pedestals; 39LM4-S1.
b, Celt; c, d, shaft smoothers; e, chopper;/, g, fleshers; h, scapula hoe; i, quill flattener;

y, shaft wrench.

il
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3 CM
a-d, Projectile points; e, g, h, j, m, n, knives;/, i, k, scrapers; /, o, pipe fragments.
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^^

3 CM

Ceramic remains from Hickey Brothers site, a, d, g, Riggs Punctate; b, c, e, h, Riggs Flared

Rim; /, i, Anderson Low Rim; ;, cord-roughened body sherd; k, simple-stamped body

sherd.
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THE GOOD SOLDIER SITE (39LM238), BIG BEND
RESERVOIR, LYMAN COUNTY, SOUTHDAKOTA

By Robert W. Neuman

INTRODUCTION

In July of 1958 a field party of the Missouri Basin Project, Smith-

sonian Institution, spent 14 days conducting archeological excavations

at the Good Soldier site (39LM238), a prehistoric Indian camp site

in the Big Bend Reservoir area, South Dakota. The site was first

recorded and tested in 1956 by a survey team of the Missouri Basin

Project mider the direction of Harold A. Huscher (Huscher and

McNutt, 1958). The 1958 investigations were supervised by the

writer ; James J. Stanek acted as field assistant.^ Excavations at this

prehistoric site were made possible through Federal funds provided

for the Inter-Agency Archeological Salvage Program of the Smith-

sonian Institution, the National Park Service and cooperating Fed-

eral, State, and local institutions.
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LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The Good Soldier site (39LM238) lies on a low, flat terrace (Mis-

souri River Terrace 1, Coogan, 1960) in a narrow valley formed by

Good Soldier Creek (formerly Badger Creek) just soutli and west of

the confluence of this tributary and the Missouri River in Lyman
County, central South Dakota. The valley is bounded on the east

and west by steep, thoroughly dissected breaks that rise abruptly to

heights of 30 to 90 feet above the valley floor. The occupational debris

at the site was concentrated on a low hummock located about 400 feet

south of the right bank of the Missouri River and 150 feet west of the

left bank of Good Soldier Creek (the approximate intersection of

latitude 44°02'30" N. and longitude 99°27' W.) at an elevation of

1,372 feet m.s.l. (Missouri River Map (1:24,000) Omaha District,

Corps of Engineers, Sheet No. 52, 1949). The hummock measured

130 feet north-south and 65 feet east-west and had a maximum apical

height of 5 feet (pi. 47, a)

.

EXCAVATIONS

During the 1956 reconnaissance a test pit was dug at the southern

end of the rise to a depth of 1.0 foot below the surface. Artifacts

recovered from this test include pottery sherds from a single vessel

and several hematite-coated bison rib fragments. The restorable

portion of the vessel was reconstructed in the laboratory and is iden-

tified as of the type lona Indented (Smith and Grange, 1958, pp.

98-100).

At the time of the 1958 investigations a grid of 5-foot squares

oriented with the cardinal directions was superimposed over the nat-

ural rise and the peripheral area. Each square was given a letter and

number designation noting its location in the grid. The squares were

scraped horizontally with shovels, and artifacts were placed in bags

labeled according to their vertical and horizontal provenience within

the grid. All excavations, except eight widely scattered 5- by 5-foot

test pits, were conducted within the northwest quadrant of the grid.

Depth measurements were made from the top of the present soil sur-

face downward.
Excavations were initiated by digging a trench 5 feet wide and 130

feet long across the north-south axis of the moimd (pi. 47, h ) . As work
progressed it became apparent that the mound was a natural structure

of stream-deposited gravel capped with five distinct soil strata. The
stratigraphic sequence in the trench profiles read as follows from top

to bottom : Stratum 1, the top soil zone, consisted of a layer of undis-

turbed sod and humus about 0.3 foot thick. Only rarely were artifacts

present in this zone. The underlying soil zone, stratum 2, was com-
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posed of a brownish silt. This deposit ranged from 0.3 to 0.5 foot in

thickness and became increasingly thicker along the east and west

slopes of the mound. Stratum 2 contained the artifactual material

belonging to the latest component at the site. The third deposit, stra-

tum 3, was a zone of yellowish, loess-like material generally 0.3 foot

thick. Tliis zone was sterile of cultural material except for the in-

trusion of postholes from stratum 2. The next soil layer, stratum 4,

was composed of a fine, grayish silt, ranging from 1.2 to 1.4 feet in

thickness. Stratum 4 contained the archeological specimens belong-

ing to the earliest component found at the site. The deepest soil de-

posit was stratum 5 ; it was composed of a thin, yellowish layer iden-

tical in appearance to stratum 3. This deepest deposit was about 0,2

foot thick and was present only in tlie central area of the mound
(fig. 58).

Soon after beginning excavations at the Good Soldier site it became

evident that two distinct archeological deposits were involved. The
deposits were separated by the yellow band of silt designated as stra-

tum 3. A closer examination, in the laboratory, of the artifact pro-

veniences and other archeological data left no doubt that at least two

human occupations were represented. In this report the top, and last,

occupation is called the Good Soldier Component; the deepest oc-

cupation is referred to as the Badger Component.

GOOD SOLDIER COMPONENT (39LM238)

All of the archeological material belonging to this component was
recovered from the two top soil zones, stratum 1 and stratum 2. The
most characteristic trait is sherds from globular vessels that have

straight to flaring rims and are simple-stamped on their exterior

surface. Another trait, somewhat less diagnostic, was the occurrence

of numerous posthole remains; 29 post molds were randomly dis-

tributed over the central portion of the mound. Of the 29, 13 con-

tained only soft, dark eartlifill. Bison bone wedges or supports were

found in 14 of the postholes; 2 of these contained small rock frag-

ments, 2 others contained portions of the original posts, and in an-

other a stone projectile point was found. Two postholes contained the

remains of unwedged wooden posts. The diameters of the postholes

ranged from 0.3 foot to 1.1 feet, the majority being between 0.4 and

1.1 feet. The depths of the postholes ranged from 0.2 to 1.9 feet.

Whether or not these postholes are the remains of an earth lodge or

lodges cannot be determined from the available data.

FEATURES

In the field certain peculiarities, such as soil discolorations that

marked the locations of pits or concentrations of archeological re-
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mains, were designated as features. Each feature was numbered,

carefully described on special "Feature Forms," and photographed

in the order of its discovery regardless of the component with which

it was associated. Therefore, the feature numbers assigned to the

various components are not in consecutive order. Features 2, 7, 8,

and 9 were associated with the Good Soldier Component and are

described in detail below.

Feature 2.—One pesthole and three articulated bison vertebrae. The bone

was 2.0 feet north of the pesthole. After being cored, the posthole was

found to contain a portion of coyote skull. No artifacts were located in

direct association with these remains. The top of this feature was in

square N140W50 at 0.6 foot below the surface.

Feature 7.—A concentration of pottery, a fragment of worked bison scapula

and several catfish bones. The pottery fragments, 3 rims and 14 body

sherds, all belong to a single vessel. This section of the vessel was re-

stored in the laboratory and is identified as the type lona Indented

(Smith and Grange, 1958). Feature 7 was located in square N140W35 at

0.8 foot below the surface.

Feature 8.—Consists of five articulated and two separate bison vertebrae.

The remains were located in situ at square N140W30 between 0.3 and

0.5 foot below the surface.

Feature 9.—A line of stones 5 feet in length, two postholes, and a basin-

shaped pit. The stone line, oriented almost exactly north-south, con-

sisted of 17 hand-sized cobblestones. The two postholes were located

symmetrically on opposite sides and about 1 foot from the stones. A line

joining the centers of the postholes would be perpendicular to the line of

stones and would intersect it at a point 2.0 feet from the south end. The

easterly posthole had bison bone wedges while the western one contained

the remains of a cedar post. The basin-shaped pit was located less than

1 foot east of the eastern posthole. Fill from the pit was composed of

hematite-stained soil and a small amount of burned earth. The pit

measured 2.3 feet north-south, 2.0 feet east-west, and had a maximum

depth of 0.5 foot. This feature was located in square N145W45 at 1.5

feet below the surface.

ARTIFACTS

POTTERY

The ceramic collection associated with the Good Soldier Component

at 39LM238 includes the following pottery types : lona Indented, Grey

Cloud Horizontal-Incised, Talking Crow Straight Rim, Cadotte Col-

lared, Stanley Tool Impressed, and a few miscellaneous rims.

A total of 241 body sherds was recovered ; 83 of these were simple

stamped and 158 were plain surfaced. In addition, there were 51

decorated sherds, almost all of which are from the shoulder area of

vessels ; 39 of these sherds bear parallel incised lines, 2 have parallel

trailed lines, 8 are incised with opposed diagonals, 1 has trailed, op-

posed diagonals, and 1 bears an incised herringbone motif. These

decorative designs are common to all of the above-named pottery types,

661-932-
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and I have not attempted to correlate any of the decorated sherds with

particular rim-sherd types.

lONA INDENTED

This pottery has been described in detail and assigned as a compo-
nent type of lona Ware by Smith and Grange in the Spain site

(39LM301) report (Smith and Grange, 1958). There are no
significant differences between the lona Indented pottery from the

Spain and Good Soldier sites.

Sample: Two partially restored vessels (pi. 48, a and &) and four separate rim
sherds.

Method of manufactube : Probably built up from lumped clay by the paddle

and anvil technique. There is no evidence of coiling.

Paste :

Temper: Moderate amounts of tiny grit particles composed of quartz, mica,

and feldspar.

Texture: Medium coarse to smooth.

Color: Buff, grading into gray. Many areas on the interior and exterior

surfaces are blackened from use.

Fobm:
Lip: Thickened, T-shaped or resembling an inverted L. Flattened or

rounded on top. Lip thickness ranges from 9 mm. to 11 mm. At the Spain
site most lips were from 9 mm. to 16 mm. thick.

Rim: Slightly flaring to straight. Heights range from 36 mm. to 46 mm.
Most rims at the Spain site were from 26 mm. to 47 mm. in height.

Shoulder: Quite rounded. The rims extend out from the vertical at an
angle of about 25 degrees. The angle between the exteriors of the rim
and the shoulder ranges from 85 degrees to 110 degrees on the two measur-
able specimens.

Base: Presumably rounded.

Appendages: None recovered at the Good Soldier site; however, four strap

handles and one.lug are reported for the Spain site.

Surface finish :

Interior: Smoothed, otherwise unmodified.

Exterior: Simple-stamped, large areas have been smoothed to the extent

of almost obliterating the simple-stamped impressions.

Decoration: Limited to lip and shoulder areas. Two rims have a con-

tinuous series of opposed diagonals on the lip. Four other rims are

decorated with a series of diagonal lines interrupted at equal intervals

by single, opposing lines. The shoulder of one vessel bears incised opposed

diagonal lines.

GEET CLOUD HORIZONTAL-INCISED

Pottery of this type has been described in detail and assigned the

above name by Smith and Grange (1958, pp. 102-103) in the Spain
site report. Only three Grey Cloud Horizontal-Incised rims were re-

covered at the Good Soldier site.

The first rim is grit tempered, buff shading into gray and black on
the exterior and light buff on the interior surface ; the core is gray. The
rim is slightly flaring and has a flat lip. Decoration consists of a se-
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ries of diagonal punctates on the lip and four horizontally trailed lines

on the rim exterior (pi. 48, d). The rim measures 27 mm. in height

and the lip is 6 mm. thick. This specimen most closely resembles the

type Grey Cloud Horizontal-Incised, Variety A.

The second rim is incomplete, it resembles the first rim in all respects

except that it is decorated on the lip with a series of tool identations.

I have also classified this specimen as Grey Cloud Horizontal-In-

cised, Variety A (Smith and Grange, 1958, p. 103).

The third rim is grit tempered, buff colored on the exterior and gray

on the interior surface; the core is also gray. The rim is slightly

flaring and the lip is somewhat rounded and beveled toward the ex-

terior. Decoration consists of four horizontally trailed lines on the

rim exterior and a series of vertically oriented tool indentations on the

lip interior (pi. 48, c). This sherd falls within the Grey Cloud Hori-

zontal-Incised, Variety C category as described by Smith and Grange.

This type is also represented by a small number of sherds from the

Talking Crow site (39BF3).

TALKING CROW STRAIGHT EIM

Talking Crow Straight Kim is a component type of Talking Crow
ware (Smith, 1951, pp. 36-37; Smith and Grange, 1958, pp. 101-102).

Charles H. McNutt, in a subsequent classification of certain Plains

pottery (McNutt, 1959) ,
prefers to assign similar sherds to the KusseU

Plain Rim type, a component of Russell ware. I have grouped five of

the rim sherds from the Good Soldier Component into the Talking

Crow Straight Rim category (pi. 48, e, /)

.

The rims are grit tempered. The exterior surfaces are buff, grading

into gray, and one sherd is black and orange. Interior surfaces are

buff to gray on four of the specimens and black on the fifth. Cores

are generally lighter than the darkest side-surfaces. In form the rims

are straight and the lips are flat to slightly rounded. Decoration is

confined to the lips and consists of a series of diagonal tool indenta-

tions on three of the specimens and punctations on the remaining two.

Three of the rims are complete enough to measure ; they range from

31 mm. to 41 mm. in height. Lips range from 5 mm. to 7 mm. in

thickness.

CADOTTE COLLARED

Pottery of this type has been described in a manuscript prepared by

Carlyle Smith. The ceramic classification is based upon specimens

excavated at the Two Teeth site (39BF204). Smith (personal com-

munication) also includes four collared rims, listed under the Miscel-

laneous category in the Spain site report, as Cadotte Collared (Smith

and Grange, 1958, p. 104, pi. 31, h). Only one rim sherd from the

Good Soldier Component can be classified within this grouping (pL

48,^).
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The rim is grit tempered
;
gray shading into black on the exterior

and buff shading into black on the interior surface. Only a small

portion of the shoulder area remains ; however, the collared area and
the lip are complete. The collar is straight in form and measures

39 mm. in height. The lip is slightly rounded and beveled toward the

exterior; it is 6 mm. thick. Decoration consists of a series of verti-

cally oriented tool indentations on the lip interior and four rows of

punctations on the exterior of the collared area. The only difference

between this sherd and Cadotte Collared, Variety D, is that the type

description of Variety D makes no mention of lip decoration.

STANLEY TOOL IMPRESSED

This pottery type was established by Donald J. Lehmer (1954, p. 45)

as a component type of Stanley Braced Eim ware. Only one rim
fragment from the Good Soldier Component is classified under this

category (pi. 48, h).

The rim is grit tempered, buff to gray on the exterior and gray on
the interior surface. The rim is slightly flaring and has a braced
fillet extending down onto the rim exterior. The lip is flattened.

Decoration is limited to the braced area and the lip and consists of a

series of opposed diagonal impressions.

MISCELLANEOUS

Included in this category are three rim sherds, one appendage, and
one incised body sherd.

The first specimen is a grit-tempered rim sherd ; it is gray on the

exterior and interior surfaces. The rim is straight and the lip is

rounded. Decoration consists of two diagonal tool impressions on the

lip exterior and three horizontally incised lines on the rim exterior

(pl.48,i).

The second specimen is also a grit-tempered rim sherd. It is buff

to gray on the exterior and interior surfaces. The rim is flaring and
has a rounded lip. Decoration is limited to the rim interior at the

lip in the form of vertical tool indentations. Incised lines, which
undoubtedly decorated the shoulder area, extend up to the lower

extremity of the rim (pi. 48, j). The specimen measures 18 mm. in

rim height and the lip is 5 mm. thick. This rim resembles pottery

classified by W. Raymond Wood as Evans Indented, a component type

of Evans ware reported from late prehistoric sites in Holt and Knox
Counties, northeast Nebraska (Wood, MS.)
The third rim is grit tempered, buff on the exterior and gray on the

interior surface. The rim is straight in form and the lip is rounded.

An appendage has been broken from the upper portion of the rim.

The remaining portion of the projecting appendage is round and sug-

gestive of a loop handle or lug. There are two parallel incised lines
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extending longitudinally on the lip. To one side of the appendage,

on the rim exterior, there are two horizontally trailed lines (pi. 48, k)

.

The fourth specimen appears to be a loop handle. It is gray and

lacks decoration. The appendage measures 15 mm. in height and is

6 mm. thick.

The fifth specimen is a body sherd with an incised motif on the

exterior surface. The sherd is grit tempered, buff on the exterior and
black on the interior, and measures 6 mm. in thickness. It is quite

jagged around the edges and unsymmetrical. Portions of the design

have been broken off; however, the remaining portion consists of a

circle and two diagonal lines that intersect each other in the approxi-

mate center of the circle.

STOISTE

PEOJECTILE POINTS

(5 specimens)

Triangular, straight lase (one specimen).—It is a planoconvex in cross sec-

tion and displays jagged percussion flake scars on both faces and along
all side edges. The point is made from a reddish-brown quartz. It meas-
ures 30 mm. long, 22 mm. wide, 7 mm. thick and weighs 4.8 gm. (pi. 49, c).

Triangular, concave lase (one specimen).—The point displays fine, bifacial

pressure flaking. It is made from a brown jasper and measures 20 mm.
long, 11 mm. wide, 3 mm. thick and weighs 0.8 gm. (pi. 49, &)

.

Triangular, hasal notched.—This point lacks a portion of the tip. There
is some doubt as to whether or not the very shallow basal notch was in-

tentionally made. The specimen is made from a yellowish-brown quartz-

ite. It measures 34 mm. long (estimated), 20 mm. wide, and 6 mm. thick

(pl. 49, c).

Triangular straight lase, side notched (two specimens).—The largest point

is made from a gray chert. It measures 19 mm. long, 14 mm. wide, 3 mm.
thick, and weighs 0.8 gm. (pl. 49, d). The smaller point is made from a
whitish chalcedony. It measures 14 mm. long, 12 mm. wide, 3 mm. thick,

and weighs 0..5 gm. (pl 49, e).

END SCRAPEES

(2 specimens)

The first specimen is triangular in outline and planoconvex in cross

section. The "keel" has been removed from the convex face, and
secondary chipping on that face is limited to the working end and one

side edge. A single percussion flake scar extends down the total

length of the long axis on the convex face. The scraper is made of

Knife River flint and measures 40 mm. long, 28 mm. wide, and 8 mm.
thick (pl. 49, /). The second specimen is rectangular in outline and
concavoconvex in cross section. The convex face has been retouched

along the working end and the two side edges. The planer surface

is flat near the working end, but it has a pronounced concavity at the
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opposite end. The specimen is made of a clear, banded quartz. It

measures 27 mm. long, 21 mm. wide, and 5 mm. thick (pi. 49, g).

KNIVES

(2 specimens)

Specimens in this category are bifacially flaked along one or more
edges. Each piece is but a fragment of the original tool.

The first fragment is rectangular in outline and has two flat faces.

Chipping is limited to one end and one side edge. The chipping along

the side edge has resulted in a steep bevel from one face. This speci-

men is made from plate chalcedony ; it measures 49 mm. long, 30 mm.
wide, and 7 mm. thick.

The second specimen appears to be the main portion of an elliptical

knife. One end and a side have been chipped from only one face. The
other side edge has been bifacially chipped, but it has a definite bevel

from one face. The knife is made of Bijou Hills quartzite; it meas-

ures 63 mm. long, 43 mm. wide, and 8 mm. thick.

DBILL

(1 specimen)

This piece appears to be the butt end of an expanded base drill.

The sides and the base are quite straight. Both faces have been flaked

along the edges, and in cross section the drill resembles a flattened oval.

The specimen is made from tan quartz ; it measures 32 mm. long (esti-

mated) , 12 mm. wide, and 5 mm. thick (pi. 49, h)

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPPED STONE

Four specimens, generally ovoid in outline, bear a small amount of

retouching along one or more edges. These may have been modi-
fied intentionally for immediate use and then discarded. Two of the

flakes are made of quartz, one of quartzite, and the other of gypsum.
They range from 21 mm. to 41 mm. long, 19 mm. to 27 mm. wide,

and 6 mm. to 15 mm. thick.

GROUND STONE ARTIFACTS

SHAFT SMOOTHERS

(1 specimen)

This piece consists of a fragment of scoria. It is slightly triangular

in outline and planoconvex in cross section. There is a shallow U-

shaped groove extending longitudinally down the entire length of the

planer surface. Toward one end, the groove becomes quite shallow

and narrow.
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ABEADEE8

(3 specimens)

The first specimen somewhat resembles a discoidal. One of the

faces has been smootlied from use, the oj)posite face is rough and un-

altered. It is made from a piece of scoria and measures 26 mm.
thick and 56 mm. in diameter.

The second specimen is shaped like a parallelogram. The two
faces are flat and have rounded side edges. The sides vary from
wedge shaped to rounded to flat. The specimen is made of gypsum.
The top and bottom measure 50 mm. and 48 mm. long respectively

;

it is 29 mm. in width and 15 mm. thick.

The third specimen is a rectangular piece of sandstone that ap-

pears to have been artificially shaped. Both faces and one long side

are quite smooth. One face has a shallow, ovoid concavity and the

side surface of one end bears pecking scars. The tool measures 98

mm. long, 57 mm. wide, and 27 mm. thick.

BONE ARTEFACTS

(4 specimens)

Scapula fragments (three specimens).—Each is a fragment of bison scapu-

lae. The first fragment is from a right scapula which has had the

spine removed. The proximal and distal portions are lacking, as is the

posterior border. The remaining distal portion of the anterior border
has been smoothed from wear. The specimen measures 231 mm. in

length.

The second specimen is also a fragment of a right scapula. It is a rec-

tangular piece lacking the proximal and distal portions and the posterior

border. The proximal end of the fragment, as well as the lateral sur-

face and the anterior border, has been smoothed from wear. This speci-

men is 174 mm. long (pi. 49, i)

.

The third fragment is a thin, elongated piece of scapula that converges
to a rounded point at one end ; the opposite end is fractured. Both side

edges along the pointed half of the bone are sharp and smooth from
wear. Each face of the bone is marked with numerous longitudinal

scratches, most of which are concentrated toward the pointed end. The
specimen is 182 mm. long (pi. 49, ;).

Cut hone (one specimen).—A portion of the proximal end of a bison or
elk right metacarpal. The bone has been cut diagonally down from
the articular facets to a point along the vascular groove. No other area
on the bone appears to be artificially altered. The specimen is 39 mm.
long,

GOOD SOLDIER COMPONENT AND RELATED SITES

In the following discussion I have attempted to describe the Good
Soldier Component more fully by relating its remains to similar

material from other sites. This method, I hope, will afford the reader
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a meaningful understanding of the people represented by these arche-

ological data.

The excavated remains that have been assigned to the Good Soldier

Component at site 39LM238 were recovered from the two top strata

of a natural mound. Features, of which there were four, consisted of

concentrations of worked and/or unworked mammal bone, stone arti-

facts, and pottery fragments. One rather interesting feature was a

line of cobblestones associated with postholes and a firepit. The

inventory of pottery, stone, and bone was indeed meager; of these

specimens, only pottery and specifically vessel rims, are diagnostic

enough to show relationships between the Good Soldier Component

and certain other sites.

The ceramic collection from the Good Soldier Component includes

vessel rims assigned to five pottery types. Each of these types is

characterized by globular vessels having constricted necks. The rims

are straight, slightly flaring or collared. The trait of simple-

stamping the exterior surface of the vessels is common to each of the

types. This trait is generally associated with the "farming-hunting

villages" of the late prehistoric and historic peoples who lived on the

northern and central Great Plains. The earliest date on a simple-

stamped pottery occupation in these regions is from the Thomas Riggs

site (39HU1), a rectagular house village in Hughes County, S. Dak.

A charcoal specimen from this site provided a carbon-14 date of A.D.

1228±200 years (Missouri Basin Chronology Program, Statement

No. 2, Missouri Basin Project, June 15, 1959, Lincoln)

.

A site bearing close artifactual relationships to the Good Soldier

Component is the Spain site (39LM301). This small, compact

village is located about 1 mile upstream from the mouth of Bull

Creek in Lyman County, S. Dak. The creek flows eastward into the

Missouri River about 33 miles downstream from the Good Soldier site.

Excavations at the Spain site were conducted in 1953 by a field party

of the University of Kansas under the direction of Carlyle S. Smith.

The principal occupation at the Spain site has been designated Com-

ponent A and is characterized by a small, prehistoric village situated

in the tree-sheltered bottoms of a minor stream course (Smith and

Grange, 1958). The remains of two and probably four earth lodges

were located on low hummocks or rises. The ecological situation

closely duplicates what was found at the Good Soldier site, where the

occupational remains were concentrated on a low, natural rise in a

narrow stream valley.

The one completely excavated house at Spain had a basin-shaped

floor 29 feet in diameter and an extended entryway 7 feet long and 4

feet wide. The entryway faced southeastward toward Bull Creek.

Features within the house included a central hearth, a secondary
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firepit, and two small pocket caches. A bell-sliaped cache pit and a

midden deposit were located along the outer edge of the house.

Abundant remains of charred beams indicated that the structure had
been destroyed by fire.

Table 1.

—

Collection of identifial>le rim sherds from Spain site {Component A)

Pottery type Percent

lona Indented
lona Horizontal-Incised
lona Diagonal-Incised
lona S-Rim, Variety A
lona S-Rim, Variety B
lona S-Rim, Variety C
lona S-Rim, Variety D
Talking Crow Straight Rim
Grey Cloud Horizontal-Incised

328
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BADGER COMPONENT (39LM238)

FEATURES

On the basis of their location within stratum 4, Features 1, 3, 4, 5,

and 6 were assigned to the Badger Component of the Good Soldier

site. The features and their associations are described below.

Feature 1.—A small pile of 31 unworked stone chips, some of which fit together.

The concentration, 0.3 foot by 0.4 foot, measured 0.3 foot from top to bottom.

The chips range from 38 mm. to 53 mm. long, 26 mm. to 35 mm. wide, and

3 mm. to 14 mm . thick. The cache was located at a depth of 1.2 feet in

square N12oW50.
Feature 3.—^A small, basin-shaped flrepit containing charred and uncharred bone

fragments and a small quantity of charcoal. The pit was 2.6 feet in

diameter and had a maximum depth of 0.4 foot. The top of the pit was
defined at 2.2 feet below the present ground surface in square N130W50.

Feature 4.—A large, basin-shaped flrepit containing charred and uncharred

bone fragments, charcoal, and 225 fire-cracked, handsized, granitic rocks.

Most of the rocks were in the bottom two-thirds of the pit. The feature

measured 3.3 feet by 4.6 feet and had a maximum depth of 1.4 feet. A
definite outline of the pit was apparent at 2.0 feet below the surface;

however, indications of the pit were noticeable at a depth of 1.5 feet in

square N125W50. A charcoal specimen from Feature 4 was submitted

to the University of Michigan carbon-14 laboratory; it was cataloged

M-1090a and dated 419 ± 150 years B.O.

Feature 5.—Two shallow, basin-shaped firepits. The fill in the northern-

most pit was stained red with hematite. It measured 1.9 feet in diameter

and had a maximum depth of 0.19 foot. The second pit, located about 0.3 foot

south of the first, measured 0.9 foot in diameter and 0.4 foot in depth.

Fill from this pit contained charcoal, flint chips, and fragments of bone.

The pits became apparent at 1.2 feet below the present ground surface in

square N155W50.
Feature 6.—A shallow, basin-shaped flrepit containing burned earth, small flecks

of hematite, and fragments of bone, stone, and shell. The pit, 1.3 feet in

diameter and 0.4 foot in maximum depth, was located at 1.6 feet below the

surface in square N180W50.

POTTERY

The pottery collections from stratum 4 at the Good Soldier site

consist of sherds, most of which have been cord-paddled on their

exterior surfaces. At least two vessel shapes are represented, one

being globular with a constricted neck and a straight, everted rim.

The other is an almost shoulderless vessel with a conoidal base. The
shapes and decorations on the rims are such that they may be sorted

into three groups.

GROUP A

This category consists of two undecorated rims, apparently from
the same vessel (pi. 50, h and c) . They measure 24 mm. in height and
are 7 mm. thick, becoming slightly thinner in the area immediately
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below the lip. The flattened lip slopes slighty downward toward the

vessel exterior and is 8 mm. wide. The interior suface is smooth,

almost polished in appearance, and dark gray to black. The exterior,

tan to dark brown, has faint, vertical, cord-paddled impressions ex-

tending a short distance up the rim. Both specimens are abundantly

tempered with fine to medium-sized grit particles. The largest rim

was located at a depth of 1.6 feet in square N145W15. The other rim

came from a depth of 2,1 feet in square N145W20. These fit the

descriptions of the plain Great Oasis pottery reported by Lloyd A.

Wilford (1945 pp. 35-36; 1955 p. 138). Elden Johnson, of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, examined the sherds and stated "The fiat-lipped

rims . . . are identical to Wilford's Great Oasis undecorated

rims" (Personal communication March 24, 1961). Other Great Oasis

sherds have been collected from at least four sites in South Dakota

;

the Oldham site (39CH7) in Charles Mix County (Cooper, 1955, p.

60), and the Gavins Point site (39YI^203) in Yankton County (Hall,

1961). In November 1960, this writer was allowed to examine the

private collection of Mr. Francis Deuder of Ree Heights, Hand
County. The collection included a number of decorated Great Oasis

rims from the Ree Heights Buffalo Kill site (39HD3). Finally,

sherds bearing some resemblance to Great Oasis pottery are men-

tioned in the Swanson report (Hurt, 1951, p. 38). The comparison is

made with the type Chamberlain Incised Triangle; Hurt notes that

". . . none of the Chamberlain Incised Triangle found at the Swanson
site has a cord-marked body like Great Oasis pottery." This should

make little difference in the comparison, since a fair percentage of

Great Oasis wares do not have cord-paddled exterior surfaces (Wil-

ford, 1945, p. 36). It is worth mentioning here that a wooden post,

excavated from a rectangular house at the Swanson site was analyzed

at the University of Michigan carbon-14 laboratory ; it was cataloged

M-839 and dated A.D. 858±250 years.

In a 1949 publication Wilford refers to a vessel and some sherds

". . . which are clearly of the Great Oasis type" and speculates that

they may represent prehistoric Omaha pottery because they are from
the Ryan site (25DK2) which is thought to be a burial place for the

Omaha "Large Village." The vessel and its resemblance to Great

Oasis is mentioned again in Wilford's 1955 report. John L. Champe,
of the Laboratory of Anthropology, University of Nebraska, permitted

an examination of this vessel and another from the same excavation.

The specimens excavated in 1939 are from a natural mound designated

25DK2A near the town of Homer in Dakota County, Nebr. Stanley

Bartos, Jr., supervised the excavations and his notes, on file at the

University of Nebraska, state that the mound measured 125 feet

north-south, 20 to 50 feet east-west, and had a height of 2.5 feet (also

see Champe, 1946, pp. 117-118). It contained prehistoric secondary
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burials, and at a later date primary interments ascribed to the Omaha,

were intruded into it.

GROUP B

These are five undecorated rim sherds, four of which fit together.

All five apparently belong to a single vessel (pi. 50, d). The rim

section is about 9 mm. thick and has a rounded lip. The mterior

surface is black and smooth. The exterior, ranging from tan to

dark gray, is covered with large (3 per centimeter), parallel, cord-

paddled impressions extending diagonally downward from the lip.

The sherds are tempered with minute particles of calcite and occasional

large and small grit inclusions. They were recovered from the 2.0-2.5

foot level in square N135W40. The specimens bear a general re-

semblance to several varieties of Plains Woodland vessels that are

almost shoulderless and have conoidal bases. Calcite tempering is

a characteristic of Harlan Cord-Roughened, the diagnostic pottery

of the Keith Focus (Kivett, 1953). Two sites within this focus have

been dated by radiocarbon methods. The Woodruff Ossuary in north-

central Kansas (Kivett, 1953) was dated at A.D. 611±240 years

(Wedel and Kivett, 1956), and site 25FT18 in south-central Nebraska

was dated at A.D. 828±200 years (Crane and Griffin, 1960, p. 40).

The Valley Cord-Roughened is characteristic of the Valley Focus (Hill

and Kivett, 1941), the type site being 25VY1 in central Nebraska

(Kivett, 1949). A dendrochronological estimate of A.D. 1000 to

1150 was assigned to a Valley Focus occupation at Ash Hollow Cave

in southwest Nebraska (Champe, 1946, p. 86). The trait that allies

the Group B specimens from the Good Soldier site to Valley Cord-

Roughened is the diagonal orientation of the cord impressions on the

vessel exterior.

GROUP c

Only one large rim and shoulder section of a vessel is represented

here (pi. 50, a). The rim is vertical with a very faint outward bulge

between the neck and the lip. A very weak shoulder is evident below

the neck. The lip is flat and slants downward toward the vessel

exterior. Rim height, measured between the neck and lip top, is 34

mm. and the thickness is 6 mm. The specimen is abundantly tem-

pered with grit particles ranging up to 2.0 mm. in size. The interior

surface is a brownish-orange and smooth. The exterior is the same

color, but it is covered with extremely fine, parallel, cord-paddled

impressions that extend vertically down from the lip. The rim is

decorated with parallel, notched-stick indentations that extend from
the lip top diagonally downward onto the rim exterior. The indenta-

tions are about 13 mm. in length and V-shaped in cross section. The
notches run perpendicular to, and average about six per indentation.

The rim was recovered at a depth of 2.0 feet in square N145W50. Al-
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though this rim does not resemble any of the reported pottery types

on the northern and central Plains, I was able to find two similar

specimens that belong to a single vessel. They are from site 39BK11,

located on the opposite side of the Missouri River and about 21 miles

downstream from the Good Soldier site. Field parties of the Smith-

sonian Institution located and made tests at the site in 1947, 1953, and

1954. Paul L. Cooper's notes (on file at the Lincoln office of the

Smithsonian Institution) show that an occupation area at 39BR11 was

overlain by two distinct strata. The uppermost was the plow zone

or present surface, under which was a sterile zone of fine, yellowish

silt. Beneath the silt was a "dark brown" layer of soil containing

small, basin-shaped firepits and artifacts. One of the rims (cat. No,

39BR11-18) was recovered from this stratum at "Profile 6 . . . 2.6'

to 3.3'" below the surface; the other rim (cat. No. 39BE11-37) came
from dirt that had sloped down onto the riverbank.

There are also certain artifactual similarities between the Badger
Component and the Clear Lake site, which is located along the Illi-

nois River in Tazewell and Mason Counties, 111. (Fowler, 1952).

I believe the rim from Group C (Badger Component) resembles those

from the conoidal vessels of Weaver ware, the predominant pottery

type at Clear Lake. The projectile points from Group 2 (Badger

Component) also bear a resemblance to those of Group A that are

illustrated on page 155 of the Clear Lake Report. Melvin L. Fowler
kindly examined specimens from the Badger Component and his

statements, regarding the Group C rim and the Group 2 points, are

as follows : "... I would not compare it closely with Weaver. The
general resemblances are there in the rather tightly twisted parallel

cords and general vessel shape. The paste is different and not as com-

pact as Weaver. ... In general, if such a sherd were found in Illi-

nois, it would be classified as Late Woodland on a general Weaver
Horizon. . .

." (Fowler, personal communication February 2, 1960).

"The projectile points are not Weaver but are similar to those asso-

ciated with the so-called Maples Mills and Dillenger cultures in Illi-

nois. . . ." Weaver ware is generally assigned to the Woodland
period in the Illinois Valley and the ware has been dated by carbon-14

from the Irving Village at A.D. 770±250 years, and from the Ruther-

ford Mound at A.D. 425zt200 years (Griffin, 1958, pp. 12-13 and 15).

STONE

PROJECTIO] POINTS

(6 specimens)

Group 1. Triangular^ straight ha^e {two specimens).—Each has

slightly convex sides and shows haphazard bifacial flake scars. The
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largest specimen lacks the tip and is made from a grayish-brown

quartzite (pi. 50, /). It measures 20 mm. long (estimated), 18 mm.
wide, and 5 mm. thick. The other point (pi. 50, e) , made from a crys-

tal clear quartz, is 15 mm. long, 17 mm. wide, 4 mm. thick and weighs

1.8 gm. Both points were recovered from the 1.0-1.5 foot level in

square N145W45.
Group 2. Triangular^ comer-notched {four specimens).—None are

complete, but all show straight to slightly convex sides. Evenly

placed, bifacial flake scars extend outward at right angles from the

longitudinal axis to the side edges. One point, broken almost its en-

tire length down the long axis, has a slightly convex base (pi. 50, p-).

It is made from a brown chalcedony, but one face is completely coated

with a white patination. The specimen measures 38 mm. long, 27 mm.
wide (estimated), and 5 mm. thick; it was located at a depth of 1.3

feet in square N125W70. The next piece also has a convex base, but

lacks the tip portion (pi. 50, h). It was made from a very fine-

grained, light-brown quartzite and measures 32 mm. long (estimated),

24 mm. wide and 4 mm. thick. The specimen was recovered 2.2 feet

below the surface in square N175W50; it is similar to a point (Cata-

logue No. 43) found at site 39BE11, Brule County, S. Dak. The
third specimen, made of basalt, lacks the base, and the tangs were acci-

dentally broken off in the laboratory (pi. 50, ^). It was located at a

depth of 2.3 feet in square N190W40. The fourth piece, made from a

fine-grained, olive-drab quartzite, consists only of a point section (pi.

50, j). It was recovered from a depth of 1.8 feet in square N150W35.

END SCRAPERS

(10 specimens)

Group 1 {four specimens').—All are planoconvex in cross section,

ovoid in outline, show little or no secondary flaking on the convex
surface, and have been retouched at one end and both side edges. The
first specimen (pi. 50, ^), made from a gray chalcedony, is 40 mm.
long, 28 mm. vtdde and 7 mm. tliick. It was located at a depth of 2.3

feet in square N155W15. The second scraper (pi. 50, ?), made from
a brown chalcedony, is patinated on the convex surface. It measures

35 mm. long, 29 mm. wide, 10 mm. thick and was recovered from the

1.5-2.0 foot level in square N155W25. The third piece (pi. 50, m),
also made from a brown chalcedony, is patinated on the base and
along the side edges. It measures 26 mm. long, 12 mm. wide, 7 mm.
thick and was fomid in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square N135W50. The
fourth specimen has been fractured opposite the working end ; it was
made from a brown chalcedony and is heavily patinated on the convex

surface (pi. 50, n) . The fragment measures 22 mm. wide, 9 mm. thick

and was located in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square N145W40.
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Group 2 {three specimens).—All are planoconvex in cross section,

rectangular in outline and have a keel toward one side of the convex

surface extending down the long axis for almost the entire length of

the scraper. The first specimen, made from a brown chalcedony and
patinated on one side, has a small semicircular notch chipped into one

side edge (pi. 50, o). The piece measures 18 mm. long, 18 mm. wide,

and 7 mm. thick. It was recovered from the 2.0-2.5 foot level at

square N150W40. The next specimen, made from a mottled gray

flint, is patinated along portions of one end and a side edge and has

secondary chipping along the opposite side edge (pi. 50, p). It is 20

mm. long, 18 mm. wide, 5 mm. thick and was located in the 2.0-2.5 foot

level at square N145W35. The third specimen is incomplete; it is

made from a brown chalcedony and shows retouching only at the

working end (pi. 50, q). The fragment was recovered from the 1.5-

2.0 foot level in square N160W50.
Group 3 {three specimens)

.

—These pieces are planoconvex in cross

section, triangular in outline and have been retouched over the entire

convex surface. The largest scraper, made from a brown chalcedony

(pi. 50, r), is 30 mm. long, 23 nuTi. wide, and 6 mm. thick. It was lo-

cated in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square N135W35. The second scraper,

also a brown chalcedony (pi. 50, -§), is 19 mm. long, 21 mm. wide, and

6 mm. thick. It was located in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square

N135W35. The last specimen, made from a yellowish-brown jasper

(pi. 50, t) is 20 mm. long, 19 mm. wide, 6 mm. thick and was recovered

from the 1.5-2.0 foot level at square N140W50.

KNIVES

(7 specimens)

Group 1 {three specimens).—Ovoid in outline, each of these pieces

displays large, bifacial, percussion flake scars. The largest knife has

been finely retouched on one face almost entirely around the outer

edge. It is made from a brown chalcedony and has a thin, whitish

patination on one face (pi. 50, u). The knife is 87 mm. long, 65 mm.
wide, 13 mm. thick and was recovered from 1.8 feet below the surface

at square N150W30. The second specimen is incomplete, but the

recovered portion lacks any secondary flaking (pi. 50, ^>). It is made
from a fine-grained, mottled brown and tan quartzite and measures

46 mm. long (estimated), 35 mm. wide, and 10 mm. thick. The piece

was located in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square N155W55. The third

specimen, also incomplete, is made from a fine-grained, yellowish

quartzite (pi. 50, i«) . It measures 47 mm. wide, 9 mm. thick and was

recovered from the 1.5-2.0 foot level at square N140W50.
Group 2 {tioo specimens).—Triangular in outline, each shows hap-

hazard, bifacial chipping along the two side edges. The first piece,

made from a fine-grained, purple quartzite, measures 32 mm. long,
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28 mni. wide, and 12 mm. thick (pi. 50, x). It was found in the 1.0-

1.5 foot level at square N145W45. The second specimen is a knife

fragment. It consists of a fine grained, grayish quartzite that is

patinated along portions of one face and a side edge (pi. 50, y). The

piece is 20 mm. long, 34 mm. wide, and 6 mm. thick. It was located

at a depth of 1.3 feet in square N150W50.

Oroup 3 (ttvo specimens).—Both pieces are steeply beveled along

the side edges, rectangular in outline, and are made of Bijou Hills

quartzite. The larger specimen is incomplete and appears to be the

upper portion of a knife, or possibly a drill with opposite faces alter-

nately beveled. It was located in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square

N145W30. The smaller piece is the midsection of a bifacially flaked

blade that has been steeply beveled along one side edge from both

faces. It was located in the 1.0-1.5 foot level at square N145W45.

WORKED FLAKES

(14 specimens)

These pieces consist of asymmetrical flakes showing unifacial re-

touch along one or more side edges. A few are no doubt fragments

broken from side and/or end scrapers. One specimen has a semi-

circular notch chipped into each of its two side edges. It has been

suggested that this type of tool may have been used for cutting arrow

shafts (Cosner, 1956) . All of these flakes were recovered from within

1.0 to 2.5 feet depths.

PROBLEMATICAL OBJECT

(1 specimen)

This specimen is tubular and broken at one end. It may be a section

of a bead, or simply a limestone concretion (pi. 50, s). The piece

measures 22 mm. long, has an outside diameter of 14 mm. and an inside

diameter of 6 mm. It was located in the 1.5-2.0 foot level at square

N190W50.

DISCUSSION OF THE BADGER COMPONENT

In describing the pottery and certain projectile point specimens

from this component I have referred to other sites from which similar

artifacts were collected. It is evident that the remains of at least

three types of pottery vessels are represented in the relatively thin

soil zone of stratum 4; evidence as to whether or not the makers

of these vessels occupied the site contemporaneously or at different

times is inconclusive. A comparable archeological situation involv-

ing the kinds of specimens assigned to the Badger Component has

not been reported. Nevertheless, in light of the carbon-14 dates

related to pottery specimens similar to those in Groups A, B, and C,
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I do not think that the possibility of a simultaneous occupation for

the component should be ruled out.

Two discrepancies remain to be discussed. The first concerns the

question of whether or not Great Oasis pottery is prehistoric Omaha
in origin. Statements alluding to the possibility of this origin have

appeared in print at least twice (Champe, 1946, p. 48; Wilford, 1949,

p. 36), and each reference concerns the vessel or vessels recovered

from the excavations at 25DK2A mentioned earlier in this report. I

have examined the field notes and sketches from the site and am of

the opinion that the vessels, both of which are good Great Oasis speci-

mens, belong to the prehistoric burial remains rather than to the

intrusive Omaha interments that were accompanied by European

trade goods. I am not aware of any Great Oasis ceramics found in

undisturbed, direct association with White trade material. The trait

of cord-paddling that appears on the exterior surface of some Great

Oasis vessels is not a late prehistoric technique in the central Plains

or Middle Missouri region, nor is this pottery type very similar to

others that are diagnostic of the protohistoric or historic periods in

those areas. Great Oasis sherds have been more aptly compared to

pottery from the Middle Ceramic Period (Champe, 1946), and trac-

ing this pottery type up through time to Omaha occupations has yet

to be validly demonstrated.

The second problem is in connection with the carbon-14 date ob-

tained from charcoal at Feature 4. This date, 419 B.C.±150 years, is

certainly not compatible with the artifactual material of the compo-

nent; however, it may be a perfectly acceptable date for the basin-

shaped pit in Feature 4. As other sites are dug, in locales where

stratigraphy is not so subject to stream erosion and deposition, arti-

facts may be found that show significant relationships to so7ne of those

in the Badger Component, thus validating an earlier occupation not

recognized now.

In conclusion, the Badger Component represents an early occupa-

tion site, the artifacts of which are most closely comparable to those

from other sites assigned to the Plains Woodland Period, and a date

no later than A.D. 1200 is suggested for the occupation of this com-

ponent.

CONCLUSIONS

The Good Soldier site (39LM238) , located along the Missouri River

in central South Dakota, consists of two stratigraphically separated

occupations. The latest has been named the Good Soldier Component.
It comprises remains closely resembling those from two other sites in

the vicinity and has been assigned, together with those sites, to the

Shannon Focus of the Chouteau Aspect. The early occupation at

661-932—64 23
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39LM238 is designated the Badger Component. Its artifactual re-

semblances to certain other sites in Minnesota, Nebraska, and South
Dakota indicate that it falls within the Plains Woodland Phase. The
possibility of a still earlier occupation at the Good Soldier site is

suggested.

APPENDIX

BONE AND VEGETAL IDENTIFICATION FROM THE GOOD SOLDIER
SITE'

BONE

The small quantity of bone from the Good Soldier site was more or

less evenly distributed throughout the arbitrary half-foot levels of

the excavations. Buffalo {Bison bison) remains were by far the most
common, while the whitetailed deer {Odocoileus speleits), coyote

(Ganis latrans), kit fox (Vulpes velox), prairie dog {Cynomys ludo-

vicianus), and the cottontail rabbit {Syvilagus floridanus) are also

present. Included in the inventory are a few fish bones; however,

there was no evidence of fowl in the excavations.

I have assigned all of the osseous remains recovered from the sur-

face, down to 1 foot in depth to the Good Soldier Component and
all below that depth to the Badger Component. The results are

shown in table 2.

Table 2.

—

Osseous remains from Oood Soldier and Badger Components

GOOD SOLDIER COMPONENT

Bison
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The lists show buffalo, deer, coyote, kit fox, and fish associated with

the Good Soldier Component, and buffalo, prairie dog, and rabbit with

the Badger Component. Interestingly, almost all of the buffalo re-

mains are from the limbs of the animals
;
previous writers have sug-

gested that this phenomena indicates that the kills and the butchering

took place some distance from the main camp or village (Lehmer,

1952 ; White, 1952 a, 1952 b, 1954)

.

VEGETAIi

Only one vegetal specimen, a pit of the Prunus americana^ was re-

covered. It came from square N140W40 in the 1.0-1.5 foot level.
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a. View east-northeast of Good Soldier site and surrounding vicinity. Missouri River

flows eastward (upper left), h. View north of trench cross-sectioning the long axis of the

natural mound. Broken rocks are adjacent to the large pit (Feature 4).
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Pottery specimens from the Good Soldier Component: a, b, lona Indented; c, d, Grey Cloud

Horizontal-Incised; e, f. Talking Crow Straight Rim; g, Cadotte Collared; h, Stanley

Tool Impressed; i-k, miscellaneous.
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Stone and bone specimens from the Good Soldier Component.
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Pottery and stone specimens from the Badger Component.
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ABCHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE
TORONTO RESERVOIR AREA, KANSAS^

By James H. Howard

INTRODUCTION

The Toronto Dam and Eeservoir, a flood-control and conservation

project of tlie U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, Tulsa District, is

located on the Verdigris River in Greenwood and Woodson Counties,

southeastern Kansas (see fig. 59) . The dam is a rolled, earthfill struc-

ture, 4,712 feet in length and 90 feet in height, above the river channel.

It is 314 miles south of the town of Toronto in Woodson County, Kans.,

55 miles north of the Oklahoma border, and 75 miles west of the

Missouri border. It forms a reservoir some 11% miles long, with a

maximum width of approximately 1% miles at full-pool level of 931

feet (m.s.L). This reservoir extends up the Verdigris River and its

tributaries in the eastern portion of Woodson County and the western

portion of Greenwood County to cover a total area of approximately

10,000 acres. Dam construction was begun in November 1954 and was
essentially completed in December 1959. Flooding of the reservoir

began in the spring of 1959 with maximum pool level to be reached

intermittently after completion.

In this area the Verdigris River flows in a generally southeasterly

direction, forming a wide flood plain between bluffs of Pennsylvanian

sandstone and limestone. Numerous bends and meanders indicate that

the drainage system is old. A heavy growth of trees, principally

scrub oak, elm, cottonwood, and hackberry, clothes the valley and the

sides of the bluffs. Above the valley proper, the bluffs slope gradually

upward to rolling, grass-covered plains. This upland country is used

mainly for grazing, since numerous sandstone and limestone outcrops

hinder the use of the plow for breaking the land.

In early historic times, two Thegiha-speaking Siouan tribes, the

Osage and the Kansa, are known to have lived in this area along the

Verdigris River (McDermott, 1940). However, no sites that could

definitely be attributed to either of these tribes were located during the

archeological investigation.

1 Submitted September 1959.

661-932—64 24 323
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Arclieological sites here are characteristically located on slight rises

close to a river or stream. Numerous sandstone fragments lie on or

near the surface of the sites, and other than these stones, all surface

arclieological features have been obliterated by intensive cultivation.

The principal stone used in the manufacture of chipped-stone arti-

facts is a chert from the Flint Hills region, some 50 miles to the

northwest, in Marion, Chase, and Morris Counties, Kans. A popular

source of material for ground-stone tools is a coquina-like Permian
limestone of the Cottonwood formation, which outcrops in Greenwood
County.

The Inter-Agency Arclieological Salvage Program has conducted
three seasons of archeological investigations within the area of the

Toronto Dam and Eeservoir (see report of the Committee for the

Recovery of Archaeological Remains, 1958). The first season of in-

vestigations consisted of a brief, initial survey of a portion of the

area in May 1953 by Edward H. Moorman, working out of the Region
3 Office of the National Park Service. The short time available for

this survey limited the results to the locating, visiting, and recording

of but three archeological sites in Greenwood County (14GR1-3)
and two sites in Woodson County ( 14W01-2) . No testing or excava-

tion was possible, but the survey was sufficient to indicate that con-

siderable archeological potential existed in several sections of the flood

area. Additional survey and investigation was recommended within
the framework of the Salvage Program.

The second season of salvage in the Toronto Reservoir was under-

taken in September and October 1956, by Alfred E. Jolinson and
two assistants, working out of the Lincoln, Nebr., office of the River

Basin Surveys, Smithsonian Institution. Jolmson, then a student

at the University of Kansas and a temporary staff member of the

River Basin Surveys, and his party worked intermittently for 6 weeks
in the area, revisited the sites located by Moorman, made additional

surface collections from them, and excavated three 5-foot test squares

in one of the most promising of them (14W01). In addition, this

party located, visited, and recorded 18 more sites in Greenwood
County (14GR201-218) and 13 more sites in Woodson County (14

WO201-213), to bring the total of sites in the Toronto Reservoir area

to 36. Jolinson also dug three 5-foot test squares in site 14WO203
and excavated three hearths in site 14GR209 that had been partially

exposed by heavy equipment in road-construction activities. Surface

collections of artifacts were made from nearly all sites located, petro-

glyplis were recorded in one site, and data regarding terrain, geology,

and general archeological considerations were recorded. Johnson
(1957) prepared a report of these sites, analyzing the materials re-

covered, recommending certain sites for more intensive investigation,
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and suggesting that some portions of the reservoir area still might

provide additional sites.

On the basis of surface collections and the three brief, subsurface

tests, Jolinson was able to identify tentatively the cultural assem-

blages of nine of the sites as follows

:

14RG2 Upper Republican

14GR202 Kansas City Hopewell and Keith Focus

14GR205 Upper Republican

14GR212 Kansas City Hopewell

14GR216 Upper Republican, Keith Focus, and Archaic

14GR217 Keith Focus

14V701 Woodland
14WO203 Kansas City Hopewell
14WO209 Upper Republican

The remaining 27 sites did not provide sufficient material upon which

a cultural identification could be based, though many of them ap-

peared to be simple, nonceramic (Archaic?) camps. The nature of

most of these sites was such that no significant results would appear

likely from further investigations, and none were recommended.

However, there were seven sites (14GI12, 14GR202, 14GR210, 14GR
212, 14GR216, 14WO203, and 14WO209) where further work ap-

peared likely to produce clarifying information. These sites were,

therefore, recommended for additional investigation.

Johnson then drew the following conclusions regarding the cultural

manifestations in the area

:

Preceramic remains are rare. Only one component of a three-component site

(14GR216) can definitely be assigned to an Archaic complex. Some of the

sites presented under the heading "Nonceramic Sites," may also be associated

with an Archaic complex, but the remains are so scanty that no positive state-

ment can be made in that respect.

Woodland remains are fairly common. There are four sites or components
of sites aflfiliated with this pattern. Of these, three have artifacts which allow

them to be placed within a subdivision of the pattern, the Keith Focus. The
remaining site contains traits which do not permit its placement in one of the

previously defined foci, but this may be because of the insuflicient quantity

of material collected. The fact that Keith Focus remains are present in the

reservoir extends the distribution of this complex further to the east and south

than previously realized.

The Hopewell complex has a known distribution through central Kansas as far

as Ellsworth. The presence of three sites in the Toronto Reservoir, having an
aflaiiation with this complex, extends its distribution farther to the south and
indicates that the complex may have a much wider distribution throughout
the eastern section of the state than was previously realized.

The presence of sites of an Upper Republican afiiliation, situated within the

boundaries of the Toronto Reservoir, extends the limits of this cultural complex
considerably farther to the south. The nearest site with an Upper Republican
affiliation which could be found in a perusal of the literature is located in the

Kanapolis Reservoir, on the Smoky Hill River to the north and west ( Smith, 1949,

p. 295).
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Using a recently published date as a starting point, we find that the area to be

inundated by the waters of the Toronto Reservoir was occupied, at least, from
A.D. 611 (plus or minus 240 years) on. This date is from the Woodruff Ossuary,

situated just south of the Nebraska line in Phillips Coimty, Kansas, which has
been assigned to the Keith Focus of the Woodland Pattern (Wedel and Kivett,

1956, p. 414). This beginning date would probably be extended considerably

into the past if the material from the Archaic component at 14GR216 were
sufl3cient to allow its identification with other sites from that complex. [Johnson,

1957, pp. 58-^9.]

The third and final season of archeological salvage in the Toronto
Reservoir area was accomplished during a continuous 6-week period

from May 15 to June 30, 1957, by Dr. James H. Howard and four

assistants, working out of the Lincoln, Nebr., office of the River Basin

Surveys, Smithsonian Institution. Howard, then a temporary staff

member of the River Basin Surveys, and his party revisited many of

the sites located by Moorman in 1953, and by Johnson in 1956, made
additional surface collections from them, and conducted excavations in

four of the sites that had been recommended by Johnson for further

work. All four were open, occupation areas. One of these was site

14GR210, where four 5-foot test squares were excavated, and to which
Johnson's data did not permit assignment of a cultural affiliation. A
second was site 14GR216, where a trench 65 feet long and 5 feet wide

was excavated and later widened by excavation of three 5-foot squares

on each side of the base trench. Johnson had assigned the three com-

ponents of this site to the Upper Republican Aspect, the Keith Focus,

and the Archaic, respectively. A third was site 14WO203, one of those

briefly tested by Johnson with three 5-foot test squares. The Howard
party dug three additional 5-foot test squares. Jolinson's identifica-

tion of this site was Kansas City Hopewell. The fourth was site

14WO209, to which Johnson had assigned a cultural designation of

Upper Republican, and witliin which Howard excavated two 5-foot

squares. The other three sites recommended by Johnson for further

work (14GR2, 14GR202, and 14GR212) were revisited in 1957, and
additional surface materials were collected, but the sites were not

considered of sufficient potential, at that time, to warrant excavation.

In addition to revisiting these previously recorded sites, the 1957

party located, visited, and recorded 3 more sites in Greenwood County

(14GR219-221 ) and 18 more sites in Woodson County ( 14W0214-231

)

to bring the final total of recorded sites in the Toronto Reservoir area

to 57. Only four of these new sites were of sufficient archeological

significance to warrant excavation or assignment of cultural affiliation,

though petroglyphs were recorded in two others (14W0225 and

14W0226). The four significant sites included 14W0215, in which
Howard excavated two 5-foot test squares; the Walleye Rockshelter

(14W0224), in wliich nearly the entire surface area (eleven 5-foot
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squares) was excavated; and the Possum Point site (14W0228), in

which he excavated six 5-foot squares. The present report will detail

the work done by Howard's party in the eight excavated sites and the

two petroglyph sites mentioned above.

The work of Edward H. Moorman in the 1953 season was done

under the supervision of Dr. Erik K. Reed and Charlie R. Steen of

the Region 3 office of the National Park Service, Santa Fe, N.

Mex., under whose jurisdiction the southern Kansas area was ad-

ministered at that time. The work of Alfred E. Johnson and his party

in 1956, and that of Dr. James H. Howard and his party in 1957, was

done under the administrative supervision of Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,

Jr., Director of the River Basin Surveys, and Dr. Robert L. Stephen-

son, Chief of the Missouri Basin Project. The Toronto Reservoir

is situated outside the Missouri Drainage Basin, and funds for the

work were transferred by the National Park Service from the appro-

priations for work outside the Basin. For purposes of convenience

and economy, the work was administered through the Missouri Basin

Project office of the River Basin Surveys, Smithsonian Institution,

in Lincoln, Nebr.

Assisting Johnson in the field were Wayne O. Wallace and Gay-
lord S. Tefft. Tefft and Richard Fischer assisted Johnson in his

laboratory analyses, and Sidney Anderson identified the animal bones.

All five were students at the University of Kansas, where Dr. Carlyle

S. Smith kindly made laboratory facilities available to Jolinson.

Assisting Dr. Howard in the field were Edward A. Danaczko, D. Wil-

liam Chatfield, August Love, and Joseph Marshno, employed by the

Smithsonian Institution for the project. The regular staff of the

Missouri Basin Project in Lincoln assisted Howard in his laboratory

analyses and preparation of this report. Others who assisted in a

number of ways in the archeological salvage in the Toronto Reservoir

area include George Fritz, Mark Sample, George Phillips, Albert

Webb, George Webb, Frank J. Adenauer, J. E. Sower, H. W. Pashe,

and Fred Jamison, all of Toronto, Kans. ; Richard Phillips and Lester

Harding of Yates Center, Kans., and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Landes
and Mrs. James H. Howard of Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Lloyd Tanner
of the University of Nebraska State Museum in Lincoln identified the

bone materials from the 1957 excavations. Sincere thanks are ex-

pressed to all of these people for their generous assistance, without

which the work would have been much less pleasant and rewarding.

THE SITES

The 57 archeological sites recorded in the Toronto Reservoir are

located on the reservoir map (fig. 59) and tabulated in the Appendix.

Jolmson (1957) has described and identified some of these sites, and
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others are so insignificant as to warrant but little comment. These

latter produced so few artifacts and so little archeological data that

no more may be said than that they are probably places where aborig-

inal peoples of unknown affiliation have camped at some unknown time.

A third group of these sites did, though, provide sufficient information,

when excavated, to support cultural identification and thus warrant

rather full descriptions here.

The following analyses of sites include only those in the third

group, the sites that were partially or fully excavated in the 1957

season. As 6 of these 10 sites have more than 1 component, they will

be described in the order in which they were investigated, rather than

in the order of cultural sequence. The Woodson County sites are

described first, followed by the Greenwood County sites.

Five culture complexes have been identified in the Toronto Reser-

voir area. These are : Archaic (5000 to 200 B.C.) ; Kansas City Hope-
well (200 B.C. to A.D. 500) ; Plains Woodland (A.D. 500 to 900) ;

Aksarben (A.D. 1100 to 1500) ; and Great Bend (A.D. 1500 to ITOO).

The dates given in parentheses are provisional and subject to any re-

visions which new information may suggest.

Site 14WO203

This site is located on a slight rise on the northwest side of the

Verdigris River (fig. 59). It is bounded on the northeast by an

abandoned railroad grade, on the southeast by the Verdigris River,

and on the southwest and northwest by an oxbow lake. An area

of refuse concentration approximately 150 feet in length by 140 feet

in width lay near the center of the site. The entire site has an over-

all length of 900 feet. Long utilization of the site for agricultural

purposes has obliterated any traces of surface features, if they were

ever present (fig. 60).

EXCAVATIONS

Johnson and his party tested this site by means of three 5-foot-

square test pits. Two of these were carried to a depth of 1.5 feet,

and a third to a depth of 2.0 feet. Arbitrary levels of 0.5 foot were

maintained during the excavation. As agricultural operations had

obliterated all traces of these test pits by the time the site was

mapped in 1957, the locations of these pits do not appear on the site

plan.

In the summer of 1957, Howard and his party further tested the site

by means of three more 5-foot-square test pits, placed in areas of

greatest surface concentration and artifacts. Two of these were

carried to a depth of 4.0 feet, and one to a depth of 2.0 feet. In the

first of these, no artifacts were recovered below the surface until a
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Figure 60.—Plan of site 14WO203, showing excavations.

depth of 1.0 foot was reached. Here the broken end of a drill or

projectile point and a fragmentary scraper were recovered. Nothing

Avas found below this depth.

In the second pit, the only artifact, a large body sherd, was re-

covered at a depth of 0.5 foot. The third pit also yielded but a

single artifact. This was a large, expanding-stem point, which ap-

peared at a depth of 1.5 feet.

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

(pi. 51, a-l)

Rim sherds.—Two rim sherds were recovered, one from the sur-

face of the site and one from a test pit dug by Johnson's party. The

specimen from the surface (pi. 51, a) is slightly flaring and has a
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rounded lip. Decoration consists of a series of vertical, incised lines,

running downward from the lip for a distance of 22 mm. and, slight-

ly below the lower limit of these lines, a single row of dentate stamp

impressions. The sherd is tempered with grit, and its color ranges

from tan through gray to black. The lip thickness is 9 mm. and the

lower rim thickness is the same.

The second specimen (pi. 51, &) shows considerable weathering

and lacks the lip. Its decoration consists of square dentate stamping,

arranged in parallel lines. Below this is a horizontally incised line,

and below this, and here and there superimposed upon it, is rocker-

stamping. Temper, color, and thickness are the same as in the speci-

men described above.

Body sherds.—Of the 51 body sherds obtained, 32 were from the

surface of the site, 18 were recovered by Johnson's party in their

test pits, and 1, mentioned above, was recovered in Howard's test

pit 2. Forty-six are plain, and five are cord marked. Superimposed

on the surface of the plain sherds are examples of rocker-stamping,

dentate-stamping, and parallel, incised lines. Temper and color are

the same as in the rim sherds described above. Thickness ranges from

6 to 12 mm.
Projectile points.—Two complete projectile points and the bases of

three others were recovered. These can be divided into two categories

on the basis of size. Four of the points are in the "large point" tradi-

tion and probably served as atlatl dart points (Fenenga, 1953) . They
all have expanding steins with straight or slightly convex bases. The
only complete point of this style (pi. 51, /) was recovered at a depth

of 1.5 feet in Howard's test pit 3. It measures 84 mm. in length, is 27

nrni. wide at the widest point, wliich is just above the notches, and has

a maximum thickness of 9 mm. Its base is slightly convex. The point

is made of a grayish-white chert. Another point of this style (pi. 51,

e) , consisting of only the basal portion, is made of a gray chert with

white inclusions. It has a maximum width of 40 mm. and a maximum
thickness of 7 mm. Its base is straight. The third point of this style,

also a fragment, has a slightly convex base (pi 51, d) . It has a maxi-

mum width of 40 mm. and a maximum thickness of 8 mm. It is made
of gray Flint Hills chert. The fourth large point, very fragmentary,

is of dark gray chert. Its maximum thickness is 5 mm.
The remaining point is in the "small point" tradition (pi. 51, c) and

probably served as an arrowhead (Fenenga, 1953) . It is triangular in

outline and unnotched, made of gray Flint Hills chert. Its length is

11 mm., its maximum width 9 mm., and its maximum thiclmess 2 mm.
Points of this type are generally considered to be "late horizon"

markers, i.e., characteristic of late prehistoric and historic cultures.

Drill.—One possible drill point, fashioned from gray chert, was
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obtained. This specimen was found in Howard's test pit 1 at a depth

of 1 foot. The point of the drill is 2 mm. wide. It has a maximmn
thickness of 6 mm., measured at the point where this portion was

broken off, and a maximum width of 15 mm., measured at the same

place.

Graver.—One graver, suitable for incising wood or bone, was

obtained by Johnson in his testing. It has been fashioned from an ir-

regularly shaped flake of gray Flint Hills chert. The only modifica-

tion of the flake is in the point itself, which is extremely narrow. The
width of the point is 2 mm. ; the width of the base 20 mm. ; and the

length of the tool 33 mm. Its maximum thickness is 3 mm.
Blades.—The bases of three blades were recovered, two from the

surface of the site and one from one of Johnson's test pits. The largest

blade fragment is of gray Flint Hills chert (pi. 51, g) . It is rounded,

indicating that the complete blade may have been pyriform in shape.

It is 47 mm. in width and has a maximum thickness of 11 mm. A
second rounded base, also of gray Flint Hills chert, measures 28 mm.
in width and has a maximum thickness of 6 mm. The third basal

fragment has a contracting stem with a rounded base. This piece is of

pink chert. Its dimensions are : maximum width, 29 mm., maximum
width of stem, 22 mm., maximum thickness, 5 mm.
End scrapers.—Five objects of this sort were collected. Three are

of gray Flint Hills chert, two are of pink chert. In all examples the

working end is thicker and has been sharpened by the removal of flakes

almost at right angles to the plane of the artifact. Two of the scrapers

are pyriform in outline, one is trianguloid, and the remaining two,

fragments, appear to have been rectanguloid when complete. Lengths

of the pyriform specimens are 51 and 72 mm., maximum widths are 30

and 42 mm., and maximum thicknesses are 10 and 14 mm., respectively

(pi. 51, A-, ^). The trianguloid specimen, which appears to be the re-

worked tip of a projectile point, measures 24 mm. in length by 17 mm.
in width, with a maximum thickness of 4 mm. (pi. 51, j) . The maxi-
mum widths of the rectanguloid specimens are 40 and 20 mm., their

maximum thicknesses 7 and 6 mm. (pi. 51, Z;, I)

.

Flake scraper.—One fragmentary artifact bearing traces of second-

ary chipping along two edges was recovered. It is made of gray Flint
Hills chert, is quite irregular in form, and has a planoconvex cross sec-

tion. It is 43 mm. long, 33 mm. wide, and has a maximum thickness of
14 mm.
Chopper.—OnQ fragmentary chopper, made from a fine-grained

green quartzite, was found on the surface of the site. The flaking

is entirely of the percussion type, and is restricted to the edges of the
specimen. The edges show evidence of repeated pounding, indicating
a possible secondary use as a hammerstone. Dimensions: width at

point of breakage, 48 mm., maximum thickness, 18 mm.
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Miscellaneous chipped stone fragments.—In addition to the above

specimens, which can be placed in artifact categories, 31 specimens

were collected that are too fragmentary to be classified. These con-

sist of 6 projectile-point tips, 5 projectile-point or blade fragments

from the area between the base and the point, 2 probable end-scraper

fragments, and 18 fragments which show secondaiy chipping along

only one edge. The predominant material is gray Flint Hills chert.

One unfinished projectile point was also recovered.

Unidentified artifact.—One piece of highly siliceous, worked hema-

tite with a hardness of 6.5 (vesuvianite in the modified Mohs hardness

scale) was recovered. It shows definite signs of rubbing and scratch-

ing on two surfaces. Were it not for its hardness, one might suspect

that it had served as a source of pigment. The piece measures 54 mm.
in length, 34 mm. in width, and averages 7 mm. in thickness.

Paint.—Three limonite fragments and four burned limestone frag-

ments were collected. All are probably of local origin, and probably

served as sources of yellow and white paint.

Unworhed stone.—There were 327 irregularly shaped flakes of

chert, lacking any traces of secondary chipping, recovered at the site.

Gray Flint Hills chert is the predominant material, although tan and

white cherts are also represented.

CULTURAL AFFILIATION

Potsherds with dentate- and rocker-stamping and large, expanding-

stem projectile points indicate an identification with Kansas City

Hopewell as defined by Wedel ( 1943) . Since no cultural stratification

could be discovered and the artifacts appear to be culturally homogene-

ous, it is assumed that the site has but one component. Therefore,

specimens from the surface were grouped with those from the exca-

vations for descriptive purposes.

Site 14WO209

This site is located on a slight rise on the northeast side of the

Verdigris River (fig. 59). It covers an area approximately 1,100 feet

in length (NW-SE) by 300 feet in width (NE-SW). A slightly

heavier concentration of material is found at the southeast end of the

site in an area 200 feet by 130 feet. Any surface features that may
once have been present have been destroyed by cultivation (fig. 61).

EXCAVATIONS

Two 5-foot-square test pits were laid out in the area of greatest

surface concentration. The first of these was excavated to a depth

of 1.0 foot, the second to a depth of 0.7 foot, at which point work was
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suspended at the insistence of the owner of the site, who feared that

his machinery might become mired in the pits during farming opera-

tions. It appeared, however, that at this depth the occupation layer

had already been passed, as no artifacts had been recoved below a depth

of 0.5 foot in either pit. Potsherds and flint chips were recovered

in both pits to a depth of 0.5 foot from the surface.

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Rim sherds.—Three rim sherds were recovered, all apparently from
vessels of a cord-marked Aksarben type. The first bears vertical,

cord-marked lines on the outer surface and has a rounded lip. The
width of the lower rim is much greater than that at the lip, indicating

that the fragment was once part of a collared rim (pi. 51, m). The
second rim is also cord marked on the outer surface, but the cord marks

have been wiped away for a distance of 10 mm. below the top of the

lip. The lip is rounded and the rim is straight or very slightly in-

sloping (pi. 51, o). The third rim sherd is similar to the second in

most respects, but seems to have come from a much smaller vessel (pi.

51, n) . In color the sherds grade from buff to gray. The tempering is

coarse grit. Lip thickness on all three sherds is 5 mm. ; the lower rim

thickness is 9 mm. on the first rim and 5 mm. on the other two.

Body sherds.—All of the 114 body sherds recovered represent pot-

tery of the Aksarben Complex. Eighty-four of these show cord mark-

ing on the outer surface, twenty-three are smooth, and seven are in-

determinate (i.e, split or badly weathered sherds). In color they

range from buff through gray to black. Tempering is coarse grit.

Thickness ranges from 4 to 12 mm.
Looj) handle.—A single pottery loop handle was recovered by Jolin-

son's party from just north of the main concentration area of the site

(pi. 51, p). The handle had been fastened to the vessel by drilling

holes in the vessel wall, inserting tabs of clay from the handle, and

welding the tabs to the inside of the vessel. The smoothed exterior

bears a bright red-orange slip, the interior is gray. Coarse grit is

the tempering material. The diameter of the handle is 14 mm.
This fragment has been assigned to the Geneseo Red Filmed type

(Wedel, 1949, p. 89). In Rice County, in central Kansas, Wedel

found sherds of this type associated with Rio Grande Glaze Paint

sherds (ca. A.D. 1525 to 1650), and small amounts of European and

Southwestern trade goods. Pottery of the Geneseo Red Filmed type

is one of the diagnostic traits of the Great Bend Aspect or Paint Creek

Culture, which Wedel has tentatively identified with the late prehis-

toric and early historic "Wichita (Wedel, 1942, p. 10)

.

Projectile points.—Twenty projectile points that were sufficiently

complete for classification were recovered. These have been grouped
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into six different styles. The first, represented by one incomplete

specimen, is large and thick, and has m-slopmg shoulders and a

slightly expanding stem with a straight base. It is made of red chert

and measures 45 mm. in length by 21 mm. maximum width by 10 mm.
maximum thickness. Typologically, it would seem to belong to the

Archaic Culture (pi. 51, q) .

The second style, also Archaic typologically, is represented by two

complete points. Both are large and thick, with in-sloping shoulders

and contracting stems. The first measures 49 mm. in length, 21 mm.
in maximum width, and 11 mm. in maximum thickness. It is made of

tan chert (pi. 51, r) . The second is 56 mm. in length, 22 mm. in maxi-

mum width, and has a maximum thickness of 11 mm. It is made of

gray Flint Hills chert (pi. 51, s)

.

The third style is represented by five incomplete specimens. These

points are large, with expanding stems and straight or slightly con-

vex bases. The first measures 25 mm. in width and has a maximum
thickness of 8 mm. (pi. 51, t). The second is 27 mm. wide and has a

maximum thickness of 11 mm. (pi. 51, u). Both are of gray Flint

Hills chert. The third specimen, of gray Flint Hills chert, has a max-

imum width of 28 mm. and a maximum thickness of 7 nmi. The
fourth is 21 mm. wide, with a maximum thickness of 5 mm. It is of

gray Flint Hills chert that has white banding. The fifth is 27 mm.
in maximum width and 5 nmi. in maximum thickness, made of gray

Flint Hills chert.

The fourth style is represented by one complete point, one reworked

point, and three fragmentary specimens. Points of this type are dis-

tinguished by their large size and their contracting stems. The com-

plete specimen measures 70 mm. in length, is 23 mm. wide, and has

a maximum thickness of 10 mm. (pi. 51, w). Other points of this

type are wider, the widest being 33 mm. in maximum width. Three

are of tan chert, the other two of gray Flint Hills material (pi. 51,

All of the above are in the "large point" tradition. The two remain-

ing styles are "small point" forms. The fifth style is made up of small,

triangular, "late horizon" points. Two specimens are unnotched.

They measure 24 and 20 mm. in length, 13 and 14 mm. in width at their

bases, and 3 and 5 mm. in maximum thickness, respectively. Materials

are white and gray Flint Hills cherts (pi. 51, z,a'). The remaining

points are notched. Two of the points have double side notches, one

has single side notches, and one (perhaps accidentally) has one side

notch and a basal notch. Two are of gray Flint Hills chert, the others

are of a pinkish chert. They average 20 mm. in length by 15 mm.
maximum width, with a thickness of 3 mm. (pi. 51, V^ c', d').

A sixth style, possibly a drill rather than a projectile point, is repre-

sented by a single broken specimen. It is slender, with shallow side
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notches, and is slightly curved when viewed from the side. It was
probably about 33 mm. in length when complete, has a maximum width

of 10 nun., and a maximum thickness of 3 mm. It is made of gray

Flint Hills chert (pi. 51, e')

.

Blades.—Four pyriform blades, two nearly complete and two frag-

mentary, were recovered. All are of gray Flint Hills chert. They
vary in width from 22 to 40 mm., and in thickness from 9 to 13 mm.
The two nearly complete specimens measure 53 and 59 mm. in length

(pl.51,f).

End scrapei's.—Two complete planoconvex end scrapers were re-

covered. Both are manufactured of gray Flint Hills chert. The first

measures 35 by 30 imn. and has a maximum thickness of 7 mm. (pi. 51,

h' ) . The second measures 45 by 30 nun. and has a maximum thickness

of 10 mm. (pi. Slj^/').

Flake scrapers.—Two artifacts of this description were recovered.

The first is made of pink chert and measures 26 x 20 mm. with a maxi-

mum thickness of 4 mm. Tlie second, of tan chert, is 72 mm. long, 27

mm. in width, and 11 mm. thick (pi. 51, /). Both are ovate in form,

flat on one side, worked on the other.

Chopper.—The basal portion of a heavy stone chopper was recov-

ered at the site. It is 70 mm. in width at the point of breakage and
has a maximum thiclaiess of 25 mm.

Celts.—Three small celts, similar to each other in shape, but of var-

ied materials, were found at the site. The first and smallest has been

chipped from a fragment of dark gray micaceous schist. Its cutting

edge is polished from use. It measures 80 mm. in length, 43 mm. in

width, and has a maximum thickness of 13 mm. (pi. 51, ^'). The sec-

ond is made of the Cottonwood formation limestone so common in

artifacts from this area. It has apparently been cut into shape by

an implement of some harder stone. This celt is 100 mm. long, has a

maximum width of 46 mm., and a maximum thickness of 27 mm. It

seems rather odd to find a celt made of this soft, rather porous stone

(hardness 3.5, celestite), yet collections from this area contain celts,

boatstones, and even grooved axes fashioned of this material.

The third celt has been chipped from a light tan chert. It is 123

mm. long, has a maximum width of 60 mm., and a maximum thickness

of 27 mm. (pi. 51,>^').

Manos.—Eight manos, and mano fragments, were recovered. Seven

of these are of sandstone, and the smallest specimen is made of mica-

ceous schist. All are subrectangular, with smooth grinding surfaces

on the top and bottom and partially smoothed edges and comers. The
largest specimen is 153 mm. long, 96 mm. wide, and 40 mm. thick. Six

of the others are but slightly smaller than this. The eighth specimen

is but 55 mm. long, 50 mm. wide, and 23 mm. thick, and appears to have
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been used as a grinding tool for small materials such as medicines or

perfumes.

Three of the larger manos appear to have been used also as cup-

stones or anvils, as they have paired depressions on the two opposite,

flat surfaces. The only complete specimen of this sort measures 117

mm. in length, 55 mm. in width, and is 56 mm. thick. The pecked de-

pressions are 23 mm. in diameter and 4 mm. thick.

Hammerstones.—Three hammerstones were recovered. All are un-

worked river pebbles of a size to fit conveniently in the hand of the

user, and all show signs of battering on one or more surfaces.

Core.—^A pyriform core of gray Flint Hills chert was found at the

site and probably represents a piece of material roughly shaped at

the quarry for transportation to the site, where it could be made into

points, scrapers, etc. It is 102 mm. long, 72 mm. wide, and has a maxi-

mum thickness of 35 mm.
Miscellaneous stone artifacts.—In addition to the artifacts de-

scribed above, there were 28 chipped-stone specimens too fragmentary

to classify. One of these seems to represent the end of a small end

scraper. Three seem to be portions of flake scrapers, and the remain-

der may be portions of projectile points or blades. The predominant

materials are gray Flint Hills chert, tan chert, and pink chert.

CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS

Although no cultural stratification could be discovered, the arti-

facts from this site indicate that at least two components are present

:

Archaic (as defined by Spaulding, 1955, pp. 15-19) and Aksarben.^

A single loop-handle fragment may represent the third and most re-

cent component at the site, Great Bend.

Site 14W0215

This is a small site, limited to a low knoll and an adjacent level area

near the Verdigris River (fig. 59). The area has been under cultiva-

tion for some time and has also been subjected to continual flooding

during periods of high water. Nevertheless, it is still quite rich in

surface materials.

EXCAVATIONS

The site was tested by means of two 5-foot-square test pits, exca-

vated in the area of greatest surface concentration. The first pit was
excavated to a depth of 2.5 feet, the second to a depth of 2.0 feet. The
fill was clay loam at the surface, grading into hard clay at a depth

of 1.0 foot. Numerous sandstone blocks were encountered at the top

2 The term "Aksarben" is used for the archeological lemaius which make up the Upper
RepubUcan and Nebraska cultures.
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of this hard clay. Plow disturbance was evident to a depth of 0.5

foot. The only artifact recovered in the first pit was a cupstone,

which appeared at a depth of 1.1 feet in the northwest corner of the

square. In the second pit an occupation level was reached at a depth

of 1.0 foot and continued to a depth of 1.5 feet. It contained a flake

scraper and numerous small chips.

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Rim sherd.—Only one rim sherd was recovered from this site (pi.

52, &'). It is, however, a rather unusual specimen, since it seems to

have come from a bowl-shaped vessel. The sherd is cord marked on

the outer surface, smooth on the inner. It is grit tempered, with a

light-gray interior and buff exterior. It is 7 mm, in thickness. The
upper surface of the lip and the outer rim, for a distance of 12 mm.
below the lip, are decorated with diagonal cord marking. Below
this, the cord marking is vertical. At a distance of 18 mm. below the

lip edge, there is a very pronounced shoulder. Although rather atypi-

cal, this sherd seems to be identifiable as of Aksarben origin.

Body sherds.—Seven cord-marked body sherds and five smoothed

body sherds were recovered. The cord-marked body sherds are all

of Aksarben types. They range in color from dark gray to orange-

buff, with gray interiors. Thickness ranges from 6 to 8 mm. (pi.

52, c').

The smoothed sherds are also grit tempered, but the particles of

grit are much larger than in the cord-marked sherds. They vary

in surface color from reddish-gray to buff, and interiors are uni-

formly gray. Thicknesses vary from 5 to 9 mm. One of the sherds

bears a decoration of two fine, incised, parallel lines on its outer

surface (pi. 52, c?').

The smooth, undecorated sherds have been tentatively assigned

to the Geneseo Plain type (Wedel, 1949, p. 88). The incised sherd

fits no described type known to the writer, .although, like the Geneseo

sherds, it probably represents a late time period. The incised lines

on this sherd are reminiscent of those on sherds of the Oneota Aspect

(ca.A.D. 1600-1800).

Projeetile points.—A total of 34 projectile points, sufficiently com-

plete to be classified, were recovered. These have been grouped into

six categories for descriptive purposes.

The first style is represented by two incomplete specimens. These

are rather large, thick, leaf-shaped points, with only a slight indica-

tion of a shoulder. The first is made of a brown chert with white

inclusions. It measures 22 mm. in width, has a maximiun thickness

of 11 mm., and when complete was probably 64 mm. long (pi. 52, &).

The other point of this type, made of gray Flint Hills chert, has a
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maximum width of 20 mm., is 8 mm. thick, and when complete meas-

ured approximately 62 inm. in length (pi. 52, a)

.

The second style, represented by two complete points and four frag-

ments, is of the contracting-stem type generally identified with the

Archaic or Early Woodland cultures. The longer of the two speci-

mens is made of tan chert. Its dimensions are : length, 62 mm. ; maxi-

mum width, 23 mm. ; and maximum thickness, 8 mm. (pi. 62, c) . The
other, apparently a reworked point, is 53 mm. long, with a maximum
width of 30 mm. and a maximum thickness of 8 mm. (pi. 52, d).

Maximum widths of the other four specimens are 37, 33, 25, and 24 mm.
The third and most numerous style is large, with barbed shoulders

and an expanding stem, either straight or convex at the base. Four
nearly complete specimens range in length from 56 to 42 mm., while

a clearly reworked point is only 30 mm. long. Widths vary between

36 and 22 mm., and maximum thicknesses between 6 and 10 mm.
Seven incomplete specimens of this type were also recovered. Ma-
terials are tan and gray Flint Hills cherts (pi. 52, e~i).

A fourth style is represented by four nearly complete specimens

and one fragment. Here the stems are straight, and the barbed

shoulders characteristic of the previous style are absent. Lengths of

the four nearly complete specimens are 59, 51, 48, and 38 mm. Widths
are 24, 22, 24, and 24 mm. The average maximum thickness is 8 mm.
Materials are gray Flint Hills chert, tan chert, and pink chert (pi.

52, ^,Z).

The fifth style is represented by one complete projectile point and
three fragments. These are small, expanding-stem points with barbed

shoulders, and resemble those recovered in Plains Woodland sites in

Nebraska and Kansas (Kivett, 1952, pi. IX A, Nos. 6, 9, and 10; pi.

XVI A, No. 4 ; 1953, pi. 23 a, bottom row, 3d, 4th, and 5th specimens)

.

Materials are gray and pink cherts. The only complete specimen is

37 mm. long. Widths of the points are 17, 16, 16, and 12 mm. Maxi-
mum thicknesses are 4, 4, 4, and 3 mm. (pi. 52, j, mr-o).

The sixth style is represented by five complete specimens. This is

the familiar "late horizon" triangular style. All lack side notches,

but one has a basal notch. Lengths of the specimens vary from 30 to

19 mm. ; widths, measured at the base, between 15 and 11 mm. The
points average 3.5 mm. in maximum thickness. Materials are gray

and cream-colored cherts (pi. 52, p-t).

In addition to these specimens, 30 fragments of projectile points,

all in the "large point" tradition, were recovered. Materials em-

ployed are gray Flint Hills chert, tan chert, and cream-colored chert.

Knives and hlades.—Twenty-seven fragments of knives or blades

were recovered at the site. Twenty-three of these were apparently

pyriform in shape when complete. The other four were undoubtedly

661-932—64 25
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of the style known as the "Harahey knife." Typically, these Harahey
knives are lozenge shaped, with alternate beveling on the upper right

and lower left edges, as one views the object from either face (pi. 52, s)

.

Such artifacts are frequently found at Aksarben sites, but are by no

means limited to those sites.

One of the pyriform blade fragments is of white chert, five are of

tan chert, two are of pink chert, two are of gray-green chert, and eight

are of gray Flint Hills chert (pi. 52 a?, y). Four fragments, appar-

ently representing the bases of blades, are of a reddish-gray jasper,

while another is of banded tan chert. The four Harahey knife frag-

ments are of tan chert.

Drill.—One slender, chipped piece apparently represents a section of

a drill stem. It is lozenge shaped in cross section, with a width of

10mm. and a maximum thickness of 7 mm.
Shaft scrapers.—Five artifacts, each distinguished by a semilunar

notch on one edge, have been referred to as shaft scrapers. Three of

these have small, deep notches, and would have been ideal for shaping

arrowshafts with a diameter of 7 or 8 mm. (pi. 52, a') . Two others,

with shallower notches, may have served as bowshaft scrapers. Both
deep- and shallow-notched specimens are small, ranging in length

from 25 to 40 mm. Three are made of light-gray chert, one is of tan

chert, and one is of gray Flint Hills chert that has white inclusions.

End scrapers.—^A total of 45 end scrapers were recovered, 27 of

which are complete and 18 of which are recognizable fragments.

The complete specimens range in length from 30 to 72 mm., in maxi-

mum width from 20 to 36 mm., and in maximum thickness from 7 to

13 mm. Light gray, tan, and gray Flint Hills cherts are the usual

materials (pi. 52, Vr^w).

Flake scrapers.—Ninety-one flakes with one or more edges bearing

secondary chipping were recovered. These vary greatly in size and

shape. The materials are tan, white, and gray Flint Hills cherts.

Choppers.—Two choppers, both of gray Flint Hills chert, were

recovered. They are ovoid in outline, and show percussion flaking

on both faces. They measure 92 and 90 mm. in length, 69 and 68 mm.
in maximum width, and 17 and 22 mm. in maximum thickness, re-

spectively. These tools are so alike in material and workmanship that

it seems very likely that they were made by the same person.

Miscellaneous toorJced fragments.—Five small fragments which

cannot be assigned to any particular category were recovered. These

may be portions of projectile points, knives, blades, or scrapers. All

show some evidence of secondary chipping. Materials are tan, brown,

white, and gray Flint Hills cherts.

Gores.—Four cores were recovered. These are the irregularly

shaped pieces remaining after numerous flakes have been removed
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from a large quarry blank. Three are of tan chert and one is of gray

Flint Hills material.

Manos.—Four complete manos and one fragmentary specimen were

recovered. They are subrectangular, with the upper and lower sur-

faces worn smooth. Three of the complete specimens are of sandstone,

as is the fragment, while the remaining artifact is of limestone.

The three sandstone manos have the following dimensions : lengths,

140, 125, and 72 mm. ; widths, 94, 90, and 60 mm. ; thicknesses, 55, 41,

and 30 mm., respectively. The limestone specimen is 117 mm. long,

94 mm. wide, and 55 mm. thick. All of the specimens show plow scars.

Hoe.—^A single hoe or hoe-like implement was found. It is made of

a quartzite river pebble, roughly triangular in outline, which has been

sharpened at the broad end by percussion flaking. It is 108 mm. in

length, has a maximum width of 66 mm., measured at the broad end,

and a maximum thickness of 32 mm., measured at the narrow end.

Gelt.—A single celt was recovered. It is made of Cottonwood lime-

stone, a rather poor material for a cutting tool, one would think, be-

cause of its softness. The celt is typical in shape of those pecked from

harder material. It is 83 mm. long, has a maximum width of 51 mm.,
measured at the blade end, and a maximum thickness of 23 mm.,

measured at the poll.

Unidentified stone objects.—Two pieces of worked siliceous hema-

tite were recovered. Both appear to be too hard to have served as

sources of paint, although it is difficult to conceive any other use for

them. Perhaps they were rubbed on some abrasive surface to secure

the desired pigment. One measures 27 mm. in length, 23 mm. in

width, and 9 mm. in thickness. The other is 22 mm. long, 10 mm.
wide, and 4 mm. thick.

Unworhed stone.—A small piece of micaceous schist found at the

site was probably brought there by an individual who was attracted by
its sparkle and texture. It is 43 mm. long, 31 mm. wide, and 8 mm.
thick.

OULTTJRAL AFFILIATIONS

No cultural stratification could be distinguished at the site, since all

of the diagnostic artifacts were surface finds. On the basis of

typology, three components may be distinguished : Archaic, Aksarben,

and Great Bend.

The Wallete Eockshelter (14W0222)

This site is a small rockshelter overlooking Finger Creek, which
enters the Verdigris from the north (fig. 59). Several rather striking

petroglyphs are present on a fallen slab in front of the shelter (pi. 53)

.

A narrow occupation area about 10 feet in width and 40 feet in length
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is located immediately below the bluff overhang. The fill of the occu-

pation area is a rich humus mixed with fallen sandstone fragments

from the bluff. The area has been disturbed by rodent activity,

picnickers, and the activities of local enthusiasts who believe that the

petroglyphs are a treasure map. For this reason, no cultural stratifi-

,

cation could be distinguished.

EXCAVATIONS

The entire area beneath the bluff overhang was laid out in 5-foot

squares (fig. 62). Each of these squares was carried down to bed-

rock, maintaining arbitrary 0.5-foot levels during the excavation. A
total of 13 squares was excavated.

The 0-foot to 0.5-foot level yielded the following artifacts: Two
small triangular points; a large expanding-stem point; the tip of

another point or blade ; a slender drill
;
portions of three end scrapers

;

two flake scrapers; three cord-marked, grit-tempered potsherds of

Aksarben affiliation ; one thick, plain, grit-tempered sherd ; one sand-

stone shaft smoother ; one cupstone ; one stone hoe ; one hammerstone

;

one core ; and one plum seed.

The 0.5-foot to 1.0-foot level yielded the following : One large ex-

panding-stem point; two blade or point fragments; one Aksarben

sherd ; one shell-tempered sherd ; and one fragmentary limestone celt

or hoe.

The 1.0-foot to 1.5-foot level yielded the base of a large, expanding-

stem point ; the tip of a large blade ; a large, smooth, shell-tempered

sherd ; and a piece of charred vegetal material.

The 1.5-foot to 2.0-foot level yielded the tip of a large point or blade

and a complete point of the small, triangular, "late horizon" type.

The 2.0-foot to 2.5-foot level, present in only three of the squares,

yielded only one artifact, a modified flake. Charred wood also ap-

peared in this level.

Unworked flakes, animal bone, and other refuse were apparent at

all levels.

PETROGLYPHS

Several petroglyphs, both incised and pecked, were fomid on a

large sandstone slab which once formed a part of the overhang of the

shelter. From the orientation of the petroglyplis it seems evident that

they were made at a time before this slab had broken loose from the

bluff face. If the slab were restored to its original position, the

majority of the figures would be upright and on the outer face of the

overhang, while one of the figures (pi. 53, «, 5), a warrior with a bow
and arrow, would be on the undersurface.
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Although the figures are highly conventionalized, the work is skill-

fully executed, and seems to conform to a definite aboriginal art style.

One of the figures (pi. 53, c, extreme left, and /) has been

painted with a weather-resistant red paint, still visible after many
years of exposure to the elements. Three of the incised drawings are

anthropomorphic, including the painted figure and the archer men-

tioned above. A fourth represents a man mounted on a horse (pi.

53, e). In addition, there are pecked representations of cervid (deer

and elk) hoofprints (pi. 53, c-e)

.

Details of dress and adormnent do not permit definite identifica-

tion of the human figures as to tribal group. The roached hairdress

was favored by many tribes which frequented the area, including the

Kansa, Osage, and Wichita. The faces of two of the figures, the

"painted man" and the "archer," have lines about the eyes and on the

chin, and triangular figures on the breast that might represent tattoo

marks (pi. 53, a-c, e). This suggests that the Wichita are depicted,

since members of this tribe were famous for their facial and body

tattooing (Mooney, 1912, p. 947). Moreover, Bienville mentions a

tattoo design identical with that of the "painted man" which was used

by the Nakasa (a Caddoan group) : "all the savages here have a circle

tattooed around the eyes and on the nose and three lines on the chin."

(MS. quoted by Swanton, 1942, p. 143.)

The bow and arrow carried by the "archer" (pi. 53, a^h) indicates

that this weapon had not yet been supplanted by the rifle at the time

the petroglyphs were made, while the horse indicates a date sometime

after about 1750 for the work.

Numerous grooves, apparently made by sharpening wooden or bone

tools on the sandstone, appear at the south end of the slab. Two iso-

lated grooves of this sort are also present between two of the anthro-

pomorphic petroglyphs, the "painted man" and his neighbor

(pl.63,c).

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Body sherds.—Seven body sherds were recovered from this site.

Four are cord marked, with grit tempering ; two are smooth, with shell

tempering; and one is smooth with grit tempering. The four cord-

marked sherds are typical of Aksarben sites
(
pi. 52, e'^g'). They have

buff exteriors and dark gray interiors. In thickness they range from
5 to 7 mm. Three of these were fomid in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level,

and one in the 0.5-foot to 1.0-foot level.

The two shell-tempered sherds (pi. 52, f) vary in thickness from 5

to 8 mm. They are buff on the exterior surfaces, with interiors of

dark gray to buff, flecked with white from the tempering material.

In some places the tempering has leached away, leaving a pitted sur-
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face. One of these sherds was found in the 0.5-foot to 1.0-foot level,

the other in the 1.0-foot to 1.5-foot level. These sherds have been

tentatively identified with the Cowley Plain type (Wedel, 1949, p.

87).

The single smooth, grit-tempered sherd is light buff on its exterior

surface, gray on the interior. Its thickness is 8.5 mm. The outer

surface of this sherd seems to have been wiped with a bunch of grass

when the vessel was in a "leather" state. It was recovered in the 0-foot

to 0.5-foot level of the site. It has been tentatively identified with the

Geneseo Plaui type (Wedel, 1949, p. 88)

.

Projectile points.—Five complete projectile points and three frag-

ments were recovered at the shelter. These are readily divisible into

two groups on the basis of size. Two of the complete points and the

three fragments are "large point" styles, while the remaining speci-

mens are "small point" forms. All are manufactured of gray Flint

Hills chert.

The largest of the projectile points (pi. 52, m') has an expanding

stem with a convex base. It is 50 mm. in length, has a maximum
width of 36 mm., and a maximum thickness of 9 mm. This projectile

point was found in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level. The second large

projectile point (pi. 52, h') also has an expanding stem, but the base

is concave. The shoulders, in the form of barbs, are carried back from

the notches to the level of the base of the stem. This point style seems

to be quite rare in this section of the country, judging from local col-

lections. It is 39 mm. in length, has a maximum width of 30 mm.,

and a maximum thickness of 7 mm. It was recovered in the 0.5-foot

to 1.0-foot level.

One of the small points is of the plain, triangular, unnotched variety.

It is 20 mm. in length, has a maximum width of 13 mm., and a maxi-

mum thickness of 3 mm. (pi. 52, i') . Another is shouldered and has

a straight stem with a convex base. It is 17 nun. in length, has a

maximum width of 12 mm., and a maximum thickness of 3 mm. (pi.

52, ^'). Both of these were recovered in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level.

A third small projectile point, recovered in the 1.5-foot to 2.0-foot level,

has side notches and a basal notch. It is 20 mm. long and has a maxi-

mum width of 12 mm., with a maximum thickness of 3.5 mm.

(pl.52,f)-

Drill.—A beautifully chipped drill of pink and tan chert was recov-

ered in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level. It is 61 mm. in length, has a

maximum width of 13 mm., and a maximum thickness of 8 mm. (pi.

62, r).

End scrapers.—Fragments of three end scrapers were recovered,

all in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level. An almost complete specimen meas-

ures 40 mm. in length, has a maximum width of 20 mm., and a maxi-
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mum thickness of 6 mm. This specimen is made of pink chert, the

other two are of light-gray chert (pi, 52, n')

.

Flake scrappers.—Two artifacts of this type were recovered, both in

the uppermost level. The first has three edges that show secondary

chipping. It measures 60 mm. by 30 mm., with a maximum tliickness

of 8 mm. The second also has three working edges. It measures 57

mm. in length by 35 mm. maximum width, with a maximum thickness

of 7 mm. Both are made of gray Flmt Hills chert.

Sharpening tool.—^A sandstone sharpening tool, probably employed

to sharpen and smooth wooden, bone, and antler implements, was
found in the uppermost level of the site. It has smoothed faces on

opposite sides, and a narrow groove toward one end. It is 74 mm.
long, has a maximum width of 40 mm., and a maximum thickness of

11 mm.
Gupstone.—A single cupstone, made of reddish sandstone, was found

in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level. It is irregular in shape, measuring

85 mm. by 85 mm., with a maximum thickness of 30 mm. On one face

there is a circular, pecked depression, 26 nnn. in diameter and 5 mm.
in maximum depth (pi. 52, o').

Hoes.—One complete hoe and a fragment that apparently represents

the blade of another were recovered. The complete hoe is made of a

grayish-green indurated sandstone. The broad edge of the tool has

been sharpened by the removal of several large percussion flakes. The
pointed end could have been hafted to a wooden handle. This object

measures 160 mm. in length, 63 mm. in width at the widest part, and
is 19 mm. thick. It was recovered in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level

(pi. 52,/).
The fragment is made of Cottonwood limestone. It is 56 mm. wide

at the point of breakage and has a maximum thickness of 15 mm. It

was recovered in the 0.5-foot to 1.0-foot level.

Hammerstone.—^A single hammerstone, consisting of a river pebble

with signs of battering on several faces, was recovered in the 0-foot

to 0.5-foot level. It is 50 mm. in length and 35 mm. in diameter at

the center.

Gore.—^A gray chert core was recovered in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot

level. It is 40 mm. in length, 32 mm. in width, and has a maximum
thickness of 37 mm.

CULTURAL AmLLA.TI0NS

At least three, and perhaps four, components are present at this site.

The petroglyphs represent the latest, and can be attributed to some
historic tribe, since one of them depicts a man mounted on a horse.

Smooth shell and grit-tempered sherds identify a component of the

Great Bend Aspect. These sherds may well be associated with the
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petroglyphs, as Great Bend materials often occur with European trade

goods. Thin, cord-marked pottery identifies the next-oldest compo-

nent, Aksarben. Large, expanding-stem projectile points may indi-

cate a still earlier Woodland or Archaic occupation.

Dry Creek Rockshelter (14W0224)

This is a fairly large rockshelter in the valley of Dry Creek (fig. 59)

.

This site, as well as site 14W0226, is outside the reservoir area proper,

but due to potential destruction by picnickers, was considered as a

part of the salvage project at the time of the 1957 excavations in the

Toronto Reservoir area. Low hills with grass cover and some scrub

pine and blackjack oak surround it. The area of occupation consists

of the entire floor of the shelter. Several petroglyphs are to be seen

on a slab of rock toward the front of the shelter (pi. 55, a) . The site

is quite disturbed, as it has been a favorite picnic spot for local people

since at least 1880. Apparently, many petroglyphs once present in

the shelter have been completely obliterated by initials, dates, and
other personal memorials left by visitors.

Andreas' "History of the State of Kansas," published in 1883, men-
tions the shelter and some of the petroglyphs visible at that time.

Under the heading "A Prehistoric Cave," appears the following

description

:

This cave is situated about twelve miles north of Toronto, on Section 13, Town-
ship 24, Range 14. Its mouth is about fifty feet wide and ten feet high, and the

cave extends back about twenty feet. In the mouth of the cave lies a rock about
nine feet long by six feet wide, the surface of which is nearly horizontal, the rock

having evidently fallen from the roof of the cavern. On the surface of this rock

are cut numerous figures of various sizes and shapes, some of which are in-

describable. No system of regularity was observed by the inscribers, but
the different figures and groups of incisions are scattered promiscuously, often

overlapping and interlacing each other, as if done more for pastime than for

the purpose of leaving any record of events then occurring, to be read by future

generations. Some of the figures represent the human body, others parts of the

body, as the head, with a small hat on, and marks down the chin, which may
have been meant to represent the beard. One may have been designed to repre-

sent a little idol, another a bird's foot, another looks like a capital A, etc.

Great interest is manifested in them by the people of Woodson County which is

doubtless altogether owing to the fact of their mysteriousness. The same interest

will probably always attach to them. There is but little reason to hope that

they will be so deciphered as to throw any light on the history of the past.

These tracings, or figures, or hieroglyphics, as some call them, were discovered

about May 15, 1858, by Esquire Robert Daly, while out on a private hunting ex-

pedition. At the time of discovery, they were covered over with dirt and debris,

and partially overgrown with moss. Mr. Daly, who was one of the first settlers

in this part of the county, has resided in the vicinity ever since, and now lives

about one and a half miles south of this prehistoric cave. (Andreas, 1883, p.

1190.)
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EXCAVATIONS

Eleven 5-foot-square test pits were excavated in the floor of the cave

(fig. 63) . Each of these was carried down to bedrock. Arbitrary 0.5-

foot levels were maintained throughout the work (pi. 54, a) . It was

found that the floor fill had been badly disturbed to a depth of from, 0.7

foot to 1.1 feet. Since no diagnostic artifacts were recovered below this

level, no cultural stratification could be obtained at the site.

The fill is not more than 4.5 feet at the maximum. It consists of

organic material combined with roof fall. A section from the deepest

part of the fill, which is toward the front of the shelter and in the

center, revealed five layers. The top stratum, which had an average

thickness of 0.3 foot, consisted of a dark clay-humus. Underlying this

was a layer of light-yellow sandy soil with an average thickness of 0.6

foot. This layer was underlain by a very thin stratum of light-brown

sandy soil, 0.2 foot thick. The fourth layer consisted of orange-red

sand with thin, angular fragments of sandstone. It was 0.6 foot thick.

The fifth layer was gray clay, containing large fragments of slightly

decomposed sandstone and small lenses of organic humus with a clay

admixture. At a depth of 1.3 feet the color of the clay changed to a

deep gray-blue shade.

PETROGLTPHS

Of the several petroglyphs mentioned in the Andreas account, only

two major examples remain intact. The first of these occurs on the

upper surface of a large slab, undoubtedly the same one described in the

Andreas account. It is incised in the rock and is apparently intended

to represent a horse, since the tail is quite long (pi. 55, a) . Below the

head of the creature, which is square rather than elongated, there is a

line through the neck. A bilobed arrow is incised above the horse's

back. The treatment of this horse reminds one of the representations

of the mythical Underwater Panther in Plains and Woodland In-

dian song pictographs. Here such a line through the neck indicates

that the creature is emerging from beneath the earth (James, 1956,

pp. 345-346).

The second petroglyph occurs on the side of a large boulder a few

feet south of that bearing the horse design. It seems to be a repre-

sentation of some growing plant, such as corn, or grass (pi. 55, h).

Because this petroglyph is so different in style from the others and
from those at other sites in the area, it may well be spurious. On the

other hand, it is scarcely the sort of thing a Wliite picnicker might
dash off on a Sunday afternoon. No tracing was made of this petro-

glyph because of the rouglmess of the stone on which it is inscribed.

Of those petroglyphs described in the Andreas account that have
since been destroyed, one seems to merit special mention. This is the
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representation of the human head "with a small hat on, and marks
down the chin." It sounds very much like a description a Victorian

scholar might have made of a pictograph similar to those at the Wall-

eye Rockshelter. The "small hat" may very well have been the rep-

resentation of the roach hairdress and the marks on the chin, of

tattooing. If this were so, this would tend to connect the two shelters

and also to correlate the petroglyphs with the Great Bend sherds that

are present in both.

SPECIIIEN DESCRIPTIONS

Rim sherds.—Five rim sherds were recovered at the shelter. Three
of these are of Aksarben affiliation, one is apparently of Great Bend
affiliation, and one is of an indeterminate type.

One of the Aksarben rims is quite large (82 by 66 mm.) and repre-

sents the rim, neck, and a considerable portion of the body of the

vessel. The rim is slightly flaring and undecorated except for the

cord marking, and the lip is rounded. The exterior is buff in color

;

the interior is dark gray. Tempering consists of fine grit (pi. 54, t).

The other two Aksarben sherds are similar, except that they seem to be
straighter than the large rim and are gray on their exterior surfaces,

rather than buff. The thickness of all three sherds is 5 mm.
The Great Bend rim sherd is straight, and tapers from a thickness

of 7 mm. at the lip to 10 mm. at a point 25 mm. below the lip. Al-

though no tempering material is visible, numerous small holes indicate

that shell temper was employed. The sherd is brown on its exterior

surface and dark gray on the interior (pi. 54, s) . It has been assigned

to the Cowley Plain type (Wedel, 1949, p. 87).

The remaining rim sherd is straight, with a rounded lip. The sherd
has been polished on the outer surface. It is a light-brown color

throughout. No tempering material can be discerned. The sherd is

4 mm. thick. It does not seem to belong to any ceramic type known in

the Central Plains, and may be from a trade vessel originating in the

Caddoan area to the southeast.

Body sherds.—Sixty-six Aksarben sherds, one Great Bend sherd,

and one polished brown sherd of indeterminate affiliation were recov-

ered. The Aksarben sherds are grit tempered, cord marked on the

outer surface, smoothed on the inner surface, and vary in thickness

from 6 to 9 mm. In color they vary from buff to dark gray, with
occasional firing clouds. On some sherds the cord marking has been
almost completely smoothed away.

The Great Bend sherd is shell tempered and smoothed, but not

polished, on both the inner and outer surfaces. It is brownish gray
in color and is 6 mm. thick. It has been assigned to the Cowley Plain

type (Wedel, 1949, p. 87).
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The polished sherd is brown in color throughout. The nature of

the tempering material, if any, cannot be ascertained. It is polished

on the outer surface and smooth, but unpolished, on the inner surface.

Its thickness is 5 mm.
Projectile points.—The 13 projectile points from the shelter fall

into three distinct groups. The first, represented by two fragments,

is in the "large point" tradition (pi. 54, g, h). These points have
expanding stems. One has a convex base; the base of the other is

straight. Maximum widths of the two points are 31 and 30 mm.;
maximum thicknesses are 9 and 7 mm., respectively. The second point

shows evidence of attempted rechipping before abandonment. Both
points are made of gray Flint Hills chert that has white inclusions.

The second style is represented by two specimens. These points

are small, and resemble those recovered in Plains Woodland sites in

Nebraska and Kansas. Points of this style were also recovered at

sites MW0216, 14GR210, and 14GR216. The first, nearly complete,

has an expanding stem with a concave base. It measures 30 mm. in

length by 12 mm. in width, and is 3 mm. thick (pi. 54, e). The other

has an expanding stem with a straight base. Its edges are serrated.

It is 13 mm. in width and 3 mm. thick (pi. 54, /) . The first is made
of gray Flint Hills chert, the second of tan chert.

The remaining group is made up of nine points, two of which are

complete. They are in the small, triangular, "late horizon" style

(pi. 54, c, d) . All are minotched. The two complete specimens meas-

ure 19 and 24 nnn. in length by 11 and 15 mm. in maximum width,

with maximum thicknesses of 2 and 3 mm., respectively. Four of

the points are of gray Flint Hills chert, three of cream-colored chert,

one of pink chert, and one of brown jasper.

In addition to the above specimens, eight additional projectile point

fragments, not complete enough for meaningful description, were
recovered. Four of these seem to have been in the "large point" tradi-

tion, the remainder of the "small point" type. The materials are

tan and gray Flint Hills cherts.

Blades.—One complete and one fragmentary blade were recovered.

The complete blade is small, triangularm shape, and only 45 nun. long.

It has a maximum width of 23 mm. and a maximum thickness of 7 mm.
(pi. 54, I) . The large blade appears to have been slightly wider in

the midsection than at the base. The maximum width of the fragment,

measured at the point of breakage, is 47 mm. Width at the base is 34
mm., and the maximum thickness is 5 mm. (pi. 54, o).

Knives.—Fragments of two lozenge-shaped, alternately beveled,

Harahey knives were recovered at the shelter. The more complete

specimen is made of light-gray chert, the other from a dark reddish-

gray chert (pi. 54, 5 )

.
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Flake knives.—Two of these artifacts, which seem to represent a

rather rare type in this area, were found. Both have been made from
long lamellar flakes, rectanguloid in outlme, and with a prominent

dorsal ridge (pi. 54, /?) . One has been retouched with secondary chip-

ping along one cutting edge, the other has been sharpened along both

sides. The first specunen, of gray chert, measures 60 mm. in length by
17 mm. maximum width. It has a maximmn thickness of 4 mm. The
other is made of tan chert. It is 61 mm. long, has a maximum width

of IT mm. and a maximum thickness of 8 mm.
Drill.—A single fragmentary drill was found at the shelter. It is

of the expanding-base type, and made of gray Flint Hills chert. The
base is 20 mm. wide and the blade is 6 mm. wide at the point of break-

age. Maximum tliickness of the base is 3.5 mm. and maximum thick-

ness of the blade is 2.5 mm. (pi. 64, m).

End scrapers.—Fifteen artifacts of this type were found, repre-

senting ten complete scrapers and five fragments. Workmanship
varies from fine to exceedingly crude. All of the scrapers are sub-

triangular in shape. The complete specimens range in length from
46 mm. to 25 mm., and in maxmium width from 27 to 15 mm. The
maximum thickness of the largest is 14 mm., that of the smallest is

5 mm. Materials employed are tan jasper, a translucent brown
chalcedony, and white, pmk, and gray Flint Hills cherts (pi. 54,

hj,n).

Flake scrapers.—Thirty-eight flake scrapers were recovered. They
exhibit no uniformity in size or shape and are distinguished merely by
one or more edges that show secondary chipping. Materials are

cream-colored, tan, pink, and light and dark gray cherts.

Choppers.—Four choppers were recovered at the site. These are

large, heavy pieces of gray Flint Hills chert worked to an edge by per-

cussion flaking on both faces. Though quite irregular, they tend to be

ovoid in shape. The largest specunen is 92 mm. long and has a maxi-

mum thickness of 22 mm. The smallest is 49 mm. long and has a

maximum thickness of 14 mm.
Shaft smoother.—The only shaft smoother recovered is made of

sandstone (pi. 54, g) . It bears a single straight groove along one face

that was very likely employed to smooth arrowshafts. It measures

77 mm. in length by 38 mm. in width and is 27 mm. thick. The groove

would accommodate a shaft 7 mm. in diameter.

Sharpening stone.—This specimen is similar to that just described,

but has semiconical grooves on three faces that seem to have been used

to sharpen wooden, bone, or antler tools. It is of sandstone and meas-

ures 57 mm. in length by 20 mm. in width and has a maximum thick-

ness of 18 mm.
Bone needles.—Two bone needles were recovered in the shelter.

The first represents the tip and a portion of the shank. It has been
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worked from a section of mammal long bone. It is 43 mm. in length

and 3.5 iimi. in diameter (pi. 54, p). The second fragment represents

a part of the shank of a much larger object, with a diameter of 7 mm.
It has also been worked from a section of mammal, probably deer, leg

bone.

Bone awls.—Three bone awls were recovered. All are made from

mammal long bones. These objects differ from the needles just de-

scribed in that their shanks are much wider than their points. Lengths

of the three objects are 55 mm., 52 mm., and 33 mm. Maximum widths

are 14 mm., 13 mm., and 10 mm.
Bone head.—A tubular, bone bead is made from a section of the

long bone of some smaU bird or mammal. It is 41 mm. in length and

8 mm. in diameter.

Miscellaneous worked lone.—Three pieces of bone, bearing recog-

nizable tool marks, were recovered. They have no recognizable form

and are probably scraps left after the manufacture of other objects.

Metal ohjects.—Two metal objects were recovered in the shelter

fill. One is a fragment of a small iron kettle (pi. 54, r). It has a

rather elaborate design on its outer surface and on the inner surface

a raised numeral "2". The second piece seems to be part of the handle

of a brass spoon. Both objects may be assigned to either the historic

Indian occupation of the site or to subsequent use of the shelter by

White picnickers.

CULTURAL AFFILIATIGNS

At least two, and perhaps three, components are represented at the

site : Aksarben, Great Bend, and historic Indian. The first two are

identified by ceramic materials. The last, which may prove to be

identical with Great Bend, is identified by the petroglyph of a horse.

The Outlaw Kockshelter (14W0225)

This site is a very small rockshelter with a petroglyph on the rear

wall. The name derives from a local tradition that this shelter was

used by one of the Dalton gang or Jesse James as a hideout. The

shelter is very shallow, low-ceilinged, and damp.

The petroglyph is possibly a representation of an Indian dwelling

covered with grass thatching, pieces of bark, or hides. According to

local tradition, the initials "N.C." were added by a man named Nor-

man Curtis, about 30 years ago, "to fool people" (pi. 55, c).

Little-Water-Man Petroglyph (14W0226)

This site consists of a single anthropomorphic petroglyph deeply

incised in the rocky outcrop along Dry Creek about 300 feet upstream

from the Dry Creek Eockshelter (14W0224)

.
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The name of the petroglyph was given by Mr. D. Wm. Chatfield, a

member of the 1957 Smithsonian party, who discovered and reported

it. Accordmg to Chatfield, who is an Ojibwa Indian of Cass Lake,

Minn., tlie pictograph closely resembles Ojibwa drawings of a super-

natural being called the "Little-water-man." The figure holds an

object, perhaps a banner, in his left hand (pi. 55, 6?, e).

The Possum Point Site (14W0228)

This is a small occupation site which was apparently used for only a

short time. It is located on a series of small, low knolls, bounded on

the northeast and west by Finger Creek and by scrub growth and

sandstone outcrops on the south (fig. 59). The area of occupation is

approximately 1 acre in extent, and there seems to be a slightly greater

concentration of material at the west end of the site (fig. 64). The
site area has apparently been under cultivation for some time, and no

surface features were visible.

The topsoil layer, a dark, sandy loam, is from 0.3 to 0.4 foot in depth

(pi. 56, a). Beneath this is a lighter-colored soil, perhaps an old

erosion surface, of light-brown to yellow soil, probably derived from
sandstone, which is from 1.5 to 2.0 feet in depth. A hard clay is found

below this, with sandstone blocks at the top. There is evidence of

plow disturbance to a depth of 0.3 foot.

EXCAVATIONS

A test trench was laid out in the area of greatest surface concentra-

tion. This trench was 20 feet long and 5 feet wide, divided into four

5-foot squares. Later, following out the area of surface concentration,

two additional squares were excavated to the east of this trench and
adjoining it.

Heavy orange-buff potsherds, projectile points, and chips were re-

covered from the surface to a depth of 0.5 foot, where they thinned out

and disappeared. No cultural stratification was found at the site.

SPECIIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Bim sherds.—Seven rim sherds were recovered at the site. They
represent at least four different vessels. All have been assigned to the

Geneseo Plain type, although they differ slightly in color and seem to

be, on the average, slightly thicker than those described by Wedel.

Tempering material consists of large sand particles, ranging from 1

to 3 mm. in diameter. Hardness varies between 3.5 (celestite) and
4 (fluorite) . The core color is buff to slate-gray, the exteriors orange

buff to light gray or brown. There are occasional firing clouds. Sur-

1
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faces are generally smooth. A few sherds show evidence of having

been wiped with grass before firing.

Eims are straight or slightly flaring. The lip is usually rounded,

but in one example is flattened. Shallow, vertical indentations are

present on the outer lip of five of the sherds (pi. 56, g^ h, j^ k) ; the

other two are undecorated (p. 56, i). One of the plain sherds tapers

from a thickness of only 4 mm. at the lip to a thickness of 10 mm. at

a point 50 mm. below the lip. The others have a more-or-less uniform

thickness of from 7 to 9 mm.
Body sherds.—^A total of 55 body sherds was recovered, all either

on the surface or in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level. In thickness they

range from 6 to 15 mm., averaging about 9 mm. It is likely that the

thicker sherds are from the bottoms of the vessels. All but one of

these sherds are undecorated. The decorated sherd displays two
horizontal bands, 25 mm. apart, on its outer surface. The decoration

consists of a shallow incised, herringbone pattern. An identical

decoration is found on a sherd of the Neosho Focus of Oklahoma
figured by Bell and Baerreis (1951, pi. 13, 1)

.

Projectile points.—Four j)i'ojectile points were found at the site.

Three of these are in the "large point" tradition, while the fourth

is a small "late horizon" form.

The only complete large point is a rather blunt specimen (pi. 56,

d) . The stem is of the expanding tyj)e and has a convex base. It is

49 mm. long, with a maximum width of 34 mm. and a maximum thick-

ness of 8 mm. It is made of cream-colored chert. Another of the

large points (pi. 56, e) , complete except for the tip, is m the same style,

though not as blunt. It has a maximum width of 33 mm. and a

maximum thickness of 7 mm. When complete, it was probably about

60 mm. long. This point is made of gray Flint Hills chert. The third

large point lacks most of the stem (pi. 56, c), but enough remains

to indicate that it was of the same type as the preceding ones. It has

a maximum width of 24 mm., a maximum thickness of 7 mm., and was
probably 35 mm. long when complete. It is made of light-gray chert.

The small point (pi. 56, &) is triangular, unnotched, and slightly

concave at the base. It is 29 mm. long, 13 mm. wide at the base,

and has a maximum thickness of 3 mm. Its material is the same

cream-colored chert as the first large point described above.

Blade.—The base of a long, chipped blade was recovered. It is

made of a pinkish-gray chert. Its base is rounded, and the piece is

worked on both sides. It has a maximum width of 41 mm., measured

at the point of breakage, and a maximum thickness of 10 mm.
Abrader.—A fragment of a sandstone abrader was found on the

surface of the site. Both ends are missing. It is rectangular in cross

section and measures 35 mm. by 30 mm.
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Cwpstone.—^A single cupstone, with pits on opposite faces, was

found at the site. The material is a reddish sandstone. It is 104

mm. in length, with a maximum width of 63 mm. and an average

thickness of 33 mm. The two pits measured 31 and 20 mm. in diam-

eter and are pecked to depths of 8 and 4 nun., respectively (pi. 56, /).

Hoe.—A rather crude hoe, made of Cottonwood limestone, was

recovered. It is flat on one surface, rounded on the other, and has

been sharpened at one end. It is 154 mm. in length, 70 mm. in width,

and has a maximum thickness of 24 mm.
Flake.—A very large gray chert flake was found on the surface of

the site. One edge shows some secondary chipping, and perhaps the

piece served as a scraper. It is 94 mm. long, has a maximum width

of 77 mm., and a maximum thickness of 23 mm.

CULTURAL AEFILLA.TI0NS

Heavy orange-buff potsherds and small triangular projectile points

identify this site with the Great Bend Aspect, previously designated

the Paint Creek Culture, and hitherto known only from central Kansas

(Wedel, 1940, pp. 332-334; 1942, p. 10; 1949, pp. 86-90; Smith, 1949,

pp. 292-300) . As noted earlier in this paper, this may represent the

late prehistoric and early historic Wichita tribe. Apparently very

closely related is the Neosho Focus of northeastern Oklahoma (Bell

and Baerreis, 1951, pp. 71-75) , Possibly a second and much earlier

Woodland or Archaic Component is represented by the large expand-

ing-stem projectile points found at the site.

Site 14GE210

This site is located on a slight rise on the south side of Walnut Creek,

one of the main tributaries of the Verdigris in this area (fig. 59).

The area of occupation is quite extensive, measuring approximately

1,000 feet in length (NW-SE) by 300 feet in width (NE-SW) . The
site was under cultivation in 1957 and has been for a number of years

(pl.57,«).

EXCAVATIONS

The site was tested by means of four 5-foot-square test pits, which
were placed in areas of greatest surface concentration (fig. 65). The
first two of these were excavated to a depth of 3.0 feet, the other two
to a depth of 2.5 feet. Results were disappointing. The only artifact

recovered from any of these pits was a fragmentary projectile point

in the 0-foot to 0.5-foot level of test pit 2. The fill was a thin layer

of clay-loam topsoil which graded into a heavy clay at depths varying
from 0.3 to 0.7 foot.
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SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Projectile points.—A total of 13 projectile points sufficiently com-

plete to permit classification and fragments of 18 others were re-

covered. The more complete specimens fall into three styles, two of

the "large point" tradition and one of the "small point" tradition.

The first style is represented by two points, one of which is com-

plete (pi. 57, Cj h) . These points have contracting stems and are quite

thick. The complete specimen is 61 mm. in length. Maximum widths

of the points are 25 and 27 mm., and their maximum thicknesses 12

and 9 mm. Both are made of gray Flint Hills chert.

The second style is represented by nine fragmentary specimens (pi.

57, ^, g) . These points have expanding stems and pronounced, some-

times barbed, shoulders. Three of the points have convex bases, two

have straight bases, and two have concave bases. The bases are

missing from the remaining examples. Lengths of the two nearly

complete specimens are 40 and 30 mm., widths 28 and 24 mm,, and

maximum thicknesses 7 and 4 mm., respectively. One of the fragments

represents a point much larger than the rest, perhaps a knife or spear-

point rather than a projectile point (pi. 57, ^). It is 43 mm. in width

and probably measured at least 95 mm. in length when complete.

Materials are white, tan, pink, and gray cherts. The large point is

of gray Flint Hills chert.

The third point style is represented by only two specimens (pi. 57,

e, /) . Both have expanding stems with serrated edges. The complete

specimen measures 23 mm. in length, and is 12 mm. wide at the base,

with a maximum thickness of 4 mm. It is made of tan chert. The
second specimen, a fragment, is 2 mm. thick. It is of gray Flint Hills

chert. As noted elsewhere in this paper, points of this style have been

recovered in Plains Woodland sites in Nebraska and Kansas.

Blades.—Fragments of eight blades were recovered. Although
none is sufficiently complete to indicate the style, it is possible that

they may have been pyriform in shape. Wliite, cream-colored, tan,

and gray Flint Hills cherts are the materials.

Knife.—One nearly complete beveled knife was recovered (pi. 57,

h). It is straight along one edge, shouldered on the other. The
straight edge has been chipped from one side of the piece, the

shouldered edge from the other. The stem may have been utilized for

hafting. The knife measures 54 mm. in length, has a maximum width
of 17 mm., and a maximum thickness of 6 mm.
End scrayers.—Seven end scrapers were found. They are all of

the familiar planoconvex type, with a rather abruptly chipped edge

at the thick end. Three are of cream-colored chert and four are of

gray Flint Hills chert. Lengths vary from 40 to 68 mm., widths

from 28 to 48 mm., and maximum thicknesses from 11 to 16 mm.
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Flake scrapers.—There were 18 objects of this sort found, all with

one or more edges showing secondary chipping. They exhibit no

uniformity in either size or shape. Materials are tan and gray Flint

Hills cherts (pi. 57, j-l).

Chopper.—One heavy chopper, manufactured of gray Flint Hills

chert with white inclusions, was found. It is pyriform m shape, and
shows no evidence of secondary chipping. It measures 118 mm. in

length and has a maximum width of 65 mm. and a maximum thickness

of 35 mm.
Manos.—Seven manos were found at the site (pi. 57, m). All are

made of local sandstone. Six have two abrading surfaces, the re-

maining specimen only one. The bifacial specimens are subrectangu-

lar in shape, while the unifacial specimen is loaf shaped. Lengths of

the complete specimens vary from 15 to 83 mm., widths from 76 to

104 mm., and thicknesses from 39 to 50 mm. The unifacial specimen

has a maximum thickness of 83 mm.
Ha/rmnerstones.—Three hammerstones, two made from river peb-

bles and one from gray Flint Hills chert, were recovered. All are of

a size to fit conveniently in the hand, and all show evidence of bat-

tering on at least two surfaces.

Unidentified ohjects.—Two unidentified objects may be manos or

abrading tools. Both are made of Cottonwood limestone. One is

rectangular when viewed from above, with the outline of a parallelo-

gram when viewed from the side. It is 148 mm. in length, 75 mm.
in width, and 23 mm. thick. The other piece is wedge shaped if

viewed from the side, ovoid if viewed from above. It has a sharp

edge at one end, perhaps used for cutting. It measures 87 mm. in

length and 73 mm. in width, and has a maximum thickness of 22 mm.
Hematite.—Two pieces of soft hematite show evidence of having

been rubbed to produce paint. The smaller of the two pieces has

been rubbed on three surfaces. The pieces measure 62 and 31 mm.
in length, 52 and 30 mm. in width, and 29 and 9 mm. in maximum
thickness, respectively.

CULTTJRAL AFFILIATION

Artifacts recovered from the site suggest that it was occupied dur-

ing the Archaic period. Projectile points and blade fragments from
14GK,210 bear a closer resemblance to artifacts of the Archaic of

the Southeast than to those of a corresponding time period further

north and west in the Plains.

Site 14GK216

This is a rather extensive site located on a slight rise on the west

side of the Verdigris River (fig. 59). Brazell Creek flows into the
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Verdigris Kiver just north of the site on the opposite side of the

river. The area of occupation is approximately 1,000 feet in length

(NW-SE) by 350 feet in width (NE-SW). There seems to be a

greater concentration of artifacts at the northwest end of the site

(fig. 66). Although the site has been plowed for some time, it is

nevertheless quite rich in surface materials.

EXCAVATIONS

A trench 65 feet in length and 5 feet in width was run through the

area of greatest surface concentration at the north end of the site.

This was marked off into thirteen 5-foot squares. Near the center of

this trench, part of a circular hearth was uncovered at a depth of 0.5

foot (pi. 58, a). The trench was then widened to 15 feet in this area

in order to expose the remainder of the hearth and to locate possible

post molds or other features. Although this widened section, 15 feet

square, was shaved down to a depth of 2.5 feet, no additional features

were discovered. The remainder of the trench was excavated to a

depth of 1.5 feet. Since no cultural stratification could be found,

material from the surface of the site has been grouped with that from

the excavations for purposes of description.

FEATURES

Hearth.—^At a depth of 0.5 foot from the surface, a circular hearth

was discovered. It measured 2.0 feet in diameter and had a maximum
depth of 0.3 foot at the center. The fill was white ash with occasional

lumps of charcoal. Beneath the hearth was a lens of burned earth

approximately 0.5 foot in thickness at the center and tapering to

0.2 or 0.3 foot at the outer perimeters. The hearth was lined with

limestone slabs, some of which were set on edge, while others were

laid flat.

Although flecks of charcoal and bits of burned earth appeared

throughout the test trench at approximately the same level as the

hearth, no additional features appeared. If this hearth was the

central fireplace of a dwelling, the structure must have been of a

rather temporary sort.

Associated with this hearth were three artifacts : a bone awl, a sec-

tion of antler (possibly a flint-working tool), and a small bone bead.

All of these objects seem to have been preserved by the ash of the

hearth, and were the only objects of bone or antler secured at the site.

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTIONS

Rim sherds.—The three rim sherds recovered were apparently from

vessels of Aksarben affiliation. They are tempered with fuie grit.
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The first is large enough to indicate that it came from a vessel with a

constricted neck (pi. 58, o) . The rim is straight, with a flat lip. The
outer surface bears vertical cord impressions, the inner surface is

smooth. The color is dark brown throughout. Tliickness is 5 mm. at

the lip and 8 mm. at the point of breakage. The second sherd is also

straight, with a rounded lip (pi. 58, n). Decoration consists of a

series of parallel, horizontal, incised lines and notching on the outside

of the lip. The color is dark brown throughout. The lip thickness

is 3 mm. and the lower rim tliickness, at the point of breakage, is 4 mm.
The third rim is too fragmentary to be described meaningfully. It

is orange buff in color on its exterior surface, dark brown on the

interior.

Body sherds.—^A total of 15 body sherds was recovered. Five of

these are much thicker than the rest and have coarser cord marking.

They have been assigned to the Plains Woodland component of the

site. The remainder are of the Aksarben Complex.

The five Woodland sherds are grit tempered, cord marked on the

outer surface, and smooth on the inner surface. They have buff

exteriors, with blue-gray interiors flecked with white specks. These

specks are probably the remains of small fossils present in the clay at

the time it was secured, although at first glance they might be taken

for tempering material. Thicknesses of the sherds vary between 8

and 9 mm. (pi. 58, t", s) .

The Aksarben sherds are also grit tempered. In color they vary

from buff to black. They are cord marked on the outer surface,

smooth on the inner. Thicknesses range from 4 to 7 mm. (pi. 58, p,q).

Projectile points.—Twenty-two projectile points sufficiently com-

plete for classification were recovered at the site, as well as twenty-five

unclassifiable fragments, such as tips or the section between the tip

and the shoulders. Those points that are classifiable fall into five

distinct styles.

The first style, represented by six specimens, is a large, thick form

that has been assigned to the Archaic component of the site (pi. 58,

b-d). Shoulders are not pronounced and stems are contracting,

straight, or slightly convex at the base. The only complete specimen

is of tan chert. It is 50 mm. long, with a maximum width of 23 mm.
and a maximum thickness of 8 mm. Maximum widths of the other

points are 19, 18, 21, 30, and 29 mm., and maximum thicknesses range

between 7 and 9 mm. Materials are dark gray chert and tan chert.

Points of the second style, represented by 10 specimens, have

straight stems and definite shoulders, sometimes terminating in

barbs (pi. 58, e, /). The three complete specimens measure 58, 55,

and 43 mm. in length. Maximum widths vary between 20 and 32
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mm., and maximmn thicknesses between 3 and 8 mm. Materials are

white, tan, and gray cherts, and quartzite.

The third style is represented by a single complete specimen (pi. 58,

g). This point has an expanding stem with a convex base. It is

47 mm. long, has a maximmn width of 22 nun., and a maximmn thick-

ness of 7 mm. The material is tan chert.

The fourth style is represented by two specimens, one of which is

incomplete (pi. 58, A, i). These points are small, with expanding

stems and either straight or convex bases. The incomplete speci-

men has a serrated blade. Length of the complete point is 20 mm.,

and its maximmn width 11 mm. The serrated point is 9 mm. wide.

Both points have maximmn thicknesses of 3 mm. Materials are gray

Flint Hills chert and tan chert. These two points may, with some

assurance, be assigned to the Plains Woodland component of the site,

and suggest an identity with the Keith Focus (Marvin F. Kivett,

personal communication, 1957).

The fifth style, represented by three specimens, is the "late horizon"

triangular form (pi. 58, j-l) . Two of the points are mmotched, while

a third, probably a reworked specimen, has four side notches, two to

a side, plus a basal notch. Length of the only complete unnotched

point is 16 mm,, and its maximum width is 9 mm. It is 2 mm. thick.

The incomplete umiotched point is 15 mm. wide at the base and 4 mm.
thick. The notched specimen is 14 mm. long, 16 mm. wide at the

base, and 2 mm. thick. Materials of these points are tan and gray

cherts.

Spatulate object.—This small object, which may be a knife, is manu-

factured of gray Flint Hills chert. The base is rounded, but the ex-

act shape of the complete specimen is not known, since a large por-

tion of the tip is missing. It is very neatly flaked, has a maximum
width of 17 mm. and a maximum thickness of 3 mm.

Blades.—Portions of 14 blades were recovered. Judging from the

larger fragments, they were pyriform in shape. Maximum widths

range between 26 and 37 mm., thicknesses between 9 and 15 mm.
Materials are cream-colored, tan, and gray Flint Hills cherts (pi.

58, -y).

Turilehach scra'pers.—Four objects of this sort were recovered.

Two are flat on one side and rounded by chipping on the upper sur-

face. The other two have been chipped on both faces, but are much
flatter on one face than on the other. The first specimen measures 54

mm. in length, has a maximum width of 30 mm., and a maximum thick-

ness of 12 mm. The second (pi. 58, ?/), a fragment from one end of a

scraper, has a maximum width of 18 mm. and a maximum thickness

of 7 mm. They are of tan and cream-colored cherts, respectively.

The larger of the bifacial specimens is 50 mm. in length, 41 mm. in
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width, and has a maximum thickness of 20 mm. It is manufactured

of gray-brown chert. The smaller specimen is 68 mm. in length,

26 mm. in width, and has a maximum thickness of 16 mm. It is of

tan chert.

Flake scrapers.—Fourteen artifacts of this description were found

at the site. They are distinguished by one or more edges that show
secondary chipping. There seems to be no uniformity in size or

shape. Materials employed are tan and gray chert and, in one in-

stance, red jasper.

Choppers.—Eight specimens assigned to this category were re-

covered at the site. Six are of tan chert and two of gray Flint Hills

material. They tend to be ovoid in shape and are worked to a cutting

edge by percussion flaking on two faces. The largest specimen is

83 mm. in length and 20 mm. in maximum thickness. The smallest is

50 mm. long and has a maximmn thickness of 13 mm.
Celt.—One celt was recovered. It is made of Cottonwood lime-

stone and measures 94 mm. in length, 52 mm. in width, and 17 mm. in

thickness. The bit shows considerable wear.

Ax.—One chipped ax of Cottonwood limestone was recovered. It

was apparently double-bitted originally, but one end has been broken

off. The bit measures 97 mm. in width, the groove 74 mm. It has

a maximum thickness of 31 mm. (pi. 58, to)

.

Piclc.—The site yielded one pick, also made of Cottonwood lime-

stone. The bit is slightly curved. The pick is 114 mm. in length,

has a maximum width of 69 mm., and a maximum thickness of 35 mm.
Manos.—Seven manos were recovered, six of which were fragments.

The fragments are all of sandstone. Wlien complete, the sandstone

manos were probably subrectangular in shape, with two smooth grind-

ing surfaces. The only complete specimen is of Cottonwood lime-

stone. It has the outline of a parallelogram when viewed from above.

It is 133 mm. long, 59 mm. wide, and 23 mm. thick.

Cupstone.—^A single cupstone was recovered (pi. 58, t) . When com-
plete it was apparently ovoid, with two smooth faces on opposite sides.

In the center of each of these faces is a small depression. The piece

measures 74 mm. in diameter and has an average thickness of 43 mm.
The depressions are 22 and 27 mm. in diameter, and 3 and 4 mm. in

depth.

Hammersfones.—^Four battered hammerstones were recovered.

Three are of tan jasper, one of reddish-brown jasper. They are of a

size to fit conveniently in the hand and show no evidence of artificial

shaping.

Core.—Only one core was recovered. It is made of a rather gran-

ular gray chert.
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Paint.—The site yielded two paint stones. One is yellow limonite,

the other reddish-brown hematite. Both have been rubbed and

scratched to secure pigment. The limonite specimen is 32 mm. in

length and the hematite specimen is 24 mm. in length.

Awl.—A single bone awl, worked from a deer metapodial, was re-

covered (pi. 58, in). It rested on the surface of the hearth, Feature

1. It is 74 mm. long and has a maximum width of 15 mm.
Flaking tool.—^A section of antler, possibly a flaking tool, in a very

poor state of preservation, was also found on top of the hearth. It

measured 90 mm. in length and 15 mm. in diameter. The specimen

crumbled when removal was attempted.

Bone head.—A small tube of bird or small mammal bone was prob-

ably used as a bead. It is 15 mm. long and 3.5 mm. in diameter. This,

too, was recovered in the hearth ash.

CUIiTURAL AFFILIATIONS

On the basis of typology, three components have been isolated at

this site. In probable order of sequence, late to early, they are:

Aksarben ; Plains Woodland, perhaps the Keith Focus of the Orleans

Aspect ; and Archaic.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The archeological investigations at the 10 sites in the Toronto Res-

ervoir area that have been reported in this paper reveal an aboriginal

occupation of the locality beginning about 5000 B.C. and extending

into the historic period. Although no Paleo-Indian material was re-

covered by the 1957 party, the presence of many Paleo-Indian points

in local collections indicates that worthwhile sites of this period may
be present somewhere in the vicinity.

The materials described are attributable to five cultural groupings,

each on a slightly different time level, as follows

:

(1) The Archaic Culture (ca. 5000 B.C. to 200 B.C.) is represented

by site 14GR210 and by components at 14WO209, 14W0215, the Wall-

eye Rockshelter (14W0222), the Dry Creek Rockshelter (14W0224),
and 14GR216, with a possible representation at the Possum Point site

(14W0228). At the multicomponent sites the Archaic components

have been defined on admittedly shaky evidence, namely by the pres-

ence of large projectile points and by the absence of ceramic materials

that would identify these points with the cultural complexes. At
14GR210, which appears to be predominantly Archaic, large unnotched

and side-notched points are accompanied by large chipped blades, a

beveled knife, end scrapers, flake scrapers, a chopper, and manos. The

inventory suggests that these people were hunters and gatherers of
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wild food. They lacked horticulture, as well as the bow and arrow
and the ceramic arts.

(2) The Kansas City Hopewell Culture (ca. 200 B.C.-A.D. 500) is

represented by one site, 14WO203. It is identified by smoothed, grit-

tempered pottery, decorated with dentate- and rocker-stamping, to-

gether with large, expanding-stem projectile points, drills, gravers,

pyriform blades, and scrapers, flake scrapers, choppers, and pieces of

worked hematite. The Kansas City Hopewell people practiced maize

horticulture and made pottery but were apparently not familiar with

the bow and arrow. Settlements were larger and more permanent

than in Archaic times.

(3) The Plains Woodland Culture (ca. A.D. 500-900) is represent-

ed at one multicomponent site, 14GR216, where it was identified by
five thick, cord-marked, grit-tempered sherds. Small expanding-stem

points, with or without serrated blades, are also assignable to this com-

ponent of the site, and suggest specific identification with the Keith

Focus of the Orleans Aspect. Since 14GR216 is an unstratified multi-

component site, it is not known which of the other artifacts recovered,

such as scrapers, choppers, manos, etc., should be assigned to the Plains

Woodland component.

The Plains Woodland people (representing the Middle Woodland
time level) possessed a culture very similar to that of the Kansas City

Hopewell groups, and the artifacts of the two cultures show a close

relationship. Like the Hopewell people, the Plains Woodland groups

practiced horticulture, supplementing the food secured in this manner

with wild vegetal products and game. The presence of both large

and small projectile points at Plains Woodland sites indicates that

both the bow and arrow and the atlatl were in use.

(4) Components assignable to the Aksarhen Aspect (ca. A.D. 1100-

1500) were present at five sites, all of which had more than one com-

ponent. These are: 14WO209, 14W0215, the Walleye Eockshelter

(14W0222), the Dry Creek Rockshelter (14W0224), and 14GR216.

The Aksarben components are identified by moderately thin, cord-

marked, grit-tempered pottery with either plain flaring or incised

collared rims. At site 14GR216 the small side-notched and unnotched

projectile points can be assigned to this component, which is the

latest occupation present there. The Aksarben people, like the Kan-
sas City Hopewell and Plains Woodland folk, were dependent upon
hunting, gathering, and maize horticulture. Villages tended to be

larger and more numerous than in earlier periods. Apparently the

bow and arrow had completely supplanted the atlatl.

(5) Four sites had components of the Great Bend Aspect (ca. AD.
1500-1700) . These are : 14W0215 ; the Walleye Rockshelter (14W0
222) ; the Dry Creek Rockshelter (14W0224) ; and the Possum Point
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site (14W0228), with a possible component at 14WO209. The
Possum Point site seems to be predominantly Great Bend. Compo-
nents of this aspect were identified by heavy, smooth, grit- or shell-

tempered pottery, gray, buff, or orange-buff in color. The presence

of this material in the Toronto Reservoir area extends the known
distribution of this aspect, hitherto known only from sites in Central

Kansas.

The Great Bend people continued the hunting, gathering, and maize

horticulture subsistence pattern established and developed in the area

by the earlier Kansas City Hopewell, Plains Woodland, and Aksarben

people. Great Bend sites are apparently smaller than those of the

Aksarben Aspect, a fact which may reflect the unstable conditions

that seem to have characterized this area in early historic times.

APPENDIX

TABULATION OF TORONTO RESERVOIR SITES

Site
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TABULATION OF TORONTO RESERVOIR SITES—Continued

Site Type Culture Fieldwork

14WO203

14WO204
14WO205
14WO206
14WO207
14WO208
14WO209
14WO210
14W0211
14W0212
14W0213
14W0214
14W0215

14W0216
14W0217
14W0218
14W0219
14WO220
14W0221
14W0222

14W0223
14W0224

14W0225
14W0226
14W0227
14W0228
14W0229
14WO230
14W0231

Village

Rockshelter_.

Minor camp.
do

do

do

Village-camp

Minor camp.
do

do

do

do

Village-camp.

Minor camp.
Mound
Minor camp.
VUlage

Minor camp.
do.

Rockshelter..

Village

Rockshelter..

do

Petroglyph..

Village

do

Historic Fort

Minor camp.
do

Kansas City Hopewell

?

?

?

?

?

Aksarben and Archaic _

?

?

?

Woodland
?

Great Bend, Aksarben,

and Archaic.

?

?

?

?

?

?

Historic, Great Bend,

Aksarben, and
Archaic.

?

Historic, Great Bend,

and Aksarben.

?

?

Aksarben

Great Bend, Archaic

White (Fort Belmont) _

?

?

Tested in 1956

and 1957.

Visited.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Tested in 1957.

Visited.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Tested in 1957.

Visited.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Excavated in 1957.

Visited.

Excavated in 1957.

Recorded in 1957.

Recorded in 1957.

Visited.

Tested in 1957.

Visited.

Do.

Do.
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Artifacts from site 14WO203, Toronto Reserv^oir, Kansas, a, b, Dentate-stamped rim slierds;

c-f, projectile points; g, basal fragment of large blade; h-l, end scrapers. Artifacts from
site 14WO209, Toronto Reservoir, Kansas. ?n~o, Cord-marked rim sherds; p, pottery

vessel loop handle; q-e', projectile points;/', small blade; g', h',j', scrapers; i', k', chipped

stone celts.
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Dry Creek Rockshelter, site 14W0224, Toronto Reservoir, Kansas. Upper, view of exca-

vator at work in Rockshelter; a, "Harahey" blade. Lower, Artifacts from the Dry Creek

Rockshelter. b-h, Projectile points; i-j and n, end scrapers; k, flake knife; /, o, blades; m,

drill; p, bone needle; q, shaft smoother; r, iron kettle fragment; s-t, Aksarben rim sherds.
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a, b, Photographs of petroglyphs un Large roof rock at the Dry Creek Rockshelter (14W0224);

c, petroglyph at the Outlaw Rockshelter (14VV0225); d e photograph and drawing of

"Little-Water-Man" petroglyph at site 14W0226
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Possum Point site (14W0228) Toronto Reservoir, Kansas, a, Initial excavations underway;

b-e, projectile points;/, cupstone; g-k, rim sherds.
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Site 14GR210, Toronto Reservoir, Kansas. <3, View of site; b, Icnife; c-i, projectile points;

/-/, flake scrapers; m, mano.
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Site 14GR216, Toronto Reservoir, Kansas, a. View of a portion of the excavated area
showing hearth in place in right center; b-l, projectile points; m, bone awl; n-s, pot-
sherds; t, cupstones; u, scraper; v, blade; w, ax.
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Badger Component (39LM238), 297,

308-314, 316 (list), 317
discussion, 314-315

Badger Creek, see Good Soldier Creek,

393
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Badwater site, 57
Baerreis, David, and Dallman, John B.,

133
Bag, buckskin, 125, 134
Balls, cancellous bone, 218, 229

stone, 210
Barka, Norman, 146
Barr, Robert P., xin, 73
Bartos, Stanley, Jr., 309
Basalt, 112, 312
Baskets, 111 (fig.), 125, 134
Bastian, Tyler, 146
Bastions, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277
Beads, bone, 59, 212, 353, 361, 366

ceramic, 25, 58
copper, 222, 229
disk, 48, 49 (figs.) , 57, 59, 120 (fig.)

,

124 229
long bone, 38, 39 (figs.), 353
shell, 12-13, 57, 120 (fig.)

stone, 32, 59
Beans, charred, 127, 222, 223, 307

kidney (Phaseolus vulgaris), 226,

232
red, 125, 134

Bear, black, 226, 233
head, model of, 25
jaw, 147

Beaver, 51, 226, 233, 234
incisor, 220, 229
model of, 24

Beef, dried, 210
Belemnite, 212, 228
Bell, Robert E., and Baerreis, David A.,

356, 357
BenthaU, Joseph, 295
Berries, 208, 209, 210, 222
Bienville, Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur

de, 344
Biesterfeldt Cheyenne site, 133, 134

Big Bend Reservoir, Lyman County,

S. Dak., 271, 295
Birds, 51 (list), 125, 237

bones of, 212, 217, 218
sternum of, scored, 220

Bismarck, N. Dak., 1, 72

Bison, 51, 159, 226, 233, 234
bones, 12, 32, 35, 38, 44, 45, 50, 56,

125, 151, 157, 158, 159, 212, 223,

235, 297, 299, 305
bone tools. 111 (figs.), 116, 133
chips, used for fuel, 151
fat, 224
incisor, grooved, 59
kiUs, 158
long bones, 216
metapodial, 287
radius, 219
ribs, 214, 215, 218, 287, 296

scored, 117 (fig.), 121
scapulae, 212, 213, 214, 217, 223,

282, 287, 299, 305
skulls, 11, 157, 158, 159, 220
vertebrae, 299

Black Eagle Creek, 73
Black Hoop, David, tribal chairman,

XIV

Black Partizan site (39LM218), 273
Blades, 342, 352, 356, 358, 364

fragments of, 342, 351, 360, 366
pyriform, 331, 336, 339, 340, 358,

364, 367
trapezoidal, 276
triangular, 352

Blake, Leonard, 231
Blum, Mark F., 73
Boatstones, limestone, 336
Bodkins, bone, 223
Boley, 57
Bone, fragmented, 78, 147, 308

human, 85 (list)

mineralized, 219, 229
unmodified, 50, 51 (table)

worked, 35-45, 37 (figs.), 39 (figs.),

41 (figs.), 43 (figs.), 59, 61, 353
See also Artifacts ; Tools ; and
names of animals.

Bones, animal, 12, 75, 212, 219, 223, 224,

225, 229, 276, 277, 279, 281, 283,

342
mammal, 217, 306, 353

Bow and arrows, 158, 226, 342, 344, 367
Bower, John, 231
Bowers, Alfred W., 62, 63, 127
Boxelder, 125
Bracelets, antler, 119 (fig.), 124, 133

bone, 119 (figs.)

Brazell Creek, 360
Brother-of-All, Eugene, 295
Brown, W. L., and Anderson, Edgar, 231
Brule County, S. Dak., 312
Buckbrush, 74, 75
Buffalo, see Bison.
Bull Creek, Lyman County, S. Dak., 306
Bulldozer, xiii, 3, 74, 78
BuUroarer, 215
Bureau of Indian Affairs, 295
Burials, 74, 315

description of, 261-263
human, 12-14
prima r.v, 310
secondary, 309

Burin, angle, 205, 206, 228
Burinlike instruments, 205 (fig.), 205-

206, 228
Burkitt, Miles Crawford, 206
Burned earth (F94), 7, 9, 151, 278, 281,

282, 283, 299, 308, 861

Caddoan group, 344, 350
Calcite, 34, 116, 310
Caldwell, Warren W., xiii, 73, 271, 281,

295
Canids, 125
Canis sp., 216
Cannonball Focus, 62
Cannonball River, 55

Carbon-14 age determination, 50, 63, 131,

306, 308, 309, 311, 314, 315

Carbon stains, 281
Carnivores, 51 (list), 125, 233

Carter, Hugh, 231
Cass Lake, Minn., 354
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Catfish, 51, 125, 236, 237, 316
blue, 236
bones, 299
spine, 42, 236

Catlinite, 211-212, 228
Cattail Creek, 3 (map)
Celts, 34, 58, 223, 336, 341, 342, 365

diorite, 113, 114 (fig.), 286
ground, 276

Cemetery, 12
Central Plains, 55, 56, 57, 71, 133, 161,

350
Cephalopod, extinct, 212
Chalcedony, 25, 60, 105, 110, 112, 193,

194, 196, 201, 203, 204, 207, 239,

240, 241, 242, 283, 285, 287, 304,

812, 313
Badlands, 106
vein, 110, 112, 204

Chalk, 35, 115
Chamberlain, S. Dak., 62, 272
Champe, John L., 62, 309, 310, 315
Charcoal, 7, 9, 50, 78, 80, 276, 281, 282,

283, 288, 306, 308, 315, 361
Charles Mix County, S. Dak., 309
Chase County, Kans., 324
Chatfield, D. William, 327, 354
Chert, black, brown, or gray, 25, 27, 29,

30, 31, 105, 106, 110, 112, 193, 194,

196, 201, 204, 207, 240. 241, 303,
824, 330, 331, 332, 335, 336, 337,
338, 339, 340, 341, 346, 351, 352,

356, 358, 360, 364, 365
cream-colored, 356, 364
Flint Hills, 330, 331, 332. 335, 336,

337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 345, 346,
351, 352, 356, 358, 360, 364, 365

pink, 331, 335, 336. 337, 339, 340, 345.

346, 351, 352, 356, 358
red 335
white, 60, 332, 340, 352, 358

Cheyenne River, 193
Chipped-stone Complex, Hosterman

site, 227-228
Chippewa Indians, 56
Chisels, bone, 39 (fig.), 40, 59

stone, 200, 223
ulna, 111 (figs.), 123

Chokecherries, 222, 226
Choppers, 340

biface, 203, 228, 286
ovoid, 352, 365
pyrlform, 360
stone, 30, 58, 112, 381, 336, 352, 360,

366, 367
uniface, 286

Chordates, 51 (list)

Choutean Aspect, 129, 131, 132, 134, 307,

315
Clay, miscellaneous objects of, 24—25,

58 (list)

Clear Lake site, 311

Cleaver, scapula, 116, 117 (fig.), 132,

213-214, 223, 229

Cobbles, waterworn, 151

Cobblestone line, 299, 806
Collins, H. R., 205

Committee for Recovery of Archeologi-
cal Remains, 324

Concretion, tubular, 286, 814
Coogan, Alan H., 296
Coogan, Alan H., and Irving, William

N., 272
Cooper, Paul L., 71, 96, 130, 145, 192,

309, 311
Copper, 222
Cord, used on paddles, 92, 97, 99, 166,

170, 177
Cores, 340-341, 342, 346, 865

pyriform, 337
Corn, 348

braided, 134
kernels, charred, 50, 124, 125, 134,

222,223,231 (table

Northern Flint, 231
stalks, 125

Corncobs, charred {Zea mays), 50, 125,

231 282
Corson County, S. Dak., 71, 73
Cosner, Aaron J., 314
Coteau du Missouri, 245
Cottonwood, 151, 152, 328
Cottonwood formation, 324
Coyote {Canis latrans), 226, 233, 234,

316, 317
skull, 299

Crane {Grus canadensis) , 51, 125
Crane, H. R., and Griffin, James B., 310

Crow (Corvus hrachyrhynchos) , 51, 125

Crow Creek Indian Reservation, 295

Crystalline rock, 208
CuGurUta, 231, 232
Cupstones, 337, 338, 342, 346, 357, 385

Curtis, Norman, 353
Cylinders, antler, 133
Cyprinidae, 236

Dakota County, Nebr., 309
Dakota Indians, 208
Dalton gang, 353
Daly, Robert, 347
Danaczko, Edward A., 327
Dart points, stone, 54
Dawdles, clay, 191-192
Day, Adolph Burns, 295
Deer {Odocoilcus), 51, 233, 234, 316, 317

antlers, miscellaneous objects of,

46,47 (figs.), 118,219
bones, 125, 212, 217, 218, 226
footprints, peeked, 844
leg bone, 353
tines, worked, 46

Demery Component, 135
pottery list, 105, 128, 129

Demery home, 74, 126
Densmore, Frances, 56
Dentry, Gordon, 146
Depressions, circular, 273, 276, 279
Deuder, Francis, 309
Dillenger culture, 311
Dinosaur National Monument, 316

Diorite, 34, 113, 209, 286

Disks, bone, 38, 39 (fig.), 56, 59

sandstone, 114 (fig.), 115

shell, 48, 49 (figs.), 57, 59, 61
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Ditch, fortifying, 74, 146, 147, 148-149
(fig.), 225, 272, 273, 275, 276, 288

Dodd site, 55, 56, 132-133, 197, 213, 217,

220, 231, 235
Dog (Canis familiaris) , 233, 234

Canis sp., 51
domestic, 226
prairie {Cynomys ludovicianus)

,

226, 233, 234, 316, 317
Double Ditch (Bourgois) Mandan site,

N. Dak., 1, 56, 57, 133, 175
Drills, expanding base, 106, 304, 329,

352
stone, 29, 58 (list), 109 (figs.), 304,

329, 330-331, 335, 340, 342, 345,

352, 367
tapered, 109 (fig.), 115

Dry Creek. 347, 353
Dry Creek Rockshelter (14W0224),

347-353, 366, 367
Ducks (size of teal and gadwill), 51
Dunkle, David H., 316
Dunlevy, Marion L., 133

Eagle, bones of, 118
flesh eaten, 220
tail feathers, 220

Eagle, golden, 51, 220, 233, 237
Eagle, Hobart, 295
Early Man sites, 195
Early Woodland cultures, 339
Earth lodge, 281
Eflagies, baked clay, 36 (fig.)

Elk {Cervus canadensis) , 51
antlers, 219
bones, 35, 125, 133, 305
footprints, pecked, 344
ribs, 215
teeth, perforated, 46, 47 (fig.), 48,

66, 59
Ellsworth, Kans., 325
Elm trees, 323
Emetics, 56
End scrapers, 195-200, 249-255, 286,

312-313
carinated, 200. 247-249
chipped stone, 106, 109 (figs.), 331,

332, 336, 337, 342, 358
irregular, 286
keeled, 195, 197 ( fig. ), 244-246 (list)

stone, 27, 28 (figs.), 29, 58 (list),

60, 61, 287, 303-304, 312-313
teardrop, 250-251 (list)

See also Scrapers.
Entryway, covered, 127
Epidemic, 288

"Face," miniature shell, 78, 120 (fig.),

124, 134
Fairbanks, Charles H., 226
Farming, 223
Faunal remains, 126 (list), 233-237
Feldspar, 90
Fence line, 283
Fenceposts, 279
Fenenga, Franklin, 54, 330
Fetish or trophy skull, 220, 229

Figures, human, 343-344, 346, 347, 350
Finger Creek, 241, 354
Fire Heart Butte, 2, 73
Firepit, 282, 283, 306, 307, 308
Fireplaces, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 (map), 9, 12,

75, 78, 79, 80, 82, 85, 86, 127, 222,

361
Fish, 51, 125, 226, 235, 236, 237, 317

bones, 316
Fisher, Richard, 327
Fishhook, bone, 38, 39 (fig.), 59, 118,

119 (figs.), 216, 229
unbarbed, 216, 223

Fishing, 223
Flakers, bone, 214-215, 223, 229

tine, 124
Flakes, stone, 31, 112, 338, 342

worked, 314, 357
Flesher, metapodial, 282, 283, 286, 287

serrated, 35, 37 (fig.), 55, 59, 133
Flint, Richard Foster, 145
Flint Hill region, Kans., 324
Flints, 196, 239, 308, 313, 334
Floyd, Edwin. 146
Fort Berthold Reservation, S. Dak., 56,

125
Forth, Michael, 295
Fortifications, 276-279
Fort Lincoln site (32SI4), 177
Fort Randall Reservoir, 130
Fort Thompson, 295
Fort Thompson Focus, 272
Fort Yates, 2, 71, 73
Fort Yates Focus, 62
Fort Yates site, xni, 2, 3 (map), 62, 177
Fossils, shell, 48, 49 (fig.), 50 (table)
Four Bears site (39DW1), 186
Four Mile Creek, 3 (map), 50
Fowl, 316
Fowler, Melvin L., 311
Fox, 226

gray (Urocyon cinereorgentus) , 51,

226, 233
kit {VuJpes velox), 220, 234, 316,

317
model of, 25
red {Canis lupus), 226, 233

Eraser, Dorothy E., 145, 146
Friedmann, Herbert, 237
Fritz, George, 327
Fruits, wild, 223, 226

Gaines Ranch, 57
Game pieces, stone, 109 ( figs. ) , 115
Gannon, Craig, 73
Gastropods, 51 (list)

Gathering, 222, 223, 366, 367, 368
Gavins Point site (39YK203), 309
Geesefoot, 226
Gilmore, Melvin R., 125

Gipp, Robert F., xiii

Gipp, William C, 73
Glass fragment, 281, 282
Golden, Bernard, 271
Good Soldier Component (39LM238),

297-305, 306, 307, 315, 316 (list),

317
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Good Soldier Creek, 296
Goose {Branta canadensis) , 51
Gopher, pocket (Geomys bursarius),

226, 233
Gouges, 200, 201
Gourd, bottle { Lagenaria), 232
Grand River, S. Dak., 55, 89, 135
Grandmother's Lodge site (32ME59),

52, 54, 62
Grainers, bone, 224, 229
Granite, 30, 31, 34, 53, 90, 113, 115, 163,

192, 208, 209, 224, 286, 308
Gravers, 207, 256 (list), 331, 367

tips of, 206, 208
Great Bend Culture Complex, 328, 334,

346, 347, 350, 353, 357, 367, 368
Great Plains province, 145, 306
Green stem fragments, 226
Greenwood County, Kans., 323, 324, 326,

328
Greenwood County sites (14GR201-

218), 324
Grinders, hide, 215

paint, 208
Ground stone, 113-116

spheres, 31, 33 (figs.), 59
tools, 208

Hackberry, 323
seeds (Celtis occidentaUs) , 232

Hadleigh-West, Frederic, 71, 73
Hagen site, 177
Hairdress, figure of, 350
Haiser, George, 12
Hall, Robert L., 309
Hammer, 34, 113, 220

antler, 229
Hammerstones, 31, 58, 113, 210, 223, 331,

337, 342, 346, 360, 365
discoidal, 113
ovoid, 286
pebble, 113, 208

Hand County, S. Dak., 309
Handles, 184-186, 188 (figs.)

lug, 183, 184-186, 192
strap, 183-184, 186, 192

Handstones, 210, 228
Harding, Lester, 327
Havens site, 57, 60-61, 62
Hawk, 51, 125
Heart Butte campsite (32GT1), 175, 177
Heart Butte rockshelter (32GT5), 177
Hearth, 148 (map), 152, 153, 154, 306,

361
Heart River, 61, 62
Heath hen {Tympanuchus cupido), 51
Hecker, Thad. "c, 1, 61
Hematite, 208, 211, 296, 299, 308, 360, 367

and other paint substances, 211-212,
228

Java Brown (8L10) , 35, 115
red, 192, 308, 332, 366
siliceous, 341

Hensler site, 57
Hewes, Dr. Gordon W., xin, 1, 4, 11, 12,

14, 19, 54, 63, 100, 175, 177
Hickey Ranch, 272

Hidatsa Indians, 133
earth lodges, 126, 127
sites of, 132

Hide grinders, 215, 229
Hide perforators, bone, 40, 45, 121
Hide scrapers, 212, 213, 214, 224, 229
Hill, A. T., and Wedel, Waldo R., 133
Hoard, Lyon J., 130
Hoes, scapula, 35, 36 (figs.), 44, 45, 55,

59 (list) , 111 (fig.) , 116, 132, 212-
213, 216, 223, 229, 282

stone, 341, 342, 346, 357
Hoffman, C. W., 56
Hold County, Nebr., 302
Homer, Dakota County, Nebr., 309
Hones, stone, 223
Hook and line, 226
Hopewell Complex, 325
Horse, figure of, 344, 346, 348, 353
Horticulture, 367, 368
Hosterman, John B., 145
House

:

depressions, 2, 11, 12, 60, 85, 127,

146, 271, 273
entrance, 4, 7, 9, 51, 78, 81, 85, 126,

127, 152, 153, 154, 156, 222, 223,

306
fill, 3, 12, 127, 128
floors, 2, 3, 4, 7, 59, 81, 84, 127, 128,

148, 152, 153, 154, 156, 160, 223,

225, 279, 306
midline, 51
pits, 127, 147, 148 (map), 153, 222

sites, 74, 306
superstructure, 153
walls, 4, 7, 12, 51, 52, 84, 128, 152,

153 154 155
Houses, 51, 61, 74, 78-85, 126, 151-154,

226
circular, 75, 126, 151, 153, 215, 223

conical, 127
Demery site, 75, 78, 79 (map), 80-

85, 92, 105, 124-128
Havens site, 60
oval, 128
Paul Brave site, 2-11, 22, 51, 52, 58

(list)

rectangular, 154, 222, 271, 283, 287,

306, 309
Thomas Riggs site, 51, 58 (list)

Howard, J. Dan, 73
Howard, James H., 62, 124, 134, 288,

326, 327, 328, 330, 331
Howard, Mrs. James H., 327
Howe, Donald, 295
Hrdli<5ka, Ale§, 261
Huff Focus, 129, 130, 131, 134, 135
Huff site (32M011), 51, 63, 125, 129,

132, 133, 134, 288
Hughes County, S. Dak., 306
Human remains, 85-86, 221
Hunting, 222, 223, 226, 235, 366, 367, 368

camp, 159
Hurt, Wesley R., Jr., 2, 35, 51, 52. 53,

56, 62, 96, 127, 130, 131, 132, 133,

171, 175, 179, 284, 287, 309
Huscher, Harold A., 295
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Huscher, Harold A., and McNutt,
Charles H., 295

Husks, 125

Ictaluridae, 236
Illinois River, 311
Incisor, grooved, 47 ( fig. ) , 48
Indian dwelling, figure of, 353
Indian Knoll skeletons, 260
Insect remains, 238
Inter-Agency Archeological Salvage

Program of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, 295, 324
Irving village, 311

James, Edwin, 348
James, Jesse, 353
Jamison, Fred, 327
Jasper, 194, 196, 199, 201, 204, 239, 240,

241, 303, 313, 340, 351, 365
John Grass, Dakota chief, 73
John Grass Creek, 73, 76 (map), 127
Johnson, Alfred E., 324, 325, 326, 327,

330, 331, 334
Johnson, Elden, 309
Johnston, Francis E., 260
Jones, Hugh Carl, 146
Juniper, 152

Kanapolis Reservoir, 325
Kansa Indians, 323, 344
Kansas City Hopewell culture, 326, 328,

332, 367, 368
Kearney, Milo, 295
Keeler, Charles L., 259
Keith Focus, 310. 325, 326, 364, 366, 367
Kenel, S. Dak., 57
Kenel to Fort Yates road, 73, 76 (map)
Kettle, iron, 353
Kidder, A. V., 40, 121, 132
Kivett, Marvin F., 56, 310, 339, 364
Kleinsasser, Glenn, 14, 59, 284
Knife handles, bone, 37 (fig.), 44, 56,

59, 110, 111 (fig.), 118, 125, 134,

215, 229
wood, 110, 111 (fig.), 118, 125

Knife River flint (chalcedony), 25, 27,

29, 30, 31, 60, 61, 105, 110, 112,

303
Knives, 41 (fig.), 44, 213, 283, 285-286,

287, 304, 313-314, 339-340, 352.

358
asymmetrical, 108 (figs.), 112
Badger Component, 313-314
beveled, 366
bifaced, 203, 204
bone. 44, 56, 59, 116, 117 (fig.), 132,

212, 223, 224
broad, 29-30, 58 (list), 110
chipped stone, 108 (figs.), 224, 228
flake, 30, 58, 61, 112, 204, 352
four-edged, 203, 204
Harahey, 340, 352
hook-bladed, 56
leaf-shaped, 285
narrow, 30, 43, 54, 58 (list), 110
oval, 110, 116
ribbon flake, 204

Knives—Continued
scrapula, 116, 117 (fig.), 132, 213,

229
skinning, 196
squash, 56, 116, 132
stone, 28 (figs.), 54, 203-204
thin-bladed, 204
trapezoidal blade, 286
vein chalcedony, 108 (figs.), 112,

203, 204
Knox County, Nebr., 302
Krogman, W. M., 258, 261

Lagomorpha, 233
Landes, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth, 327
La Roche Focus, 130, 131
La Roche site, 97, 128, 129, 130, 133,

134, 179
Larson culture, 177
Larter site, 203
Later Heart River Period, 61
Lawrence, Russell B., xiii

Leaners, 52
Leather work, 134
Le Beau Focus, 171
Lehmer, Donald J.. 1, 15, 44, 55, 56, 132,

152, 161, 197, 215, 284, 302, 317
Libby, Orin G., 56
Like-a-Fishhook Village, 127
Limestone, 314, 332, 341, 342

Cottonwood formation, 336, 341,

346, 357, 360, 365
Permian, 324
slabs, 361

Limonite, 332, 366
Lincoln, Nebr., 162
Lindenmeier site, 206, 256 (list)

Lithic materials. 285-286
Little Missouri River, 54, 62
Little-Water-Man, supernatural being,

354
petroglyph (14W0226), 347, 353-

354
Livingston, Jerry, 295
Lodge, circular, 74, 126

eagle-trapping, 127
earth-covered, 52, 61, 282, 297, 306,

307
Log, charred, 281
Love, August, 327
Lower Brule, reservation town, 272
Lower Loup Focus, 133
Lyman County, S. Dak., 62, 214, 271, 272,

296, 306

MacNeish, Richard S., 196, 203
McDermott, John Francis, editor, 323
McKem, Thomas W., and Stewart, T.

D., 260-261
McLaughlin, Jack, xiii

McNutt, Charles H., xiii, 301
Madison, Lee G., 271, 281
Maerz, A., and Paul, M. Rea, 35
Maize {Zea mays), 226
Mandan culture, 61, 63, 127, 131, 133,

134, 152, 220, 231
sites, 55, 56, 61, 126, 132
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Mandan-Hidatsa culture, 177
Mano, stone, 34, 55, 58, 115, 33&-337, 341,

360, 365, 366
Maples Mill culture, 311
Marion County, Kans., 324
Marshno, Joseph, 327
Mason County, 111., 311
Mauls, grooved, 31, 58 (list), 113, 208,

209, 224, 228
Mealing slab, 33-34, 55, 58, 115
Meat, dried, 208, 209, 223
Medicines, 337
Meleen, Elmer E., 130, 133, 134
Metcalf, George, 213, 214
Meyer, Winton, 231
Mica, 90, 116
Microblades, 194, 204, 227, 243-244
Middens, refuse, 60, 151, 152, 213, 223,

225, 275
Middle Missouri area, 1, 14, 15, 57, 62,

71, 126, 132, 133, 315
Middle Tent, Frederick, 295
Middle Woodland time level, 367
Miller, Carl F., 259
Miller, Loye, 50, 125
Miller, Ruth, 146
Mississippi Valley, 231
Missouri Basin Chronology Program,

306
Missouri Basin Project, Smithsonian

Institution, 62, 71, 73, 131, 145,
146, 271, 273, 295, 327

Missouri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis,
231

Missouri Plateau section, 145
Missouri River, 2, 3 (map), 50, 52, 55,

60, 61, 63, 71, 73, 112, 127, 128, 129,
130, 134, 135, 145, 153, 222, 259,
271, 272, 295, 296, 306, 307, 311,
315

drainage basin, 327
flood plain, 2, 78
terrace, 1, 296

Missouri River Valley, 1, 61, 62, 245
Mitchell Creek site, 56
Moat, protective, 147
Mobridge, S. Dak., 56, 132, 133
Mole, meadow, 233
Mollusks, 50, 51 (table)
Mongoloids, 258
Mooney, James, 344
Moorman, Edward H., 324, 326, 327
Morris County, Kans., 324
Morrison, Joseph P. E., xiii, 50, 221
Mortars, wooden, 152, 154
MotsifE site, 56, 57
Mullers, 115
Mulloy, William, 177
Muskrat, 51, 226, 233
Myers site, 130

Nakasa tribe (Caddoan group), 344
National Park Service, Dept. of Interi-

or, XIII, 71, 295, 324, 327
Nebraska culture, 337
Needlelike tool, 215, 229
Needles, bone, 59, 352-^53
Nelson, Wayne, 295

Neosho Focus, 356, 357
Neuman, Robert W., 73
Newell, H. Perry, and Krieger, Alex D.,

89
Nickerson, Norton H., 316
Nickerson, N. H., and Hou Ding, 231
Niobrara River, Nebr., 89
North Cannonball sites, 57
North Dakota State Legislature, 71
Northern Plains tribes, 1, 56
Nuts, 209

Oahe Reservoir, N. Dak., xiii, 61, 71,

130, 259
Oak, blackjack, 347

trees, 323
Obsidian, smoky, 112, 193, 194, 239, 241
Ocher, red, 34, 38, 166, 211
Ojibwa Indians, 354
Oldham site (39CH7), 309
Omaha Indians, 231, 310
On-a-Slant Mandan village, 133
One Mile Creek, 3 (map)
Oneota site, 133, 338
Orleans Aspect, 366, 367
Osage Indians, 323, 344
Osterholt, Dale, 146
Otter (Lutra canadensis), 226, 233
Outlaw Rockshelter (14W0225), 353
Over, H. R., and Thomas, C. S., 237
Over Focus Swanson site (o9BR16), 51,

56

Paddle, 90, 128, 161, 165, 178, 192, 224,

300
cord-wrapped, 53, 90, 92, 128, 161,

165, 177, 192
grooved, 53, 128, 161

Paint, 332, 366
brushes, 211
red 344
stones, 208, 228
See also Hematite.

Paint Creek culture, 334, 357
Paleo-Indian material, 366
Palisade, 150-151, 225, 272

posts, 277
wall, 275, 277

Pashe, H. W., 327
Paul Brave estate, xiv

Paul Brave site (32S14), xm, 1, 2, 3

(map), 4, 53, 54, 56, 57, 60, 61, 62,

63, 100, 104, 125, 132, 133
See also Fort Yates site.

Pawnee Indians, 208
Payne site, 130, 131, 133, 224
Pebbles, unmodified, 34

utilized, 210-211, 228
Pecking stones, 208
Pelecypods, 50, 51
Pelican, white, 125
Pemmican, 210, 224
Pendant, bone, 120 (fig.), 123

rib, 59
shell, 48, 49 (fig.), 59, 221, 222

wapiti tooth, 229
Perforators or gravers, stone, 206-207,

228
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P©rfiiinGs 337
Petrified wood, 27, 30, 31, 106, 110, 112
Petroglyph, Little-Water-Man (14WO

226 ) 347 353—354
Petroglyphs, 341, 342-344, 346, 347, 34&-

350, 353
sites of, 326, 341-342

Pliillips, George, 327
Phillips, Richard, 327
Phillips County, Kans., 326
Phillips Ranch site (39ST14), 55, 133.

231
Picks, bison radius, 111 (fig.), 123, 132,

219
bone, 229
stone, 365
ulna. Ill (fig.), 123

Pierre, S. Dak., 133, 192, 257
Pigments, 35, 115, 189
Pine, scrub, 347
Pins, bone, 132
Pipe bowl, 211, 286
Pipes, baked clay, 58

catlinite, 114 (fig.), 115, 211
catlinite disk-bowl, 109 (fig.), 114

(fig.), 115
fragments, 276

Pisces, 233
Pi-Sunyer, Oriol, siii

Pits, 3, 78, 83, 297
aboriginal, 283
ash, 148 (map)
basin-shaped, 4, 7, 9, 52, 75, 86, 127,

151, 153, 154, 157 (fig.), 158, 299,

308
bell-shaped, 11, 52, 75, 80, 82, 84,

85, 86, 87, 124, 127, 148 (map),
152, 154, 156, 157 (fig.), 160, 223,

307
borrow, 86, 156, 159
cache, 3, 52, 148 (map), 151, 152,

154, 156-157 (fig.), 160, 190, 205,

209, 211, 212, 219, 220, 223, 238,

279, 283, 307
circular, 151, 152, 159
fire, 148 (map), 151, 152, 153, 154,

156
irregular, 9, 52
midden, 159-160, 192, 212, 214, 219,

221. 223, 225, 307
oval, 80, 86
quasi-rectangular, 159
rectangular, 9
rubbish, 52, 60, 75, 82, 152, 154, 156,

276
saucer-shaped, 156, 159
storage, 52, 156, 160, 223
test, 11-12, 59, 74, 75, 78, 146, 276,

283, 296, 329, 330, 331, 332, 337,

348, 354, 357, 361
undercut, 152

Plains Indian groups, 220, 348, 360
Plains Woodland Period, 315, 316, 328,

351, 358, 363, 364, 366, 367, 368
Plums, wild {Prunus americana) , 222,

232, 342
Point Peninsula Focus, 221
Pomme ilanche, 125

Possum Point site (14W0228), 327,
354-357, 355 (map), 366, 367, 368

Postholes, 3, 4, 6 (map), 7, 9, 12, 75,

79, 85, 127, 148, 151, 152, 155, 159,
160, 276, 277, 281, 297, 299, 306

Post molds, 277, 281, 282, 283, 297, 361
Posts, 78, 79 (map), 80, 82, 84, 125, 127,

154, 281, 283, 297
cedar, 7, 11, 299
charred, 9, 85
Paul Brave site, 4, 52
stockade, 150 (map)
wall, 152, 222

Potsherds, 271, 277, 284, 296, 297, 299,

334, 346, 350, 354, 357
Potter County, S. Dak., 145, 259
Pottery, 92-105, 163-165, 211, 226, 284-

285, 287, 299-303, 306, 308-311
Aldren cord impressed, 55

Anderson, 287, 288
Anderson flared rim ware, 287
Anderson low rim, 279, 284, 285
appendages, 15, 17, 20, 21, 53, 90,

95, 97, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 161,

300, 302, 303
Archaic Mandan, 20, 52, 58
Arikara, 193
Arzberger Group, 130, 131
Arzberger horizontal incised, 130
Arzberger opposed diagonal, 130
Badger Component, 308-311, 314
bases, 224, 300
biconical perforations in, 24
black painted, 188-189
body sherds, 23-24, 60 (list), 89,

90, 91-92, 100, 162, 163 (list),

165-167, 285, 303. 329, 330, 334,

338, 344-345, 350-351, 356, 363
brushed, 162, 163, 166, 171, 173, 177,

178, 224, 285
Cadotte collared, 299, 301-302, 307
Campbell Creek types, 132, 307
Chamberlain incised triangle, 309
check-stamped, 24, 53, 55, 58, 89,

92 130
color, 53, 90, 160, 165, 192, 224, 284,

285, 300, 301, 302, 309, 310, 330,

334, 338, 350, 351, 354, 363, 368
cord-impressed, 103-105, 162, 166,

171, 173, 174, 175, 177, 178, 185,

192, 224-225, 308, 309, 310, 330,

334, 338, 342, 344, 347, 350, 363,

367
cord-paddled, 315
cord-roughened, 53, 55, 58, 60, 89,

92, 97, 99, 130, 131, 276, 285, 287,

288, 347
corncob-impressed, 163, 167, 190
Cowley plain type, 345, 350
curvilinear-stamped, 162
decoration, 17 (fig.), 18 (figs.), 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 53, 55, 89, 92, 96,

97-98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104,

129, 162, 165, 167-171, 172 (fig.),

175, 224, 284, 2^5, 299, 300, 301,

302, 303, 356, 363, 367
Demery site, 90-105, 128
dentate stamping, 330, 332, 367
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Pottery—Continued
Evans incised, 97
Evans indented, 302
fabric-impressed, 1G2, 167
finger-indented, 170, 171, 172 (figs.),

177, 283, 284
fingernail-pinched, 163, 192
firing of, 160
forms, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 53, 89,

90, 93, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102,
103, 104, 174, 175, 177, 300

Fort Rice cord-impressed, 100, 101,

lOo, 129
Fort Rice trailed, 101, 105, 129
Fort Yates cord-impressed, 20-21,

54, 55, 58, 59, 60, 100
Fort Yates Cross-Hatched, 19, 21,

54, 55, 58, 60
Fort Yates fine incised, 19
Fort Yates plain, 19
Fort Yates ware, 16, 20-21, 24, 53
fragments, 55 (list)

Geneseo plain type, 338, 345, 354
Geneseo red filmed, 334
geometric designs on, 182
grass-marked, 345, 356
Great Bend, 350, 357
Great Oasis, 309, 315
Grey Cloud horizontal-incised, 97,

131, 299, 300-301, 307
grit^tempered, 89, 163, 192, 300, 301,

302, 303, 309, 310, 330, 334, 338,
342, 344, 345, 346, 350, 363, 367,
368

handles, 24, 53, 90, 97, 161, 170, 183-
186, 188 (figs.), 334

hardness, 90, 284, 285
Harlan cord-roughened, 310
herringbone incised, 168 (fig.), 170,

173, 174, 175, 177, 178, 179, 184,

185, 191, 299
horizontal parallel line patterns on,

179, 184, 190, 300, 301
horizontal stab and drag design on,

184
Hosterman cord-impressed, 177
Hosterman site, 160-193
Hosterman vertical rims, 177-178
Huff, 101
Hughes Group, 130, 131
incised or trailed, 58, 60, 89, 90, 91,

92, 162, 163, 168 (fig.), 170, 171,

173, 174, 178, 182, 192, 224, 302,

330, 363
lona diagonal-incised, 307
lona horizontal-incised, 97, 98, 132,

307
lona indented, 296, 299, 300, 307
lona S-rim, 307
lona ware, 132
Le Beau cord-wrapped rod designs,

177
Le Beau finger-indented, 171
Le Beau horizontal cord-impressed,

175, 178
line-block zonal decorations, 176,

179,186 (fig.), 187 (fig.)

Pottery—Continued
lip form, 90, 167, 168 (figs.), 169

(figs.), 171, 174, 175, 177, 284,
285, 300, 302, 309, 310, 350, 356

lip treatment, 167-171, 224, 284
making, technique of, 128, 224, 300
Mandan, 192
mat-impressed, 162
miniature vessels, 22-23, 161, 189-

190 (figs.), 224
modeling tools, 44, 56, 59, 61, 119

(fig.), 122-123
Nordvold horizontal-incised, 131,

166 (fig.), 179
notched-stick decorations on, 310
painted, 53, 163, 182, 18&-189
paste, 15, 24, 53, 89, 90, 99, 103, 104,

160, 163, 174, 177, 300, 311
Paul Brave, 14, 15, 53, 58 (list)

pinched ridged, 163
plain, 162, 163, 165, 168 (fig.), 171,

174, 175, 177, 178, 182, 192, 276,

279, 285, 299, 330
Plains, 301
polished, 90, 350, 351
punctated, 163, 168 (figs.), 170, 175,

177, 179, 182, 224, 301, 302
recurved rims, 101-103, 105
red-filmed, 89, 92, 166
Riggs cross-hatched rim, 19, 21, 55,

58, 60, 104, 105, 128, 129
Riggs fiared rim, 279, 283, 284
Riggs incised rim, 19-20, 53, 55, 58,

60
Riggs pinched rim, 20, 55, 58, 60
Riggs plain rim, 16, 17 (figs.), 18

(figs.), 53, 54, 55, 58, 59, 60
Riggs punctate, 54, 55, 58, 59, 281,

282, 283, 284
Riggs straight rim, 104, 105, 128, 129
Riggs ware, 16-20, 24, 53, 58 (list),

284, 287, 288
Riggs wavy rim, 54
rim decoration on, 175-180 (figs.),

224
rim form, 15, 23, 53, 71, 90, 91

(figs), 92, 129, 162, 173, 174, 177,

284, 285, 300, 356
rim sherds, 128, 162, 283, 284^285,

287, 300, 301, 302, 306, 307 (list),

308, 310, 329-330, 334, 338, 350,

354, 361-363
rim types, 89, 91 (figs.), 93 (figs.),

94 (figs.), 129, 173, 174 (table),

363
Rio Grande glaze paint, 334
rocker-stamped, 330, 332, 367
Russel plain rim, 301
Russell ware, 301
Rygh rainbow corded, 175, 177, 178
S-shaped rim decorations, 172

(figs.), 173, 174 (table), 175, 177,

185 (fig.), 192
sand-tempered, 354
shapes, 53, 161
shell-tempered, 89, 342, 344

shoulder decorations on, 183, 184
(fig.), 224
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Pottery—Continued
shoulder elements on, 93 (figs.), 94

(figs.), 95 (figs.), 97, 99, 100, 101,

161
shoulder treatment, 182-183, 800
simple-stamped, 23, 53, 55, 58, 59,

60, 89, 90, 91, 92, 98, 128, 130, 161,

162, 163, 165, 173 (fig.), 177, 182,

183 (fig.), 192, 224, 285, 297, 299,

306
smoothed, 58, 59, 60, 90, 92, 128, 161,

334, 338, 344, 345, 346, 367
Stanley braced rim ware, 302, 307
Stanley tool impressed, 299, 302, 307
surface finish, 15, 53, 89, 90, 97, 98,

99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 165,

174, 177, 192, 284, 285, 300
Talking Crow brushed types, 179
Talking Crow straight rim, 91

(figs.), 92, 96, 105, 129, 131, 132,

299, 301, 307
Talking Crow ware, 301
tempering, 53, 90, 160, 224, 284, 285,
300 334 354

texture, 90, 160, 164, 284, 285, 300
ticked-line, 180-182 (fig.)

tool impressed, 171, 182 (list), 301,
302

Twelve Mile black-on-gray, 55, 58
unclassified, 16, 21-22, 58, 60, 61
Valley cord-roughened, 310
vertical rim sherds, 178 (table)

vessel shape, 15, 177, 186-188
Weaver ware, 311
Wheeler horizontal-incised, 96, 131,

132, 179
Wheeler incised-triangle, 132
Wheeler plain rim, 96
Wheeler ridged, 96
with flaring rims, 96, 97, 99, 105,

130, 297
Woodland, 100

Prairie chicken (Tymfanuchers ameri-
caniis), 24

Pre-Arikara group, 208, 226
Preceramic remains, 325
Prehistoric Omaha, 309, 315
Pre-Mandan group, 226
Projectile points, 239-242 (Ust), 276,

285, 297, 303, 311-313, 329, 330,

332, 334-336, 338-339, 340, 342,

345, 351, 354, 356, 358, 360, 363-
364, 366

chipped stone, 54, 105-106, 107
(figs.), 193-194, 223, 225, 227

expanding stem, 342, 345, 347, 351,
356, 357, 358, 367

fragments, 106, 330, 332, 335, 352,

357, 358, 363
large point, 335, 339, 345, 852, 356,

357, 367
late horizon, 335, 339, 356
plain lanceolate, 25, 27
plain triangular, 27
small point, 335, 345, 352, 356, 367
stone, 25, 26 (figs.), 27, 58 (list),

224, 357

Pottery—Continued
triangular, basal notched, 303
triangular, corner-notched, 312
triangular, straight base, 303, 311-

312
triangular blade, concave base, 106,

285, 303
triangular blade, straight base, un-

notched, 106, 303, 351
triangular blade, two side notches,

106, 285
Pronghorns {Antilocapra americana),

212, 216, 226, 233
metapodial bone, 216, 217, 219, 229

Prunus americanus, 317
Pumice, 209, 223, 228
Pumpkin, sugar, 232
Pumpkin seeds, charred, 50, 231
Punches, antler, 219

bone, 45, 59, 215-216, 224, 229

Quartz, 30, 31, 90, 303, 304, 312
Quartzite, 30, 31, 106, 110, 112, 113, 193,

194, 196, 201, 204, 207, 208, 239,

240, 241, 242, 286, 303, 312, 313,
314, 331, 341, 364

Bijou Hills, 30, 112, 282, 283, 285,

304, 314
Quill fiatteners, 44, 282, 287

Rabbit, 226, 317
cottontail {Sylvilagus floridanus),

51, 125, 233, 234, 316
jack (Lepus townsendii), 51, 125,

233, 234
Radiocarbon dating, 63
Rafters, 222
Redbird Focus, 97, 130, 133
Reed, Erik K., 327
Ree Heights, Hand County, S. Dak., 309
Ree Heights Buffalo Kill site (39HD3),

309
Reid, Russell, xiii, 71
Reptiles, 51, 125
Ribs, cut, 215, 229

fragments of, perforated, 229
notched, 215, 229
tip of, slotted, 45, 59, 117 (fig.), 119

(fig.), 122, 133
Rice County, Kaus., 334
Ridgepole, 52
Rifle, 344
Rim sherds, 59, 60
Ritchie, William A., 221
River Basin Survey, xiii, 324, 326, 327
Roberts, Frank H. H., Jr., 206, 327
Robert Zahn site (32S13) , 57-60, 62
Robinson, Stephen W., xni, 73
Rock fragments, 297
Rocks, fire-cracked, 308
Rockshelter, Dry Creek, (14W0224),

347-353, 349 (map), 366, 367
Outlaw (14W0225), 353
Walleye (14W0222), 326, 341-347,

343 (map), 366, 367
Rodentia, 233
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Rodents, 51 (list), 125
Roof, dirt, 222

poles, 127, 152
supports, 127, 151, 154, 222

Roots, 125, 223
Rough-stone Complex, Hosterman site,

227
Rubbing stones, 208, 228
Rubbing tools, bone, 45, 59
Rutherford Mound, 311
Ryan site (25DK2) , 309

Sample, Mark, 327
Sandstone, 31, 32, 33, 55, 57, 113,

115, 209, 286, 323, 336, 337,

342, 344, 346, 348, 352, 354,

360, 365
Sdtwa, Arikara work basket, 125
Scalp Creek, 97
Scalp Creek site, 130, 132, 133, 179
Scapula, worked, 216, 229
Scapula spines, 213, 214, 229
Scheans, Daniel J., 62
Schist, gray micaceous, 336, 341
Scoops, horn core and frontal, 59

split metapodial, 37, 38, 59
Scoria, 32, 60, 113, 304
Scraper-burin combination, 205
Scrapers, 195-203, 227-228, 286, 329,

bone, 212, 223
bowshaft, 340
circular, 195
elliptical, 195
end, 195, 196, 197-201, 205, 207,
244-247 (Ust), 248-255, 282,

286, 314, 340, 345-346, 366
flake, 112, 195, 198, 282, 331,

337, 338, 340, 342, 346, 352,
365, 366, 367

ovate, 195
ovoid, 203
planoconvex, 195, 198
pointed oval, 196
scapula, 214
shell, 117 (fig.), 124, 134, 221
side, 194, 195, 198, 201-203, 228,

(list), 314
single edged, 195
snub-nosed, 223
stone, 225
subtriangular, 195
teardrop, 195, 198
thumbnail, 195, 199
turtleback, 364-365
unifaced, 195

Screen, 353
Seeds, 208. 222, 226
Setzer, H. W., 233
Shaft scrapers, 340
Shaft smoothers, 32, 33 (fig.), 59,

(fig.), 115, 223, 282, 304, 342,
Shaft wrenches, 59, 117 (fig.), 118,

229
Shale, 113
Shannon Focus, 129, 130, 131, 307,
Sharpening stone, 352
8ha-we, Mandan women's game, 56

114,

341,

357,

367

228,

283,

336,

360,

244

114
352
215,

315

Shells, 134, 221 (table) -222, 277
Anodonta grandis plana, 51, 221,

226
deposits of, 146
"Goniobasis" nebrascensis, 49

(fig.), 50
Lampsilis carditim, 51
L. siliquoidea, 51
Lasmigona complanata, 51, 221
L. sp., 222
Lioplax nebrascensis, 48, 49 (fig.)

modified, 120 (fig.)

Nueula planimarginata, 50
Olivella biplicata, 221
Oyxtrema insculpta, 49 (fig.), 50
snail, 57, 59
Siiccmea grosvenori, 221
Tancredia americana, 50
unmodified, 50, 51 (table)
unworked, 221, 229
Viviparus leidyi, 49 (fig.), 50
F. refMSMS, 49 (fig.), 50
work in, 48-50, 59 (list)

Sherds, 12, 147, 161, 224, 274, 277, 278,
281, 283

See also Pottery.
Sheyenne-Cheyenne site, 56
Shotwell, J. Arnold, 50, 125
Sickles, bone, 212, 223

scapula, 214, 229
Siltstone, 31, 55
Siouan tribes, Thegiha-speaking, 323
Skeletons, analysis of, 261
Skulls, 220, 229, 235
Skunk {Mephitis hudsonica), 51, 226,

233, 234
Slabs, grooved sandstone, 57

limestone, 361
Slant site (32M026), 56, 57, 133
Slaughtering or butchering areas, 157-

159
Slow, Horace, 295
Smith, Carlyle S., 62, 96, 129, 132, 162,

180, 301, 306, 307, 325, 327
Smith, Carlyle S., and Grange, Robert

T., Jr., 96, 98, 129, 130, 131, 133,
296, 299, 300, 301, 306, 307

Smith, G. Hubert, 295
Smoky Hill River, 325
Smoothers, stone, 223
Soleeki, R., 205
Southern Cult items, 134
Sower, J, E., 327
Spain site (39LM301), 96, 98, 130, 131,

133, 300, 306, 307
Spaulding, Albert C. 89, 96, 130, 132,

133, 134, 197, 337
Spatula tip, bone, 38, 39 (fig.), 59
Spears, 158
Sperry culture, 177
Spinden, Herbert J., 1
Spokeshaves, 218
Spoons, brass, 353

shell, 221
Spotted Bear site, 127, 133
Squash, 226

seeds, charred, 50, 222, 223, 231
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Squirrel, ground (Citellns sp.), 51, 125,
226, 233, 234

Standing Rock Indian Agency, 71
Standing Rock Indian Reservation,

xrv, 73
Standing Rock Tribal Council, xiii, xiv,

73
Standing Soldier site (32S18), 62
Stanek, James J., 295
Stanton, N. Dak., 57
Stanton Ferry, 57
State Historical Society of North Da-

kota, XIII, XIV, 53, 56, 57, 59, 60,

71, 73, 74, 125
Steamboat Creek site (39P01), 186
Steen, Charlie R., 327
Steinbrueck, Emil R., 57
Stephenson, Robert L., xiii, 73, 131, 295,

327
Stewart, Evelyn B., 295
Stewart, T. D., 261
Stockade trench, 146, 147, 279
Stone, fragments of, 332

problematical object of, 314
unworked, 116, 276, 277, 281, 332,
341

worked 25-35, 58 (list), 59 (list),

60-61
Stringers, wooden, 127
Strong, William D., 56, 192, 193
Structures, ceremonial, 12

discussion of, 51-52, 126-128
•Swan, whistling (Cygnus columManus)

,

51
Swan Creek site (39WW7), 130, 131,

171, 186, 217, 224
Swanson site, 309
Swanton, John R., 344
Talking Crow site (39BF3) , 96, 132, 301
Tanner, Lloyd, 327
Tattoo designs, 344, 350
Taylor, William, 236
Tazwell County, 111., 311
Teeth, beaver, 220

elk, 46, 47 (fig.), 48, 56, 59
human, 85, 221, 229
wapiti, 221
worked, 220-221, 229

Tefft, Gaylord S., 327
Thomas Riggs Focus, 62, 63, 85, 89, 104,

105 (list), 128, 129, 130, 131, 133,
135 288

Thomas Riggs site (39HU1), 2, 14, 51,

52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 62, 63, 132, 284,
287, 306

Thong stretchers, bone, 35, 59, 212, 213,
214, 216, 229

Timbers, charred, 75
milled, 281

Tines, deer, 46
Tipsina (Psorales esculenta), 125, 134
Tissue abraders, cancellous, 118
Tony Glas site (32EM3) , 62
Tools, antler, 352

bone, 12, 212, 229, 352
digging, 123, 212, 213
flake, lamellar, 207-208, 228
flaking, 366

Tools—Continued
flint, 12, 223
ground and pecked stone, 208-211,

228
lamellar flake, 207-208, 228, 255

(list)

needlelike, 215
pentagonal-shaped, 216-217

scapula, 132
sharijening, 346
wooden, 352

Toronto, Woodson County, Kans., 323,
347

Toronto Dam, 323, 324
Toronto Reservoir, 323, 324, 325, 326,

327, 328, 347, 366, 368
Toronto Reservoir sites, 368 (tabula-

tion)

Trade goods, European, 334, 347
southwestern, 334
White, 315

Tree ring dating, 63
Trench, exploratory, 147, 148, 275, 283

Paul Brave site, 11, 52
stockade, 146, 147
test, 275-276, 361

Tribal Council, Standing Rock Indian
Reservation, 73

Trotter, Mildred, and Gleser, Goldine
C, 258, 261

Tubers 223
Tubes, 'bone, 37 (fig.), 40, 56, 59, 118,

119 (fig.),212, 217, 229
Tulsa District, Kans., 323
Turkey, 24, 226

bones, 212
Turtle, 51, 125
Twelve Mile Creek site, 58
Two Teeth site (39BF204) , 301, 307
Underwater Panther, mythical figure,

348
University of California, 125
University of Kansas, 62, 306, 307, 324,

327
University of Michigan, 63, 308, 309

radiocarbon laboratory, 63, 131
University of Minnesota, 309
University of Nebraska, 131, 309

laboratory of anthropology, 309
State Museum of, 327

University of North Dakota, xiii, xiv
University of Oregon, 125
Upper Plains, 191
Upper Republican, 56, 133, 222, 325, 326,

337
Upper Sanger, 57

Valley Focus, 310
Vegetal remains, 50, 231-232, 317, 342
Verdigris River, 323, 332, 337, 341, 360,

361
Vertebrae, 235
Vessels, bowl shaped, 338

exotic, of possible Caddoan extrac-

tion, 190-191
globular, 189, 297, 306
miniature, 9, 22-23, 92, 189-190

(figs.), 191 (table)
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Vessels—Continued.
Plains Woodland, 310
pottery, 12, 80
soot deposit on, 187, 224
two-spouted, 191 (fig.)

See also Pottery.
Villages, area of, 74, 129, 226

farming-hunting, 306
Paul Brave site, 58 (list)

Thomas Riggs site, 58 (list)

unfortified, 61
Vole, meadow, 226

Wallace, Wayne O., 327
Walleye Rockshelter (14W0224), 326,

341-347, 343 (map), 366, 367
Walls, 222, 281

posts for, 11, 52
wattle-and-daub, 52

Wapiti tooth {Cervus canadensis), 221,

229
Waterfowl, 226
Watermelons, 146
Webb, Albert, 327
Webb, George, 327
Wedel, Waldo R., 44, 55, 56, 132, 133,

208, 332, 334, 338, 345, 350, 357
Wedel, Waldo, and Kivett, Marvin F.,

310, 326, 354
Weeks, Richard, 257
Weinreich, Bernard, xiii, 72
Wellington, J. W., xiv, 71
Wheeler, Richard P., 44, 56, 146, 161
Whetstones, 209
Whistle, bone, 38, 39 (fig.), .59

White, Theodore, 159, 233, 235, 316, 317
White River, 62
Whitlocks Crossing, Missouri River,

145, 257
Wichita culture, 334
Wichita Indians, 344, 357
Wilford, Lloyd A., 309, 315
Will, George F., 1, 61, 63, 187
Will, George F., and Hecker, Thad. C,

1, 2, 20, 51, 52, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63,

74, 175
Will, George F., and Spinden, H. J., 55,

57, 61, 133, 175, 225
Will, Oscar H., 125
Willey, Gordon R., 129
Willow, black, 125
Wilmeth, Roscoe, 130, 131, 133, 179
Wilson, Gilbert L., 127
Wilson, lone, 295
Winona, 3 (map)
Wood, W. Raymond, 50, 56, 71, 97, 125,

129, 130, 133, 134, 302
Wood, charred, 342

See also Petrified wood.
Woodland Indians, 348
Woodland Pattern, 326
Woodland remains, 325, 347, 357, 363
Woodruff Ossuary, Kans., 310, 326
Woodson County, Kans., 323, 326, 328,

347
Woodson County site, 324
Woolworth, Alan R., 52, 54, 62, 71

Yankton County, S. Dak., 309
Yellow Back, Junior, 295
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